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Discover the music you've been missing in your audio system with the
new SLA-70 vacuum tube 70 watt (35 watt per channel) Class A stereo
amplifier from Cary.
The most exciting feature of the SLA-70, aside from how gorgeous it
looks, is the delightful, sensual beauty of the music it recreates. The first thing
that strikes you about your new SLA-70 is its incredible transparency and
resolution of detail in the music. The SLA's sensual nature is best shown
in the sense of life it reveals in female vocalists. This amp presents music
with such presence and directness, you'll be drawn into the music hour
after musically satisfying hour. The SLA-70 will draw you in even
further when you realize how lucid and utterly uncolored neutrality
reveals delicate nuances in the sound stage.
Need more power? The SLM-70 mono blocks offer 70 watts Class A
power per channel on two gorgeous nickel chrome plated chassis.
To find out more about the full Cary line of exciting audio products,
visit your nearest "High End" audio dealer or call 1-800-421-5456 or
FAX 919-460-3828 for additional information.

101J WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, N.C. 27511

to complete your amplification
needs, couple apair of SLM-70
.monos or Plc 51,A-70-stereo
amp to the Cary SLP-70
— Itillteatüre preamplifier.
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
Perhaps the most basic coming attraction is the
next issue of the magazine itself. Stereopbite goes
into the mail system around the end of the third
week of the preceding month, meaning that after
seven days of snow, rain, heat, and gloom of night,
it should appear in your mailbox like clockwork.
Which is why we take it very seriously when
readers tell us that their copy took an inordinately
long time to arrive. Stephen Masten, Seropinte's
official Circulation Wiz, has therefore set up anetwork of moles: readers who log the arrival dates
of their issues so that we can get an idea of how
the US Postal Service treats us, and see whether
there is any pattern to the magazine's late delivery.
After the first two months' operation of this
scheme, we can say only that there isn't apattern.
It took an average of 8days for the February and
March issues to travel from printer to reader, but
with alarge spread, the fastest taking but 4days
(St. Louis, MO), the most laggardly an obscene
34 days (Boston, MA).
As Stereopbile's printers reside in Florida, it
might be thought that left-coast readers would
get their issues last. Yet this isn't quite the case;
Californians get their magazines an average of 8.5
days after it goes in the mail, the spread ranging
4

from 5to 14.
Nevertheless, if you receive your issue much
later than you expect, please let Stephen know.

Errata

Anumber of errors crept into JGH's anide on audio
basics article in the March issue The smoothing
capacitor had been omitted from figs.6 & 7, the
symbols for diodes and batteries had each been
reversed when the diagrams were drawn, while
an additional, central leg appeared in the transformer diagram which would have prevented
it from wonting. Also in the transformer discussion,
it is a1:3 turns ratio that gives a1:9 impedance
ratio, not the other way round. Also in March,
in John Crabbes reviews of Mercury Living Presence CDs, it should have been noted that Irving
B. Green was founder and President of the Mercury Record Corporation, while C Robert Fine
was founder and President of Fine Sound, Fine
Recording, and Fine Communications. Mr. Fine
served as chief engineer and technical supervisor
of the Mercury Living Presence recordings. My
thanks to Wilma Coma Fine and to those readers
who spotted these errors.
—John Atkinson
Stereophile, May 1991

AS WE SEE IT

Digital Audio Data Compression:
Music's Procrustean Bed
Robert Harley
Procrustean bed: ascheme or pattern into
which something or someone is arbitrarily
forced.
Procrustes: avillainous son of Poseidon in
Greek myth wboforces travelers to fit into bis
bed by stretching their bodies or cutting off
their legs.
—Irkbster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary

ratory, and take close-up photographs of the
outer planets. These achievements will undoubtedly be eclipsed by even more remarkable
developments as mankind continually strives
to extend the limits of his emerging technological power. If "necessity is the mother of invention," then "dissatisfaction is the father of
progress."
There is one field of scientific inquiry, however, where the goal is not the advancement of

I

absolute performance, but of finding ways to

nmost fields of scientific endeavor, advancing the state of the art is the primary

make existing, limited technology commercially exploitable—even at the expense of com-

goal of researchers and academics. From
computer science to medicine to astronomy,

promising quality. Unfortunately, this field is

technological frontiers are continually being
pushed forward—and with astounding results.

ahot new area of research in digital audio
encoding. Called "bit-rate reduction" or "data
compression," this is ascheme whereby the

We can now "walk" through abuilding that

data rate for adigital audio signal is reduced by

exists only in the architect's computer, splice
together the building blocks of life in alabo-

over 80%, accomplished partly by employing

Stereophile, May 1991

amore efficient encoding scheme, but primar5
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BALANCE

The Mark Levinson N°28 Preamplifier is at once acontinuation of the
Mark Levinson traditions of musicality and enduring quality, and an
entirely new implementation of technology that will set the pace for
innovation in high-performance
audio in the 1990s.
Mark Levinson products have
offered the advantages of balanced
interconnection for many years. The
N°28 introduces anew execution of
balanced circuitry called aDIDO
(Differential In Differential Out) that
provides fully balanced operation
throughout (not converting to singleended for internal processing) while
still rejecting common-mode noise
from source inputs or arising within
the unit itself. All versions of the
N°28 have 2balanced (XLR) inputs
as well as balanced output connections. Even single-ended signals
benefit from the DIDO, since it
rejects common-mode ground noise
as it converts single-ended signals
to differential at the input.
Your local Mark Levinson Dealer
can provide complete details on
these and many other refinements in
the design of the N°28.
More important, you can hear for
yourself how this preamplifier tips
the balance in your favor.

marhtb.
g.vinson
Mark Levinson® products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781 Middletown, CT 06457 FAX (203) 346-1540

ily by throwing out alarge amount of musical

CD's storage capacity (the rest is encoding,

information judged to be inaudible.'

error correction redundancy, subcode, etc.).

At the Audio Engineering Society convention in Paris this past February, Ihad aglimpse

For comparison, this essay you are now reading
consumes 23,000 bytes of storage, about the

of the role data compression may play shaping

same amount of data consumed by

audio's future—and the prospects are frightening. There is a juggernaut moving with
tremendous momentum toward implement-

ond of CD-quality stereo digital audio. Clearly,
16-bit PCM audio involves ahuge amount of
data, creating astorage and transmission bot-

ing data-compression schemes in virtually all
aspects of music storage and transmission. Bit-

tleneck—from acommercial point of view.
To store or transmit such alarge amount of

rate reduction systems are the foundation on

data requires mass storage capacity or awide

Y

of asec-

which many future audio technologies are

transmission bandwidth channel. Mass storage

based, from Philips's Digital Compact C2ssette

and wide bandwidth mean high cost. High cost

(DCC) to Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), and

means precluding mass-market applications.

even aCD with extended playing time. Even

Precluding mass-market applications means lit-

more disturbing is the prospect that data com-

tle profit for the companies selling new hard-

pression may be used in professional applica-

ware. Consequently, awhole industry with

tions to make master recordings. It's conceiv-

enormous profit potential is developing around

able that the majority of recorded music will

bit-rate-reduced digital audio systems—an

be subject to some form of data compression

industry that would not be possible without

in as little as ten years. Consequently, data com-

this drastic reduction in the digital audio data

pression is not merely amass-market mid-fi sys-

rate.

tem avoidable by the serious listener. Like it or

In addition to Philips's Digital Compact Cas-

not, we will all be subject to bit-rate-reduced

sette (DCC), which uses PASC, atype of data
compression (see "Industry Update" in April),
amassive project is underway in Europe to

digital audio.

I
t's conceivable that the

majority of recorded music
will be subject to
data compression schemes
in as little as ten years.

replace FM radio transmission with Digital
Audio Broadcasting (DAB). (See next month's
"Industry Update.") In DAB, many radio stations' signals are multiplexed together and
broadcast from asatellite to consumers' digital
"tuners." By reducing the data rate of adigital
audio signal, more stations can be squeezed
into anarrower bandwidth, reducing cost.
There is adirect and inviolable correlation

Before discussing the implications of data

between transmission cost and bit rate.

compression, let's look at why such acontrivance

With digital audio broadcasting made pos-

is necessary for greater commercial exploita-

sible by reducing the bit rate, awhole new

tion of digital audio.
Conventional 16-bit linear PCM digital audio
with a44.1kHz sampling rate (as found on a

demand for consumer products is suddenly
created. It doesn't take amarketing genius to
realize that DAB will make an entire generation

Compact Disc) requires 705,600 bits, or 705.6

of hardware (all radio receivers, including car

kilobits, per second per monaural channel

stereos) obsolete, forcing consumers to replace

(705.6kblskh). This number is obtained by
multiplying the sampling rate (44,100) by the

their hundreds of millions of existing units.
But how can the musical information rep-

quantization word length (16). The stereo signal

resented by 705.6kb/s/ch (which many argue

on aCD thus consumes 1.41 million bits per

isn't nearly enough) be squashed down to

second, or about 10.6 megabytes per minute

128kb/s/ch without seriously degrading the

(1 byte = 8bits). And this is just the raw audio

music? Although the ratio between the digital

data, which comprises only about athird of the
IThe terms "bit-rate reduction" and "data compression" refer
to the same thing. Proponents of the concept prefer bit-rate
reduction, while skeptics and critics tend to use the term data
compression. See last month's "As Wc Scc It" and "Industry
Update" columns for discussions of data compression.
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audio data rate from aCD and that used in data
compression schemes is huge (5.5:1), the picture isn't quite as bleak as those numbers would
suggest. More efficient encoding techniques
are employed, like sampling low frequencies
7

The sole value of an audio system lies in its ability
to evoke emotional pleasure through the accurate
reproduction of amusical event.

TIME...
IS OF THE
ESSENCE

Research by the community of individuals known
collectively as Wadia, indicates that less than abillionth
of asecond of disturbance to the time-based information
of the digital audio signal will cause listening fatigue
and aural stress.
Once this information is lost or damaged it cannot be
recreated. As a result Wadia has developed the
WT-2000 CD Transport in which every mechanical,
electrostatic, and thermodynamic aspect of the
design has been optimized to preserve the integrity of
all information encoded on acompact disc.
Wadia's technical staff has been involved in the
encoding, transmission and decoding of digital
information for over twenty years. They bring a body
of knowledge absolutely unique in consumer audio
to bear upon the problems of digital audio. With
the introduction of the WT-2000 the potential of the
digital audio format can finally be experienced.
Hear it for yourself at an authorized Wadia dealer.

Wdia DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET

RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900

FAX 715-426-5665

at aslower rate, and allocating bits based on the

is highly cross-correlated with the signal, the

signal's spectral content.

masking threshold can be reduced by as much
as 30dB. He backs up his theory with extensive
mathematics. If he is correct, all the proposed

Fundamentally, however, data-compression
techniques are based on a psychoacoustic
phenomenon called "auditory masking," which
is defined as "decreased audibility of one sound

data-compression systems (which rely on traditional spectral masking thresholds) are fun-

due to the presence of another" When exposed

damentally and fatally flawed.

to two signals, the ear/brain tends to hear only
the louder. Agood example of this is how tape

In addition to the prospect that data-compression schemes are based on incorrect human

hiss or record-surface noise becomes apparent
only during quiet passages or spaces between

hearing models, there are many real-world
dangers of bit-rate reduction. It seems to me

tracks. The tape hiss is always present at the

that the systems have been pushed to the very

same level, but is masked by the music most of
the time. Although auditory masking has been

limits of "acceptability," with "acceptability"

well researched (primarily by experimental

determined under ideal laboratory conditions.
In the real world, any spectral or dynamic

psychologists), there are many unanswered

irregularities in the playback system, storage

questions, especially about how the phenome-

media, or transmission chain will unmask the

non relates to musical perception; virtually all
masking research is based on steady-state test

gross errors present in the signal. The large
frequency-response irregularities found in car

signals and noise, not music.

stereos, for example, could skew the spectral

One approach to bit-rate reduction is called

content of the signal, thus revealing the enor-

"sub-band coding," in which the audio spec-

mous errors hiding beneath the wanted signal.

trum is split into multiple bands (32 bands in

Iwouldn't be surprised if there were an official

the case of Philips's PASC encoding used in the
forthcoming Digital Compact Cassette), and

mandate banning graphic equalizers on Digital
Audio Broadcasting car stereos!
Similarly, an important question is what the

bits are allocated based on the amount of signal
in particular bands. Low-level information in
aband that also contains high-level signals
would be ignored by the encoder because the
high-level signal would mask the low-level signal. Bands with little energy are allocated fewer
bits, while those with higher energy are assigned

signal-processing devices commonly used in
broadcasting do to asignal that has undergone
data compression. Most people would be
shocked to learn of the great number of compressors, expanders, equalizers, pitch shifters,
time compressors, etc. in abroadcasting chain.

more bits. Whatever the technique, all data-

In an AES workshop on DAB, one audience

compression systems produce very large mea-

member recounted finding fifty processing

surable errors in the signal—errors presumably

devices in the broadcasting chain between the

masked by the correctly coded wanted signal.

original signal and the consumer's tuner. How

Just as tape hiss represents an error in analog

do these devices affect the delicate balance

magnetic tape recording, it is masked by the

between the huge underlying error and the

relatively error-free wanted signal of music.

wanted signal?

All data-compression systems are based on
the current masking theory that has produced

Another fear is of the effects of multiple
encoding/decoding cycles. What happens to

the "auditory masking threshold" curve. At the

abit-rate-reduced signal that is decoded, then

Paris AES Convention, Michael Gerzon presented apaper entitled "Problems of Error

re-encoded with bit-rate reduction, and so
forth over several generations? It can't be good.

Masking in Audio Data Compression" assert-

This is avery likely scenario in the broadcasting

ing that the current spectral masking theory is
flawed. 2According to the paper, when the error
2Michaiel Gerzon is the inventor of (among other things) Ambisonics, and is aman with brilliant insights into audio reproduction. He is aformer professor of theoretical mathematics
at Oxford University and is now an independent audio technical consultant. He applies his romiidahle nuthernatical prowess in the study of music reproduction and to support his audiophile-leaning theories. At the next AES convention in October,
he intends to present apaper showing mathematical,
i.,e
that A/B testing is fundamentally flawed as atool for revealing audible differences.
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chain as signals are transmitted, decoded,
stored, and re-encoded for later use 'lb the consumer playing back aDCC recording of aDAB
signal, there are already two encode/decode
cycles, if the signal through the entire broadcasting chain underwent only one encoding
process. The information loss must increase
with successive generations, perhaps even
degrading the signal exponentially.
9

UNSURPASSED PERFORMANCE

When you hear the astounding difference Tiffany products make in your audio systet
you'll appreciate why we are known for quality products.
Whether your needs are for aline conditioner, passive electronics, interconnects,
power cords, you'll find that Tiffany can make the sonic difference.
Tiffany line conditioners are sold in New York City
exclusively at: Sound by Singer, 18 E. 16th St.,
New York, NY 10003, (212) 924-8600.
_eininimm

THE

S CHOICE

ELECTRONICS GROUP PHONE (212) 744-4456 FAX (212) 744-5276
MBI TIFFANY
DIVISION OF M. BERNS INDUSTRIES, INC. BOX D GRACIE STA. NEW YORK, NY 10028

or

And what about concealing transmission

generations should be done with the best pos-

errors? All digital audio systems experience loss

sible methods, not the cheapest or most con-

of data that must be corrected or concealed.
Clearly, traditional methods of error conceal-

venient.
If data reduction is already being proposed

ment like linear interpolation (replacing the
missing data with an average of surrounding

for archival uses—where the financial gains are
marginal at best—there will be little hesitation

valid samples) are inadequate for compresseddata digital audio.

where the commercial benefit is far greater.

to implement it in professional applications

The degradation imposed by multiple gener-

Indeed, Solid State Logic, the British manufac-

ations creates aprofound irony: data compres-

turer of perhaps the most expensive and pres-

sion may succeed where Copycode failed.

tigious recording consoles in the world, has

Copycode, you may recall, was the proposed

already developed adata-reduction system
called Apt-X 100.

scheme whereby all copyrighted music would
have anarrow notch removed from the mid-

More and more music is being recorded in
"tapeless studios" on digital audio "worksta-

band, the lack of energy at that frequency disabling arecording device's record function,
thus preventing consumers from making atape

tions" that record individual tracks on large
hard disks. Digital audio workstations allow the

copy. Because data compression introduces

recording, editing, and signal processing of

potentially severe errors with multiple encode/
decode cycles (not to mention the degradation

music in adesktop computer environment. We

introduced by data compression itself), it may

16-bit, 44.1kHz digital audio consumes 705.6
kb/ch. With many of today's recordings using

become an effective—if unplanned—method
of discouraging home taping.

T

he degradation imposed
by multiple tape generations
creates aprofound irony:
data compression
may succeed where
Copycode failed.
Even though these are serious concerns,

remember from our previous discussion that

48 tracks or mom, we can see the voracious appetite digital audio has for hard disk space. Assuming an hour's worth of music recorded over 48
tracks (not an uncommon situation), plus
another hour's worth of 2-track space to which
the 48 tracks are mixed, we find ourselves
needing 127 billion bits, or nearly 16 gigabytes
(16,000 megabytes) of hard-disk storage. Anyone who has priced large hard-disk drives can
relate to the huge cost of such acapacity. In
addition, this large amount of data requires
very fast (read expensive) drives since the data
is spread over many disks and must be accessed
with aminimum of interruption.

what really scares me about digital-audio data

Now, consider the same time and channel

compression is the potential for professional

requirements, but with a data rate of 128

abuse. It's one thing to compress signals for

kb/s/ch. Rather than needing 16 gigabytes, we

digital-audio broadcasting or storage on DCC,

now need only 2.9 gigabytes. In addition, com-

but quite another if it is applied to master

pressed audio data means the drives can be

recordings. If that happens, musical informa-

much slower (read cheaper), since the data is

tion will be irretrievably lost. During every
paper, workshop, or discussion regarding data

spread over an area five times smaller and the
effective read/write rate is five times faster.

compression I've attended, the word "archival"

These figures won't be lost on digital audio

has surfaced as an application of these techniques. Archiving musical performances with

workstation manufacturers who are caught in
the race to offer the most number of tracks and

bit-rate-reduced digital audio is not only

recording time at the lowest cost. Many profes-

unconscionable, but strains my ability to com-

sional users tend to value features, flexibility,
and return-on-investment potential over sound

prehend the type of mentality that would even

quality. Moreover, the encoding and decoding
chips will be relatively cheap if they are the

consider such an abomination. It just doesn't
make sense. The commercial benefits are virtually nil: recording media aren't that expen-

same ones used in consumer applications.

sive. Preserving our musical heritage for future

Another factor that could fuel the rush to

Stereophile, May 1991
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Let the music move you in awhole new way.. ..
Lose yourself in the sound
of the new Quantum Series" audio cables from TARA Labs, the makers
of the famous Space &Time cables.
The powerful, dynamic sound of Quantum Series cables will transform
your audio system. You'll hear adeep bass "punch" and acrystalline treble
clarity that's like hearing music for the first time. Our cable configuration
and natural fibers virtually eliminate electrostatic noise, for pristine high
frequency detail and ambience.
And if that's not enough to give you goosebumps, Quantum Series cables
start at amere $2.95/foot. Ask your authorized dealer about Quantum Series
cables....
But don't say we didn't warn you.
Call TARA Labs for your nearest authorized Quantum dealer
2567 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR 97520
5031488-6465
CD Copyright 1990 TARA Labs. Inc
TM—Quantum Senes LS atiademark of TARA Labs. Inc

TARA LABS
Space &Time

Audio Products

incorporate data reduction into professional

is made obsolete, the manufacturers and mar-

applications is the emergence of the MO

keters of the replacement technology sustain

(Magneto-Optical) disk, atechnology destined
to supplant traditional hard disks. MO disks are
on their way to offering greater storage capacity

their existence for several decades because of
demand for the new hardware. Just as it has
been with the CD replacing the LP, so it will be

for less money. However, they have one drawback: MO disks are now too slow for uncom-

and DAB, and eventually CD and RAM storage.

pressed digital audio. By compressing the data,

with the analog cassette and DCC, FM radio

however, MO drives becomes fast enough—

What's so worrisome about this trend is that
the goalposts are being moved—in the wrong

and will be much cheaper than magnetic disks

direction. Instead of striving to better create

on acost-per-megabyte basis. Unlike magnetic

the illusion of live music, research efforts are

disk drives, MO has removable media: record-

dictated by the multinational corporations'
need for convenient and cheap methods of

ing new material means replacing the disc
rather than erasing the previous information.
MO's many advantages may be amotivating

storing and transmitting "software." Despite the

factor in implementing data compression in

in this field, bit-rate reduction in its proposed
form and application is astep backward, a

professional equipment.
Looking one more step into the future, data
compression figures even more prominently
in another technology we're likely to see in the
next decade: Random Access Memory (RAM)
digital audio storage. In RAM storage, the ones
and zeros that represent music are put on a

remarkable and laudable achievements made

regression—even aperversion of audio science
It represents adenial of the vital role fidelity
plays in communicating the musical experience. "Just good enough" or "barely detectable" appears to be the pinnacle of achievement. Moreover, the whole concept of data

memory chip (recording) and can be read out

compression is afundamental reversal of where

later (playback)—all with no moving parts. The

our priorities should be. Audio technology

advantages of RAM storage are many: no wear,

should conform to the requirements of music

no servo mechanisms, very few (if any) data

rather than making music conform to technological limitations.

errors, and high resistance to damage. The day
may come when music is recorded on, and
played back from, silicon.
However, with a 1Mb DRAM chip costing
around $4, the high cost of RAM storage is
prohibitive—at today's uncompressed data
rates. Bit-rate reduction will look awfully tempting

Ironically, today Compact Disc—with all its
sonic flaws—is used as the reference standard
against which bit-rate-reduced audio is judged.
Will tomorrow's audio technologies-of-convenience use compressed digital audio quality as
the standard for which to strive?
In principle, bit-rate reduction is aworth-

to RAM digital storage system designers: data
compression reduces the cost of RAM storage

while endeavor If more efficient coding schemes

by afactor of 5.5, the ratio between 16-bit

can be developed, and there truly is informa-

44.1kHz representation (705.6kb/s/ch) and

tion completely masked by other signals, the

compressed representation (128kb/skh). With

data saved should be reallocated to improve,

proposals of 64kb/s/ch rates being advanced

say, low-level resolution, rather than thrown

today, there may be arace to implement lower
and lower data rates to accommodate the limi-

out to serve commercial ends. More important,

tations of new technologies like RAM storage—

in professional equipment to make master

the idea of using data-compression techniques

and all at the altar of price and corporate profits,

recordings is an appalling abuse of the whole

not musical performance. Every time aformat

concept.

Audio technology should conform to the requirements of music
rather than making music conform to technological limitations.

Will tomorrow's audio technologies-of-convenience
use compressed digital audio quality
as the standard for which to strive?
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TWO'S COMPLEMENT

Proceed digital components. Innovative
expressions of technology dedicated to a
singular goal: reconstruction of the musical
information encoded in the digital medium
with convincing fidelity
The PCD compact disc player integrates
original Proceed digital design concepts into a
single chassis, offering unprecedented sonic
performance and manufacturing quality in its
class.
The PDP digital processor improves upon technology developed for the PCD and provides
our finest performance level of digital to
analog conversion for all existing digital
sources.

PDP

The PDT digital transport combines our PCD
transport mechanism with active circuitry
which supplies asuperior quality digital
output to complement an external processor
An ideal component for those seeking the
highest level of sonic performance from
compact disc.

PROC E E D
PROCEED - products are manufactured and distributed worldwide by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781. Middletown. CT 06457 FM(2031346-1540

It would be asupreme irony if, after several

end components.

years of listening to compressed digital audio,

The result would be mass-produced playback

people start enjoying music less without knowing why. Instead of listening to entire perfor-

systems that better conveyed the expression
and emotion of the composer and performers—

mances, they listen to single tracks, thinking

the essence of why we listen to music. Without knowing why, the general public would

about what they will do when the music's over.
Suddenly, music is less interesting, less involving, less moving. Because people enjoy music

find music listening more satisfying and
rewarding. And because music would assume

less, they buy less hardware and software, leading to the demise of the very companies that

spend a larger portion of their disposable

set in motion this tragic spiral.

greater importance in their lives, people would
income on recorded music and playback hard-

The future of recorded music needn't be so
bleak. Ican imagine afar different scenario:

ware, creating aself-perpetuating upward spiral
in sales. Everyone would be an audiophile.

Suppose the companies with huge research

Consequently, the electronics giants who

facilities and budgets who are now developing

brought better performance to music playback

data compression instead devote their con-

would reap the rewards of this greatly expanded

siderable skills and knowledge to uncovering

market and enjoy unprecedented prosperity. It's

the vast unexplored mysteries of human musi-

too bad they will never see it that way.
It's ironic that, in this age of astounding

cal perception as it relates to recording and
playback systems. New measurements would

scientific achievements, we feel that music is

be devised that correlated exactly with per-

somehow unworthy of the best technology we

ceived qualities. Performance aspects such as
soundstage depth, bloom, and liquidity could
be quantified and measured. Audio design

can provide. Rather than creating technology
that accommodates the requirements of music,

would no longer have aspects of ablack art.

we arbitrarily force music to conform to our
self-imposed, profit-motivated technological

With the mysteries solved, even moderately

limitations.

priced systems would outperform today's high-

Procrustes would be proud.

NEW, EXPANDED MANUFACTURING FACILITY
ESTABLISHED IN CONNECTICUT
792 PACIFIC ST ,STAMFORD, CT 06904 •TEL 203/325-1791• FAX 203/325-0263

SEGIUERRA

AVAILABLE
DEDICATED
SUB-WOOFER
$1200 APAIR,
RIBBONTWEETER
$750 APAIR

•

EXPANDABLE
SPEAKERS
The most AFFORDABLE products today.
DIRECT FROM DICK FOR ONLY $490 A PAIR

Unconditional 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
— Dick Pays Shipping Both Ways!
DISTRIBUTION ESTABLISHED IN

AUSTRALIA, Melbourne, Absolute High End; CANADA, Vancouver, B.C., H.P.S. Distributing ;
HONG KONG, The Sound Chamber ;IRELAND, Cloney Audio; ITALY, Linea Audio ;JAPAN, Tokyo,
Unico Electronics Ltd.; KOREA, Cones International ;SINGAPORE, Stereophile Audio; SPAIN,
Nova Systems ;TAIWAN, Audio Vertex; UNITED KINGDOM, Path Premier.

Write or call Dick Sequerra personally for complete information.
RSequerra Assoc Ltd 15-26 215th St, Bayside NY 11360• Tel 71B/225-4159• Fax 718/445-8246
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
timer
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration »vas seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room. .
.
.Not so with the Velodyne—I was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"1 determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
%mild be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through
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asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion"
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101
San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800 /VELODYNE
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LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and
noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.
mind—in vain, Imust add—could only pale in
comparison to the amount of asubscription.
Stereopbile, Ireasoned, would be my salvation.
What did Ifind upon reading my first issue?
(Rhetorically asked, not knowing your penchant for same, JA.) Another intersection of
contradictory idioms! Acoustical vs amplified,
transistor vs tube, measurement vs the listening
experience; the descriptive prose, the exorbitant prices, the recommended components,
most of which were unfamiliar—I had truly
reached the zenith of irrationality. Icursed Stereopbile. Ihad reached my limit. No more!
Ihad to return to my roots for asanity check.
In my youth Iembarked upon this mission to
enjoy music in my home with an old Har-

Hi Tony

man/Kardon tubed receiver. Ilistened through
very crude headphones attached to the speaker

Editor:
Ithought you might enjoy this picture. This is
how Isee my husband Tony most evenings!!!
Geraldine C. Colucci
Greenwich, CT

terminals in much the same way Mr. Harley
described. Isat in nirvana, night after night,
serenely wrapped in music. However, the lure
of power, features, and the compelling desire

One and the same

to join the new age of the transistor beckoned.
Iwas amazed at the larger-than-life volume and

Editor:

signal-processing power it offered. At this

Is there any connection between the Anthony

point, the irrationality set in. Iwas no longer

H. Cordesrnan audiophiles know from his writ-

enjoying the music, Iwas enjoying the equip-

ings in Audio, Stereopbile, and The Absolute
Sound and the Anthony H. Cordesman we

more things to confirm my "new rationality."

have all seen as ABC television's military con-

As equipment failed, it was replaced with more

sultant, the national security assistant to Sen-

powerful feature-laden models.
The latest iteration of my new "rationality"

ator John McCain (Republican, AZ)? Or is this
just one of life's ironic coincidences?
Harrison Pierce Reed III
Gloversville, NY

ment. More features, more meters, more LEDs,

failed the day that first issue of Stereopbile
arrived. Iopened your magazine with the confidence that this serendipitous day would be
my opportunity to upgrade to the newest ver-

The zenith of irrationality?

sion of amplification and peripherals under

Editor:

your expert guidance.

Isubscribed to Stereopbile with agreat sense

Possessed of the demon, Idove right in.
What were you trying to do? (Again, before JA.)

of trepidation. Being of sound mind and stout
conviction in all things quantifiable, it was my

Besides the contradictions Ispoke of, Icould

hope that through this subscription Icould
satisfy my irrational need for stereo equipment

not make sense of this language. These descrip-

as well as satisfy my rational passion for music.

speaking in tongues? (That should top you, JA.)

The money Ispent over the years chasing this

Yet there was ahaunting déjà vu to this prose.

intersection of diametrically opposed states of

Isearched the inner reaches of my being, for
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tors—they were not rational. Were these men
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days on end, frustration compounding upon

an understatement of dramatic proportions.

withdrawal, my equipment down. Ireached

The de vu is clear to me now as Iwatch those

for the known, my need to acquire apreamp

tubes glowing next to the speakers. They have

and amplifier to listen to music again.

transported me back to the days when Ilistened

ad in your magazine for aCD Processor by Cary

to music unencumbered by the equipment.
Dennis Had is avery gifted circuit designer

Audio of North Carolina. Okay, so Icalled the
dealer, liked what Iwas told, and with the

who hears music as it should sound. His circuits communicate all the emotional impact of

return guarantee, Iordered one. Now all I

music as it was intended to be. The equipment

Here is where the tire met the road. Isaw an

needed was an amplifier. Icalled Cary Audio

is reasonably priced, with solid-as-a-rock build

to discuss aconnectivity issue; after all, Ipos-

quality, and represents excellent value. The
RPC circuit takes the harshness out of CDs, just

sessed an arsenal of signal-processing equipment. Ispoke with Dennis Had, the designer.

as claimed, and makes them truly apleasure to

He suggested apair of his tubed monoblock
amplifiers. "Oh no you don't! Iam atransistor

listen to. Incidentally, Ihad the opportunity to
audition the Theta in my home with the Cary,

man," thought I, in the privacy of my mind. He
advised me that the processor Ihad just pur-

and Dick Olsher's comments were correct—

chased was atubed affair. The processor that
was sitting on the floor of my office awaiting
acompanion amplifier was tubed! Déjà vu!
Again! This must be aconspiracy between Stereopbile and these tubed manufacturers. Iwas
being drawn in. Iordered ape of tubed monoblocks! Voodoo had me, Iwas sure of it ...
Okay, Ihooked everything togethe4 powered
up the tubed devices, and let them break in
while out of town on business for three days.
Upon my return that night, Isettled in to listen.
Well, Itruly returned that night. Iunderstood

tears! However, Iwould like to change the
emphasis: the Theta needs the Cary. (The Theta
is my next acquisition.) Anyone who does not
audition the Cary, who truly loves music, is
missing the opportunity to discover the sheer
joy of music in one's home. Thank you, Stereopbile, and Dennis Had of Cary Audio.
Howard S. Abels
Alameda, CA

Outraged!
Editor:
Iam outraged that Peter W. Mitchell cannot call

the prose, Iunderstood your predilections, I

his column "The Yankee Audiophile" because

understood Robert Harley and Dick Olsher

of acabal of villainous lawyers and their grasping, greedy clients. The word "Yankee" is an

(and Ihad this processor one month before DO's
review). The intersection had been reached
and reason prevailed.
My Cary SLP70 preamp with RPC circuit for
CD listening, which Isubsequently ordered in
exchange for the CAD 5500 (one has to have a
phono section to qualify for the Stereopbile
community) and SLM70 monoblocics, are the
finest equipment Ihave owned. The synergism
between tubes, processing circuits, and music
is pure ecstasy. Male vocals take on asense of

American word, and it belongs to all Americans, or at least all Americans who live above
the Mason-Dixon line.
Peter W. Mitchell should simply change the
name of his column to "The Yankee Stereopbile," then stick by his guns to the bitter end.
Fight those bastards! It's afree country.
Furthermore, Iwould like to suggest to the
"Yankee Audio Corporation," whoever the hell
they are, that they change the name of their hei-

presence that would make the artists them-

nous outfit to the "Commie Audio Corpora-

selves weep for joy. Complex orchestral passages possess fullness where each instrumental
timbre is clearly delineated yet complementary

tion," or, better yet, the "Iraqi Audio Corporation," then go file atrademark on that. It would
be alot more appropriate, since they are clearly

to the whole. Soundstaging and depth are
remarkably credible. The venue of live record-

abunch of dictators.
Iwould also like to suggest that all conscien-

ings is clearly communicated. The silent back-

tious readers of your magazine henceforth refer
to that company as the "Damned Yankee Audio

ground from which the music emerges imparts
asense of anticipation that allows music to
affect everyone who has listened in avery emotional way. The urge to participate in the music
is very compelling. To say that Iam pleased is
18

Corporation," and boycott them permanently.
They'll never sell anything to me, Ican promise
you that.
Please furnish their address so we can make
Stereophile, May 1991

The finest preamplifier
in Japan...
IS MADE IN AMERICA!
Selected by Japan's prestigious Stereo Sound magazine as the
"Component Of The Year" for 1990, Counterpoint's SA-5000 may well
be the best preamp/control center in the world.
Why? It might be the "New Generation" environmentally-isolated hybrid
circuitry that melds vacuum tubes, field-effect and bipolar transistors
together with afully-regulated tube power supply. Or its advanced
materials and plating technology that assures incredible dimensionality
and musical performance.
Or perhaps it's due to features like separate MM and MC inputs,
selectable phase inversion and achoice between direct tube or hybrid
buffered outputs. Or it just might be a reflection of Counterpoint's
quality control. After all, even the chassis and transformers are built to
exacting tolerances right at the Counterpoint factory.
Decide for yourself. Audition an SA-5000. What you hear will be
American ingenuity at its best.
Call 1-800-275-2743
2610 Commerce Drive, Vista, CA 92083

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU

Adcom's GR-565
Namplifier:
Pute and Simple.
In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance
The fewer circuits amusical signal
encounters on its way to your loudspeaker
system, the greater its muscial purity will be.
Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the
GFP-565 — the world's first affordable
preamplifier with direct, linear gain path
circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with
any of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can
experience the exceptionally lifelike sound
which has astonished even the most
demanding critics.
Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility_
You can use one or more sets of
outputs: I) BYPASS -direct-coupled before
tone controls, filters, etc. for the most direct
path to your power amplifier while retaining
control of volume and balance. 2) LAB direct-coupled with no output-coupling
capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL -same as LAB but
with highest quality output capacitors for
use with amplifiers needing the extra
protection of ultra-low-frequency roll-off.
Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are
easily accommodated by this flexible
arrangement.

Pure Convenience
The minimalist aesthetics of the
GFP-565 are deceptive in their simplicity.
Without being overly complicated to use,
this preamplifier is able to integrate and
control all of the components in the most
sophisticated of music systems. There are
five high-level inputs as well as aphono
input. A separate front-panel switch allows
the use of an external processor, only when
needed, leaving both tape circuits free. And,
of course, you may listen to one input while
recording from another.
More Sound, Less Money
Adcom stereo components have a
reputation for sounding superior to others
costing two and three times more. Keeping
faith with this tradition, Adcom took the path
of least resistance. Why not do the same?
Ask your authorized Adcom dealer for a
demonstration of this remarkable stereo
preamplifier. Please write or call for afully
detailed brochure. You'll discover the best
value in high performance preamplifiers.
Pure and simple.

IElk ins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Clain, Quebec H9R 4X5

our feelings known to them directly.
MikeJohnston
Washington, DC
Yankee Audio Corporation, 1060 Old Taylor
Street, Vista, CA 92084.

and indeed to my confidence in the findings,
to have comparisons drawn between the several pieces in the context of asingle review, particularly where the products are not all at the
same price-point. The concluding statement
on p.209 of TJN's review is the most valuable
and believable conclusion Ihave ever read.

Lawyers & reviewers
Editor:

ated in isolation to be less credible. Such

Your publication of the letter by Kenwood

reviews are often leavened by comments like

Ross, Esq. (February 1991, p.105) told volumes

"compared to my reference system," but such
memories, in the context of subjective reviews,

about what we need to know about lawyers.
Idon't suppose that Kenwood Ross, Esq. considered saying something like, "Hey guys, you
probably weren't aware of it, but 'Yankee' is our
registered trademark which we believe the
courts would support. Would you consider
renaming your column to avoid the possibility of confusion?" Iwonder if Kenwood Ross,

By contrast, Ifind reviews of products evalu-

hardly constitute meaningful comparisons.
Comparisons from memory should be limited
to only the most reliable, such as the Lesley test.
Accordingly, Ipropose that all future reviews
include from two to four of the same type of
equipment.
Keep up the good work.

Esq. plans to write similar letters to people who

Willard H. Rosegay
San Francisco, CA

use the words "Audio" or "Corporation" in
their names. Besides, Mr. Atkinson, you should
be ashamed for trivializing the word "Yankee,"
but what else could be expected from alimey,
eh? We owe Kenwood Ross, Esq. for providing

Recommended Letters (G)
Editor:
Ihave been asubscriber since 1984 and have

justification for an entire genre of humor.
Second ...
the most significant thing about

enjoyed your publication immensely. Iam writing to voice acomplaint that Iam sure alot of

February's 19-page 'As We See It" was that JGH

your long-time subscribers have, but like me
have not been pissed off enough to write. My

(in whose ears we trust) spoke only 31 words,
and one of them was "Huh?" In aprevious letter Icompared subjective evaluation of stereo
equipment to wine tasting. Iseriously doubt

complaint is with your readers and those who,
like me, no longer read the "Letters to the Edi-

if anyone would criticize wine tasters for using

tor" because they are all the same.
Iam amechanical engineer and work in the

subjective methodology. If stereo buffs take

Noise and Vibration field. Ienjoy building

heat for using similar methods, it's because they

loudspeakers. Iam not rich by any means; Iam
just looking for an informative opinion on the

make statements which cannot be substantiated by other methods. And guess what. The
average Joe has got that figured out. Of course
it's interesting to try to correlate observations
to measurements, but such attempts neither
validate nor invalidate subjective findings in the
absence of statistically significant amounts of
data collected under controlled conditions,
something Idon't think Ihave yet seen in the
subjective literature.
Third, Iwould like to propose that TJN's

sound of current high-end audio (please do not
read high-priced, as they are not one and the
same). Iknow this sounds like one of your everincreasing PAM (Piss And Moan) letters, but it's
not. Iused to think the letters to the editor were
funny, but after seven years of this, they are no
longer funny. Ihave broken them down into
the following categories:
Piss-and-Moan (PAM)
Mr. Statistician (S)

review of the five CD players in the January

Mr. Condescending (C)

1991 issue be considered the paradigm of the
subjective review JA's series on small speakers

Good Letters (G)

also fits this paradigm. In addition to their
scholarship and inclusion of objective information, these reviews are almost unique in that
they are comparative. Ifind it much more valuable to my own understanding of the findings,
Stereophile, May 1991

You might want to use my labeling scheme
to group the letters so that we can read only the
good ones. Ido hope that you will doubleblind read these letters before you judge them
and also make sure you have enough reviewers
read them so that the statistical accuracy will
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nese are we urst audio
amplifiers to use Insulated
Gate Bi -polar Transistors,
and they operate without
global feedback

w1;11

nically advanced, ultra-linear performance
from acombination of insulated gate bi-polar
power devices and the elimination of overall
feedback.
Insulated gate bi-polar transistors are a
newly developed power semiconductor. They
have the ideal combination of high input
impedance and speed the desirable characteristics of tubes and MOSFETSI with low
output impedance and high current
capability the desirable characteristics
of bi-polar transistorsi.

Model 7
75w
pure class A
monoblock

Any of these new pure class Aor high-bias
class AB Forte amplifiers will open anew
level of involvement from your favorite
music sources.
For more information and the
name of your nearest Forte
dealer write -InConcert,
7325 Roseville Road. Sacramento.
California 95842. Or call
1(800i 888 8055.
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be high enough ...
The thing that concerns me is that too many

years of reading and enjoying Stereopbile, and
having witnessed the many heated debates rag-

of the letters fall into the first three categories,

ing in your pages on so many aspects of music

and most of us are getting sick of it. Ireally do
not care if your reviews are double-blind,

listening, Ifeel that Ihave too much to say to
limit myself. Would you allow me, perhaps, to

statistically correct, or whatever else these ash-les want to complain about. (I modified the

sense to these sensitive issues?

world "asshole" so as not to offend people like
that one guy last year.)
Your reviews are strictly expert opinion, and
no one is holding agun to any of your readers'
heads forcing them to read or agree with your
opinions. If these people do not agree with

introduce alittle bit of non-technical common
Digital vs Analog and CD vs LP: Of course,
analog is better, as the original signal captured
by microphones and the signal reaching
speakers is analog; no transformation can be
for the better. But why then have we been sub-

your testing, review findings, etc., then they

jected for 30 years to such apoor medium to
bring music to the home: those grooves

shouldn't read the magazine. Idon't give a
damn about the statistical significance of your

arrival of CDs, as Iwas sick and tired of trips

scratched into avinyl platter? Iwelcomed the

reviews. One question: "Do these guys have

to the record store followed by return trips to

their friends come over and sample the wares

exchange up to half of what Ihad bought! I

of their wives so that they can get astatistically
significant sampling of how good it was?"
There are so many things that we use people's opinions for and trust their findings. Why

remember cringing at the idea of buying an
Angel LP The albums Ikept were often marginally acceptable, with clicks and pops, surface

do we have to scientifically dissect the joy of

noise and distortions. Sure, the CD has its sonic
limitations, but now we know what they are,

listening to music? Do we make restaurant

and pressure from audiophiles is resulting in

reviewers eat their food with blindfolds on?
Hell, no! They eat at two different restaurants
in two different cities, states, or countries and

better A/D conversion, better transfer to disc,
and other improvements.

then voice an opinion on it and we accept it!
They also have the gall to voice an opinion

tronics: Simple: statistics shmatistics. Who
cares if 50% of aroom full of people did or did

about arestaurant without comparing it with

not hear adifference? If one person did, there's
adifference! Do you remember, as akid, those

The audibility of differences in elec-

anything else. If you enjoy your stereo more
when it is turned on its side, then great. The

puzzles in which ten animals were hidden in

main goal is, whatever floats your boat is right

adrawing of ajungle scene? You could always

foryou. As JA might say, "Piss off to the rest of
you."

spot eight or nine, but the last one eluded you

As far as the "too high or too low price equip-

then it became so obvious: the parrot's beak

ment," so what? If there is no information in

was one of those palm leaves! Same thing with

the magazine that you enjoy, then don't read
it. If there is information that you like, then read
it. How you people can think that, with the
small number of potential readers of high-end

till you turned to the last page of the magazine;

audio gear: once you hear aparticular sound
characteristic, you'll always hear it. Till then,
grin and bear those of us with green pens

magazines, that Stereopbile can court just

aimed at the rims of our CDs ...
Classical Music vs others in equipment

$1000-and-below or $5000-and-above audiophiles, is beyond me. There are other maga-

have existed, and will continue to exist, in-

zines that may suit you, like TAS or HFN/RR.
Thank you very much for bearing with me,

are primarily meant to be performed live. A

and Ihope this letter is printed.
Andy LaCombe
Loveland, OH

A good letter to the editor
Editor:

evaluation: Simple. There are music types that
dependently of the recording industry. They
recording serves to recreate the live sensation,
it does not precede or supersede it. These
include Classical, Jazz, and Folk music. Classical has the added value of being an art form
in which composer and performer go to great
lengths to achieve aparticular sonority, in a

Iknow, Iknow, agood letter to the editor

real-world setting. When Mahler's string pas-

should only cover one subject. But after three

sages sound sweet, and Bartók's woodwinds
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REFINING
OF EXPRE
THE MUSH

MONITOR AUDIO
Making music is an art; making loudspeakers is a science.
Nowhere will you find leading-edge technology put to finer
effect than with Monitor Audio.
Monitor Audio's gold-dome tweeters and ceramic coated metal
cone woofers work as one, producing staggering detail and
dynamics within acoherent sound stage.
Liu

Beautifully hand finished to the finest furniture standards using
only premium matched, real-wood veneers, that's Monitor Audio
--where art and science meet!
(Studio 10). ..Wound listening to this design fo be an
exhilarating experience bordering on intoxicating at
limes, and one that didn't pall."
Hi -Fi Review (Feb. 90)

MADE
IN
ENGLAND

For information on the complete line of award winning loudspeakers contact:

FÇE.VRO

INTERNATIONAL INC.

2-i

IN U.S.A.
P.O.Box 1355
Buffalo, New York 14205
Telephone. (416)428-2800
Fax: (416) 428-0004

IN CANADA
902 McKay Road
Pickering. Ontario L1W 3X8
Telephone (416)428-2800
Fax. (416) 428.0004
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howl, and Stravinsky's brasses blare, that's the

"That's the tinny Columbia sound; that sounds

way they sound live, and that's what we want

like a tubby old Decca, a warm and fuzzy
Philips, or abrittle DG. ."
Home listening vs live concerts: For pure

to hear at home. Pop music is created in avoid
by machines; it only needs to vibrate air once
it emerges from your speakers. So what is the
reference? Also, asystem that sounds good

sound fidelity, alive concert is the absolute
reference. Add to that the musical excitement

playing classical music will sound great playing
electronically produced music!

of live players and the discovery of musical pas-

Soundstage vs Image: Both are important,
with my preference for soundstage. In largescale symphonic music, it is an overpowering

recordings come in adistant second. But live
concerts have many drawbacks that home

sensation to have the whole front side of my
living room awash in sound, and to have instru-

good acoustics; not every seat is agood one;

ments emerge from this tapestry. That's why

go nuts with couples talking, children fidgeting

sages and nuances never before suspected, and

listening doesn't: not every concert hall has
audience noises can drive one to distraction (I

Ilove the sound of planar speakers (a pitch here

in their seats, people coughing, opening candy

for Magnepan). At alive concert, Ioften have

wrappers, or flipping the pages of their programs; all this while an Adagio movement sub-

trouble telling which instrument of asection
is playing solo: you have to look to see which
French horn is carrying the melody, or if you
are hearing the clarinet playing at the lower end
of its range or the bass clarinet at its upper.
On comparing gear within reviews: A

sides to a bare whisper); the program may
include music one doesn't enjoy. At home Ican
select individual movements of symphonies,
even listen to them twice in arow if Ifeel I

great shortcoming of Stereopbile's equipment

didn't quite "get it all" at first; in the sweet spot,
Iam always in seventh row center; and home

reviews is the manner in which the writers use

alone, my living room is blissfully quiet ...

hyperbole, and most likely exaggerate sonic

On expecting too much from our sound

differences. The Rotel CD player "blows the

systems: As mentioned above, alive concert
will demonstrate what acoustic instruments

Adcom out of the water"? Is the Adcom no
good? Am Iafool to still enjoy it? Ifeel alack
of relative scale. Sure, keep reviewing expen-

really sound like. There is no such thing as a
"silky-smooth string sound, sweet oboes, or

sive and not-so-expensive equipment. But an

tight bass"; violins are played by rubbing horse

amateur like myself has trouble decoding the

hairs coated with rosin along taut steel strings,

hidden messages, when comparisons are made

oboes squeak abit as air vibrates between two
reeds, and there is an octave or so range of

within aprice range, without an anchor. For
example, if amplifier X, costing $4000, is much

double-bass, tubas, and tympani in which the

better than amplifier Y, costing $3500, which

sound is abit bloated or tubby. Good recordings will pick all of this up, so don't fault your

also received afavorable review, where does
that leave amplifier Y compared to amplifier
Z, costing $500 and favorably reviewed? Is it
still worth the three extra grand? It's alack of

equipment for all the unpleasant sounds.
When all is done and said, one might still

the Cand D categories of your "Recommended

wonder what constitutes an "audiophile stereo system." Here is my version of the acid test.
'Me agood, natural recording of music played

Components"; is it worth the big jump in
bucks to Band A?

listen. If your first thought is "I'm listening to

progression that frustrates me. My gear is all in

Stereopbile's Test CD: It shocked and
amazed me. No, not all of it, just the micro-

on acoustic instruments, play it, sit back, and

ters Iwas expecting to see in response to this?

astereo" (even agood stereo), you've flunked.
But if you can close your eyes and imagine
yourself in the presence of the musicians, then
you're on the right track. Further refinements

There is at least as great adifference in sound

will bring you closer, but first, you must get

between microphones as there is between

"there."

phone comparisons. Where is the deluge of let-

speakers! Help! What can we do to get arealistic

Michael Ronkin
Corvallis, OR

sound at home if so much has been predetermined by the recording engineers right at the

No instructions!

source? Iremember my first reaction to the
changes in microphones as Mr. Holt spoke:

Iwish to bring to your attention amatter of
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"Get out your checkbook, Michael."
— Robert Harley, technical editor,
Stereophile, in his Aug. 1990
review of the Theta DS Pro basic

Robert Harley on his friend Michael:
". ..willing to fork over acouple of kilobucks,
provided the processor provides truly musical
performance and isn't likely to be
significantly surpassed at the price anytime soon."

Robert Harley on Theta DS Pro Basic:
"To say Iliked the Theta DS Pro Basic
is an understatement. It provided
alevel of musicality Iwould never
have expected at this price."
"It had all the attributes of the best digital
playback: adeep and transparent soundstage,
smooth tonal balance, spatial detail galore,
and textural liquidity."
"The DS Pro Basic clearly breaks new ground
in affordable digital playback. It represents
aquantum leap in what we can expect from a
$2000 processor. All contenders for the title
of best reasonably-priced converter must regard
the Theta DS Pro Basic as the benchmark
against which all others are judged.'
"Get out your checkbook, Michae
The Theta DS Pro Basic is exactly
what you've been waiting for"
— Robert Harley,
Stereophile, Vol. 13, N
Aug. 1990

SP..

,„ .
Michael, with his brand new Theta DSProBasic

•
Digital Done Right

4
,
•

Theta Digital Ciorporation.
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R. ftgottr a
ç
:
CA 91301
(si8) 597.9195. FAX (
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After reading the review, Ilistened to both
this morning. Widow is better, more acomplete
statement from the first track to the end (like
Gnu High,which is still my favorite). Perhaps
this is because he knew he was recording aCD,
which, of course, can be listened to without
interruption.
Iadmire Ms description of Wheeler's music.
Ihave been agreat admirer of Wheeler's precision and succinctness since 1first heard him
playing with Anthony Braxton in the mid'70s. He also displayed these qualities when
playing with Holland's group. While Ifelt that
the other soloists—Braxton, Steve Coleman,
Julian Priester—often needed severe editing,
Wheeler was never self-indulgent. His solos
were intelligent and extremely well-constructed.
He always left me wanting to hear much more.
(Upon listening back to Steven Coleman on
the Dave Holland records on which Wheeler
appeared, Ifind Coleman to be aunique player
as well. Perhaps the studio experience required
self-editing.)
utmost gravity. At the June 1990 CES, Stereophile was giving away suspenders. The gift
would soon turn into a7Ivjan horse, as you can
see from the enclosed photograph taken by Bill
Sommerwerck at the Stereopbile reception.
It did not dawn on me that anything was
amiss until Thiel's Kathy Gornik wondered
aloud what Imight have been drinking! Iconsider all this misunderstanding and subsequent
embarrassment

the

result

of Stereopbile's

neglect in providing pertinent user's instructions, and this folly from amagazine that has
often complained about poorly written owner's
manuals!
Idoubt you have the balls to print this letter
and enclosed documentation.
cc: Legal

John Dorsey
Soundscape, Baltimore, MD

Wheeler & Lehnert
Editor:
Ihope that there are enough Kenny Wheeler
fans among Stereopbile readers so that Iam not
alone voice in pointing out that RL was incorrect in stating in his December review of The
Widow in the Window that it is Wheeler's first
album in seven years.
In 1987, he recorded Flutter by Butterfly for
Soul Note, with Stan Sulzman on sax, John nylor, Dave Holland, and Billy Elgart on drums.
Stereophile, May 1991

Iwas very interested to learn Wheeler's age
when Iread an interview with him in the
February 1990 issue of Wire. Iwas also surprised to learn of his lack of confidence in his
own playing. He once said, "I don't have any
solos of my own that Ilike completely, only
those that are not as bad as others." Amazing!
Imeant to write aletter to Wire at that time
singing his praises as Ihave here.
Among the many improvements to Stereophile wrought by the Atkinson regime, regular record reviews are the most welcome.
Kudos to RL for his contribution to this. However, Iwould like to see the editorial space
devoted to jazz equal that devoted to classical
(16 columns of classical, 7columns of jazz in
the December 1990 issue). Iam agreat listener
to classical music; however, it seems to me that
there is as much going on of value in the jazz
scene today as there is in the classical. Maybe
more. It's an old saw, but how many more of
the old warhorses do we need? Peter Katz
Maplewood, NJ
Thanksfor the up on Flutter by, Butterfly! I'm
always happy to underestimate the number of
extant Kenny Wheeler recordings!
—RL

Copland & Lehnert
Editor:
Regarding "Records to Die For," in the January
1991 Stereopbile:
27

DIGITAL HEART...
The Krell CD-DSP Integrated Compact Disc Player

The Krell CD-DSP is the first integrated
compact disc player to combine an
updateable software-based processor with
ahigh-end CD transport. The processor and
transport are coupled to extremely flexible
input and output sections. creating aproduct
of unique function and value. Audiophiles
can now gain the advanced performance
capabilities of separate components in a
single unit.
Software-Based Processing
The CD-DSP processor uses a16 times
oversampling version of our Waveform
Duplicator software, which is run on a
Motorola DSP-56001 digital signal
processor. The extraordinary resolution of
fine detail and accuracy of waveform
reconstruction achieved is not possible by
other methods. The processor output is
routed to aClass A balanced analog output
stage. The result is asonic quality
distinguished by robust dynamic impact,
extended frequency response and three
dimensional imaging.

The Waveform Duplicator software is loaded
into socket-mounted EPROM chips to allow
inexpensive software updates in the future.
Transport and Operational Features
The CD-DSP is built around the CDM-1
MK IL Philips finest transport for CD player
applications. A rigid steel chassis and
suspension system absorbs extraneous
vibrations that might interfere with data
recovery from the disc.
The CD-DSP is destined to become the
digital heart of any audio system. Three
inputs and two outputs provide connection
to other sources in the digital domain. Two
analog outputs allow the CD-DSP to drive
independent systems.

Whether you are considering your first CD
player or the replacement of an existing
unit, the CD-DSP is your invitation to the
future. Please contact your KRELL dealer tc
arrange for ademonstration.

KRELL DIGITAL, INC.I135 Higgins Drive.Milford, CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3139eFax: 203-878-8373

1
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Richard Lehnert writes, "as much as Irespect

Fanfare and bis Symphony 3, Mr Patterson; my

and enjoy Copland's music, no one would

apologies. Actually, Idon't prefer Levi's version to Bernstein 's recent DG recording; but
Telarc's combination of performance and

think of comparing his symphonies with those
of Beethoven, Mahler, or Brahms."
Not so. For example, Chicago critic Robert
C. Marsh, reviewing aperformance of Copland's
Symphony 3by Eduardo Mata and the Cleveland
Orchestra at Ravinia, 23 July 1983, wrote:
"This is one of the most important [Ameri-

sonia more closelyfit the criteria of "Records
to Die For"
—RL

Double-blind or
Double-Dutch?

can works], and Mata presented it in amanner

Editor:

that made you wonder if it didn't really deserve

I've just finished reading the "Letters" column
of your February issue. Of course the results

to be played as often as the Bruckner and Mahler Symphonies. This was amoving and exciting statement of ascore any American can view
with pride."
Admittedly, this is amatter of taste, but Ican
think of at least three Mahler symphonies that
are less inspired than Copland's Third.

of the double-blind tests you organized at last
spring's Stereopbile High End Show don't
prove anything. They couldn't. And yet the test
proved to me that CD tweaks can make adifference so large in what alistener hears that to
deny it is ridiculous.

In any case, Iwish reviewers would refrain

I'll explain. You see, Ihad the pleasure of

from the usual apologetic tone with treating
American symphonic literature Certainly, works

being at the Show. By the time Ileft after three

of Copland, Barber, Hanson, Bernstein, et al,

days, my ears hurt. But on that first Friday night

Brown Meggs

my ears and Iwere primed and ready for an
education. Ihad only been reading your mag-

Angel Records, Los Angeles, CA
P.S. The two finest recordings Iknow of the

aware of the high end before that, and so Iwas

require no apologies.

Copland Third are Bernstein's with the New

azine for about six months and had barely been
nervous and anxious as Isat in the ballroom,
wondering if Iwas capable of hearing the gos-

York Philharmonic (DG, 1985) and Matas with
the Dallas Symphony (Angel, 1986).

samer differences that Ihad up to that time

Copland & that Fanfare

only read about. Iwasn't very happy with where
Iwas seated. Unlike the other seminars, such

Editor:

as Lewis Lipnick's wonderful discussion of

In reference to Richard Lehnert's calling (in

what amusician listens for in an audio system

"Records to Die For," January) Copland's Third

where Icould speak one-on-one with Lew and
strike up a friendship with him that lasted

Symphony the "most popular of Copland's
symphonies—from whose final movement
Fanfare for the Common Man was later
excerpted," Ihave news for Mr. Lehnert. The

through the weekend, the tweak seminar was
always over-full. The best seat Icould find was
three-quarters back and way over on the stage-

Fanfare, commissioned and premiered by the

right side. Icouldn't even see JA as he gave

Cincinnati Symphony, was written several years

directions on how to mark the scorecard. But
Iwent ahead, marking down what Ithought
Iheard, when another deterrent sprang up.
Although Itried not to be influenced, Icouldn't

before the symphony and was deliberately
used by the composer to "sum up" his creative
output thus far—in effect, signaling the end of
one period in his compositional life and the

help but notice the scorecard of the shaggy-

beginning of another.

haired man seated next to me as he swung it

Further, it is beyond me how Mr. Lehnert
could prefer Yoel Levi and the Atalanta Sym-

into my face in joyful time to the music. And—
surprise—it didn't have any relation to what I

phony's solid but unspectacular musicianship
to Leonard Bernstein and the New York Philharmonic's tour de force recording on DG—

had marked down. He heard adifference with
every disc change. Iknew that that wasn't possible. That wasn't what you were doing with

which the composer called a "dream per-

this random test. Or was it? [No.—Ed.]

formance."

Merlin Patterson

Iwas beginning to doubt myself.

Houston, TX

Then, halfway through, came arevelation.

}bu 're right about the chronology of Copland's

of "Diamonds on the Soles of Her Shoes" from

It was when you played the untreated version

Stereophile, May 1991
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Paul Simon's Graceland. The voices of Ladysmith Black Mambazo rose above the gathered
listeners and spread unfocused and unformed

cessors and E-Mail, brought his war against
low-bit D/A conversion to our beloved shores

Then you played the tweaked version. The

(Stereopbde, Feb. '91, p.167). Ihave read Martin's reviews in HFN/RR and Hi-Fi Choice and
always disagreed with his assertions that bit-

difference was astounding. Suddenly the voices
were lowered to human height as though the

stream converters rob music of their pace,
rhythm, and musicality. Don't get me wrong,

singers were standing in the front of the room.
Not only that, but the individual voices were
now defined and each heard in aspecific space

HFN/RR review of the Technics SL-P70 encouraged me to rush out and buy one immedi-

Iwas easily able to hear the same changes with
the blind test that followed.

ately. He had described the unit's smooth presentation as "haute couture" and "near per-

Again, after the Graceland test, Ididn't hear

fect," then trashed it for being overly laid-back.
(Ever since this purchase, visitors have remarked

over the front of the ballroom like acloud.

any differences between the treated and unmated
discs that Iwas absolutely certain of. And yet,
if Iheard adifference on just one disc, then it

Ido value his judgment—in fact, his scathing

on my system's ability to recreate atimbre-

follows that there were differences with the

enriched, lifelike aura.) It's clear to me that Martin has "golden ears," but I(and others) don't

other discs, and under other circumstances—a
better seat, a more secure environment—I

hear what he finds lacking in low-bit converters. Martin's reviews influence the pur-

would hear them. And so, although my test
results wouldn't show it,1 now have proof—for

chases of many UK audiophiles, and now that
he has brought this issue to the US, Ithink it

myself anyway—that CD tweaks do work.
Tobin Larson

would be abenefit to our community if he
described the distortions common to these

Brooklyn, NY

converters, and comment on the tradeoffs
between these new distortions and the digital-

Jung & the Rotel '855

grundge/timbre-robbing/grainy/linearity-errorprone varieties of the multi-bit arena.

Editor:
Many Stereopinle readers will have purchased

Oliver Graves

the Rotel RCD-855 CD player based upon

San Francisco, CA

Lewis Lipnick's very positive review in the July
1990 issue. While Iam sure that all are very
happy with their purchases, this player (and all

Harley & Naim

Philips-based machines) can be made to sound

So, you finally got around to reviewing some

Editor:

much better.

of my equipment in February: the Naim NAC

Isent my '855 to Walt Jung (3001 Franklin's
Chance Drive, Fallston, MD 21047, (301) 557-

62 preamp, the Hi-Cap power supply, and the
NAP 140 amp. Iagree with the review com-

6189) for modification. lb say that Iam enthusias-

pletely, which makes your opinions on other
matters more credible, Iguess. I'm writing to

tic with the results may be an understatement.
The modified player is significantly improved

suggest my solution (really that of the geniuses

in the following areas: soundstaging, imaging,

at Pro Musica in Chicago) to two of the three

clarity, resolution of detail, tonality, quantity

Naim shortcomings RH identified: apowered

and quality of bass, and overall musicality. My
modified player has been very favorably com-

subwoofer—my Janis 3-A works well with the
Naims. The subwoofer lends "weight" to the

pared with CD players in the $2000 area.

bass and, relieved of the need to power lowbass signals, the NAP 140 has adequate power

In short, Ivery strongly recommend that all
'855 owners contact Walt Jung regarding what

for fairly efficient speakers—mine are ProAc

he can do with this machine They will not be

Response 1s—even in my rather large room.

sorry.

Ithink that the resulting sound is the best
attainable for the money, at least for those who

Frank Cicetti
Parsippany, NJ

Colloms & bitstream
Editor:
Iread in horror as Idiscovered that Martin Colloms had, through the wonders of word proStereophile, May 1991

like music more than waxing their CDs. But the
laid-back midrange RH described remains a
problem.
Paul H. Brietzke
Valparaiso, IN
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Don't let RH wimp out!
Editor:

in which to live.
And they have thee (yes!) symphony oichustras!

Please don't let Robert Harley wimp out on his

Edward G. Clemmer

February review of Naim gear. He cannot let it
stand where it is!

Scotts Valley, CA

The NAC 62/Hi-Cap/NAP 140 combination
is not the best Naim has to offer, and Iwould
suggest the power amp is considerably less
expensive (in Australia, at least) than the VTL
225s it was compared to in his review.
RH's main complaint seemed to be limited
power output. So—don't stop there. (The Eng-

We're not all complainers and
bitchers!
Editor:
Iwas horrified to realize that my subscription
to Stereophlie was about to run out. Itend to
procrastinate on these things, you know. But
never fear, Ijust whipped out my trusty, if per-

lish would say this is yet another case of Pommie-

haps over-strained credit card, and renewed by

bashing—appearing to compare like with like
but selecting an obviously superior compo-

phone for another year. Iwouldn't think of
missing asingle issue. Ienjoy this magazine

nent (to those in the know) to illustrate the
weakness of the English gear!)

tremendously. It is thought-provoking and Iam
quite impressed both by the content and the

RH should now take the NAC 72/Hi-Cap/NAP

quality of writing. Please keep up the good

250 combination in the same comparison

work! Not all of us readers out here are complainers and bitchers!

against the VTLs. The NAC 72 is afar better preamp (in terms of soundstage, detail, etc., etc.).
The NAP 250 power amplifier is considerably
more powerful than the NAP 140 reviewed, yet

Over the last four years that Ihave been a
subscriber Ihave noticed an impressive improvement in Stereopbile. Ithoroughly enjoyed

some would say it is still severely current-

Poem; both the LP and CD are excellent. Iwas

limited when compared to other makes. I, for
one, would like to see this aspect of Naim's

hard pressed to hear much difference between

capability evaluated, as it has serious compatibility implications with various speakers.
Please, JA, exhort Robert Harley to finish
what he started!

Andrew Redwood
Victoria, Australia

the two. Ihope you continue to make more
albums like this, perhaps including one for
cello and piano. The fact that you are making
reasonably priced quality albums for us to
enjoy says something special about your commitment and sincerity to your readers.
Cameron L. Stewart

Los Barbarinos

Sepulveda, CA

Editor:
The February issue just arrived, and Iwas much

Too forgiving?

interested in the description of "The Santa Barbara Sessions," having lived in Santa Barbara
for 18 years and being very familiar with the

Editor:
the-art equipment breaks down. Can't tighten

Unitarian church and sunteunding neighborhood.

the speaker terminals on the back of the new

However, Imust take exception to TJN's footnote on p.93. True Santa Barbarans never, but

new one. One channel goes dead in the new

Ifind that you are too forgiving when state-of-

Krell? No problem, just call Dan and ask for a

never, refer to their fair city as being apart of

CAL player? Well, you just turn to the other

Southern California. Perish the thought!!! True

dozen or so players you have on hand.
Is that why you don't review McIntosh or

Santa Barbarans (they call themselves "Barbarinos") always, but always, have been far more
oriented northward to San Francisco than
southward to Los Angeles. In fact, they con-

Bryston gear? It works so well that you would
miss the fun of ringing up the company's
president?
Kevin Marty

sider that Southern California doesn't start until

Amityville, NY

some few miles south of Ventura, when you
crest the mountains and descend to the Los
Angeles basin.

Too predictable?

And Ichuckled mightily at the passing reference to the "real estate prices." Truly fantastic.

Despite the obvious dichotomy among Stereophile's reviewing staff as to what constitutes

Otherwise avery decent and beautiful place

great listening, there is astrict adherence to the

Stereophile, May 1991
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B&W's legendary 800 Series continues. The MATRIX 801 and 802 have profoundly redefined
the upper limits of dynamic loudspeaker performance. Now the MATRIX 803 delivers the
same uncompromising sound. Kevlar midrange, time aligned 'tweeter on top', sixth-order
bass alignment and B&W's unique MATRIX honeycomb enclosure technology combine,
once again, to achieve the ultimate in flawless music reproduction. MATRIX 803's sleek
appearance, economy of space, and lower cost continue the legend that is BM 800 Series,
beautifully.
B&W LOUDSPEAKERS OF AMERICA
PO Box 653 Buffalo New York 14240 Tel. (416) 751.4520
CANADA
104 Carnforth Road Toronto Ontario M4A 2K7
M 1
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central tenets of high-end dogma. The only
notable exception to this phenomenon lies
with acertain self-ostracized Senior Contributing Editor. Determining what constitutes great
equipment is an easy task: simply check aprod-

great nation like so many high-end sorties. Ask
yourselves: Will Idetect subtle flaws in new
equipment? Willi call the designer and suggest
modification and replacement? Can Ifix it
myself?

uct's price tag and "reputation" (or follow this

For political reasons alone, the magazine can-

journal's advice and buy Adcom—a company

not exclude (or downrate) aKrell, Levinson,
et al from the highest category in audio's pan-

unique to this planet, which can produce highend gear at mid-fi prices).
Very rarely does the magazine give different
reviewers acrack at the same component (same
sample). When this does occur in print, we find
that agreement follows as in aMoslem shrine.
'Alas, that sonic aberration at 550Hz that Bob
mentioned was most bothersome to me as

theon. Such action would evoke the wrath of
these manufacturers. Perhaps the gratis samples would no longer be forthcoming. Now
that's an effective sanction!
A very good analogy can be drawn in the
world of automobiles. The enthusiast magazines have long waxed poetic over the Alfa

well." This is too convenient. Sharp disagree-

Romeo. It is noted that while she is quirky, she

ment, while making interesting reading, would
lessen each review's impact. "Too many cooks

delivers that certain flair, that thrill, that awesome engine note, and that unique style. Peu-

spoil the broth."

geots also have long intoxicated the press with

Agreater problem rears its ugly head upon
translation of the review experience into acodi-

that sinful comfort, magnificent ride, and acertain je ne sais quoi. Objectivists (such as Con-

fied summary such as "Recommended Com-

sumer Reports,J.D. Powers, and the NHTSA)

ponents." For this analysis we must go to the

say that both marques offer pitiful reliability,

replay screen and relive some key moments in
review history.

spotty dealer networks, lousy crash and bumper

Audio Replay #1: the Krell KSA-250 ($5700)

tenance costs (when you can find amechanic
who doesn't start laughing).

didn't initially work (it was replaced). It requires
a15-amp dedicated line. It heats the listening
room to devilish levels. It sounds marvelous.
Sounds like Class A, doesn't it?

protection, and enormous parts and main-

There exist enough truly impressive components for Stereopbile to tighten its standards and
toughen its prose. The way things are headed,
virtually every non-mass-fi product will make

Replay #2: The Threshold 5/550e ($6300)
failed under trying circumstances. "I found it

it into one of the four "Recommended Com-

difficult to believe that the massive output sec-

ponents" categories. Soon we will all "owe it

tion would have any difficulty at all with 2

to ourselves" to sample hundreds of component permutations to determine which best

ohm loads." Our reviewer merely replaced two
power-supply resistors and—voilà—Class A
again.
Replay #3: The Wingate 200A ($3700) was
quickly dismissed as mediocre. The manufacturer reworked the product and resubmitted
it for review. lbilà, Class Asound for the Mk.III
version.

meets our needs. Gee, thanks! At that juncture
the publication will boast acirculation of a
quarter million no doubt, though it will resemble ahigh-end Stereo Review.
Lastly, Harley, in perhaps his most effusive
review, apotheosized the Tice line conditioner.

Replay #4: the Levinson No.27 was reviewed

Surely this was ablockbuster review. Yet, for
some reason, Iseldom see others in the high-

based upon the second sample; the first was

end press (including Stereopbile) employing

defective and sounded lousy. "Hello Mike, rush

it in their systems. Idare not speculate as to why

me anew sample for review." Sounds like Class

this anomaly exists. It is troubling, however.

Aagain. Consumer Reports would rate it unacceptable, with the footnote: "Our sample didn't

sary in walking the tightrope between voicing

In the real world, certain tradeoffs are neces-

function properly."

the truth and remaining solvent. One can only

Replay #5: The second Sansui 911 sample
was much less impressive than the initial offer-

pray that the editor steers the most prudent

ing. "Hinm, we'll rate that one based upon the
worst-case scenario."
Yes, we see amps and parts traversing this
Stereophile, May 1991

course with the needs of the readership principally in mind.

Andy S. Vitale

Nesconset, NY
Aprudent course indeed, Mr Vitale, but it is
35

Some people who sell hi-fi would just as soon sell you afood mixer, or atoaster, or a
microwave. It's all the same to them, because they treat hi-fi as if it were just an appliance.
Others, by way of contrast, are music enthusiasts. They specialize in hi-fi, and they enjoy
helping you choose the right system. Your Linn hi-fi dealer fits into this
category. Of course, he doesn't just sell Linn, so you can listen to our hi-fi
and compare it with other good systems. You'll find it very easy to tell the
difference, because you'll be mixing with the right company.

LINN

To some shops it's a hi-fi.

For additional information on Linn
Hi -Fi, and the name of your
nearest Linn dealer, contact.

Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709
Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis,
IN 46256, (317) 849-7103

Aldburn Electronics, Ltd., A-1455
Crown St., N. Vancouver, BC
Canada V7J 1GH, (604) 986-5357

an unfortunatefact of life that adesigner of

receiving the edited preprint of the review we

talent, given more cash to play with, can

send so that they can prepare a "Manufac-

often—but certainly not always—come up
with aproduct ¡bat enables its owner to get

turer's Comment" letter; informs me that the
sample must bave been faulty, due to its poor

closer to the live musical experience. One of

perceived sound quality In this case, we give

tbeJoys for areviewer; however; is to discover

the manufacturer the benefit of the doubt and

the inexpensive component that does the same

request him to submit asecond sample The

thing: the Meridian 203, Adcom GFP-565,

reviewer's experience of the second sample

Mod Squad Line Drive Vandersteen 2Ci, Spica

will be published as part of the original

7r-50, Thiel CSI.2, even the venerable Linn

review, though we reserve the right to send the

Sondek turntable with the Lingo power sup-

second sample to another reviewer for a

ply which ¡feel outperforms some of the much-

"Follow-Up" opinion in afuture issue The

vaunted, much-more-expensive super decks.

fact that such second opinions are often in line

But often, our experience has been that an

with tbefirst merely reveal thefact that peo-

inexpensive component sounds, well, inexpen-

ple tend to bear the same things in the same

sive compromised in unmusical directions to

ways. Should that come as asurprise?

make it affordable. And ultimately, it is down

The important point about this policy is that

to you to audition the components we recom-

all manufacturers are accorded the same treat-

mend to find out which best meets your needs.

ment. However; it is ahard-nosed policy when

We can and do describe the sound quality of

we are confronted with anew productfrom a

for example the Martin-Logan Sequel II, Snell

new company that may bave severe teething

C/Il! and Celestion SL600Si (to pick three similarly priced and similarly recommended loud-

problems. However; Ido not feel it to be an
intrinsic part of Stereophile's role to play

speakers), but it is essential that the reader

favorites by helping new companies into exis-

about to spend bis or ber money listen to these

tence or to help design faults out of tbeir prod-

three totally different-sounding speakers before

ucts. If aproductfrom such acompany turns

making afinal decision. lr4. can lead you into

out to be good enough as received to get agood

the fairground, Mr Vitale, but it's still your

review, that is sufficient help. If not, then that

quarter andyour decision which ride to go on.

company gambled in a high-stakes game

Regarding the apparent kindliness we show
to manufacturers whose review samplesfail,
Idon't want to condemn such acompany to

and lost.
It is true that most reviews published in Stereophile are of components loaned to us by

the pitfor what might be aone-offfault that

their manufacturers. But if the manufacturer

a good dealer would intercept on bis cus-

refuses to loan usfor review acomponent that

tomer's behalf Our policy is thus:
All samples submitted to the magazine are

wefeel important enough to deserve coverage
we do buy review samples. As an attempted

regarded as suitable for review; reviewers

sanction, Mr Vitale, it is not very effective.

base their conclusions on those samples; we
don't quietly return poor-sounding compo-

Finally, we were sufficiently impressed with
the Tice Titan and Power Block that we bought

nents to their manufacturers without review-

the review samples to live in RH's listening

ing them.
If a review sample is obviously faulty—

room. Iam also informed that the Tice MicroBlock is an excellent performer But as to why

doesn't work out of the box, audibly distorts

these products do not receive agreat deal of

or bums, emits spurious mechanical noises,

press coverage, Ibave no idea.

etc—we askfor asecond sample Nevertheless,
thefact that tbefirst sample was DOA or what-

Any suggestions?

ever will be reported in the review. Note that

Editor:

merely sounding disappointing is not in itself

Help! My Koss ESP-9 electrostatic headphones

evidence that the review sample isfaulty. Our

are not working properly (the left channel is

responsibility is to our readers, not to the

quieter), and Koss can't fix them (no parts, they

manufacturer; we cannot act as thefinal stage

say). Any suggestions, besides using the ener-

in their quality-control process. If we can get

gizer box as abookend?

apoor-sounding sample, so can be or she.
It can happen ¡bat the manufacturer; upon
Stereophile, May 1991

Kevin Wechtaluk
Elmira Heights, NY
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Interlink®400
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A lot of cables look alike on the outside, but it's what's on the inside
that counts.
After all, that's what you hear, and that's what gives Monster Cable
areputation for producing the highest quality cables made today.
For example, in our Interline 400 alone there are five Monster Cable
innovations that have been awarded three U.S. patents—like Bandwidth
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Japan/The Netherlands:
Peter W. Mitchell

smaller than the wavelength of the laser, which

The practicality of mass-producing prerecorded
digital DCC cassettes, which was amatter of

CD were based on the development of afford-

some speculation at the time of the DCC's public debut in January, has been confirmed by
experiments at Philips. First amaster DCC tape
is recorded, using audio signals from a16-bit
tape or CD, while code for the optional text display is fed in from apersonal computer. The
encoded DCC data tracks, nine for each direction of the tape, are transferred to adigital stor-

Normally, the spot size cannot be much
is why previous efforts toward ahigh-density
able short-wavelength blue-light lasers to replace the infrared beams used now. Ultimately,
if Sony's small-spot Thermal Eclipse Reading
technology could be combined with blue lasers,
it might be possible to fit the entire length of
Wagner's Ring cycle on asingle 5" disc. But
there's no way to guess when that could happen.

age "bin" (a large solid-state memory bank).
The stored tracks are copied out from the bin
onto banks of slave recorders running at 120ips,
64 times the final playing speed of the tape.
(Cassette-duplication slave machines at Philips
have already been refitted with thin-film DCC
heads and, surprisingly, were found to produce
DCC tapes as successfully at 64x as they did at
32x speed.)

US: Larry Archibald
PARA. A "PARA profile" dealer. Probably to
most Stereopbde readers these words mean no
more than HAPA. PARA actually stands for the

Meanwhile, efforts are continuing to boost

Professional Audio-Video Retailers Association

the information density of the CD so that re-

(originally founded without the "video," but

cordings of hour-plus length could fit on a3"

now, for obvious reasons, including it), an organization to which Stereoptide belongs as an

disc The latest proposal carries the joint clout
of Sony and Philips. The MD (mini-disc) would

Associate Member and whose 1991 conference

be 3.5" in diameter, could carry up to 80 minutes of music, and would be home-recordable

Iwas privileged to attend this past March 1-

using magneto-optical technology. (Thus it
would be anew medium, not compatible with

aconference at that time of year).

existing CD players.)
The MD's small size and recordability make
it apotential competitor to the DCC, to become
the digital home recording system that everyone is assumed to want. Since Philips is now
concentrating its attention on the DCC, Sony
is likely to be the principal supporter of the MD.
That's appropriate, since, according to reports
in Audio Week, the technical heart of the MD
is aSony-developed technique called Thermal
Eclipse Reading. In effect it uses just the central
core of the focused laser beam to form and read
half-size spots on the disc.
Stereophile, May 1991

5in San Antonio, TX (an optimal location for
Stereopinle's commercial trade-association
activities are normally no more apart of our
editorial coverage than would be our production staffs training seminars, but I'm making
an exception this time because of the announced
goals of PARA:
1) To protect the consumer public by fostering the highest standards of business ethics
within the audiovideo industry;
2) To encourage the research and development of business procedures, marketing materials, and equipment not readily available to
members;
3) To educate the general public about the
39
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desirability, value, and determination of quality
of audiovideo equipment;
4) To develop and establish industry-wide
standards relating to audiovideo equipment
and its use;

Advice of Florida, is excluded from PARA membership because it has more than ten stores—
PARA members are limited to no more than ten
outlets at time of entry into the organization

5) 'lb provide aforum where manufacturers

—but now sells asignificant number of highend brands.)

can present and explain the latest products and
technological advancements made by the in-

tively small, though professionally run, high-

dustry; and,
6) lb foster the highest ideals of retail professionalism within the industry.

At the other end of the spectrum are relaend stores like Preston 'Bail Audio in Dallas.
Major high-end dealers, such as The Audible
Difference in Palo Alto and Listen Up in Den-

Why, this could almost have been written by
Ralph Nader, so altruistic and consumer-ori-

ver, are also influential members.

ented is its tone! In reality, an additional goal
of PARA is the survival of its members and of

consumers you are unlikely to ever need to
understand this term, but understanding it

the entire sector of "specialist audio retailing,"
as it's commonly referred to. And, other than
meeting key industry people, that's why Ste-

might give you alittle additional insight into
the realities of the hi-fi business. Long before

reopbile is an Associate Member: without highend dealers, where will Stereopbile readers
listen to, evaluate, and—if deserving—eventually purchase the equipment discussed in
these pages?
Certainly, survival is what it's all about. It cannot have escaped our readers that economic

Which brings me to the "PARA profile." As

PARA was formed there was a"PARA profile"
dealer; at that time, he was called a"McIntosh
dealer." In addition to making some of the truly
classic components of the '50s and '60s, McIntosh early on realized that success as ahi-fi
company depended almost entirely on your
dealer network—the people in charge of actually putting your product into the hands of the

times in the US have been way less than optimal

consumer. Accordingly, the late Gordon Gow

over the last year or so, and that retail activity
has been even more severely curtailed since

established apolicy of selling products through
dealers who were customer-oriented in their

January 16, when Desert Storm commenced.
(Thank goodness it's over so quickly, and with

attitudes, had competent service departments,

so few Allied casualties. Our sympathies go out
to the families and friends of those who died,
on both sides. May peace last forever.) Many of
the people Ispoke to in San Antonio averred

and possessed the necessary business acumen
to have achance at staying alive in aruggedly
competitive environment. Mr. Gow then established an entire department at McIntosh whose
goal was simply to augment their dealers' chances

that business had almost literally stopped with

for survival through brochures, direct mail, and

the onset of war, which is, after all, not surpris-

promotional expertise. This department still

ing. (The strange news was that several of the

survives at McIntosh—recently sold to Clarion

very best retailers enjoyed their best Januarys
and Februarys ever; they must have figured out

ingly enough, do most dealers who have sold

some kind of strategy.)
Although PARA is extraordinarily well fo-

for an extraordinarily fat sum—and so, interestMcIntosh over the years.
At the time PARA was formed in the late '70s,

cused in its commitment to aiding its retailer

audio retailing had changed sufficiently that

members, those members vary quite substantially in character. "Specialty audio retailer"

dealers other than McIntosh dealers needed to
be professionally competent, and they needed

means not nearly the same thing in every store.

more help than McIntosh's dealer promotion

At one end of the spectrum you have "promot-

department could offer. I'm sure most of you

ing specialists," as typified by Tweeter, Etc. in

know of many dealers who used to offer the
greatest products high end had to offer—but

the Boston area: multi-store chains that have
very large promotional budgets and are typically not high-end-oriented, though they do
take pride in being asignificant cut above the

who are no longer in business. The list of "retired" dealers is very long. Many—nay, most—

Lechmere Sales and Circuit Citys of the audio

went out of business because they deserved to.
No matter the sound quality they sold: inven-

retailing world. (In an odd bit of irony, the biggest promoting specialist in the country, Sound

training, and all the other disciplines which dis-
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tory control, financial prudence, good sales
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How alittle company from Huntingdon,
England, consistently produces
the world's best-sounding CD players.
/MERIDIAN

1
1
ITUF
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603/602 Meridian's best yet-the best Ihave yet reviewed represent
ing fine value in the audiophile context"
Hi-fi News dRecord Review
October 1990

Meridian's first CD player, the
MCD, single-handedly opened the door
to higher CD sound quality. Each and
every Meridian CD player that followed—
the PRO-MCD, the 207 and then the
206—set progressively higher standards
for sound quality, winning the highest
" sets
performante
under-$11r digital converters.
praise from audiophiles and critics alike. offering alevel of musicality previously unavailable at anywhere near the
Robed Harter—Stereophile, Vol 13, No 11, November, 1990
This time, Meridian has refined a
new type of digital signal processing to create the Dual Differential PDM
BITSTREAM D-A Conversion System. Available first in the 208 CD
Player, this breakthrough Meridian technology results in CD reproduction

îleegidtter
.1

standard Of

price -

'One of the most significant devei
opments in CD player technology "
8eit Whyte
Audio Worm USA Am 1984

rwl
-The

Meridian PRO-MCD is the
best sounding compact disc player
Ihave tested "
John Dunkirk",
The Vecina Record Company
tended. April, 1985

with unequalled clarity, resolution and accuracy. Now, the Meridian 208
CD Player/Preamplifier, the new 206B CD Player, the 203 and 606
Outboard D-A Converters, the 603 Control Unit, and the amazing D600
and D6000 Digital Loudspeakers all use the Dual Differential PDM
BITSTREAM Conversion System.
Never satisfied with "good enough': Meridian always can be counted
on to make the best sounding digital technology sound better.
For the technicaly ,minded, the, new Meridian conversion system employs two parallel, 2560 oversarreceng
BITSTREAM processors in each channel &dome deal circuitry makes an inverted copy d each Channers sea ,
and then sends this normalloterted pair of differential digital signals to the conferrers Alter conversent, adifferential
passow analog filter eliminates extraneous ultrasonic nome, then adifferential amplrfer combrnes the tent audio signals
into one ultra.lovenome, ultra•beedistortion signal
This system offers aphenomenal hneantY 01
20 500 from 0to 120dEt. arange as bode as
that of human hearing and greater than that of
existing live recording sysferns

AIERIDIANAMERICA
Meridian America Inc., 14120•K Sullylield Circle Chantilly,
Virginia 22021 (703)818-3028 Fax (703)830-7625

tinguish successful retail establishments of

to members—are models of usefulness for the

any kind from unsuccessful ones had been

small businessperson. Subjects range from the
mundane—balance-sheet analysis and stress
handling—to the highly specialized: what to

neglected; the result was certain, frequently set
off by economic downturn.
PARA's goal was to provide the business tools
necessary for survival to those dealers who

do when multi-hundred-million-dollar companies move into your area, and how to organ-

were admitted—the PARA admission require-

ize carefully targeted marketing campaigns.

ments are reasonably strict, and it's my impression that in the past they may have been used

Although Ihave heard some nay-saying among
fellow Associate Members who question whether

to exclude rather than simply to qualify—if

PARA is attracting the dealers they need to see

they would but listen. Significantly, the organ-

and support, Stereopbile will remain aPARA

ization also offered its members aforum in

member. Iam strongly promoting Associate
Membership among high-end manufacturers,

which to talk to other members about business
problems and solutions; some of the founders
have turned out to be some of the country's

and Iencourage any high-end retailer to join
this organization. It exactly addresses the issues

most successful retailers and prove an invalu-

faced by high-end dealers, and does so well.

able resource to those still aspiring to success.
So, aPARA profile dealer was one conscious
enough of business necessity to join an organi-

You may think the organization dominated by
"mid-fi" dealers (who do make up many, but
certainly not all, of the members), but remem-

zation set up to promote his interests (as well,

ber the Godfather's advice: "Keep your friends

of course, as the goals mentioned above). Such

close. ..
but your enemies even closer." You

adealer was also likely to do much of his busi-

have much to learn from them.

ness with some selection of alimited number

Iask Stereop bile readers to raise the subject

of brands: B&O, Nakamichi, NAD, Denon,

of PARA with their local dealers. See what he
or she thinks about the organization, if amem-

Yamaha, Polk, Boston Acoustics, Adcom (more
recently). These are all companies which produce reasonably priced, reliable products. Even
more important, such companies have had distribution policies oriented to the small retailer
rather than the mass merchant. Such manufacturers scratched the retailer's back by protecting their sales margins through limited distribution, and PARA-profile retailers responded
with loyal support on the sales floor.
This situation proved asuccessful one, but
nothing is more certain than change. "Power
retailers" like Circuit City and The Good Guys

ber; if not amember, why not? Although survival is aprimary goal, the consumer-benefiting
goals spelled out at the beginning of this article
are there to protect you; PARA backs them up.
Strong high-end dealers mean healthy high-end
manufacturers, which means asteady supply
of great products to listen to in your home.

US: Peter 1191/. Mitchell
ThisJune's Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago may be an exceptional show for good

became more and more successful, and the

sound. In earlier reports Ihave criticized the

retail difficulties of the late '80s have forced
many manufacturers to broaden their distribution to include the power retailers. The special-

acoustically dreadful rooms provided by CES

ist audio dealez already squeezed by acompetitive retail environment, thus saw some of his

management for audio demonstrations. In the
November 1990 issue Iwent so far as to suggest
that high-end audio companies ought to aban-

claims to exclusivity rendered invalid. Although

don CES and set up aseparate high-end show
at asuburban hotel. Now things are turning

it would be an exaggeration to say that PARA
faces acrisis as an organization, the 50% atten-

around. CES has anew manager (Gary Shapiro,
the young lawyer who fought the battle for

dance by member retailers at this year's conference does point up the fact that some cur-

anew Audio Industry Relations director (Cheryl

audio manufacturers against Copycode), and

rent, and many former, members feel that the

Hollins, formerly VP of an association of car

organization is no longer meeting their needs.
Although Stereopbile has participated in PARA

stereo manufacturers). And the Academy for
the Advancement of High-End Audio, which

for only two years, it seems to me that PARA is
just now really feeling its oats. The conferences

campaigned successfully against the proposed
10% luxury tax on audio and video purchases

—which are, in fact, the biggest benefit offered

over $1000, has been agitating for better CES

Stereophile, May 1991
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accommodations.
Result: at this June's CES, for the first time in

ogy (especially if they don't contain SCMS
copy-control circuits).

nearly adecade, serious audio exhibits will be
housed in the Chicago Hilton. To ensure that
adelicate solo in one room won't be drowned
out by Bolero booming through subwoofers
in the room next door (something that did happen at the January CES), each exhibit room will
be separated from others by bedrooms that can
be used at night by exhibit personnel—a plan
first seen at Stereopbile's High End shows. The
Hilton is alarge old structure that was completely redecorated afew years ago. Its solid
walls and floors hold bass energy well, hallways

US: John Atkinson
In asurprise press release at the end of February, it was announced that turntable and loudspeaker manufacturer SOTA Industries had
been sold. SOTA, formed in 1978 by David

are wide, and there are lots of elevators for easy
access. The corner rooms at the end of each

Fletcher (of Sumiko), Robert Becker, and Rodney Herman (now with Monster Cable), was
bought by Jack Shafton, who was akey figure

corridor are large and well proportioned. In the
late '70s when CES was regularly held at the
Hilton, Ioperated some very good-sounding

Woodwork and Design. Both Becker and Fletcher will continue their involvement with SOTA

demonstrations in those rooms.
Manufacturers are now on notice: if you
really want to show off how good your stuff
can sound, you'll be able to do so at this show.
Come prepared with room treatments, an in-

in the success of first Acoustat, then Custom

in aconsulting capacity, though SOTgs manufacturing facility has been moved to Romeoville, IL, with operations scheduled to start in
March.

formed presentation, and natural-sounding
recordings.

•

UK: Peter W. Mitchell
In arecent issue of Studio Sound (a pro-audio

Japan: Peter W. Mitchell

magazine), Barry Fox quoted astatement from
Decca/London engineers to the effect that a

Last August Idescribed ascheme devised at JVC
for adding DAT-quality digital sound to SuperVHS VCRs. Invented for taping satellite TV, it

an edit every 10 seconds! Since 1978 nearly all

also offered the attractive promise of cheap
audio-only recording: up to six hours of CD-

typical recording of classical music contains
of Decca's digital recordings have been made
on two-track recorders made by Decca's own

quality stereo on acheap VHS cassette.

technical staff, using a1" open-reel video transport. Lately the A/D converters in all of Decca's

Now adozen Japanese companies have announced the development of asimilar 16-bit

50-odd digital recorders have been upgraded;
the old 16-bit linear PCM encoders were re-

digital audio system for the Hi8 format (the

placed by the high-performance converters

compact 8mm VCR counterpart of S-VHS, using
much smaller cassettes). This will replace the

that were designed by Bob Adams at dbx and
are now marketed under the UltraAnalog name

companded 10-bit digital recording system that

Their 19-bit resolution is rounded off to 18 bits

was built into an earlier generation of 8mm

for recording and editing.

VCRs and described in Vol.8 No.7.
But the transition from laboratory to market
may not occur overnight. JVC's system was unveiled afull year ago, but no plans have yet

UK: Ken Kessler
Almost but not quite: the dawn of new soft-

been announced to sell VCRs containing the

ware formats is causing abuzz in the UK remi-

new circuitry—in part because of uncertainty

niscent of the months leading up to the launch

about whether opponents to DAT would also
object to VCRs employing DAT audio technol-

of Compact Disc. Isay "almost" because the

Stereophile, May 1991

past decade has seen an increase in both con45

sumer awareness and consumer resistance. The
former means that customers are tougher than
before; the latter means that they're tired of
having new and/or incompatible formats shoved

biasing adjustment, and abutton marked "llipe
Size" which must have something to do with
the workings of the real-time counter. Ihaven't
had my hands on one of the prototypes and am

down their throats.
With all of the ex-Betamax owners out there,

only going by aphoto, but Ican see only one
ergonomic weakness: a row of too-narrow

all of the poor slobs who bought computers
during the boom which are no longer sup-

thought of everything.

ported by software, you can rest assured that
amassive rush to embrace the latest toys simply
will not happen. And that's why Philips's DCC,
because of backward compatibility, looks like
it might have an easy ride from the general, if
not the hi-fi, press.
But before DCC reaches the shops, afew
other money magnets will emerge from factories around the world, one of the first being
Dolby-S-equipped analog cassette decks. Harman/Kardon was the first to put machines on
the shelves, but Arcam looks set to be the first

transport keys. That aside, it looks like Arcam
But why, at this late stage in analog's history,
did Arcam choose to launch acassette deck,
Dolby-S or otherwise? Ican only surmise that
the Delta 100—in addition to satisfying aneed
for atape deck of some sort in the company's
catalog—will help Arcam gain experience for
the time when it releases aDCC machine (A big
plus point for DCC is that it will use aconventional analog cassette mechanism.) As for filling
agap in the range, well, every manufacturer
likes to be able to sell acomplete system. With
the exception of aturntable, Arcam can now

to produce aDolby-S machine using the latest
single-chip version. Not only is the Delta 100

provide the works, including stands and cables.
But it's the latter possibility which is the most

aglobal first, it's also aBritish first: the first UK-

interesting.
British manufacturers have quite afew tra-

made cassette deck since the late, lamented-bysome Neal of the mid-1970s.
Arcam is looking at the high end with the
Delta, its price firmly in middle-Nakamichi/
lower-Revox territory. To command aprice of
£800 or so, it must not be the sort of minimalist
affair expected of British manufacturers; fortunately Arcam knows that there's amarket

ditions to uphold, including the world's best
small loudspeakers, the tweakiest tube products, the most unusual accessories, and what
may be the world's last turntables. In the 1980s,
the British also showed how quickly they could
take the lead in abrand-new area, by beating
all other specialist manufactures in the race to

loaded, featuring—in addition to Dolby-S—full
three-head operation with off-tape monitor-

produce "audiophile" CD players and, later,
stand-alone Dâ converters. Meridian, Mission,
and Cambridge provided the vanguard for the

ing, dual-capstan drive, three monitors, Dolby-

former, while Arcam and Music Fidelity took

beyond Devon and Dover. So the Delta 100 is

B and -C, automatic tape selection, built-in
dual-tone calibration oscillator for optimum

care of the latter.
With Arcam's long experience in Things Dig-

bias adjustment, areal-time tape counter, nonmagnetic all-aluminum chassis, and full-func-

ital, it stands to reason that they'd be excited
about DCC. Hindsight shows how wise the

tion infrared remote control. Oh, and it mea-

company was to avoid DAT, which—and it's
high time all admitted it—has stiffed as a

sures 430mm wide, too, so it will stack with
everyone else's gear.
The Delta 100 actually looks like certain mid1980s Nakamichi models, especially the vertical meters in the middle of the fascia. This is
aGood-Thing because Nakamichi products are
still regarded as the crème de la crème of cassette decks, and the visual similarity can't hurt
when they're placed side-by-side for an A/B
demonstration. Other details include aheadphone socket, abank of buttons for accessing
the various types of noise reduction, aswitchable MPX filter, amaster level control with separate balance control, knobs to operate the
46

domestic format. Without committing Arcam
to anything, I'm certain that it will enter arace
with Meridian and possibly Mission and Musical Fidelity to be the first out with aDCC deck
from anon-Dutch/non-Japanese company. Not
that Iexpect other nations' digital hardware
producers to stand idle. Ideally placed to join
in are Wadia, Krell Digital, California Audio
Labs, Museatex, MicroMega, Mod Squad, Stellavox/Goldmund, Audio Research, and anyone
else making either CD players or D/A converters.
But there's alittle itch nagging away in the
background which isn't being scratched by the
Stereophile, May 1991

SOUND BY SINGER
PRESENTS

71-,e 21re 0ffry.».9 6
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o ection,
Preamps, Poweramps & Tuners
Krell Altair
100W stereo amp•
$3,500
Krell MDA-300 300W mono differential
balanced amp
$9,000
Krell MDA-500 500W mono differential
balanced amp
$12,400
Jadis JPL
Tube line stage •
$5,000
Jadis DEFY 7 100W stereo tube
amp •
$5,500
Jadis JA200
200W mono tube
amp •
$17,995
Jadis JA500
500W mono tube
amp •
$24,500
Quicksilver
Silver mono tube
amp•
$2.500

Quicksilver
Aragon 200411
Aragon 400411
Day-Sequerra
PS Audio
PS Audio
Melior

Speakers

pr.
pr.

Wilson Audio
Martin Logan
Vandersteen
Mirage
Monitor Audio
Apogee Centaur
Apogee Centaur

Krell MDA-300
Model 135 135W
mono tube amp
$4.500 pr
100W stereo amp
$1,250
200W stereo amp
$1,750
Reference tuner*
$4,400
Phonol ink phono
preamp •
$599
5.6 preamp •
$799
FM tuner
$995

$6,650
$3.995
$2,395
$1,495
$3,995
$995

Krell CD-DSP
Audio Research
DAC-1
Barclay Digital
Cabernet
Albs DAP
Altis DAP
Reference
Cal Audio
System 1
Museatex
Bitstream
Meridian 606
Meridian 602
Meridian 206B
Denon DTR
2000

compact disc player

$3,650

Dto Aconverter

$2,995

CD transport •
Bitstream decoder

$6,000
$1,795

decoder

$2,795

Dto Aconverter

$1,995

Dto Aconverter
Dto Aconverter
CD transport
CD player

$800
$2,250
$2,750
$1,950

DAT recorder/player

$995

Miscellaneous
Tice Clock
Lyra Clavis Cartridge •

$350
$1.500

Call Ta:I Free 1-800-794-9551

Kr

S
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OUND by SINGER
Available

In New York Crty exclusmely at

HIGH END AUDIO .. DONE RIGHT
18 Fist 16th St, New York, NY 10003 (212) 924-8600
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pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.
pr.

$2,995 pr.

Digital Components

pr
pr.

Watt 111'
The Quest
Model 111
M-5
Studio 15'
Minor
Major

D

Centaur Major

MAJOR PERFORMANCE.
MINOR DECISION.
FROM THE LEADERS IN RIBBON LOUDSPEAKER TECHNOLOGY COME THREE NEW
HYBRID PERFORMERS. CENTAUR MINOR, CENTAUR AND CENTAUR MAJOR EXPAND
THE CUTTING EDGE OF AUDIO.

flPOSEE flCDUSTICS
APOGEE ACOUSTICS. INC ,35 YORK INDUSTRIAL PARK. RANDOLPH, MA 02368
TEL

(617) 963-0124

• FAX (617) 963-8567

magic words "backward compatibility." The
fact that DCC will accommodate existing cas-

sion of the conventional cassette rather than

settes isn't enough; prerecorded DCCs must
follow quickly. And this is the biggest question

an all-new "format of tomorrow." If it doesn't,
then millions of potential customers might be
frightened off by fears of pending obsolescence

mark facing the new format.
I've just heard that WEA may be first to launch

What role the hi-fi press should play in all of
this is unclear. The last major format launches

prerecorded Dolby-S ragsettes, and that's with
only three models on the market bearing the

—CD and DAT—were hammered in the UK
magazines. The effect on CD was negligible,
because only audiophiles were bothered by the
sound. As for DAT, well, that was finished the

new noise obliterator. And others may follow.
Of course, adding Dolby-S to existing tapecopying facilities is far easier and less costly

instant word got out that there would be no

than setting up aDCC facility, so one shouldn't
look at this as too brave amove. But it does sug-

support from the record labels. DCC is not (yet)
hampered by criticism of the sound quality

gest that the DAT fracas, the teething problems

because finalized versions don't yet exist for
the journalists to review. And the record com-

with CD, and the threat of at least four new
optical disc formats haven't frightened software
manufactures as they have anumber of consumers.

panies seem to be happy with the built-in SCMS
requirement.
What Ican't wait to see, though, is how the

Given that (domestically affordable) CD-R

record companies will react to acommercially

and DCC could be launched within months or

viable recordable CD system, especially if the
prices for the discs are low and the discs are of
the Write Many Times variety (though these

even weeks of each other, the former will have
to be supported by reasonably priced CD
"blanks." And DCC just might get away with
atiny "launch" catalog of prerecorded DCC
tapes. But Philips has to make it clear to the
public and the software manufacturers that
DCC is simply an easy upgrade from and exten-

requirements may be mutually exclusive)!
What'll they do? Threaten to stop releasing
prerecorded CDs?
IAjoker in the pack is tiony's development of anew read/write
magneto-optical CD format, the 3.5" MiniDisc.

"This is the finest player evaluated to date,,,"
Boundfor Sound Newsletter
November 1990

11111W:-

- dO

00.00
INI

'Make no mistake about it, this is the finest player evaluated to date..." So concludes Martin DeWulf, Boundfor
Sound Newsletter publisher, after extensive listening sessions with the McCormack Prism II CD Player.
You may agree with him. You may not. Either way, you will want to listen for yourself.
Visit your local dealer, or contact
The Mod Squad, 542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024 •(619) 436-7666

eek
144 jMcCORMACK
The First Name in Sonic Excellence—The Last Word in CD Musicality
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Introducing
Renaissance:
The rebirth of
tube amPlifers.

I...

_

e

Renaissance Series.
The genius of VTL, the elegance
of real wood, and power to spare.
From just $899.*
Now you can own one of the world's best sounding stereo amplifiers for one of the world's
lowest prices. Audio Advisor is proud to introduce the new Renaissance Series from Vacuum
Tube Logic (VTL), unbelievable stereo and
mono amplifiers that any audiophile can afford.
We cut the price. Not corners.
You may think that for these incredibly low
prices, you'd get stripped-down basic amplifiers. Not true! Renaissance Series amps are
beautifully made, inside and out. Note the
protective wire cage. The beautiful handfinished, real wood side panels— in your choice
of American oak or incredible exotics such as
Persian walnut, Asian teak, or South American
padauk. All at no extra charge.
Inside, you'll see the same tough standards
that have made VTL famous. Military-spec
circuit boards. High-quality caps. Special
wiring. And VTL's own unique, worldrenowned, ultra-low-noise transformers.
And we didn't compromise the sound.
Renaissance Series amplifiers bring you sound
re-born through tubes. From the intimacy of solo
guitar to the majesty of afull symphony orchestra, these amps bring you closer to the musical
truth than any others, even at double the price.
You'll enjoy liquid midrange, crystal clear
highs, and tight bass. You'll forget the equipment and simply enjoy the music. And that's as
it was meant to be.
Power to spare.
With over 70 watts of tube power, the Renaissance Stereo 70/70 can easily drive even hardto-drive, expensive audiophile speakers. The
Renaissance Monoblock 80s, with discrete
chassis and power supply design, actually sound
like double their rated power—even into finicky,
low-impedence speaker loads. And with either
Renaissance amplifier, bass is tight and powerful.
No-risk 30-day guarantee.
You can't hear Renaissance Series amplifiers in
any store—but you can hear them in the privacy
of your own home. Audio Advisor offers these
exciting new amplifiers to our customers with a

no-risk, 30-day guarantee. Try Renaissance with
your own equipment and your favorite material.
From the challenge of Shostakovich to the
romance of Robert Shaw—you'll hear your
music revitalized. If you're not completely
satisfied— in fact, thrilled, with what you hear,
your money will be cheerfully refunded.
•Save $100 with special introductory offer.
If you hurry and purchase aRenaissance Series
Stereo 70/70 Amplifier during this special
introductory period, you'll save $100 off the
regular price. But please "hurry" — offer
limited to die first 100 amplffiers ordered.
VTL Renaissance Stereo 70/70 Amplifier
Over 70 watts per channel into 8ohms.
Size: 15.5" wide, 10" deep, 7" tall. 40 lbs.
Regularly $999. First 100 ordered, only $899.
Please add $20 for shipping.
VTL Renaissance Series Monoblock 80s
Over 100 watts per channel into 8ohms.
Size: 15.5" wide, 10" deep, 7" tall. 35 lbs. ea.
$1499 per pair. Please add $40 for shipping.
Warranty
Three years on solid state elements, 90 days
on tubes, and lifetime on transformers, circuit
boards and chassis. All service work performed
by Audio Advisor, Inc.
CALL

1-800-942-0220
TOLL-FREE!

American Express, MasterCard,
Discover and VISA accepted.

Not astore.
More.
225 Oakes, SW
Grand Rapids,
MI 49503
616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709
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BRYN MAWR IS ADDING ATHOROUGHBRED
TO ITS STABLES.
Me/ir home entertainment components
by Museatex integrate form & function in
such an elegant manner, they remind
me of thoroughbred stallions.
We feel that Mel/or is the
ideal choice for our
discriminating
customers.
Richard Glikes
V.P. and General Manager
Bryn Mawr Stereo

Bryn Mawr now has 14 stores
serving the Philadelphia area and
4 Stansbury locations serving the
Baltimore area, offering audio &
video products with custom
installation services
Phone (215) 525-6300 for
your nearest location

I-
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41100‘
BRYN MAVVR STERE e

421 Fehely Drive
King of Prussia
PA 19406
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SAM'S SPACE
Sam Tellig

A

dcom, Adcom, B&K, B&K. What do
Ido when Adcom can't or won't send

me product? Review B8cK, of course.
And vice versa. Since Adcom couldn't furnish
me with abalanced version of their GFP-565

preamp yet, Idecided to review B&K's new
Sonata Series Pro 10 MC preamp—available for
$698 with standard outputs, $898 with
balanced. This is probably the cheapest fullfunction preamp with balanced outs on the
market today.
And the news?
First, the news is that the B&K preamp with
the Adcom GFA-565 monoblocks that Iwrote
about last month makes an excellent combination, so Idon't have to wait for the Adcom
balanced preamp and neither do you.
The B&K preamp, acompletely new design,
has anumber of facilities the Adcom lacks—
namely, aswitchable line amp and facilities to
accommodate alow-output moving-coil cartridge. Iunderstand that the Adcom doesn't
have enough gain to suit my Signet AT-0C9 or
my Kiseki Blue Gold (a Koetsu-like 'coil, and
cheaper!). But there's plenty of gain with the
B&K. The B&K preamp lacks tone controls, but
that's okay. Idon't think you'd be tempted to
use the Adcom tone controls, would you?!
The news is all good.
This pre-amp has one of the best moving-coil
stages I've heard to date. It's neutral, detailed,
never spitty or splashy. Can you do better for
more money? Yeah, alittle. .. maybe The excellent Coda 01 preamp for nearly three times the
Ilike Peter Mitchell, Iwant to know when some manufacturer
other than Quad will offer a preamp with atilt control, plus
high-frequency cut-off filters.

money is even more detailed, perhaps atad
smoother and sweeter, but the B&K has an
excellent moving-coil phono stage (adjustable
for moving-magnet), especially for what these
days is abudget preamp. Plus, unlike the Coda,
it has an outboard power supply—always aplus
with apreamp, Ifeel, since there's less chance
of induced noise, hum, etc.
The preamp has five line-level inputs plus a
tape loop—no one's going to run short of
inputs. The Noble volume control pot has a
particularly smooth feel to it, although the
selector knobs clunk in away that you usually
don't find with the best high-end pre-amps. This
is aminor quibble.
You can use the preamp without the line
stage, and essentially what you have is apassive preamp—with volume and balance control. If you have aCD player or processor with
ahigh output, you may be able to get away
without using the line stage. This will also
depend on your power amp's line-level sensitivity.
Unfortunately, the line stage does appear to
degrade the sound slightly. But then, what line
stage doesn't? You seem to lose detail, resolution—as Lars would say, awhale. ..not abig
one like Moby Dick, but awhale nevertheless,
appears to descend over the music.
To use the line stage or not to? Much depends
on the output of your player or processor. If
you have to crank the volume control all the
way up, you may be lacking dynamics. You
may also be altering the tonal balance of the
signal—rolling off the highs somewhat, perhaps not abad thing given the peaky nature of
so many CDs. This is particularly true if you

B&K Sonata Pro 10 MC preamp
Stereophile, May 1991

Engineered Emotion
Hear it!

Feel it!

gip

A new emotional dimension in music and

movies. 500 lbs. of stereo soundfield perfection. 2000 watts-illeof
precision power. 19 drivers with 400 sq. In. of radiating area. The
components have won 8major audio

awards. These are serious

tools for serious listeners. The Shure HTS 01.#.-ge Theater Reference
System shown is the audio purist's approach to IIonic Theater sound. It
costs less than most compact deliall..111116meffrelf the emotional
impact to transport you to new worlds of entertainment. Shure's
Acra-Vector® pro logic encoding and decoding systems are used by major
production facilities. Six

years ago Shure introduced the now

familiar "Home Theater" concept. Now Shure HTS systems and
sub-systems are available in 23 configurations and price *levels. They
are equally awesome with Dolby® Surround movies,
television productions,

zsurmd music,

II,

Stereosurround

I
t

and future HDTV programs.

Ill We will send you awealth of fact-filled material

that explains

Home Theater, stereo soundfields, and Shure HTS Theater Reference
System components. Call 1-800-25 SHUR.E 4"
nearest

g
el
(

for the name of your

dealer and how to obtain this free information package. Or

write: Shure HTS, &Ili 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202-3696.

from

•

SHURE .
.
the Sound of the Professionals ® .. .Worldwide.
Done Surround is aregistered trademark of Dolby laboratories Licensing Corporation.
e is a registered trademark of Shure Brothers, hie.

have long cables between preamp and power
amp—the cables' capacitance loads down the

sense. The fact that you can get it balanced and
still buy it for under $1000 is icing on the cake.

output impedance of the particular setting of
the volume control, giving you, in effect, an
adjustable low-pass filter. You should be aware

Compare it with the Forté Model 2preamp,
for instance—the line stage isn't switchable.
Balanced outputs aren't available, as of this

of this when making comparative judgments:
line stage in or out.
The important thing about the B&K Sonata

good preamp, which sounds alot like the B&K

Pro 10 preamp is that you have the option to
use the line level or not at the push of abutton.
Unfortunately, if you have the volume cranked
up and you push in the button to turn on the
line stage, you'll get abig pop. And if you have
amps like the Adcom GFA-565s on the other

writing. Or the Superphon Revelation II—a
Sonata Pro 10 (someone told me that the
phono-stage circuitry is very, very similar) but
lacks an adjustment for low-output movingcoils. And so on and so on. You see the point:
the B&K preamp is good stuff for the money.
Very good.
This preamp is areal bargain—some manufac-

end of the preamp, watch out: fried speaker

turers have the gall to charge you this much for

drivers. Be very careful using this button. 'Rim
down the volume first. Or better still, mute the
preamp.

apassive preamp alone and give you what
amounts to not much more than an empty box.

'Riming off this preamp doesn't. What looks
like the off/on switch is actually the mute

Open up the B&K Sonata Pro 10 (you'll have to,
to adjust the cartridge loading) and you'll see

but it's plastic and ugly. Miming off the mute

that you're getting alot for your money. Look
on the back, too: gold-plated output jacks.
How good is this preamp? Listen for yourself. But it may be good enough to go in some

switch sends power to the built-in headphone
amp—a convenience feature missing from

aKrell KSA-150 or KSA-250? Not much money

switch, and here's where the preamp has a
tacky touch. The switch may be heavy-duty,

many high-end preamps. Ididn't do extensive
headphone listening, but what Iheard sounded
good.
Another quibble: if the preamp turns off
because of amomentary power failure and
turns on again, it will go off and on with apop
if the line stage is engaged. If your power amp
has amomentary protection circuit, no problem. Otherwise. .well, you're living dangerously.
Sonically, what Ilike about this preamp is
what it doesn't do. It doesn't sound irritable or
hard or spitty or splashy. It's kind of hard to

of the highest of high-end systems. Want to buy
left over? Need abalanced preamp? Here's your
solution. It's aparticularly attractive answer if
you want a) to bypass aline amp stage, but not
necessarily always, and b) have some need for
aphono stage but do most of your listening to
CDs and can't justify spending aton of money
on aphono section you won't use alot.
Of course, the Sonata Pro 10 was fine with
B&K's own M-200 monoblocics. It was equally
fine with the Adcom GFA-565s—the preamp
and power amps sounded as if they were made
for one another, which, of course, they weren't.
Ican hear Newt Chanin of Adcom chewing

describe the sound of the Pro 10 MC, except
to say "good." In other words, there ain't

everyone out for not having an Adcom

nothin' wrong with it. You want amore dimen-

balanced preamp to ship. Maybe they'll have

sional, more balls-out sound? Fine. Spend
$3000 or more and you'll probably get it. You

one ready for you by the time this article

want just atad more detail? Klyne, Coda, Krell,
Jeff Rowland, Threshold, etc. will be glad to
give it to you—for aprice. But the B&K Sonata

appears. But whether you decide on the
Adcom monoblocks or the B&K monos, or any
other amp for that matte4 do consider the B&K
preamp. 2 It's agem.

Series Pro 10 is not far short of the best there
is, solid-state-wise
and the price makes

2Consider, too, the tubed Audible Illusions Modulus, which
"orlo very successfully with both the B&K and Adcom amps.
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The Easiest, Fastest,
Best Way To Upgrade.
POLARITY TESTER

TICE TPT CLOCK

Imi rove Your ET2 Tonearm
For improved dimensionality,
focus and delmillon.

Electronically sense positive
polarity of powercords
&equipment.

I- 1.1 -11 -1
ILI •
i_11_1:

WISA Audio Pump
•369.95
AIRTECH Surge Tank .. '199.95
Both Pump and Tank
ISave $69 90) .....'499.95

wawa.

420
Quiet and
VOratton Free

Energizes audio system for better clarity.
tighter bass, and increased sound stage.

349.95

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning

API
SPI
API
API
API
VPI

machine

Only
9 95

HW-105
39995
HW-16.5 220v
...................
'449 95
HW-17
Call
0W-17F Ian model
Call
HW-16/17 suction tubes
..........
19 95
parts for 16 16 5 17

call

RECORD SLEEVES
Dishwasher VRP Sleeves
(100) 29 95

onr,a4Ai.
MASTEN
SLEEVES

Mobile Fidelity Sleeves
(100) 39 95
Ndty Gntty Sleeves
11001 29 95

DB Protrac

RECORD CLAMPS

RECORD MATS

Prices for
cartridges
with a
trade-in.
Audio0ues1 (AO) Ruby
AO 40411 4my or .5my ..........
AO Onyx 14my or .5inv
AS B-200 14my or .5my
AO 7000 3mv
Munster AG-500
AG-1000 MICH
AG-2000
Sumiko Blue Point many trade-in
Blue Pt wrGrado trade-in
Sunk) Talisman Bvdh
Sumiko Talisman IIB vdh
Sunk() Virtuoso DTI

169 95
350 00
499 5
550 0
945 00
199 5
399 5
599 5
85 00
85 00
299 95
385 00
719.95

Sumiko Fluxbuster FB-1
Demagnetize
your MC

ONLY
2995
SOTA Retler CI mp
134.95
API 19 One pie eClamp 59 95

Cartridge Alignment Gauge

..... .16 oz
18 oz
32 oz

SuperSize
Nitta Gritty
6oz
16 oz

.

2oal

Cartridge Demagnetizer
1495
12.95
16.95
24.95
.49A5

-1111r Record Cleaner

Only
$79.95

Dee,»
Canued. Onerpeolre

14.95
24 95

Nitty Gritty
Purilier 12:
16 or
tgal* '

!Ale NotMore.
astore.

11 95
39 95

LAST Record Cleaner
Cl Power Cleaner
#2 Preseryatom

19.9S
19 95

03 Reg Cleaner
04 Stylus Cleaner
#5 Stylant

14 95
12.95
21 95
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AR ES-1 TURNTABLE

Audioquest MC Phono

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS
Torumat Tm-7X0
SuperCleanor

cartridge
tor best
sound!
Only...169.95

34 95
129 95
84 95

AO Sorbothane
Sole Mat
Surniko Acrylic

I 1-800-942-0220

AUDIO
ADVISOR

225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids. MI
49503

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

ES-1 turntable only
419 95
ES-1 turntable 220v ..........
'469 95
ES-1 turntable w/AO PT-5 arm
.•
699 95
ES-1 turntable w/MMT arm
•699 95
ES -t turntable wiRB-300 arm
•735 00
rnetal armboards for PIS MMT Linn
RB-300
34 95

VPI HW-19JR Turntable
HVV-19JR in walnut or oak. 1209 or 220V

Call
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High End Audio... By Mail Order.
In the old days high end audio was hard to find-and harder still to audition. Then
along came Audio Advisor with courteous, knowledgeable sales and support,
reasonable pricing, prompt shipping and aliberal 30-day money-back guarantee.
Finding high end audio became easy-just atoll-free call away.
Call us at 1-800-942-0220 to learn more. In Canada call 1-800-669-4434.
Magnavox CD Players

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET
Nevcom Silencers
Quiet vibrations Set 01 4

59 95

KONTACT!
"contact" electronic connection cleaner/enhancer
Recommended by Ho Fi News. Stereophole etc
Imported from England
. 49 95 /kit
AO Laserguide CD polish improves CD sound and
readability
14.95

NEW Magnayexes!
CD0614 1-bit player wiremote
C013624 1-bit. digital out remote
C08552 5-disc changer. remote

169 95
•229 95
- 199 95
-

TARGET RACKS

3

32"

frasa

4

e

'279.95

T5sa 5
TT5Tsa 5

32"
40'

119.95
159.95

CD Feet 141

ARCICI Slands
ecwani

AudiePrism •
CD Stoplight' green paint pen

14.95

STANDESIGN RACKS

easy-access fronts

Art & function combined
shlys Ht

AER3
shlvs 27 Kt

'349.95

Penta

AER4
shlvS 26' Ht

'449.95

34"

•349 95

Ouattro 4

5

34 -

•299 00

Trident 3

34"

'249 95

AER5
shlvs 33" Ht

Lead
Balloon

Stands

14.95
29.95

New-style racks with attractive,

'245.00

Specialty

24 95

New! Target AER Racks

EOUIPMENT RACKS
Now in easy to assemble Sal packs
.
&Psis .. Hi
Pnce
TT3sa

AO Serbothane Feel
Large RI
39 95

Finyl CD Optical Clearcoat Enhancer
CD Upgrade Kit
Full Size Kit
........

Sound Anchors Stands •
HAW 807IA 349 95 801M 39995
1.4agge 7C 7331
299 95
Magxpe 33
375 00
SPICA IC SO
719 95
Vandenteen 18
•119 95
Vandersteen 2C
249 95

CABLES, CABLES, 8i MORE CABLES!
America's Largest Seller of Premium Cables

41

•299.00
Tip Toes (Original)
Short(5')
6.50
Tall (151
9.95
Tall wiscrew ..... 14.95
Tarretanes (New)
Short
.3.95
Medium wispier* 7.95
Large w/screw ... 14 95

STAX
SR-34 Pro
17995
SRE-15N 15m eiri cable
39 95
SRE-16 15meter Pro cable
95 00
SRE-17 15m Siq cabN ... 189 95
Rpicmnt ear pads 34 884
19 95
AKG-NEW ,K-1000 dynamic .... Call
Jos Gratis HP1 Headphones,, 595.00

Special Introductory Oiler:
Save SW on SFAX Headphones
New STU SRAOMX Headphone with
headphone amp. list S450 now only
S299 95 ,Limit 100 sets

179 00

A

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES
STAXSR410UX

24 -

TIP TOES

Table Stand
389 95
•
175 00

2

'
499 95

kW Dense*
BDT 990 Pro
001990
851880
..... .....
Repiacemenl ear cushions

229.95
18995
14995
22.95

r-11:
1
=

Audio Interconnect Cables
Call lor prices on Aumoques:As-Ose Lardas Sidech Monster, Tara Laos
and Van den Hal
Custom lengths and with custom termonahons oncluding right-angle RCAs and
XLR balanced" available Call for prices
Special Bargain Audio Interconnect Cables, Plies:
Audioquest turquoise
1OM
29 95 1OM .14.95
larii Iahs Paragon
3ft
49 95 511 _66.00
Cardas Audio Golden Section 311
49 95 5h
69.95

3OM .3995
1011 . 106.00
lOtt . 119.95

Premium Digital Coaxial Cables
ara Labs Paragon Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM
39 95
15h4
47 50
AudroquesI "I" Deal Coaxial Cable
1OM
65 00
15M
75 00
Mod Squad "Wanderlust"
5M
195 00
1OM
225 00
Tara Labs "Digital Relannea" DR-1
179.95
1.0a1
195.00

3OM

69 95

3OM

99 95

15M

.24995

1.51A

249.95

Premium Digital Optical Cables
Audàoquest Opliline

Fiber Optic Illerlal Cable

1OM
/5 00 15M 89 95 ?OM 9S 95 3M
AuchoqueslOptilink "Z" Fiber Optic Digital Cable
1OM 135 00 15M 159 95 2OM 179 95 3M

125 00

6M

199.95

225 00

PA

369.95

Speaker Cables
Vx2'n2"
SHEETS
4colors
Box of (4)
$49 95
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Call for prices on Auchoguest Cardas Monster & Tara Labs
Custom lengths &ternunatrons including spades, pins iNdarpe pins.
bananas, and more avanible Call tor goces

Cable Accessories & Contact
Edison Price Music Posts (2pr) 39 95
W87 RCAs 6Connectors
in Stock

Cramohne
Sumiko "(week

Cleaners
I
496
(1 Soul 14 95
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AUDIOPHILE LPs and COMPACT DISCS

JUL
old

Rare Finds. Samplers and Test CDs:
Proprius AZI at Pawnshop
Single CO 16.95 Double LP 39 95
Chesky JD37 Jazz Sampler/Test CD (Cd) 13 99
Donan Sampler Disc Ill
(cd) 9.99
HIFr News Test CD 2(UK)
(cd) 29.95
Star The Test Headphone Test
(cd) 59.95
Reference Laser Video Test Disc
.(Id) 5995
Athena Rachmaninoff. Ltd Edition
(LP) 29.95
Debussy &Ravel. Ltd. Edition
(LP) 29.95

Cheeky New Jan LPs
JR2 Clark Terry. Portraits
((p) 1695
JR28 Ana Caram. Rio Atter Dark
(Ip) 16.95
Phil Woods Little Big Band
(cd) 13.99
Natasha. Natasha
(cd) 1399
Reference Recordings-All titles .... (cap) 14 99
RR-31 Brock. Tropic Mane ..... (crop) 14.99
RR-33 Fats Waller Ltd .
Edition' ..... (cd) 29.95
RR-35 Noma Plays Ravel.. .....
(cc1/19) 14.99
British EMI Rock Pressings
Call
Mobile Ultradlsc Gold CDs
(cd) 29.95

Tripplite's power .solators destroy incoming scuzz. knocking out
line noise & keep ng electronics safe and secure. Isolation transformer technolog purifies audio and video detail and imaging.
Spikes and other power gremlins will never know what hit them
IS-400. 4outlets. 400 watts
IS-800. 4outlets. 800 watts

COI Mow

ad« 2LIs

Audiophile Books

Powerline Patriot Anti-Noise Defense System

•CD
(11 gle

Dorian Classical CDs-All titles
(cd) 14 99
Wilson Audio LPs/CDs-At titles .... (19/cd) 15 98
Sheffield Labs LPs/CDs-All titles .. ((p/cd) 14 99
Opus 3Test Records/ CDs
•1 .2 .3
(I0)23.95 /(Cd) 16 95
Delos Jazz CDs-All titles
(cd) 14 99
Harmonia Mandl Classic .... (1p) 12.95 (cd) 14 95
Stax Binaural CDs-All titles
(cc) 39 95
Water Lily Acoustic
Wile &WL11. Ltd Edition LPs
(1p) 2495

•169.95
249.95

BOOd Sound. by LDearborn 12 95
The VTL Tube Book. Edition 1
by David Manley ...........12.95
The Wood Effect by RH Johnson
9.45
Full Frequency Stereo Sound.
History of Decca Records 25.00

RAM Vacuum Tubes

CLEAN UP YOUR POWER!

Last longer. sound better than
°mina, tubes Complete sets

Protect
audio/video
gear and
improve
performance.

Cohnterpent
SAICOO

6500

50.3000
562

169 95

99 95

SAO

69 95

SOS

169 95

SA7 late
SA12 e103

sk.20 0220

Tripplile ISOBAR Power Line Fillers
ISOBAR-4-220 4outlet. 220 240v
79 95
ISOBAR-6 6outlet. 3-stage filtering
89 95
ISOBAR-8 8outlet. 4-stage filtering
99 95
ISOBAR 1139-12-12 outlets. 2-stage filtering
see DOttOol
nn
149 95

Foreign Voltages, Too!
Tripplite LC-2000
C71

(z)

C

0

)

19
0

7outlets. 2000 watts
selectable 20& 220
240 volt regulation
•«399 00

Trident@ Power Regulators/Conditioners:
LC-1200: 4outlet. 2stage. 1200 watt output
- 219 95
LC-1800 6outlet. 3stage. for audio and video.
1800 wan output . .............. ........ '•299.00
LCR-2400 14 outlets 2stage. 2400 watt.
rack mount ,r
..s!-)i , r.
•'399.00

CHARGE IT!
Mastercard /
DiscoverAfisa /
Amex

1-800942-0220

lemma Kam Mee 9W-7 W EST - Sat roW-TOO
Pies sent to change Add r. tor Arne.
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8995

SP6

65 00

SP8

95 CO

SP9
SPIO

109 95
239 95

SP,'

03 95

ARC Power Amps
cuddle Alod2

VA
1

II-

Car

Dynaco PAS 3
Stereo 70
Marl, 111

Tempest

189 95

CAT Slf 1MAU

159 95

Conrad JOhn5.1
P520556

89 95

Pt/2

49 95

PV4

55 03

Pv5
PV8

139 95
139 95

PV9
Premed,

14905
169 95

AIV45

139 95

0590

t89 95

1.0/75

189 95

79 95
179 95
109 95

MOO Magus

79 95

AlusA Ref 004

49 95

RIA5
Rea9

69 95
249 95

(hockey , Woos
rt. Meer.,

89 95

Ca.tornd Aude vans
Aira
49 95

Deed

or299 95
69 95
89 95

RAM MONO TUBES
12M7 t
cow No..
Pren

16 95
45 00

ROWS
27 00
49 95

MM POWER AMP TURFS
12Au7 or 12AT7
17 95ea

we.

126H7

16

SARA

25 Wee

6550 malched per
1186 matched per
EL f34 rcered

69 95
11503
49 95
77 50
'7 50

rt. POWER tuei

Seal Idoscode
Super.,

Shipping Charges
Shipping Charges (UPS. Insured. 48 Slates)
Accessories One Item .
495
Extra Items
.1.50
•TurntablesiStands
12.95
tRacksilarge stands
2995
"Electronics
&95

ARC SP3

69 95
99 95
135 00

4003

55 00

Moe.,

65 W

w

Moue« 600

1no

Aloscade 150

117 00

Moscode 300

69 95

655 r.
EL-2-1

3000
20 021

6166 581111uSSR1

on®

8071USSRI

20 00

FOREIGN SALES WELCOME

1

AUDIO
ADVISOR
FU 616-451-0709
Service 616-451-3868

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE
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DISPATCHES FROM THE FRONT
Andrew Singer'

E

ver since the first high-end audio system was sold and the first edition of
the first "underground" audio maga-

zine published, atension has existed between

the high-end audio reviewer and the high-end
audio retailer. It's no wonder such atension

It's frustrating for us, then, when we meet
with the consumer whose opinion of us has
been formed by the media and by his or her
experiences with mass-market stereo stores.
Stereo salesmen and the stores for which they
work are viewed by most people as being—

exists since both of these groups are competing

from the point of view of integrity and knowl-

for the trust and confidence of you, the audi-

edge—a cut below drug dealers and astep above

ophile. That tension exists between those who
do and those who write about how to do it is

is part of our job. We understand that in many

normal, and occurs in every field. It ultimately
results in the advancement of the art, technology,

insurance salesmen. Overcoming this mistrust
instances the first step to establishing arelationship with aprospective client is to disabuse him

or business involved—in some way precisely
because there are avenues for both the doers

or her of the notion that we are in any way simi-

and the talkers to present their points of view.
Unfortunately, until now, in the field of high-

by consumers in typical stereo stores.
What is disheartening, however, is the man-

end audio the only point of view that has been

ner in which we are sometimes depicted by the

lar to the unscrupulous "box mover" often met

presented has been that of the audio reviewer.

high-end audio press, which has taken one shot

As aresult, the audiophile has been deprived
of the pragmatic, day-to-day, hands-on expe-

after another at the hi-fi specialist retailer over
the years. The message which has been con-

rience of the high-end audio dealer, an expe-

veyed too often is that the high-end audio dealer

rience which may be the single most important

is essentially superfluous; that there is no differ-

element in ensuring that only high-quality

ence between him and low-fi dealers; and that

audio reaches the public.
ft may be that many of you don't know what

the circle is complete with only the manufacturer, the reviewer, and the consumer.

we do. We don't just move boxes. We don't ran-

Nothing could be further from the truth.

domly choose components just because we

The tension between the audio press and

think they're going to sell. Rather, the good

high-end audio retailers recently exploded into

high-end audio dealer evaluates components,

an open rift in the pages of Stereopbile 2when

selects components, and puts them together

it reviewed and recommended aproduct sold

in systems that make music We fight with manufacturers when something doesn't sound good
or work properly. We fix it when it breaks. We

by amanufacturer directly to consumers, avoiding the retailer altogether. One retailer circu-

install it in the customer's home, ensuring that

lated aletter among us all which pointed out
that Stereophile was in effect endorsing the

it sounds right there, where it counts. We dem-

proposition that all you needed was an audio

onstrate it, spending small fortunes to build
facilities where audiophiles can listen in com-

nificant. That was the last straw, as far as Iwas

fort and tranquility and can make up their own

concerned. The camel's back was in traction.

minds based on what they hear and not just on
what they're told.

reviewer and aconsumer; the retailer was insig-

So, armed with all the righteous indignation
Icould muster, Iconfronted my old friend

Unlike areviewer, who has the opportunity

Laura Atkinson in the hallways of the Sahara

to test only one sample, we see every unit that
comes off the line. We take up issues that are

Hotel in Las Vegas during the Winter CES. Iassailed her on the damage Skyeopbile was doing

never even considered by reviewers in deciding

to the body politic of high-end audio by its bla-

whether or not aproduct is good for our cus-

tant disregard of the importance, nay, the abso-

tomers, because it's only when it's good for

lute necessity of the committed high-end hi-

them that it's good for us.

fi specialist to the continued evolution—

Of Sound By Singen 18 East 16th Street, New Yr wk. NY 10003.2 See

Stereophile, May 1991

- Letters; •March

1991, pp. 13-18.

—JA
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K BER KABLE

Year after year,
always the same ne* thing.
Who says a good thing doesn't last? Twelve years ago, our braided, noiserejecting speaker cable was revolutionary and a tough act to follow. Today,
Kimber Kable is revolutionizing the perfosrce of audio systeworldwide,
yet the basic design of our speaker cable has appeared unchangéa for more
than adecade. While looks may deceive, we continua,limake improvements
in conductors and insulation—the details that make ..a big difference in cable .
peormance. We won't compromise, why shoutO•lbu? Start your own revolution with Kimber Kable and hear the same great new sound year after year.

KIM3ER KABLE

11111111111111111111111111111,11111ffl11111111111111111111111111,1111

indeed, to the very existence—of better hi-fi.
"Why don't you write an article focusing on

should use in selecting components and how

high-end audio dealers and what they do right?"
Idemanded.

will consider the review process itself in detail,
assessing its effectiveness and usefulness as it

"Why don't you write about it yourself?"
asked Laura, angelically.

to utilize reviews effectively in that process. It

exists and recommending how it could be done

"You mean you would publish it?"

better. It will contrast the reviewer's method
of evaluating components with the hands-on

"Talk to John [Atkinson]. I'm sure he'd be

selection process that retailers engage in.

interested."

Contributions from retailers, reviewers, con-

Idid and he was. Not just interested, but

sumers, and manufacturers are welcome. And

enthusiastic. And so, anew column is born.
This column will not just be about dealers. It

of course, Iinvite you to respond positively or
negatively to anything you see in this column.

will be about high-end audio told from the per-

Finally, Ihope Ican realistically portray how

spective of one of its most ardent advocates,
who happens to be aretailer. It will reflect my

difficult it is to be in the front lines of high-end
audio. We take most of the risks and get little

perspective and hopefully open awindow on
the critical part played by the committed high-

of the glory. We are sometimes maligned and
occasionally mistrusted.

end audio dealer.

Why then do we do it? We do it for the sense

It will allow you to see just how seriously we

of accomplishment, indeed the pure joy, which

take our mission: to bring you better sound. It
will consider what the role of the high-end hi-fi

results every time we create an audio system

specialist retailer is and ought to be. It will ex-

the customer writes acheck, but rather when

plain how to choose an audio dealer; what is

he turns around to us for the first time and says,
"You know, Ireally heard adifference."

fair to expect from him and what is not. It will

that plays music. Our rewards come, not when

examine how to obtain the best advice and ser-

So when that amplifier pops achannel or

vice from your dealer once you have chosen
him or her. It will delve into the criteria you

your CD player won't read adisc, we'll make
it right. Because that's our job.

eadae

iiitaerezt

FROM RUSSIA
WITH TUBES

THE ARONOV AMP
AND PREAMP

He came to the United States determined to produce state-of-the art
tube electronics, using the best components from two continents and the
finest European craftsmanship.
Above all, he wanted his tube electronics to achieve new standards in musicality. The dynamics of Mussorgsky, the melodiousness of Tchaikovsky and the complexity of
Stravinsky .... the Aronov amp and preamp reproduce every
nuance. You MUST hear this equipment if you love music. Call,
write or Fax for information: 7418 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90036
Phone (213) 653-3045 • Fax (213) 937-6905

A
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• Constructed of four dissimilar materials to break up resonances:
Steel, Zinc, Wood and ZORBIX T'a — a new material with
outstanding vibration absorption properties.
• Super Spike's heat hardened ballistic point resists
bending & flattening, pierces even thick carpet
& provides atruly rigid "mechanical ground"
for your speakers.
• Super Spike is infinitely adjustable ±1/1 inch
to prevent rocking. Makes leveling a breeze.

Set of Four — 50 +$1.50 pph

STOP DIGITAL NOISE!

CRITICS CHOICE
801 8L 802 Speaker Bases
Sonically superior. Raises speaker 7-10" &
holds 50 lbs. of sand. Equipped with 8
Super Spikes for better
damping. Constructed
of satin black MDF.
CC-1 '395 +'15 pph
CC-2a'295 +110 pph

The System Approach To Digital Pollution
isolates the analog portion of your system
from your CD player for incredible openness and clarity.
Perfectionist Audio Components "IDOS"

"SPIKE-IT" replaces
B&W spikes. Super
Spikes (w/o Zorbex
on mounting blocks provide secure, rigid coupling to base. Set of 8.
SI-1 '89 ppd

'150 +'1.50 pph

QUAD STANDS with SUPER SPIKES
Clamped firmly to the ESL-63 uprights, the stand becomes an integral
part of the loudspeaker, giving rigidity and stability previously
unattainable. 49" high, it raises the panel of the ESL-6316 1
/
2"from the
floor. All steel construction. Satin black finish.
New stand for the old QUAD (0-2). Height and tilt adjustable.
SUPER SPIKES included with both stands.
0-1/0-2 $250 +$10 pph
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY — NO C.O.D.' I DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

IRCICI, INC.
Box 1502, Ansonia

Te)* (2)2) 7 4-6021

Nonspeoker

•
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The Ultimate ir
Ribbon Technology on th(
. Ultimate Substrate: 'Real Granit€
Audiophile & Dealer Inquiries Inviter

mavricA

AUDIO DIVISIOP

B19/ 4E10-4E104

WINNING AT

Robert Deutsch, Thomas J. Norton,
Dick Olsher, Robert Harley,
•

and Peter W. Mitchell
report from the 1991
Winter Consumer Electronics Show
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Robert Deutsch

A

ll right, Iadmit it :Icouldn' tstayaway

from the slot machines. It's been
about ten years since I've been to Las
Vegas; on my previous visit, Iwas prepared to
lose $2 and ended up winning $25. This time,
Iset my gambling budget at agenerous $20
(casino staff welcomed me with arousing chorus of "Hey, Big Spender!"), and set out to beat
the odds on the 25¢ slots.
How did Ido? Well, let me put it this way: I
would have been better off saving my money
and putting it toward the purchase of some
new audio equipment, say, speakers. Which
brings us to the focus of this show report. (Note
the smooth segue.) As Iwas making the rounds
seeking out speakers that Stereopbile readers
might want to know about, two complementary sets of thoughts kept occurring to me: first,
there are so many speaker manufacturers, with
so many worthwhile products, that I'd sure
hate to be anew manufacturer trying to break
into the market; second, this is agreat time to
be an audiophile consumer, precisely because
there is so much competition and so many
good speakers available. In this report, Iwill
concentrate on makes/models that are new, or
at least new to me.
Throughout the show, people kept coming
up to me, telling me about speakers they'd
heard ("Have Igot aspeaker for you! Pretty,
smart, and with amidrange that won't quit!");
Itried to follow up most of these leads, but I'm
sure there are good products that Imissed. As
abasic caveat, let me issue the standard show
report disclaimer: evaluating speakers under
show conditions is avery difficult process,
influenced by many uncontrolled variables,

but aproduct that sounds good at ashow probably is good.
At the Sahara, home of most of the high-end
exhibits, and at some "off-campus" hotels like
the Mirage, were speakers of all shapes and
sizes, from well-established companies to
garage-workshop operations, representing
almost every design principle. (Nothing involving helium or nuclear fission, though.) Starting with one of the least expensive, the Model
235 ($400) three-piece system from Phase
'IL-ch seemed to offer ahigh level of construction quality for the price, and the sound was
surprisingly listenable. Ryan Acoustics' MCL-1
($529) has undergone several subtle changes
for 1991; Iliked its precise imaging and depth.
Their MCL-3 ($1529) is amore ambitious effort,
with separate cabinets for the woofer and the
midrange/tweeter module. With MFA electronics, it gave agood account of itself on the
Telarc recording of Copland's Fanfare for the
Common Man. Bright Star Audio is anew
company with two products: the floor-standing Altair ($995) and the Shadow ($450), intended for comer mounting in surround-sound
applications. The Altair is quite striking in
appearance (a truncated pyramid, with afaux
granite finish in white or black), and sounded
commendably taut and non-boxy. In avery
different price range is the it Sounds TC1, a
6' tower with real granite or marble sides and
an enclosure made of aluminum honeycomb.
At $32,000, Ifeel aspeaker should not only do
well by conventional hi-fi standards—which
the TC1 does—but should take the listener an
extra step closer to the elusive reality—which,

such as the setup, room, associated equipment,

as far as Icould tell under the notorious "show
conditions," the TC1 doesn't.

and how long it's been since breakfast (the hectic pace of WCES doesn't permit the luxury of
lunch). However, it's not all pointless; aproduct

Johnny-come-lately; I'm told that J. Gordon

that sounds bad at ashow may in fact be good,
Stereophile, May 1991

Fried Products is one company that's no
Holt once worked as atechnician for "Bud"
Fried! This is the first time I've had achance to
65

THE
AGONY OF
CHOICE!
eipeakers are the most important part of your stereo system.

It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal intc

sound and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your stereo system will_
simply not sound like music.
The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to some
very expensive products. And if you have already bought those
high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms.
But if you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from the
time they were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical ability
utterly

amazed

listeners...,

but

what

caused

even

more

amazement was the unprecedented low price.

So avoid .the expense and the agony. Visit your authorizedm
Paradigm dealer.... and listen to the dear choice.

The critics agree:
"... For once we wholeheartedly agree... the Paradigm is most definitely
ano-compromise two-way design capable of outperforming systems
costing several times as much?
-Hi Fidelity Magazine

"... the [Paradigm I5ite is no more colored than speakers costing up to
two or three times its price, and gave aconsistently musical
presentation...
Conclusion: the Paradigm 5se offers excellent performance at avery
competitive price..?
•John Atkinson /Stereophik Vol. 11 No.1 January. 1988

raclig-rn
Sound&Vision

(SITU'SC 11001*.

usic ... above aI

AWARD

In the U.S.: AudioStream, 51P0 Box 2410, Niagara Falls, N
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fenmar Drive, Weston,

••:‘,
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Ryan Acoustics'
Todd Ryan
points to the MCL-3's
Focal tweeter.
(Photo: Robert Deutsch)

"I'll have to think about it," says
Robert Deutsch, seen here with DO
after auditioning the Apogee
Centaurus Major. (Photo: Guy Lemcoe)
--ea*

Paul Hales with
his prototype
Hales System One.
(Photo: Robert Deutsch)

Bright Star Audio's Barry Kohan with his
$995/pair Altair. (Photo: Robert Deutsch)

B&W's $1600/pair Matrix
805 uses an outboard
bass-alignment filter to
achieve aresponse down
6dB at alow 35Hz for
such asmall enclosure.

Genesis's "Imaging Module" loudspeakers, from
left to right: IM-8200, IM-8300, and IM-5200, all
with their Foundation pedestals.
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Professional studio monitor company Westlake
Audio entered the world of consumer speakers at
the WCES. This is their high-sensitivity BBSM-6,
scheduled to sell for $2400/pair.
67

The American Revolution Continues.
Introducing
CICU

rus

ACCURACY FROM THE US

111111111111111111MIIMINIM

The revolution began with Aragon. Audio components directly competitive with
those selling for over four thousand dollars. but at less than half the price. Leading
international audio magazines proclaim Aragon audio components as "best value".
It was our honor to prove to the world that America can competitively manufacture
at the highest quality and engineering level.

We now introduce ACURUS. Audio components directly competitive with those
selling for one to two thousand dollars. but at less than half the price.

The ACURUS Circuitry is all discrete class A. the same as in two thousand dollar
components. The nondetented, stepped volume control is identical to those in
two thousand dollar components. The low noise/high voltage torodial power transformer is the same as those in two thousand dollar components. The ACURUS
switches use silver to silver contacts, the same as in two thousand dollar
components.

ACURUS components are available for far less than athousand dollars.

For further information about ACURUS audio components please call us. You'll
discover that accuracy from the U.S. is also the best value in the world.
MONDIAL

DESIGNS

Two Elm Street, Ardsley. New York 10502

LIMITED
•

19141 693-8008

listen to the full line of Fried products, and

product introductions. The Avalon Eikon

came away impressed with their consistently
high level of sonic neutrality. My favorite was
the C/3-L minimonitor ($1550); I'd like to hear

(under $3000) uses a7" woofer and the same
titanium-dome tweeter used in other Avalon
models. It's still being fine-tuned before going
into production. The exciting news from Hales

it with one of the Fried subwoofers. At almost
the same price as the Fried C/3-L is Definitive
Technologies' new BP20 ($1600), a4' tower

is the System One, now in prototype form but

with abipolar arrangement of dynamic drivers,

large floor-standing unit that attempts to retain
the transparency of the System Two Signature

hopefully ready in time for Summer CES, a

reminiscent of the Mirage M-series. (DT is the
new company from ex-Polk founder Sandy
Gross.) My initial impression of this speaker

28Hz., Q=0.7). Price is expected to be between

was thoroughly negative; Iwas trying to listen

$10,000 and $12,000.

while extending the bass response (-3dB at

to the wonderful Audlostatic ES600s, but this

At last fall's CE-EX in Toronto, Iwas very

was being interrupted by the din from next
door, which proved to be Definitive Technol-

impressed with Unity Audio's CLA 1Signa-

ogies BP2Os played at amost unneighborly

he had a"super" version in the works, with

ture; designer Robert Grost told me then that

level. Listening to the BP2Os on their own (and

cabinet made of the Fountainhead material

having had them turned down—why do so

(used by Wilson for the WATT). This speaker

many speaker manufacturers assume that the

(Fountainhead Signature, $5000) was at WCES

"high" in "high end" refers to volume?), Istill

and provided aconvincing demonstration of
the benefits of having areally solid cabinet:
bass and lower midrange were incredibly quick

found them to be not the most subtle of speakers,
with sound on the forward side, but with good
imaging and excellent dynamics. The Symdex

and free of resonant overhang, even at high

Epsilon Signature ($3000), another nearly-4'
tower, managed the balance between forward

levels. The upper frequencies were not as easy

and, er, backward presentation better than the
Definitive Technologies BP20, offering adetailed yet non-fatiguing sound. (Of course, the
superiority could have been because of the
room, setup, associated electronics, use of an
analog rather than digital front end, the Tice
TPT clock, or some combination of the above.
Idid warn you about the difficulty of making
these comparisons!)
Philips and JBL are companies Ithink of as

on the ear as Iremember from Toronto, but I
suspect that the difference was afunction of
aless than optimal match with the electronics
(McCormack in Las Vegas vs Coda in Toronto).
The speaker has an efficiency of 90dB; Iwonder what it would sound like with areally good
tube amp.
Wilson Audio appears to have created a
new product category with the WATT; minimonitors that take cabinet resonance-suppression
to aheroic extent, and whose prices are of similarly heroic proportion. Imissed the Wilson

not having agreat deal of audiophile street
credibility when it comes to speakers, so Iwas

room, where they were demonstrating the new

quite surprised to find them offering products

WATT 3, but Idid catch the Sonus Faber

that seriously challenge the esoterics. The

Electa Amator ($4500) and the new Château

Philips FB 1000 ($4000) is abeautifully fin-

Reference Monitor Model One ($2500) and

ished black tower featuring cone and ribbon

Model Three ($3500), the latter in an unofficial

(or is it leaf?) drivers. The combination of these
speakers with Cary Audio electronics reproduced

showing at the El Rancho. The Sonus Fabers
have been around for awhile, but this was the

Bob Harley's guitar recording on the Stereo-

first time I'd had achance to give them agood

pbile Test CD in awarm yet precise manner. I

listen. Frankly, I'm not too favorably disposed

had just avery brief chance to check out the
JBL XPL 200 ($3400), afour-way system with

toward small speakers that cost in the neighborhood of $5k, but in sonic terms these might

high-tech drivers including a3" titanium-dome
midrange, but even abrief listen was enough

actually be worth the price. With Klyne elec-

to tell that these speakers offer a major

tronics and the el cheapo (just kidding!) SME
turntable as the front end, the sound was ex-

improvement from the brash JBL sound of

tremely clean and dynamic, with great imag-

yore.
Avalon and Hales, companies with audi-

ing and real bass. The Château minimonitors
are obviously WATT-inspired, with asimilar

ophile street credibility to spare, both had new

enclosure shape and use of Focal tweeters, and
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
To attain a premium tube, sonic quality must be designed in
from the start. As with any fine audio component, vacuum
tube design is both an art and a science. With the closing of
the legendary tube manufacturers it seemed that the magic
combination would be forever lost.
Fortunately, agroup of British audiophiles and engineers,
formerly with such tube greats as M-0 Valve, Mullard, Brimar,
and Ili-Vac, have worked diligently with the Shuguang tube
factory in China to create tubes of the highest sound quality
and reliability. No aspect of design or performance has been
neglected. Countless prototypes were auditioned in the creation of custom audio tubes that rival the finest ever made.
The results of these efforts are now available as Shuguang
Golden Dragon audio tubes.
Most of the design features responsible for superior sound
and reliability are not visible upon external examination, but
are detail variations of dimension and material within the
metal structure of the tube. By exclusive contract with
Shuguang no other tube may incorporate any of our unique
design details.
You will hear the difference.
Golden Dragon Precision Tube Prices
(matched pairs)
(matched pairs)
12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A
6DJ8

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$15.00

EL84/6BQ5 $16.00
EL34/6CA7 $35.00
6L6GC
$35.00
6550A
$60.00
KT66
$40.00
KT77 coming soon
KT88
$80.00

2A3
$ 80.00
2A3 Octal $ 80.00
211
$110.00
300B coming soon
811A
$ 45.00
845
$130.00

Each tube carries athree month warranty.
Exclusive distributor for the United States:

Tubes by Design
P.O. Box 48865, Sarasota, FL 34230-6865, Telephone 1-800-424-3575
Dealer inquiries welcome

sound as though they—especially the Model
Three—would give the WATT agood run for
its money. With recorded-from-CD DAI' source,
apair of Model Threes presented lovely "floating" images and aparticularly good facsimile
of cello tone (The electronics were Cello's—is
there some connection here?)
Soundwave is aline Ihave found in the past
to provide neutral tonal balance and outstand-

are: Arnie Nudell, founder of Infinity, and Paul
McGowan, the "P" of the original PS Audio.
They've teamed up with Canada's API, makers
of Mirage and Energy, to introduce anew line
of three speakers—or, as their literature refers
to them, "imaging modules"—that can be used
full-range or combined with one or two pairs
of two servo-controlled powered subwoofer

ing imaging; now all their models have undergone improvements, including anew tweeter,

models. Prices of the full-range models are
from $795 to $1695, and, coincidentally (?), the
subwoofers are $795 and $1695. Drivers are

more diffraction control, and non-parallel sur-

high-tech (ICevlar/polypropylene woofer, tita-

faces inside the cabinets. As far as Icould judge,
the sound is even better.

nium/silicon-carbide dome, circular ribbon

Dahlquist is one of those legendary names
in audio; anyone into audio in the '70s has

tweeter), the cylindrical cabinets are multilayered to damp unwanted vibration, and

either owned or considered owning DQ-10s,

they're available in any color as long as it's black
(to be precise, avery stylish glossy piano black).

and there was averitable subculture devoted
to modifying this classic speaker. Dahlquist

Conditions at the press reception did not allow
for critical listening, but what Idid hear was

went into something of adecline in the '80s,
but they're back now, under new ownership,
and introduced an entire new line of speakers
at WCES. Designed by Jim Crofts, the new
speakers use the "Phased Array" principle that

most encouraging; it's clear that aformidable
amount of engineering expertise has gone into
the creation of these products.
Canadian speaker manufacturers are doing

still aconsultant to the company), but with new

increasingly well in the highly competitive US
market; they were out in full force at WCES.
Mirage had the new M-5, extending the bipo-

drivers (includng aScandinavian metal-dome

lar technology of the well-received M-1 and M-3

tweeter), acast aluminum base for better floor
coupling, and new low-resonance woofer, mid-

to alower price (81700). Energy's new 22.3
($2000) seems to be amajor improvement over

range, and tweeter enclosures. Iheard the top-

the old 22 series, retaining the dynamic (dare
Isay "rock-oriented"?) sound of the originals,

Jon Dahlquist pioneered (I'm told Dahlquist is

of-the-line DQ-40 ($3500, and still undergoing changes before production is to begin) and
the bottom-of-the-line DQ-6 (8600). The elec-

but with amuch more neutral treble. PSB's
Paul Barton has been designing speakers since

tronics in the two systems were different

1972; all of his considerable expertise is em-

(though both Conrad-Johnson), but the sound
had anotable family resemblance In my expe-

bodied in the Stratus Gold ($2000), the flagship
of the line With on-axis frequency response

rience, the toughest test for any speaker is

varying not more than ±1.0dB from 36Hz to
20kHz, and bass extension to 25Hz, the Stra-

reproduction of the singing voice, so Iasked
Dahlquist's Rick Powell to play Pavarotti at
Carnegie Hall. He said it was interesting that
Ihappened to request this particular CD—they
had used it to "voice" the speaker. While it's
possible, as one wag to whom Irecounted this
incident suggested, that my choice of CD
would have received similar endorsement had

tus Gold must be among the best-specified
speakers on the market. In case you're wondering, it sounds real good, too. (Tom Norton's
detailed evaluation appeared in February.)
Response Audio's Series One impressed me
at the Toronto CE-EX; its US price of $795
makes it an even better buy than the CDN$995,

Irequested 2Live Crew, I've seldom heard a

but the Series Itvo, which has the same drivers

recording of Pavarotti sound so much like he

in amuch better cabinet, has had its price

does in the concert hall. The voice lost abit of
warmth on the smaller speakers, but the piano

revised upward to $1295. Still, Ithink it's not

image actually seemed better focused. Dahlquist is definitely back, and aforce to be reckoned with.
Genesis is not afamiliar name in ahigh-end
context, but names of its principals certainly
Stereophile, May 1991

too much of aprice premium for the benefits
of better resonance control and for the
improved finish. The TDL Studio 4($3500)
looks like your typical floor-standing box
speaker, but the sound it presented was atypically open and delicate.
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Robert Deutsch's Best Sounds

the glow from the tubes and from the

First, let me caution you that one person's

preamp's controls serving as illumination,

"best" may be another's "so-so." Further-

you hear avoice over on the left—sounds
like an old recording. It is: Fats Willer. Then

more, I'm not sure if continued listening
would lead me to identify these products
as necessarily better than other worthy contenders. Be that as it may, listening to the fol-

you hear another voice take up the tune;
this one sounds almost live, on the right,

lowing four speakers—please note, listed

'way back. Why, it's the first track of the
Broadway Cast recording of Ain't Misbe-

in alphabetical order—gave me more

bavinl Designer Mike Maloney is adevo-

pleasure than any others.
Audiostatic ES 600 RS: These four-

tee of musicals and opera; he's obviously
aman of taste and breeding. His system of

panel full-range electrostatics from Holland

components, including the speakers, is not

provide, as the charmingly mis-translated

only alot of fun to look at, but provides the

review from aGerman audio magazine puts
it, "still air around instruments were all

listener with sound of exceptional realism.
Snell Type B: This speaker ($3800),

competitors already have closed down."

whose prototypes were mentioned favora-

With turntable source (Ariadne Signature)
and tube/solid-state electronics (CAT SL1

bly by Tom Norton in previous show reports, is now in final form and was sched-

preamp, Musical Reference amp), the ES

uled to go into production in February. It's

600s ($10,000) provided the transparency
that electrostatics are known for (including

the first time I've heard it, and Imust admit
to being quite blown away by the timbrai

the "still air around instruments"), combined with adynamic range and bass im-

tending to the nether regions. Like the PSB

pact that is not normally their long suit.
Martin-Logan Quest: Imagine asomewhat wider Sequel, or anarrower Monolith. Imagine, too, aspeaker that combines
the virtues of each while avoiding the vices

accuracy, dynamics, imaging, and bass exStratus Gold, the Snell Type Bwas designed
with the aid of Ottawa's National Research
Council facilities. Kevin Voecks told me
every 'Type Bproduced will be calibrated
against areference unit, with even slight

brane area allows crossing over to the

variations in driver performance compensated for in the crossover, so that the Type

woofer at a lower frequency than the

Bs you buy will sound virtually identical to

of either. The additional electrostatic mem-

Sequel, with abetter blending of the two

the ones Iheard at the show. And that's very

drivers. In alarge room, with Krell CD front
end and Cello amp, the Quests ($3995)

good indeed.
Which would Ibuy? Well, the Audio-

sounded quite wonderful, especially on
voice. Martin-Logan also gets the "Best

statics are too big for my listening room, so
Idon't have to consider spending $10,000.

Chocolate Truffles" award.

(Whew!) The Martin-Logan Quest is gener-

Scientific Fidelity Tesla: Sci-Fi's prod-

ically similar to what Ihave now (old Quad

ucts seem to have been designed for a

ESLs with Cizek subs), so it's the kind of

remake of Metropolis: chrome-plated cylin-

sound I'm comfortable with; this is one
speaker Iwould want to check out seriously.

drical transformers on the triangular base
of the tube monoblock amp (Trillium,

The Snell Type B is an extremely well-

$7500/pair), apreamp with controls that
resemble handlebars on an expensive exer-

balanced design, with no significant weaknesses. One couldn't go far wrong with a

cise bicycle (Aurora, $5000), and the 4'

pair of these. Ialso wonder whether the Sci-

tower speakers (Tesla, $1990) with a

Fi Teslas could replicate their magic in my

rounded top and bottom (there's astand to
provide stability). However, any suspicion

listening room. Then there are the speakers
that Icame close to including in the "Best

that Sci-Fi presents style without substance

Sounds" listing, like the Sonus Faber Electa

was laid to rest in their demonstration,

Amator and the "Best Buy" Centaurus Minor.

which, if nothing else, would get the award

The new Dahlquists are pretty nice, too. ..

for "Most Dramatic." In aroom with only

12
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Thomas J. Norton
r. Norton, we've found aleak in
your water pump."
There aren't alot of Saab
dealers between Santa Fe and Las Vegas, and an
engine-block gusher outside of Backwater
Bluff wouldn't be agood way to begin aCES.
The old buggy had to be in shape But not even
an unexpected expense ten times the price of
the planned pre-CES oil change could dampen

Boulevard—the "Strip"—and afew other isolated areas including the front of the Convention Center where the bigger, largely massmarket companies set up shop. More importantly, the high end has a"home" of asort in
Las Vegas. For the past two years this has been
the Sahara Hotel, with some spillover into the
spectacular, year-old Mirage.
An old friend from Florida had come out for
the show, flying first to Santa Fe then accompanying us on the daylong drive to Las Vegas.

my enthusiasm. Hang the Visa card. It had been

Other friends were to arrive during the show.

along time since the last "real" CES. Last June's
summer show in Chicago had been dubbed the
"Wake on the Lake" with good reason. Despite

Combined with the large contingent from Stereopbile and, of course, the activity of the show
itself, it promised to be an interesting, though

the best of efforts, it had been adisappointing

busy, week. As night fell and we drove over

show. The lack of an acceptable, official venue

Hoover Dam, which separates Arizona from

for the high end, not to mention the economic
situation, had put aserious damper on every-

out the fatigue from the 11-hour trip across the

one's enthusiasm; we'd spent half our time

desolate northern New Mexico and Arizona

schlepping around the Windy City in search

landscape. The glow on the horizon from the
electric powér industry's favorite city obliter-

of isolated pockets of report-worthy sound.

Nevada, anticipation of the days ahead washed

Las Vegas promised to be different. Getting

ated most of the stars from the Nevada desert's

around there is easier than in Chicago, with the
major exception of night traffic along Las Vegas

clear, crisp January sky.
Las Vegas is many things to many people, but

"How do you turn it on?"
Stax's Michael Detmer (seated)
examines the wooden-cased
Ensemble Carle B-70 integrated
tube amplifier.
(Photo: Guy Lemcoe)

Scientific Fidelity's Mike Maloney
shows off his $1990/pair
Tesla loudspeaker.
(Photo: Robert Deutsch)
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subtle isn't one of them. Its atmosphere may

demonstration vehicles. So this year the latter

be abit overpowering for this thing we call

were inside the Convention Center, which

high-end audio, but the industry somehow
always manages to cope. No such mismatch

added immeasurably to the festive din. Fortu-

exists when it comes to the hoopla on the main
floor of the Convention Center—the "zoo"—

center, and most of the car audio was at least

where purveyors of mass-market electronic

anyone can actually drive in avehicle with one

doohickeys of all descriptions return each year

of these multi-subwoofered, megawatt-powered,

nately, there are several major sub-areas in the
semi-isolated from the rest of the show. Whether

to spawn. As usual, Ispent several hours on the

rolling discos is aquestion perhaps best an-

first day investigating the organized chaos

swered by the highway patrol.
As usual, there was little on the main exhibit

there. Ilike to get this part of the show out of
the way while I'm fresh, and while the highenders over at the Sahara and other places

floor of real audio interest. Video seems to be

around town are busy getting the first-day bugs

new 32" IDTV looks like awinner; a35" ver-

the dominant show theme these days. Toshiba's

out of their systems. This year an additional

sion is said to be on the way. Afriend later told

treat had been added to the mass confusion.

me that Ibad to see the new Sharp video

The Las Vegas Convention Center was under-

projector. Unfortunately, Ioverlooked it on my

going major renovation around its former main

first pass through the aisles (not having been

entrance, eliminating significant exhibit space.

previously impressed by the current model).

This was compensated for by erecting several

Though Ididn't spend much time in home

huge, temporary, tent-like structures in the
main parking lot (great for traffic management),

video-theater demos, the most striking such
presentation Ididsee was in one of the Infinity

which in turn resulted in the elimination of out-

rooms. There, one of the new Harman Video
front projection systems was complemented

side exhibit space, the space normally given
over to the grotesqueries of the car stereo

The McCormack power amplifiers, from the pen—
or should that be soldering iron?—of The Mod
Squad's Steve McCormack, were one of the
surprises of the show.

The Rockport Technologies Sirius turntable
"incorporates vacuum everything," says TJN. As it
should, for around $15,000!
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by aFosgate surround-sound processor, Audio

•

Another surprise was Counterpoint's introduction
of solid-state amplification, in the shape of the Solid
8line-level preamp and Solid 1power amplifier.

Forté's new amplifiers use IGBT output devices,
said to combine the best of bipolar and MOSFET
worlds. This is the class-A, 50Wpc Model 4($1795).
Stereophile, May 1991

O NNOUNCING THE BRYSTON
TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY

Bryston 4B amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to 800 watts.

For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

Research electronics, and several pairs of

weight in Krell& But there were enough poten-

Infinity Modulus loudspeakers and subwoofers.

tial customers on hand to keep things amusing

Harman's top-of-the-line Series II Model 8ML

for the manufacturers' reps and factory sales

will put a$9995 dent in your bank balance.

staffs who would otherwise look pretty silly

Unfortunately, Imissed a number of other
video show-stoppers, including the home THX

demonstrating their wares to each other.
After four hours of this sensory overload I'd

demonstrations by Snell (which Isaw and

had enough, and retreated to begin my rounds

reported on in Chicago), Fosgate (now ahome

in the comparative calm of the high-end exhib-

THX licensee), and Barco's by now almost
traditional, semi-annual HDTV spectacular.

struction going on at one end of the two-story

My real assignment at this show, however,

annex where most of the show activity was.

its at the Sahara. Last year there was noisy con-

was to cover electronics, analog program

This year anew, high-rise hotel wing had ap-

sources, and other miscellaneous developments apart from loudspeakers and digital.

peared at the site of that construction. Unfor-

There was precious little of interest in these

tunately, it wasn't finished yet, clearly attested
to by the comings and goings of construction

areas at CES central. The only audio-related
items which caught my eye and ear were in the

mixers and electric generators. Life was not

workers and the disruptive droning of cement

and isolated demonstration rooms in awing

going to be easy for exhibitors at that end of the
annex. Ironically, there were at least 25 empty

separated from the main floor. These included

(or at least non-exhibit) rooms on the second

some interesting products from Dawn. Though
the latter are aimed largely at the upscale home
video-theater market, Iwas nevertheless impressed by the prototype AVP 5000 AN pre-

floor at the opposite end of the building, which
was relatively quiet. Who's in charge of CES

relative seclusion of afew reasonably decent

amp and POA 5000 power amp. The preamp
features digital signal processing with abuilt-in
delta-sigma A/D converter for the analog inputs,

planning, anyway? Roger Rabbit?
Iknew that the construction noise would
end on the third day of the show (Saturday) and
late in the afternoon, so Ibegan my explora-

and surround-sound (including four Pro Logic

tions at the quiet end of the building. My plan
of action was generally coherent, but with
more than an occasional excursion into the ran-

modes and nine additional surround modes),

dom and chaotic. My observations, therefore,

digitally performed parametric equalization

and remote control. Both analog and digital
outputs are provided. The DSP stages may be

follow no particular pattern. And while Imade

played back in anon-surround mode The POA

aserious attempt to cover everything, it's certain that Imissed more than afew items of
interest. Products of an electronic, analog, and

5000 is asix-channel (two 100W, four 50W)
power amp on asingle chassis. With bridging,

nature were, as Ihave said, my primary assign-

bypassed for high-quality analog sources

the unit may be configured in a3-, 4-, 5-, or 6channel mode. No prices were available for

miscellaneous (non-loudspeaker, non-digital)
ment—which doesn't mean that Iwon't occa-

either of these products (though they were

sionally stray into other areas. Availability dates
are only specified if stated, at show time, to be

clearly aimed at the top of the market), and

later than April 1991. Otherwise, the unit being

availability was stated as simply "late '91."
Denon was also trumpeting its 80th anniver-

discussed should be available as you read this.

sary with the Gold Series, a matching CD
player, preamplifier, and amplifier which is

schedules are often notoriously optimistic As
ever, prices—especially on newly released

But keep in mind that manufacturers' delivery

apparently only available as apackage and will

products or those due later in the year—are

set you back $8000. All very classy looking, but
all, unfortunately, on silent display.

subject to change. And, to keep from endlessly
repeating the fact and causing my word proces-

As Iwandered the aisles at the Convention
Center, my standout impression was that atten-

sor to crash, amplifier power ratings indicated

dance seemed good (73,516 total claimed). The
crowds were not as large as some that Ihave

prices are all per pair, unless otherwise noted.

encountered in past years, when it helped to
be good at reversing your field,and when hav-

the Symdex room. Their Epsilon Signature
loudspeakers were on active display, impress-

ing aspare blocker or two was worth their
76

will always be into an 8ohm load, and speaker
One of the first rooms Iwandered into was

Super Sunday has, mercifully, lust passed as Iwrite.
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The First Power Amp
Good Enough For Home THX.

With its remarkable stability, high dynamic
headroom, and extremely low noise, the NAD
2400THX is the first power amplifier good
enough to meet the rigid standards for home
THX °certification. (THX is aset of technologies and specifications designed by Luscasfilm
to replicate the authentic sounds of amotion
picture.)
While modestly rated at 100 watts/
channel RMS, the 2400THX is capable of
producing an astounding 400 watts/channel
for the dynamic peaks that occur in music and
movies.
In amore conventional use as an audiophile-quality power amplifier, the NAD
2400THX can be bridged to be used as a
"monoblock" amp, tripling the rated output
power and achieving musical details usually
found only in amplifiers costing two or three
times its price.
Come visit your local authorized NAD
dealer to audition this remarkable power
amplifier. We think that you will discover
that despite its modest price, the NAD
2400THX is one of the finest amplifiers in the
market today.

575 University Ave
Norwood, MA 02062
(617)762-0202

The NAD 2400THX
Power Amplifier

Manufactured under license from
LucasArts Entertainment
Company. U.S. and foreign
patents pending. Lucasfilm THX
Audio and Home THX Cinema
are trademarks of LucasArts
Entertainment Company.
Lucasfilm is atrademark of
Lucasfilm Ltd.

NAD
ldvanced Technology...
...Simply Applied.

United States Dealers
Sound By Singer
New York, NY
Soundworks
Kensington, MD
Audio By Caruso
Miami, FL
Audio Classics
Cklahoma City, OK

Other Manufacturers
Have Been Fishing
For Our Chips.
Each Altis Audio Bitstream digital decoding

Audio EnOyment
Smithtown, NY

processor incorporates the exclusive, proprietary

Audio Images
New Canaan, CT

Altis Chip. This Altis Chip is the mirror image

Hi End Audio
Hopkins, MN
Krystal Oar Audio
Dallas, TX

Optimal Enchantment
Santa Monica, CA
Sounds Akve
San Francisco, CA
Digital Ear
Tustin, CA
Epik AudioNideo
Walnut Creek CA
Audio Gallery
Clovis, CA
Antrose Audio
Los Angeles, CA
Precision Audio
Moor Park, CA

International Distributors
Vanggar Audio
Sernarang, Indonesia
Winston Camera 8. Radio
Hong Kong
Audiophile Systems
Singapore
More Music
London
J.P. Audio
Puerto Rico
Audeus
Italy

/
ÁLTIS
aUDIO LTD.

43 Cross St.
New Canaan, CT 06840

203-972-6027

of our encoding chip developed for the recording
industry. With an Altis decoder, you can have
Bitstream in, Bitstream out.
You see, Bitstream single-bit encoding is the
way the recording industry is going. Soon most
digital recordings will be Bitstream encoded
and it's only amatter of time before Bitstream
decoding will be the standard, too. Other
manufacturers have been fishing for our chips.
Altis Audio has them now!
Benefits you can hear!
Technology aside, listen to the music! Compare
the Altis Audio Bitstream decoding processor
with any multi-bit processor. The music sounds
more natural... less artificial. Low level details
are clearly and delicately reproduced. Images
are precise and stable! The overall sound is
smoother and more musical.

Decide if less isn't morel
There are cost-savings, too! With simpler
circuits, fewer parts and shorter signal paths
than multi-bit processors, Bitstream is easier to
execute. And Altis Audio passes this savings
on to you.

You can hear that it's right!

ing me much as they had in Chicago. But my
attention was captured by the huge, tube
power amplifiers being used to drive them—
the Atma-Sphere Music Systems Music Ampli-

pair) were the centerpiece here. More modest
in appearance and price was the SLA-70 35/35W
class-A stereo amplifier ($1195) and its monoblock variant, the 70W class-A SLM-70 ($2395).
Signature versions of both are also available

fier MA-2s ($11,800). As with all of Alma-Sphere's
amplifiers, they are output-transformerless
(OTL) designs. Weighing in at over 100 pounds

(slightly more power at ahigher price). Also
new is the CAD Black-Box ($995), acontrol-less

per monoblock, these beasties produce 200W
of all-triode power from 20 output tubes.

version (for use with an existing preamp) of the
CAD 5500S processor-preamp reviewed by DO

Unlike many OTL designs of the past, the MA2s are optimized for maximum power output

in Vol.13 Nall. Note that the processor here is
not aD/A converter.

into 5-6 ohms, and are claimed to put out substantial power into a2ohm load. If this still
presents aproblem, Alma-Sphere will sell you
their ZMusic transformer, designed to match
OTL designs into loads down to 1ohm. Also
introduced was the MP-1 Music Preamplifier
($5600), afully balanced (input and output)
design with fifteen tubes. But the MA-2s remained the center of attention. DO was making
the rounds separately, but I'm certain that he
got misty-eyed at the sight of them.

Kinergetics was on hand with so many new
products that we're certain to leave something
out. RH will deal with their new digital lineup.
At the amplification end is the new KBA-505
Platinum Series, 6-channel power amplifier
($1675) with five 70W (8 ohm) channels and
one 150W (4 ohm) subwoofer channel. As was
the case with the Denon amplifier mentioned
earlier, this unit caters primarily to the needs
of the growing home video-theater market.
And although the SW-800C electronic cross-

Melos Audio took none of this lying down,

over ($995) and SW-200 stereo subwoofer

introducing their new MA-220 ($2395), azero-

amplifier ($725 with aless flexible, built-in
crossover) may be similarly aimed (especially

feedback, line-level-only spin-off of their MA222/B preamp. That same preamp is also the

the latter), they are also designed to mate with

basis for the tube analog stages of Melos's new
One-Bit Digital Processor ($2395), and CD-T/Bit

Kinergetics' own extensive line of subwoofers.

dual-chassis compact disc player ($1695). The
latter two units will also be available incorporating the line-level controls and features of
the Melos MA-111 preamplifier as the One-Bit
Digital Processor Preamplifier ($2795) and CDT/Bit Preamplifier ($1995), respectively. Also
seen in the Melos room was the new Signature
Headphone Amplifier ($995), usable with a
variety of headphones but designed with the

New to that line are the SW-150 ($559), which
hides a15" woofer inside what appears to be
asmall coffee table, and the SW-101 ($359), an
in-wall design with a10" drive-unit. Kinergetics
produced superb sound with their electronics
(including anew CD transpon and Ultra Analogbased processor) driving apair of Martin-Logan
CLS Ils combined with their own Tower subwoofers. The program material being played
when Iwas there didn't really stress the system,

Grado Signatures specifically in mind. Over in

but the sound heard was, nonetheless, remark-

the Vandersteen room, Melos's new 400+

ably transparent. Imade anote to return later

monoblock amplifiers ($5995/pair) were ready
to pump 400W on demand into Vandersteen
3loudspeakers. The 400+ uses four EL519 out-

in the show to hear the setup with more challenging material, but time ran out before Ihad

put tubes per monoblock in atriode configu-

The Mod Squad almost always seems to
have something new and interesting on display;

ration. The EL519s are made in Yugoslavia, and
their current wide use in eastern European television receivers should, according to Melos's
George Bischoff, ensure acontinuing future
supply. Asmaller version of this amplifier, the
200+ ($4395/pair), is also available Both amplifiers are designed to drive loads down to 1ohm.
Cary Audio Designs' lineup of tube products is also proliferating like rabbits. The impressive-looking CAD 300M 50W triode class-A
monoblocics using 300B output tubes ($4595/
Stereophile, May 1991

the opportunity.

this year they unveiled two power amplifiers,
aCD transport, and anew digital cable. The
McCormack amplifiers, named after designer
Steve McCormack, are astereo unit rated at
100Wpc ($2000) and apair of 200Wpc monoblocks (under $4000/pair). The amplifiers combine bipolar, MOSFET, and J-FET devices, and
are designed to handle loads down to 2ohms.
The McCormack CD player, called the CD
Drive ($1995), cosmetically resembles the Mod
79

Squad's CD players and provides both optical

woofer and 1" ceramic inverted-dome tweeter.

and coaxial digital outputs. To make optimum

The latter is avery expensive unit which, to the

use of the latter, they recommend their digital

best of my knowledge, is used in only one other

cable, the new Wonder Link ($195/0.5 meter

commercially available system, the Swan Leda.
Another eye-catcher in the Artemis room was

length).
SimAudio of Canada showed their full line
of products, and Iwas particularly impressed
by the two-chassis, solid-state P3001 preamp
($1900), with zero negative feedback, deletable
phono stage, and what appeared to be excellent construction quality. German Acoustics
was also on hand with their new Symphonic
Line, arange of expensive electronics imported
from Germany—the top-of-the-line RG4 Mkil
monoblock 130W amplifiers will set you back

aprototype of the Sirius, anew turntable design from acompany called Rockport Technologies. It incorporates vacuum everything—
bearing, platter (as in the Sotas), and straightline tracking tonearm. The latter also features
silicone damping and adjustable (during play)
VTA. Afirm production decision on this turntable had not been made as of show time, but
if it were to be produced, we're talking serious
money (couldn't resist that one): perhaps as

$8500/pair. It's all done up in abright, chrome

much as $15,000.1'm not at all certain if, at this

finish, which seems popular in German-made

stage of the analqg game, anew turntable, at

electronics.
Over at the Electrocompaniet room,
another "silent" display, the ECL-1 dual-mono,

this price and from an unknown company, is

remote-control preamp was the center of attention ($2400 fully loaded, also available with-

is the Maplenoll Signature Ariadne air-bearing
turntable Irecall seeing this beauty at, Ibelieve,
the last Stereopbile show, but missed it in
Chicago. So while it may not be exactly new,

out phono stage). Included is abuilt-in DA converter, either multi-bit or bitstream. Video
inputs cater to that growing market segment.
Also introduced was the ECI-1 dual-mono
integrated amplifier ($2700), which begins with
acircuit similar to that of the Ampliwire 75DBM
and adds three line inputs and level and balance
controls.
Artemis Systems is anew name to me, but
they brought asackful of goodies with them.

aviable product; Iwish them luck.
Incorporating many similar design features

it was certainly worth acloser look. Massively
designed (the platter alone weighs 60 pounds),
its appearance is far more polished than that
of earlier Maplenolls. At $3895 (including a
straight-line, air-bearing arm), it has to be. This
is Maplenoll's flagship; they still market considerably less expensive models.
Back in the analog stratosphere, German

For starters, they win my first prize for the most

Acoustics had aturntable of their own, the RG

cleverly concealed amplifier. On the floor

6, amulti-chassis design (separately housed

between their EOS loudspeakers was alarge,

motor, tonearm base, platter, controls, and

lacquered cube which looked like asubwoofer.

power supply) priced, like the Sirius, in Versa
Dynamics territory at $14,000. Wrsa Dynamics

It wasn't, but instead contained prototypes of
their upcoming DM110 monoblock power

themselves were also exhibiting at the Sahara,

amps ($8500/pair, available in June). Rated at

and announced that they expect to be back in

110Wpc (440Wpc into 2ohms), the final design

production with their 1.0 turntable by June.

will not cosmetically resemble the prototype
in any way, but their literature indicates that it

They currently import the Micromega line of
CD players, and plan to announce their own

will be big and heavy-120 lbs, which pre-

CD transport, the Microdynamics (a joint

sumably includes the weight of both the ampli-

effort with Micromega), at the June CES.
In more everyman-turntable news from

fier and power supply. These will be built on
separate chassis, probably anecessity considering the large transformer and 400,000 to
600,000µF of capacitance planned for the
power supply. Those EOS loudspeakers are
small, elegant-looking minimonitors which
graft afaceted front panel àla Avalon to acabinet
which otherwise resembles aWilson WATT.
They're expensive ($4500), but use up-to-theminute driver technology, including a7" Kevlar
80

Immedia, distributors of the Clavis cartridge,
comes word of the RPM 1($1495), with a20 lb,
laminated platter (steel, phenolic, and acrylic),
NAVCOM damping, sophisticated bearing
design, and top plate cut for the specific arm
desired (no interchangeable arm boards,
though aservice to replace the top plate if a
later change of arms is desired may be offered
at areasonable charge). Allen Perkins of ImmeStereophile, May 1991

dia, the RPM l's designer, is no stranger to turntables; he was with Sota until last year and was

amuse audiophiles who are also SF fans) had
agreat time demonstrating their strikingly

involved in some of that company's more
recent designs, including the Cosmos. Also on

styled Aurora preamp ($5000) and Trillium
amplifiers ($7500/pair monoblocks), into their

display from Immedia was the Flatline Ribbon
loudspeaker. It's athree-way design: the 10"

Tesla ($1990) loudspeaker. Icouldn't squeeze

woofer and 5" midbass driver cross over at
400Hz to a69"-long ribbon mid/HF driver.
Price will be $3900.

what Iheard, tuxedo-clad company head Mike
Maloney was conducting some very successful
demonstrations.

The sheer quantity of tube products on display at this show continued to impress me as

gorgeous. User-adjustable for both bias and

into the room for aserious audition, but from

Air Tight's new ATM-3 monoblocks were

Ivisited room after room. Quicksilver Audio
had their usual silent display and were moving

power output (120W in ultralinear mode, 40W

decidedly upscale with their Model 135-70
lb, 135W (4 or 8ohms) monoblocks ($4500/pai

CD direct and will retail for $8000-10,000/pair.

available in the summer). kiFA announced

afeel for the Sahara's room-numbering system,

updates to several of their products, including

so naturally it was time to reawaken my con-

preamp upgrades (the Magus-C, now $1460,
and the Luminescence-C, now $4960) and

fusion by covering the festivities at another
hotel, the Mirage Ihad visited that $600,000,000

in triode), they provide an additional input

for

By the third day of the show Ibegan to get

extensive changes to their power amplifiers

instant landmark (and, believe it or not, asur-

(including their flagship M200D, now $7200/

prisingly class act, Las Vegas or not) during last
year's CES, shortly after it opened; its own

pair). TARA Labs showed their new Passage
Line-Stage preamplifier ($995), Twin-Class,
45Wpc stereo power amplifier ($2950), and

attractions continued to overwhelm the exhib-

their first digital product, the Passage Digital

at first in the high-end amplification category
were the new high-end separates from Rotel

to Analog converter incorporating the Ultra

its inside. ,The only items of interest Ispotted

Analog DAC ($4500). And IheardJacas amplifiers anchoring at least two exhibits.

which Ifirst reported on in my London Penta

There were also aslew of tube products from
new or nearly new companies. Fourier Com-

amplifier ($2450), RHC-10 passive preamp ($950),
and RHQ-10 phono stage ($1250) are decidedly

ponents took center stage in the Dennesen
room with their Sans Pareil monoblocks ($6000/
pair), another OTL design based on classic Fut-

construction and in appearance. Abrief audi-

Show report (Vol.14 No.2). The PHB-10 200Wpc

up-market from Rotel's current line, both in
tion through B&W's impressive new mini-

terman circuitry. Sonic Frontiers of Canada

monitor 805 Matrix loudspeakers was impres-

made sweet sounds into apair of Apogee Stages

sive. As always, however, one cannot really
judge the sound of electronics under show

with their cosmetically updated, 50Wpc SFS-50
($2195 assembled, $1475 in kit form, the latter
factory-direct). Also available is the SFM-75 75W
monoblocks ($3495/pair assembled, $2375/pair
kit, factory direct). The products of the Valve

conditions—what one generally hears is acomplete, totally unfamiliar system. Idiscovered
later that Mondial (maker of Aragon) was hiding

Amplification Company also impressed me.

out at the Mirage also, and Iwas able to make
aquick return visit to check them out on the

They manufacture asingle power-supply mod-

last day. More about that abit further on.

ule and two amplifier modules (45W and 90W);
by mixing and matching these three units,

Iunderstand that things were panning out
better for the high end at the Golden Nugget

different configurations may be assembled,

in downtown Las Vegas. My schedule kept me

topping out with 90W monoblocks at $4590/pair.

from getting there, but later investigation revealed that Madrigal was there, introducing not

Another new company called Tube Research
Labs, Inc. showed a humongous pair of
200Wpc monoblocks (the MA-200, $4800/pair)
on four chassis—two each for the amplifiers
themselves, two each for the power supplies—
with atotal of 40 tubes between them. Fortunately, this was the Winter CES. And Scientific Fidelity (Sel-Fi for short, which will not
Stereophile, May

1991

2The new kick this year, in Las Vegas's seemingly unending
building boom, was the Excaliber Hotel—an imposing yet at
the same time tacky recreation of someone's idea of King
Arthur's castle. Idoubt if even Camelot had 4000 rix)ms, or
slot machines and Blackjack tables in the Great Room. Never
can tell, though—Art may hase been ahigh-roller, though Merlin would certainly have been persona non grata. Ididn't get
achance logo inside—there were no exhibits—but heard that
it if you could visualize aMedieval warehouse, that's what it
would look like.
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Parasound announces our world-class amplifier, designed by John Curl.
World-renowned over 20 years

50 amp continuous, 90 amp peak current

for his brilliant advances in
high-end audio. You can feel

220 watts/ch. 8. 365 watts/ch. 4i. or 2i.

his genius in the stunning
new HCA-2200.

130V/second slew rate. DC servo coupled

750 watts mono 8

1,000 watts mono 4.i

• Dual-mono twin 1200VA torpid transformers
• 100,000mF computer grade capacitors

Hear it now.

• Independent regulation of Mosfet drivers
• Matched complementary J-FET inputs
• 24 6—matched 60MHz, 15A output transistors

Parasound
affordable audio tot the critical listener

• Balanced XLR and gold unbalanced inputs
• Two pairs of 5-way terminals for bi-wiring

Parasound Prat" Inc ,950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111 •(800) 822. 8802 •(415) 397. 7100 •FAX (415) 397 0144

only awhole raft of digital products which Bob
Harley will have more to say about, but also a
new "special edition" of their Mark Levinson
No.26 preamp, the No.26S. Featuring anum-

behind doing this originated with, if I'm not
mistaken, controversial audio scribe Enid Lumley, whose writings have been known to leave

ber of improvements, including Teflon circuit

legions of audiophiles scratching their heads
or chins in roughly equal numbers. The manu-

boards, it will be available (as is the No.26) in
anumber of configurations, each of which will

facturers of these new devices argue that they
isolate cables from the effects of surface-borne

run about $2000 above the price of the func-

vibrations and, perhaps, minimize electromagnetic interactions with these surfaces. Say

tionally equivalent standard versions (which
remain in the line). And Audio Research was

what? I'm not buying these arguments as yet,

there, showing not only their first digital prod-

but what the heck, Ihaven't tried it. And they

uct—the DAC 1DIA converter—but also apro-

might be just the thing to house-train DO's

totype of their fully balanced LS-2 line stage,

sonic fave but stiff and uncooperative LindsayGeyer cables and keep them from coiling,

to be available in April or May.
Back at the Sahara, the folks from Ensemble in Switzerland were meeting the rest of the

Slinky-like, all around the Stereopbile listening

tube fraternity halfway with their new Caruso

sociates are short, hollow tubes of clear plastic

B100 power amplifier—using the same hybrid

with "feet," and are quite attractive. As are the
Cable Cradles from Arcici, which one-up the

technology seen in the B-50 (Tiger), but pro-

room. The Floaters from Bruce Ball & As-

ducing 100Wpc. The Carle B70 is an all-tube

Floaters by cushioning the cables in loops of

integrated design from the same source, but

Zorbex suspended in wooden frames.
Back at the amplifier races, Muse was at-

with aneat cosmetic twist. Raise the lid of the
wooden case and the amp switches on, lower

tempting to sneak into the high-end box seats

it and Carle turns off. And while loudspeaker

with their Model Two Hundred Fifty mono-

stands are seldom subjects of much excitement, the new "Flamingo" stands Ensemble

blocks ($ 5700/pair). The 250W power output

has designed for their minimonitors are prob-

down to 1ohm, where the output is rated at
1000W. The size of these amps is Krell-like;

ably the most visually stunning (not to mention solid and acoustically dead) that Ihave
seen. Except for the top coupling plate, the
stand is one molded piece of polymerized
glass-fiber reinforced concrete. As Iwrite this,
Ensemble has just established Ensemble USA,
Inc. for US distribution, so the prices of these
products have yet to be set.
A few years ago the folks from ASC showed
up at their first CES with atruckload of 'Me
Traps, which were subsequently found in the

into 8ohms is said to continue doubling right

you'll probably need achiropractor on retainer
before you attempt to move them.
Krell itself was doing apretty fair impression of Krell with its latest down-payment-ona-house product: the Krell Audio Standard
amplifier. To be available in June, this is atwochassis-per-monoblock design (separate amplifier and power supply per side) rated at 300W.
It's said to deliver class-A output into loads as
low as 0.1 ohm. Ahuge, oval meter in the front

rooms of many of the exhibitors. This year it
was the turn of the Room Mmes. Room limes
superficially resemble llibe Traps in their basic

panel of the amplifier chassis indicates not

incarnation, but their operating principle is

tinuous readout of line voltage. Digital signal-

quite different. They were all over the place at

processing monitors all operations. The looks
of this hulk of an amplifier (I didn't ask what
it weighs, and I'm not sure Iwant to know)

this CES. Their new, deluxe version is rectangular rather than cylindrical, resembles nothing
so much as atiny Acoustat loudspeaker, and is
far more attractive than the standard model. As
to their effectiveness, we have some here in
Santa Fe for evaluation even as Iwrite.
Tweaks may be getting out of hand and abit
bizarre, but they keep life in the high end interesting. This year two companies introduced

power output, but current output, and the
front panel of the power supply gives acon-

belied its mass. It would sell like the proverbial
hotcakes on its drop-dead looks alone except
for one small detail: its 820,000/pair price. Krell
also showed aprototype of their new KPC
remote-control preamp ($3800), with motordriven level controls, also scheduled for June

products designed to elevate your cables and

delivery No sounds to be heard here except for
the inevitable business chatter; Krell had another

interconnects off the floor. The rationale

silent display.
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CREEK MAKES MUSIC
Drdinary hi-fi calls attention to itself and draws you away from the
music. When you are aware of this or that particular aspect of the
sound, it's aclue that something's wrong. Why aren't you enjoying
he music?

:reek products are built to be musical! Every circuit is designed,
wery part is selected for the purpose of making music. If you'd rather
5e caught up in music than hung up on sound, visit your Creek dealer
how!

"A wonderful integrated amplifier capable of beautiful sound."
—Neil Levenson, Fanfare Magazine

the Creek 4140s2 offers the greatest sound quality-per-dollar of
any product from any electronics manufacturer that Ihave ever
heard. —Bob Reina, Sounds Like .
Magazine

ANYONE CAN MAKE HI-FI, CREEK MAKES MUSIC!

*bd..

warm

Crwe
I

'113113s•

For more information and your nearest Creek dealer please contact:
Music Hall 108 Station Road Great Neck, New York 11023

Sumo did have an active setup, featuring

porates dual 1200VA toroidal transformers,

their redesigned, smaller, and very impressive

separately regulated driver stages, servo cir-

Samson subwoofers ($750 each). The satellites
were ATC SCM20s, modified by Sumo. This

cuitry, balanced and unbalanced inputs, and
acombination of J-FET front end, MOSFET
drivers, and bipolar output transistors. John has

modification, which appears to successfully
sacrifice abit of that loudspeaker's prodigious
power-handling capability to improve its midrange balance and transparency, is an in-house
exercise and not aproduct per se. (But, per-

also worked on aredesign of the P/FET-900 preamp, now the P/FET-900 II ($425)—upgrading
anumber of parts including the circuit boards
(now glass fiber), increasing the quiescent
operating current, and revising the topology

haps, if you call. ..
). The most exciting product in the Sumo suite, however, was not actu-

of the circuit phono section. Further down the

ally in operation. The Sumo 10, expected to be
available shortly, is a100Wpc stereo amplifier

$850, available later in the year), designed by

operating in pure class-A all the way up to its

John Curl from the ground up.

road we can expect aP/FR-99 preamp (around

rated power. Said to draw 400W from the line

Counterpoint quietly highlighted two new,

in idle, it may be bridged for monoblock oper-

moderately priced products, all-solid-state
departures from their existing tube and hybrid

ation, and is rated to drive very low impedances.
At $2400, the Sumo 10 may actually be abargain in today's marketplace But the moderately
priced corner of the high end was not exactly
dormant at this show. Imentioned Mondial
earlier. They showed an entirely new line to
supplement their Aragon products—the Acurus series. The A250 power amplifier is fully

line. Their Solid 8Line Amplifier ($795) is built
entirely of discrete components with afully
class-A, differential FET/bipolar topology. The
companion Solid 1power amp ($995) delivers
100Wpc (170W into 4 ohms). It is adirectcoupled design using FET and bipolar devices.

discrete (as are all of the Acurus products), is

MAS showed anumber of new, moderately
priced products. The SPA-100 power amp

rated at 250Wpc, and is capable of driving loud-

($849, 100Wpc) was first seen in Chicago. New

speakers whose impedances dip into the 1or
2ohm region at some frequencies—the un-

to me, however, is its built-in electronic crossover capability. The amplifier may be used full-

stated implication here being that it is not

range or—with appropriate, optional, highpass or low-pass plug-in networks—may be

necessarily suitable for those rare loads which
are very low impedance across most of the
audible range. The amplifier is stable into reactive loads without the need for an output
inductor—a rare feature among solid-state
amplifiers. The Acurus LIO preamplifier is a
line-level unit which looks far more expensive

configured to use in abi-amp mode without
the need for an outboard network. The new,
lower-power SPA-65 also joins the MAS lineup
($499, 65Wpc), as does a$499 tuner to be available later in the spring.

than it is, and the PIO phono preamplifier per-

From Conrad-Johnson's Sonographe line
comes the new SC22 line-level preamp ($695)

mits the use of moving-coil or moving-magnet
cartridges, has six-position, selectable loading,

SC22 incorporates C-J's zero-feedback cancel-

and is self-powered and self-contained (which
means it should be usable with other line
preamps, including passive ones). The Acurus
prices were abreath of fresh air: $850 for the

with optional plug-in phono stage ($189). The
ing circuit seen recently in their PF-1 preamp.
Also new is the Sonographe SA-150 MOSFET
power amplifier ($995), aminimum (14dB)
negative feedback design delivering 135Wpc.

amplifier, $595 for the line preamp, and asurprising $295 for the phono preamp. All of these

And while it's not exactly in the low-priced cat-

units are manufactured in the US.

into the PV-9A ($2995), with power supply and
tube changes.

Parasound had some exciting news of their

egory, the PV9 tube preamp has been revised

own in the affordable end of the market. They

itvo fully passive preamps 3caught my atten-

have contracted with John Curl for design

tion. First Sound is following up their expensive Reference Iwith aless expensive Reference

work on anumber of products. The HCA-2200
amplifier had already undergone preliminary
design when John began work on the project,

II ($1195). At amore modest price-point, Purest
Sound System's David Hum, who did not for-

and he was heavily involved in its completion.
This $1475, 220Wpc dual-mono design incor-

3Is anyone else bothered by the contradiction implicit in the
designation "passive preamp”? Iguess were stuck with it.
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mally exhibit, slipped me some info on his

tive newcomers, those who have been active

products, including the top-priced P.S.S. Model

in the field for longer than most but less than

500 Deluxe ($350), which seems to be available

the veterans: Dave Wilson, whose WATT Series

only directly from his Cleveland-based operation. This unit has no balance adjustment

III Ionly got ataste of before apower failure
in the Sahara near the end of the show's third

capability; the First Sound provides separate

day resulted in alights-out but also, unfor-

stepped attenuators for each channel.

tunately, silent demonstration; Jason Bloom,

Purely passive preamps must be carefully

whose uncanny knack of picking terrific pro-

matched to the system in which they are used
to avoid impedance mismatches which com-

gram material always manages to make his Apo-

promise sound quality, especially at their outputs. Superphon's new SP-100 ($399) is apas-

presence and products are hard to overlook;

sive line preamp combined with actively
buffered, low-impedance outputs. Strictly

valiant efforts to produce areal live-end, deadend environment in hotel rooms that can't

speaking, the unit isn't then fully passive, but
it is zero gain, and Superphon argues that the

room to breathe; Sandy Gross, who remained

tradeoff makes the SP-100 much more system-

an audiophile through his years with Polk

gee loudspeakers sing; Jeff Rowland, whose
Brian Cheney of VMPS, who continues in his

really give his imposing loudspeaker designs

compatible. The SP-100's cosmetics are adef-

Audio, and who was as enthusiastic about the

inite improvement over the CD Maxx which

second product of his new Definitive Technol-

it replaces. Both level and balance controls are

ogy, the BP-20, as any newcomer at his first
show; and John Bau of Spica, who remembers

provided. Superphon's new SA-120 power amp
($479, 60Wpc) would appear to be anatural
complement, unless you feel the need for
power, in which case Superphon will be happy
to comply with the 400S ($1499, 200Wpc).
Rushing around Las Vegas in a(vain) attempt
to avoid missing anything, bouncing into fel-

where most of his customers are and has thus
far successfully resisted the temptation to produce a$10,000 loudspeaker.
And CES is about the new guard, designers
like Paul Hales, who began his product line

low show-goers and ricocheting in and out of

with aSystem Two loudspeaker and who gave
atantalizing, if silent, sneak preview of his Sys-

one room after another, leaves little time to

tem One in Las Vegas. Or Charles Hansen, who

reflect on the big picture. The long drive back

scored convincingly with the newest, and

to Santa Fe gave me more time to think about

smallest, addition to his Avalon Acoustics loudspeaker line, the Eikon. And all of the others,

this show specifically and about the audio high

old and new guard alike, who couldn't be

end in general. One thing is clear: the CES is
at least as much about the people involved as
it is about music and technology. It's about the

amini-series, but without whom the •wouldn't

veterans: David Hafler, who is nearly always to

be ahigh-end.

be found lending atouch of continuity and tra-

It was agreat show. Perhaps Iwas merely
prejudiced by the fact that there was more

included here for fear of turning this tome into

dition to the hospitality suites of the company
in which he is no longer actively involved but

good sound to be heard than at any show in

which still benefits from his name; Bud Fried,
who will probably still be enthusiastically pro-

weather—both throughout the trip and in Las

moting his products long after the rest of us

Vegas itself. Neither the generally poor eco-

have dropped from exhaustion; Arnie Nudell,

nomic climate of the past few months (the past

recent memory. Perhaps it was the terrific

who disappeared for atime into the wilds of

couple of years, it would seem, for the high

Vail, Colorado but who was knocking them out

end) nor the threat of impending conflict in the

this year with new loudspeakers from his (and
Paul McGowan of PS Audio's) new company,

Middle East (sadly realized as Iwrite this)
seemed to put adamper on the upbeat feelings

Genesis, proving that there is indeed life after

among the exhibitors and attendees with

Infinity; and Richard Shahinian, whose room

whom Ispoke. And there were even reports

is the only place at aCES where you can be

that arrangements had been made to solve the

invariably guaranteed to find an oasis of the

exhibit problem in Chicago for the summer

kind of music that, if 1may paraphrase JGH, hi-

show—word is that the Hilton Hotel will be the

fi was invented for.

place to be, come June.
I'll leave my bag packed.

CES is also about the well-known but rela86
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Dick Olsher

G

found ahome in my own reference system.
Incidentally, the sound of Massenet's Le Cid on

etting there wasn't much fun this
time. Negotiating the 650 miles from

LP here was far superior to the CD version of
this in another suite.

home to Las Vegas proved to be about

Many manufacturers used both CD and ana-

as much fun as an IRS audit. The two-hour trip
from Los Alamos to the airport wasn't so bad,

log for demo purposes. Ahandful were coura-

but Igot my first warning that things were not
going to be so smooth when Igot stuck in the
Southwest Airlines baggage check-in line.
Ahead of me was alarge family with what must
have been their entire earthly possessions—a
ton of boxes and suitcases—none of which

geous enough to dispense with CD entirely.
Kudos to Linn for demonstrating the benefits
of the Lingo power supply. Sitting as Iwas in
their room, Ialmost completely forgot about
digital. Just think, vinyl and tubes: if this continues, we'll surely come full cycle back to the
good old '50s.

were properly marked. Half an hour later, there
Iwas in another line, this one for boarding

Hybrid mania

passes. What, an hour delay!? But LA had as-

The tide of hybrid loudspeakers is clearly on

sured me: "best on-time performance of any

the rise lb my mind, this represents awelcome
and much overdue trend. Combining cone

airline." Welcome to Las Vegas. Hovering over
the luggage carousel, it slowly and painfully
became clear that all of the Albuquerque passengers were minus their luggage. Routed to
San Diego, is what the clerk explained. One

drivers with either ribbon or electrostatic elements offers benefits at both ends of the price
spectrum. On the face of it, hybridizing aloudspeaker allows the designer to graft together

final queue ensued, this one for filing alost bag-

the best of both worlds: the speed and transient

gage claim. Finally, Iwas whisked away by cab
to the Gold Coast Hotel, where miraculously

delineation of the planar driver through the
upper octaves with the power-handling and

they actually knew Iwas coming.

bass-extension capabilities of dynamic woofers.

Positive trends

An example of the art in the stratospheric price
range is, of course. the Wilson Audio WAMM.

The number of decent to excellent sounds at
high-end exhibits was up dramatically from last
year. There were really very few "dogs" to be
heard. In fact, Ican't ever recall ashow where
the sound quality was so high. I'm not quite
sure why this was so. The rooms at the Sahara
Bi -Level Complex were as lousy as ever. Possibly this had something to do with the increasing presence of analog front ends and tube
electronics.

The Martin-Logan Sequel is another wellknown but more affordable example.
Creating asuccessful hybrid is unfortunately
easier said than done. The danger lies in creating aFrankenstein's Monster whose parts don't
gel or integrate: the speed of the planar embarrassing the sluggish and ponderous cone The
choice of woofers and crossover frequency

lbbe amps were everywhere. You know the

becomes crucial. But even beyond the disparity
in speed lie two other potential problems that
need to be addressed.

names: Jadis, Atma-Sphere, Conrad-Johnson,
Cary Audio, Prodigy, MFA, Valve Amplification

The first of these is time alignment, which
boils down to locating the acoustic centers of

Co., VTL, Music Reference, etc There was even

the planar and woofer in the same vertical

anew Futterman OTL amp on display in the
Dennesen room. Fourier Components' "Sans

plane. The remaining, and by far the tougher

Pareil" is ahigh-power version of the classic,
elegant in execution and replete with audiophilegrade parts. lkuly, we're in the midst of avacuumtube renaissance.
Another encouraging trend was the increasing presence of phono front ends. There was
even an Aura lbrntable fitted with aGraham
Engineering Model 1.5 Tonearm in the Valve
Amplification Co. room. These are folks after
my own heart; this sweet combination has
Stereophile, May 1991

task, is to tonally balance the summed acoustic
output of both drivers. Hybrids are inherently
tricky to balance properly. As you move away
from the front surface of ahybrid speaker, the
sound pressure level (spi) of the planar driver
falls off by afactor of 3dB for each doubling of
the distance, while that of the dynamic woofer
falls off by afactor of 6dB, typical of apoint
source. The region where a planar's spi
decreases linearly with distance is known as
the "nearfield." It extends for a distance
87

Apogee's new hybrids,
from left to right: the
Centaur, Centaurus Major.
and Centaurus Minor.

Martin-Logan's Gayle Sanders
with the $4000/pair Quest.
(Photo: Robert Deutsch)

equal to about four times the average dimen-

Stereophile's Dick Olsher (right) discusses the state
of tubes with Music Reference's and RAM Labs'
Rober Modjeski (left). (Photo: Guy Lemcoe)
by Boulder electronics and the BitWise Digi-

sion of the radiating surface For the M-L Sequel

tal Processor, I'm convinced that at $2500/pair

II, this would be about 12'. The basic dilemma

they represent agreat sonic bargain that has
been kept secret for too long. With Sound-lab's

is this: if you balance such ahybrid at, say, 6',
the tonal balance at 12' will be wrong—and
vice versa. Of course, the foregoing analysis
ignores the effect of room boundaries. Unless
your listening room is acardboard box, room
surfaces are bound to considerably augment
bass frequencies. Even in awell-treated room,

help, I'll try to rectify this matter of inattention
in the near future.
Anew hybrid that had the crowds buzzing
was Martin-Logan's Quest, ascaled-up version
of the Sequel II. The woofer enclosure is larger,

bass energy builds up to greater levels than tre-

as is the electrostatic radiating area. The price,
as you might expect, is also scaled up at 14000/

ble energy because treble is much easier to

pair. Iheard the Quest in both M-Us suite,

absorb and dissipate than bass. So in practice,
the room may more than compensate for the

where it was powered by asolid-state amp, and

nearfield differences in intensity between the

by apair of Prodigy OTL amps. Not surprisingly, the Quest seemed to thrive on tube

drivers.
The upshot of all this is that it is extremely

in the SimplyPhysics room where it was driven

power and approximated music much more

useful to be able to individually control the

convincingly in this manner. Wisely, the Quest

level of each driver. This allows the tonal bal-

also provides both bass and presence control

ance of the hybrid to be fine-tuned for aparticular listening seat. The Sound-Lab Dynastat

switches for tailoring the response to the room.

provides such capability via pad adjustments
for both the woofer and electrostatic array. The
Dynastat has been around some five years now,

Centaurus, Apogee Acoustics' new line of
hybrid ribbon loudspeakers, was on display at
the Bally Hotel. Because this was a"fringe
exhibit," not officially affiliated with the CES,

audio. But even on the basis of aquick listen

Apogee was free to choose amuch larger venue
than what was afforded at the Sahara Hotel,

in the Sound-Lab suite, where they were driven

where most of the high-end exhibitors were

with little attention from anybody in high-end
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stuck. The room was large, with aclear view
of the Las Vegas Strip. Both members of the
Centaurus family, the Major and the Minor, are
two-way hybrids with ribbon midrange/tweeters
and dynamic woofers. The Centaurus Major,
at 12995/pair, took center stage. Its reproduction of male voice was uncolored, which is

more than holding their own with any other
ESL out there. They were driven by Stax's new
600w amps (130,000/pair). I'll guarantee you
this: if you think you know what clarity in
loudspeaker reproduction is, the Stax F83 will
redefine and expand the concept for you.
The new and improved Audiostatic line of

direct evidence of proper driver integration.

full-range Dutch ESLs is now available in the

However, the lower treble was abit too hard,

US. As an owner of an old pair of Audiostatic

and despite the presence of aKrell amp (the

ES-240s, Ican tell you that the Model ES 300
on display (at 110,000/pair) was cleaner, more

KST-100), the bass was not all that well defined.
The real sensation, however, was the baby
Centaurus. Iknow, the Minor at $995/pair atop

efficient, and more cohesive sounding. This
is amodular design with up to three panels per

sand-fillable stands (1149/pair) is intended as

side. The ES 300 features two panels per side,

avolkspeaker—a speaker for the man with a

one of which functions as awoofer. Inoticed

common income. Not only did Iprefer the

the CAT SL1 preamp in the chain, but Ifelt certain that the amp too must have been tubed—

voicing of the Minor to that of the Major, but
get this: driven by an Adcom GFA-535 amp
($350) directly fed by an Adcom GCD-575 CD

the sound was absolutely lush and texturally
liquid.

player (1600), this 12000 system, to my ears,
produced one of the best sounds at the show!

RG 1Mk.II, aGerman solid-state amp imported

There's a Vifa 6.5" woofer in asealed box

by German Acoustics. This is an uncom-

crossed over at lkHz to a26"-tall dipole ribbon.

monly musical amp that appears to push forward the frontiers of solid-state technology.

Abass-cut switch is incorporated to alter the
woofer level and provides a4dB cut to balance
the drivers and the room. The sound was transparent, spacious, and detailed. Considering its
asking price, the Minor must be considered a
sonic miracle.

Surprise! The amp was in fact the Symphonic

Designer Rolf Gemein is amartial arts expert
and an authority on eastern philosophy. He told
me that he uses transcendental meditation techniques to achieve astate of heightened feeling
where he is in rapport with the music. Only

The Apogee Grand is coming. According to

then does he fine-tune "by ear" the technical

Apogee's Jason Bloom, the Grand is an attempt

details of an amplifier. It works, to judge from

to push the art forward and will feature a
powered subwoofer—the crossover frequency

the performance achieved by the RG 1amp.

is 30Hz!—with Ribbon technology covering

Beyond the plastic-dome tweeter

the rest of the range Of course, at 135,000/pair,
the price is also state-of-the-art. But that's be-

Yes, Virginia, there is life beyond the plastic-

cause the Grand is intended as ano-compromise
statement—the apogee of Apogees. The Grand

dynamic loudspeakers was handicapped by the
ubiquitous plastic dome, whose familial sound

will make its debut at the Chicago CES and

of fizzy and grainy distortions highlighted tre-

they've already taken 12 orders for it.

ble reproduction. The Celestion metal dome

dome tweeter. For years, the performance of

Before leaving, Imade sure Ihad jotted

was astep in the right direction. More recently,

down some ofJason's demo CD titles. Jason is

Avalon Acoustics demonstrated the musical

apast master at scouring hundreds of CDs to

heights achievable with titanium domes. Their

unearth absolute gems. Three must-have CDs
are: Corelli's Concerti Grossi, Op.6 Nos.1-6

ascent to the top was firmly based on superior

(Harmonia Mundi HM 907014); The Dillards,

metal dome used in such alarge number of

Mountain Rock (LaserLight 15295); and Bela
Fleck's Drive (Rounder CD 0255).

dent that all of the dynamic speakers Iliked at

Full -range electrostatics

the show used either ametal dome or aleaf
tweeter.

driver technology. It was gratifying to see the
new designs. And I'm sure that it was no acci-

Thank you, Stax and Michael Definer! For the

Nestorovic Labs' 5AS speaker keeps getting

first time in many years, Stax opted to display
more than just headphones. Although they're

better and better. Now in its Mk.IV iteration,

not new, the Stax F83 ESLs proved capable of
Stereophile, May 1991

it features afull-range, dynamic sound with the
speed and inner-detail resolution of aminimo89
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nitor. Unlike amuch earlier version Iauditioned many years ago, this one comes to life
and breathes life into the soundstage At 83450/
pair, it is significantly less expensive than apair
of B&W 801s. Lew Lipnick take note: for my
money, the Nestorovic is asonically superior

source is made up of ribbon tweeters flanking
asingle planar midrange. The really amazing
thing is the line-source baffle—it's made of
granite. No, not the imitation plastic stuff, this
is the real thing, ground and hand-polished. It
is athing of beauty and adecidedly inert plat-

product that ought to be auditioned by anyone
lusting after the B&Ws.

form for the drivers.

Iran into Lewis Athanas of New England
Audio Resource (NEAR) at the Riviera Hotel's

to the main zoo—the convention center. There,
at the Dahlquist suite, Ihad an enjoyable close
encounter of the musical kind with the new

Food Court, where both of us had decided to
sample the falafel. It turned out that he also has
amiddle-eastern heritage; his father was Albanian. Inever miss the opportunity to indulge
in what for me is abit of childhood nostalgia.
The "Gyros & Falafel" sign at the Food Court
was irresistible. But the young oriental cook
should have been awarning. Oh well, acouple of mouthfuls later, Iknew that this was not
standard stuff. It turned out that NEAR was
exhibiting at the Riviera. Lew went on to describe their metal-cone technology. That did
it. A late-evening visit was arranged. NEAR
apparently possesses Bozak's old metal-cone
tooling and has developed woofer and midrange drivers with seamless aluminum cones
(unlike the Jordan driver). The top-of-the-line

On the last day of the show, Ifinally ventured

DQ-40 ($3500/pair). Dahlquist has also purchased the right to the GAS name, and work is
in progress on apower amp. The classic DQ10 (let it be known—I still own apair) driven
by an Ampzilla amp was one of the great
sounds of the '70s. Sounds like Dahlquist is
about to hit us with ablast from the past.

Robert Harley

E

very Consumer Electronics Show has
acertain prevailing mood about it,
with the state of the high-end audio

industry reflected in the collective expressions

of exhibitors and attendees alike. Despite everything we read about the economy, the threat

Model 50M is athree-way, with an 8" woofer.

of war two days after the show ended, and the

4" midrange, and a1" dome. Despite all of the

general pessimism over people's ability to con-

metal, this is not a"heavy-metal" speaker": the
stated sensitivity is 91dB/W/m. The sound,

tough times ahead. this CES was by far the most

tinue buying audio equipment in the allegedly

despite the unfamiliar electronics and program

positive, upbeat, and enthusiastic of all the

material, still managed to impress me with its

shows I've attended. Nearly universally exhibitors reported more interest by serious buyers,

transient quickness and bassline definition. At
81399/pair in black or 81540/pair in walnut, this
one may turn out to be akiller in its price range.
Driven by gorgeous Atma-Sphere electronics, the MA-2 OTL monoblock amps, and
the MA-1 preamp, the Symdea Epsilon Signature loudspeakers did not fail to impress. The
sound was warm, detailed, and eminently
believable. This is athree-way, with 10" and 7"
Neoflex drivers from Focal, and a1" aluminum
dome. The asking price of the Epsilon is avery
reasonable 83000/pair.
The Nonspeaker "Ribbon Reference
Three," contrary to what the company's name

more orders taken, and greater enthusiasm than
at any time in recent memory. One manufacturer told me that he wrote more business at
this show than in any of the previous 12 shows.
The feeling of optimism was nearly palpable,
especially during the show's last three days.
To give you an idea ot the CE Show's size,
75,000 people attended and 1600 manufacturers exhibited, all of which produced $80
million in revenue for the city of Las Vegas.
(One wonders just how much of that 880 million dollars was left behind in the casinos.) The
vast majority of the show, however, was dedi-

implies, is most assuredly aloudspeaker—but

cated to the purveyors of mass-market elec-

an extraordinary one. Driven by aJadis amp
and Roksan analog front end, its sound was

tronics. The high-end exhibits in the Sahara and
the Mirage hotels represented atiny fraction of
the entire show. After spending the first few

lush, romantic, and most enjoyable. It went a
long way toward justifying its 88800/pair price
tag. Each channel consists of adipole line-

hours on opening day at the main convention

source main speaker and asubwoofer. The line-

exhibitors talked about music rather than treat-
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hall, it was arelief to get to the Sahara, where
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mg audio products as boxes with profit margins.

log DACs and Audio Research's power supply

My assignment this show was to cover new
digital products, and I'm happy to report that
some very exciting and promising new digital

and analog circuit design to an affordable digital

converters were unveiled. Altis, Audio Research,

areas of most importance sonically: DACs,
power supply, and audio circuitry, enabling the
DAC1 to be enjoyed by awider audience.

California Audio Labs, Kinergetics, Krell Digital,
Madrigal, Micromega, Proceed, Resolution
Audio, Sony, Stax, Theta, Threshold, and Wadia
Digital all showed new digital products this
CES. Of particular interest were the six new

converter. Rather than creating acost-no-object
reference product, ARC put the money into

The DAC1 has three digital inputs, with one
switchable between coaxial and AT&T glassfiber optic. All coaxial inputs are on BNC con-

digital processors that use the UltraAnalog DAC

nectors which reportedly offer superior sonics

modules, five of which are priced far below the
only two other processors to use these DACs,

over RCA digital interfaces. Available toward the
end of January 1991, the DAC will retail for

the $12,000 Stax DAC-Xlt and the $7000 VTL

$2995, making it the least expensive converter

Reference D/A Converter. Many manufacturers
have also jumped on the Bitstream band-

with UltraAnalog DACs.

wagon, evinced by the number of single-bit

DACs, Kinergetics' Tony Di Chiro told me an

converters introduced by high-end companies.
I'll start the new products description with

interesting story. If it weren't for fate, Kinergetics would have had the first UltraAnalog-

what Iconsider the most promising digital/analog converter yet designed: Madrigal's Mark

based digital product to market, the KCD-40
Ultra. The KCD-40 was to have been sold in

Levinson No.30 Reference Digital Processor.

two configurations: one with Analog Devices

While we're on the subject of UltraAnalog

The No.30 is based on dual custom-made

DACs and one with UltraAnalog DACs. How-

UltraAnalog DAC modules implemented differentially. Surrounding these extraordinary

ever, during the October 1989 Audio Engineering Society Convention in New York, Kiner-

DACs are an elaborate outboard power supply
(actually three independent supplies); atotally

getics' only existing prototype was stolen,
along with UltraAnalog's custom-made test

new and innovative digital receiver module

equipment (and many other exhibitors' equip-

(rather than aYamaha or Sony chip) that report-

ment, Ishould add).

edly results in "unprecedented freedom from
jitter"; an analog filter and output buffer that
achieve "sonic neutrality beyond any previous

Fortunately, this story has ahappy ending:
Kinergetics showed several new digital products at this CES, two of which use UltraAnalog

achievement in aMark Levinson product"; and

DACs. First, the KCD-55P is an 18-bit stand-

finally, an industrial design that totally separates

alone converter with fully balanced D/A con-

the analog and digital circuits. If that weren't
enough, the unit's dual towers that contain the

DACs. The KCD-55P uses the same circuitry as

version and conventional Analog Devices

analog boards are temperature-controlled to

found in the highly regarded KCD-40 CD

provide optimum thermal conditions for the

player. The unit features Kinergetics' new

DACs and analog circuits. The No.30 features
both balanced and single-ended outputs, as well

styling and chassis construction, used throughout their "Platinum Series." Extruded alumi-

as eight digital inputs, two optical, and six electrical on XLR connectors. Under development

chassis parts, resulting in avery sturdy and

for quite some time, the No.30 is slated to be
released by the time you read this, and carries
a$12,000 price tag. Ican't wait to hear it.

num side panels are matched to CNC machined
attractive look. The KCD-55P retails for $1695.
The KCD-55P is also available in an "Ultra"
version with UltraAnalog DACs instead of Ana-

In the more affordable yet still sonically

log Devices AD1860s. The unit features the

ambitious category, Audio Research introduced their first digital product, the DAC1 dig-

same balanced topology, requiring two of the
very expensive dual DAC modules. Conse-

ital/analog converter. Also based on the UltraAnalog dual DAC, the DAC1 features an all-dis-

quently, the retail price of the KCD-55P Ultra

crete analog output stage and extensive atten-

is $3995—not cheap, but still significantly
lower than many other converters using these

tion to the power supply (an ARC hallmark).
The design goal of the DAC1 was to bring the

high output voltage (7V) for driving apower

high-end performance of both the UltraAna-

amplifier directly in single-source systems. In
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DACs. Both versions of the KCD-55P feature a
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Krell's new CD-DSP CD player ($3650) is based on
the technology developed for their standalone
processors.

The Proceed CD Library-100 discs, full remote control. The interior shot reveals it to be the most
sophisticated juke box you ever saw.
addition, volume and balance controls are
provided on the front panel, eliminating the
need for apreamp in some systems.
For those with more than one signal source,
Kinergetics showed the KDP-100 digital preamp. The unit combines the digital processor

verter was on display in the TARA Labs room,
the Passage DAP (Digital Audio Processor). The
$4500 unit features adual UltraAnalog DAC
and, of course, vacuum tubes. The Passage is
housed in an elegant machined chassis with
polished wood side panels. Other features

of aKCD-55P with multiple inputs and aclass-A
line stage. The KDP-100 is also available in an

include an output level control for driving a

"Ultra" version. Prices are $1895 for the KDP-

used, and a"straight-through" mode that removes the volume control from the signal path.

100 and $4295 for the KDP-100 Ultra (those
numbers give you an of idea how expensive the

power amplifier directly if only one source is

Delivery is scheduled for early March, 1991.
Yet one more converter on display used Ultra-

UltraAnalog DACs are). The Kinergetics converters have aknob marked "Processor" on the

Analog DACs, the Resolution Audio digital

front panel that makes small adjustments to the
unit's distortion-canceling circuit, resulting in

ates, the Resolution is expected to sell for about

aslight change in sound to suit the user's taste
and system.

show, but it was awire-wrapped board in autil-

Finally, Kinergetics introduced their $1295
KCD-55T stand-alone CD transport based on
aPhilips CDM 4drive. Kinergetics has kept the
very successful KCD-20 and KCD-40 CD Players
in their current lineup.
VTL also showed anew DIA converter based
on the UltraAnalog DAC. The $3995 unit is a

processor. Designed by two recent MIT gradu$2500. They had afunctioning prototype at the
ity enclosure.
Every time Ivisit the Krell room at aCES,
I'm amazed at the number of new products
they've designed and produced since the previous show. This CES, they introduced three digital products: alow-priced digital processor, a
DSP-based top-loading CD player, and anew

scaled-down version of their $7000 reference
converter reviewed in Vol.13 No.12.

reference power amplifier. But what's Krell's
new power amplifier doing in adigital report?

Another David Manley-designed digital con-

Believe it or not, the Krell Audio Standard uses
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software-controlled Digital Signal Processing

comparison. The System l's $1995 price includes

(DSP) to monitor and adjust operating param-

aMASH Level 41-bit decoder cartridge An 18-

eters, including bias. The entire audio path is

bit cartridge sells for $350, while a20-bit con-

analog: the DSP is used in peripheral circuits.

verter retails for $650. California Audio Labs

The two-chassis-per-side Audio Standard uses
afully regulated supply, with 60 regulation

will soon offer aMASH Level 5cartridge (on
which CAL has aone-year exclusive), as well

devices that match the amplifier's 60 output

as one based on the UltraAnalog D20400 DAC.

transistors (per channel). Among other activities, the digital control processor measures

processing that takes place before the plug-in

loudspeaker impedance and adjusts the amplifier for continuous class-A bias, regardless of

One interesting aspect of the System Iis the
cartridges. The unit uses five DSP chips (type
not disclosed) to "preprocess" the digital signal.

speaker demand. The unit also goes into a

Next, the signal is converted to analog, then

standby state if the amplifier has remained idle
for aspecified period of time, saving power and

back to digital with "several" A/D converters
for decoding by the cartridges. Intriguing.

reducing heat generated. The Krell Audio Stan-

Aids Audio did some 1-bit chest-beating at

dard is massive and beautifully styled, with

their press conference Judging from their liter-

large oval meters. Oh yes, the price: $18,000-

ature and statements, they are firmly convinced

$20,000/pair. Ithink most US audiophiles
would be surprised to learn just how great the

of the inherent superiority of 1-bit D/A conversion over other methods. The company showed

demand is for this type of product in the Far East.
Going back to digital processors, Krell's
"Stealth" processor is anew incarnation of a
converter shown last year. The $1850 unit uses

the DAP ($1795) and DAP Reference ($2795).

a1-bit DAC, 8x-oversampling digital filter, discrete output stage, four digital inputs, and both
balanced and single-ended outputs. Delivery
is scheduled for March this year.
Also from Krell was the first DSP-based CD

Both processors use adigital frequency converter to recover the clock signal, which reportedly results in 40 picoseconds of clock jitter
rather than the 2-5 nanoseconds in most
designs. Ithink we're on the brink of "jitter
wars" between manufacturers as each tries to
claim lower and lower jitter in its converters.

player, the CD-DSP. The unit looks very similar

Threshold introduced their first digital product, the DAC lle digital processor. Sporting

in styling to the MD-2 transport on which it is

Threshold's usual elegant styling, the DAC lle

based. The CD-DSP uses asingle Motorola
56001 DSP chip running at 16x oversampling,

company's FET Ter* preamp. Threshold has

with upgradeable ROM software as improve-

chosen 1-bit technology for their entry into the

ments are made. The unit has digital inputs to

digital market, with the DAC lie using eight 1-bit

accommodate other digital sources, digital out

DACs. The unit is said to produce aclock sig-

is contained in aslim chassis, much like that

for DAT recording, and balanced and single-

nal with approximately 20 picoseconds of

ended analog outputs. The CD-DSP, at $3650,
should be in dealers' showrooms by the time

dock jitter. (I warned you!) The unit uses digital

you read this.

filtering and 64x oversampling. The DAC Ile
will have asuggested retail price of "under

California Audio Labs unveiled arevolutionary idea in digital conversion: adigital pro-

$3000."
Starr unveiled anew digital processor as an

cessor with replaceable cartridges containing

alternative for those who can't afford the company's only other digital decoder, the $12,000

digital filters, DACs, etc. Just as one can change
the sound of one's phono front end by replac-

DAC-Xlt. The DAC-TALENT is the first commer-

ing the phono cartridge, the CAL System I

cially available converter to use apromising

allows the user to select from among five (soon
to be eight) digital boards. In fact, the digital

new Burr-Brown Sign-Magnitude DAC described

cartridges are packaged in elegant boxes just

20-bit, 8x-oversampling DAC-TALENT is avery
slim, narrow, light unit easily picked up with

like phono cartridges.
The System Icomes with two slots, one for
1-bit-type cartridges, the other for multi-bit-

in last January's (Vol.14 No.1) AES report. The

one hand. Suggested retail price is $2700.
Wadia Digital introduced aprofessional

based cartridges. Two cartridges can be plugged
in simultaneously, and afront panel switch pro-

version of the X-32 digital processor. 'dia also
displayed their existing line of digital decoders

vides glitch-free switching between them for

and CD transports, many of which were dis-
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cussed in my previous CES report. During the

and PDP digital processor, giving each the "2"

show, Igot lots of enthusiastic feedback from
dealers and users about the superiority of
Wadia's Glass Fiber Optic modem interface

designation. Owners of the original Proceed
products can have their units updated by the

over coaxial or standard fiber optics. Knowing

factory through Proceed dealers. The PCD and
PDP now have toroidal transformers, an en-

my interest in things digital, they told me I
didn't know what Iwas missing. Watch for a
review.

tirely new audio board, lower jitter, and different output devices. The CD player and transport have a new electronic control of the

Bear with me afew moments while we play

drawer mechanism for smoother operation.

amind game. Think of the most sophisticated
and intelligent computer-controlled system for
organizing and playing alarge CD library you

The introduction of the "2" series was accompanied by aprice increase: the PCD 2now

can imagine. Go ahead—think of any features
you want: ability to play random tracks from
aselected artist, play one type of music for a
certain period, then another type, etc. Made
your choices? Now, whatever combination of
features and level of sophistication you've
imagined, multiply that by ten. Next, think of
the operational complexity of asimple 6-disc
CD changer. Divide that level of operational
complexity by ten.
The result of this flight of imagination would
be an extremely complex and capable CD man-

sells for $2150 (up from $1650), the PDP 2is
$1595 (up from $1295), and the PDT lists for
$1695 (up from $1495).
Another company, Gefen Systems, introduced acomputer-based system for managing
aCD collection. Like the Madrigal CD Library,
the SoundTouch Music System allows customized music programs and access by title, artist, or category. Drawbacks of the system include the need for adedicated computer (you
can't run another application while listening
to music), the need for the operator to be
computer-literate, and having to boot up acom-

agement system that is easily and intuitively

puter just to hear music. The SoundTouch

controlled by the user. Surprisingly, such a
product exists in more than the imagination:

Music System is thus more of an industrial

it's called the Madrigal Proceed CD Library.

product for hotels and restaurants than for
home use.

Idon't have the space in this column to go into

Speaking of multi-disc CD playets, Nakandchi

all the features, but I'll outline afew. The CD

showed their MusicBank System. Available in
two of their three CD players, the MusicBank

Library holds 100 CDs in acarousel and allows
the user to play customized music sequences.

offers the performance of asingle-disc trans-

Selections are made on the basis of artist, title,
or type of music. For example, you could tell

This mechanism is quite remarkable. The six-

the CD Library to play Dexter Gordon for two
hours, then any be-bop for one hour, then

disc stocker doesn't interfere with the transport, allowing for uncompromised performance

Beethoven's Second Symphony.

When looking at the MusicBank mechanism,

port with the convenience of asix-disc changer.

The interface between the user and the CD
Library is through alarge hand-held infrared

Iwas reminded of Nalcamichi's approach to
auto-reverse cassette decks, exemplified by the

"Communicator." It displays artists' names,

Dragon. You may recall that the Dragon phys-

titles, and other information rather than adisc
number in the carousel. Without afull handson demonstration of the CD Library at the
show, Iwouldn't have believed asystem this
advanced and sophisticated could be so easy
to use. Learning how to get the CD Library to
play what Iwanted was fast and easy. DIA conversion is handled by the circuit found in the
latest version of the Proceed PDP digital processor, with adigital output provided for driving an external converter. Suggested retail price

ically removed the tape from the well and
turned it around, rather than compromising
azimuth alignment in the reverse direction.
Similarly, the MusicBank relies on an innovative
mechanism to provide convenience without
sacrificing sonic performance. The Nakamichi
CD Player2 and CD Player3 feature dual EL
(Enhanced Linearity) 20-bit DACs and 8xoversampling digital filtering. The CD Player2
sells for $799.

Madrigal also announced new versions of

Theta showed their lowest-priced converter
to date, the $1250 DSPrime. The unit uses the
Philips SAA7350 Bitstream chip with digital

the Proceed PCD CD player, PDT CD transport,

filtering handled by asingle DSP processor run-

of the Madrigal CD Library is $11,750.
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fling at 4x oversampling with Theta's filtering

The shaft spindle, at 4.5mm in diameter, is more

software. Very similar in appearance to the

than double the size of most motor spindles.
The entire transport is housed in anon-resonant
laminated base made from steel plates molded
with special resin and supported on acoaxial

DSPro Basic, the DSPrime is the least expensive true DSP processor on the market. Although
it's very difficult to judge asingle component
in an unknown system at ashow, Theta produced some excellent sound with the DSPrime,

suspension system. A Pioneer representative

Rowland Electronics, and Ensemble Reference

told me the PD-T07 won't be released here, but
their US models with the new mechanism will

loudspeakers. Watch for areview.

be announced in June.

liimtable manufacturer extraordinaire Versa

Pioneer also announced aWrite-Once CD

Dynamics has entered the digital arena by distributing the French-made Micromega line of

recorder that is fully Red Book-compatible,
meaning the discs it makes will play on any CD

digital products. In addition, the two compa-

player. Current uses for the system include software testing, radio program preparation, and
making test discs. Although not immediately

nies have formed apartnership, called MicroDynamics, to design and build an ambitious
CD transport as well as other products.
Micromega makes three CD playback systems: the Solo CD player, the two-unit (transport and processor) Duo, and the three-chassis
(transport, processor, power supply) Trio.
Prices are $3000, $4000, and $7500 respectively. The Duo and Trio transports/processors
can be bought individually for use with other

envisioned as amass-market consumer item,
the recordable CD may eventually become the
home digital recording medium of choice.
Sony showed aremarkable new line of car
audio electronics called "ES Mobile." The system features ajoystick-controlled head unit,
digital crossover, digital signal transfer through-

systems. All three processors are based on

out the car, frequency-specific amplifiers, and
the ability to time-align signals from all drivers

Philips Bitstream technology. Versa's John Bicht

at the occupant's ears. All signal processing is

was quite enthusiastic about these components'
musical performance.

performed in the digital domain, allowing a
variety of preset conditions to be recalled

Esoteric showed aprototype CD player that
combines the P-2's transport with the D-2's DIA
converter. The X-1 has an illuminated window
so the transport mechanism is visible. Esoteric

(equalization curves, position in car where time
alignment is optimized, etc.).
Sony has also expanded their line of DAT
machines with the addition of the top-of-theline DTC-87ES. The unit features afour-head
mechanism for off-the-tape monitoring, 1-bit-

is still contemplating whether to add the new
machine to their line. Projected price is between
$4000 and $5000.
Ialso got alook at an interesting Pioneer

type converters (HDLC), and Sony's ES circuitry. The $1800 DTC-87E5 joins the less

CD player available only in Japan. AudioPrism's
Victor Tiscareno took one look at it during the

expensive Dit-700 and Dit-75ES in the home
DAT lineup, along with the remarkable TCD-

Japan Audio Fair and brought one back with

D3 DAT Walkman.

him, which he used as asource in AudioPrism's

While we're on the subject of home digital

room. The unusual transport—the laser reads

recording, Philips made the long-awaited
announcement of the Digital Compact Cassette
(DCC). For afull description of this new format,

down from the top—reportedly has sonic
benefits. The inside looked like atweaker's
dream: RF shielding is wrapped around cables,
damping material is applied everywhere, and
nearly everything is copper, including voltage-

see 'As We See It" and Peter Mitchell's "Industry Update" in the April issue.
Closely related to the issue of home taping,

regulator heatsinks! The PD-T07 sells for the
equivalent of $2000 in Japan.

apanel discussion was held called "Digital
Audio Technology: The Vashington Outlook."

After seeing this machine, Idiscovered that

The panelists and audience explored the ques-

Pioneer will incorporate this new transport in

tion of legislative involvement in digital audio.

some of their CD players, including all Elite

Although none of the scheduled Congressmen

series machines. The transport, called the Stable Platter Mechanism, features aheavy aluminum platter, non-resonant mat, and adisc-

attended because of the Gulf crisis, their aides

clamping mechanism to securely hold the disc.
Stereophile, May 1991

and technology advisors were present. Some
of the discussion focused on why digital audio
is being singled out for governmental controls.
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Many believe that digital requires ahigher level

discover that the recording is defective until

of copyright protection than was acceptable

you play the tape back the next day, when the
performers have disbanded and the opportu-

for analog. Ablank-tape royalty was discussed,
but Patricia Delgado, assistant to Representative
Henry Waxman of Los Angeles (a leading proponent of legislative controls on home taping),

nity is lost. For insurance, it has become customary to use two digital recorders for any
important session. Last year the first four-head
DAT recorders were introduced to the profes-

predicted that there would be no royalty laws
enacted in 1991. Although not very enlighten-

sional market, allowing the recording to be

ing from atechnical or legal point of view, the

played back from the tape as it is being re-

panel discussion revealed to me just how much

corded, so that dropouts can be detected immediately. The new Sony DrIt-87ES four-head

influence legislative assistants and advisors
have in shaping laws.
I'll close this CES report with alist of products or rooms that Ithought produced some
good sound. They are, in no particular order,
the new Martin-Logan Quest hybrids driven by

R-DAT recorder ($1800) provides the same
capability for serious amateur and semi-pro
recordists. It uses 1-bit oversampling converters
for both A/D and DIA conversion.

Cello electronics, the Sound-Lab A-3s with

Speaking of 1-bit conversion, Iexpected
Technics to be the first company to provide

Boulder amplification and Musik System DIA,
the previously mentioned Theta display, the

1-bit decoding in aportable CD player, since
that company introduced its MASH converter

Kinergetics room with Martin-Logan CLSes
matched to Kinergetics' subwoofer (Kiner-

in full-size CD players and DAT recorders two

getics' Tony Di Chiro is known for getting good
sound at shows), the wonderfully musical (and
visually stunning) Scientific Fidelity room with
their tube electronics and new loudspeakers,
and the Muse Electronics/Rush Loudspeakers
display.

years ago. But Sony grabbed the lead with the
D-303 Discman ($360), the first CD portable
with 1-bit decoding. It also has afiber-optic digital output, abass-boost circuit to offset the bass
rolloffs in most lightweight headphones, and
aremote control for when the player is used
at home.

This is going to be an exciting year in digital audio. Stay tuned!

Recordable CD

Peter W. Mitchell

This is still several years away from production
as aconsumer product, and it may never catch
on if DCC is a big success. But Kenwood

F--/ Isewhere you'll find comprehensive
reports from other staffers about the

attracted alot of attention with its $38,000 LZ-

Electronics Show in Las Vegas. Afew products

signed for professional users—radio stations,
recording studios, etc. It's based on the same

d new products seen at the Consumer

stood out from the crowd.

R-DAT

13, awrite-once recordable CD system de-

technology as the Sony/START system presently marketed in the US by Sonic Solutions.
Both use Taiyo Yuden blank CDs, which have

One of the best uses for an R-DAT recorder is
to make live recordings, especially of classical

agold reflective layer and acyanine dye that

music, for which the long running time and
wide dynamic range of DAT is particularly

duced by these systems are playable on normal
CD players.

forms pits when heated by alaser. CDs pro-

advantageous. But dropouts and other micro-

Perhaps because of their gold coating, the

scopic imperfections in adigital tape, when
they occur, produce "hard" errors—a moment
of total silence or asharp click, usually in both
channels. (Dropouts in analog tape usually are

Taiyo Yuden discs cost $30 to $40 each. Report-

"soft" faults, amomentary change in frequency

edly JVC is developing compatible aluminumcoated blank discs that will work in the same
machines but will cost only $10 to 815 apiece.

response or partial reduction in level, which

Headphones

is less disruptive to the flow of the music than
adigital fault.)

The Koss ESP-9 electrostatic headphone was

If you use adropout-prone tape you may not

aclassic for its time, 15 years ago. After focusing
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on the mass market for many years, Koss has

clever that it produced a"Why didn't every-

returned to the high end with the new ESP-950

body think of this before?" reaction. A trans-

electrostatic headphone and companion E/90

mission-line subwoofer resides in acube at the

energizer/amplifier. The system is priced at

bottom, while upper-range drivers are mounted

$2000 and produces sound that is utterly

on asloping marble panel surrounded by foam;

smooth and utterly transparent. It is intended

then ahardwood exterior cabinet is friction-

for monitoring recordings as they are made; my

fitted over the foam. The exterior cabinet is

first impression was that the sound is so smooth

neatly isolated from vibrations within, avoiding

and lovely that it might tend to glamorize the

the common problem of cabinet resonance.

sound, making one's recordings seem better

The crossover is mounted in aseparate box

than they are.

where it, too, is isolated from vibration.

In December 1989 Ipraised the sound of the
Sennheiser HD560 Ovation, which seemed

Brian Cheney's best effort to date, combining

much smoother than the familiar but toppish

impressive bottom-octave bass with awonder-

The VMPS Super Tower/R ($3200/pair) is

HD540 Reference when Iheard it at the Japan

fully neutral midrange, smooth highs, and

Audio Fair. The 560 has now arrived on the US

transparent imaging. The only fault Inoticed

market, priced at $269, and is definitely worth

was excessive midbass warmth, due to the

alisten.

speakers being placed close to the corners

Amplifiers

models, the drivers are many (dual Focal

Usually Idon't pay much attention to amplifiers
at CES, because Ican't form auseful impression
of them under show conditions. But at this

woven-fiberglass tweeters, a ribbon supertweeter, dual carbon-fiber midranges, a 10"
mid-woofer, and aslot-loaded 15" subwoofer

show one amplifier impressed me as having the
potential to be atrue best-buy, offering high-

in a massive 180-1b. MDF cabinet), but the
sound was well-focused and nicely integrated.

of the small exhibit room. As in early VMPS

end performance and considerable output

Scientific Fidelity is the name of the com-

power at arelatively affordable price. It's the

pany, but designer Mike Maloney calls it Sci-Fi,

Parasound HCA-2200 high-current power

which is as it should be: in previous years he

amp ($1500), whose design was tailored by

showed the Aurora preamp ($5000) and Tril-

John Curl. Rated at 220Wpc continuous power

lium tube amplifier ($7500), gorgeously crafted

in stereo and 750W in bridged mono, its out-

futuristic designs that look far better than the

put current capacity is 50 amperes continuous,

sci-fi devices in any movie. Words just don't do

90A peak. Construction is entirely dual-mono

them justice. They were joined by new Tesla

with two big 1200VA toroidal power transformers, four 24,000g computer-grade filter

loudspeakers ($2000/pair) in lovely wood cabinets whose rounded tops reminded me of a

capacitors serving the output stage, and sep-

1930s radio cabinet. Using aD'Appolito-style

arate zener-regulated power-supply circuits for

configuration (an aluminum-dome tweeter

the discrete complementary J-FET class-A input

between two 6" carbon-fiber woofers), it had

and driver stages. Both balanced XLR and un-

dynamic limitations but produced attractively

balanced RCA inputs are available.

musical sound with bass extending solidly into
the 35Hz neighborhood.

Speakers

Last year Ipraised the neutral, uncolored
response of the Fried R-4 (81200/pair). This

Of the many new speakers Isaw and heard, a
few remain vivid in memory. The Snell B, first

year Bud Fried made it even better by altering

heard in prototype form over ayear ago, is
finally in production; it features very flat re-

the amount of damping material in the trans-

sponse, huge dynamic range, extended bass
to atrue 20Hz at high levels, and aprice tag

ance curve and asignificantly deeper, more

mission line, producing both aflatter imped-

($3900/pair) that for once is less than previ-

accurately textured bass response. Most speakers
that deliver as much bass impact as the R-4

ously estimated.
The Imago speaker ($5900/pair) from Green
Mountain Audio in Colorado was impressive

sound thumpy and ill-defined by comparison.
A month ago Imentioned that AR's new
"holographic imaging" speakers were using a

not only for smooth sound and beautifully

bandpass enclosure ("Filtered Suspension" in
AR's brochure) that eliminates the need for an

resolved detail, but also for acabinet design so
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Sony's top-of-the-line DTC-87ES DAT machine
features afour-head mechanism for off-the-tape
monitoring.

"Would you like that cryogenically frozen or plain?'
asks Kitty Ward. Selling subscriptions, suspenders
Poem LPs and Test CDs, the Stereophile room was
ahive of activity throughout the show...
(Photo: Guy Lemcoe)
...except for this brief instant, when Laura
Chancellor and Mary Olivera managed to take the
weight off their feet. (Photo: Guy Lemcoe)
inductor to roll off the top of the woofer's

pound of lithium salts and organic material—

range—reducing cost while providing better

cobra venom!—had the effect of boosting the
velocity of electron flow through the junction.

damping. The same idea turned up in the new
KLH Founder Series speakers (designed by
Henry Kloss) and in a new Advent model.
Regrettably, AR's execution of the idea did not
sound very good. The KLH sounded agood
deal better, but none impressed me as much as
abandpass woofer system that was designed

Circuits using the resulting "nithium" were
claimed to produce more dynamic and realistic
sound. When Iarrived the Nithium inventor
was trying to show that copying aCD onto a
cheap Sony ferric-oxide cassette, in adeck con-

by MTX for use in cars.

taining Nithium circuitry, would yield afantastic-sounding 85¢ tape. (Who needs digital?)
In fact, the cassette was more dynamic because

Absurdity

it was louder; the tape deck simply had ahigher
output level than the CD player. After lengthy

Perhaps it has something to do with the atmo-

and difficult discussion Ipersuaded him to

sphere of Las Vegas, but every year there seems
to be one exhibit that turns out to be uninten-

match the levels; then the cassette sounded
duller, as if it were recorded with too high abias

tionally funny. This time it was the "bio-tech"
inventions of aChilean outfit called Net Nith-

entire exhibit as aput-on, but the fellow seemed

ium. The story was that an engineer, trained
in nuclear physics, discovered in 1981 that doping asemiconductor junction with acom-

entirely sincere in his craziness, and renting
CES exhibit space is too costly to do simply for
joke.
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setting (which it was). I'd like to dismiss the
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Audition the B&K M-200s
at aDealer Soon:
"That's the big news with the Sonata Series M-200 Monoblocks:
they are real high-end amps, not very far short of the best solidstate amps available. And like Iwas telling Apogee's Jason Bloom
the other day, 'What abargain!'"
— Sam Tellig, STEREOPHILE, January 1991, Vol. 14, No. 1
This is followed by constant testing of
•B&K Components, Ltd. has designed a
each component by manufacturing.
family of amplifiers and pre-amplifiers
To give you an idea of our standards,
meant to challenge the best equipment
each metal film resistor, capacitor, and
manufactured today. All design, engitransistor is tested for functionality and
neering, manufacturing and services
tolerance before being used in aB&K
takes place under one roof in Buffalo,
product. We also follow strict guidelines
New York. This allows B&K to integrate
in all other areas of our manufacturing so
all phases of product development and
that each B&K
manufacturing
amplifier and
as ateam. We
pre-amplifier
have at B&K
will be as close
over the last 10
to the enginyears refined
eering ideal as
both our deis humanly possign and mansible. By comufacturing
miting to this
process in an
level of quality,
effort to proB&K is able to
vide you with
provide a
state of the art
product that is
audio equipmusical, reliment that is
Sonata Series
able and of exboth reliable
M-200 Monoblocks
cellent value.
and affordable.
It is our hope that by carefully working
•Our commitment at B&K is to provide
the best value in audio, this starts at the together at B&K as ateam, we can supply
you with the best value in audio today
component level. Each component must
and in the future.
undergo arigid pre-approval process.

"In short, asuperb performance from B&K's most noteworthy
product to date. The M-200 power amplifier is asmashing
success by any standard and an absolute steal at the price."
— Kent Bransford, HIFI HERETIC

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road, Buffalo, New York 14218-3241
NY: 716-822-8488 FAX: 716-822-8306 1-800-543-5 252
Call or write for information and the name of your nearest dealer.
•-,k.
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The B&K Sonata Series M-200s
Sam Tellig likes can be found at:
ALABAMA
ACCURATE AUDIO EAST
205-821-4902
ARIZONA
SOUND ALTERNATIVES
602-224-9400
TUSCON STEREO
602-795-5405
CALIFORNIA (NORTHERN)
ACCURATE TV
916-541-1666
db AUDIO
415-548-8738
DEETE'S SOUND ROOM
916-334-7000
'PIK AUDIO VIDEO
415-930-9104
THE GOLDEN EAR
916-345-1762
MATEO HI-FIDELITY, INC
415-348-2666
PERFORMANCE AUDIO
415-543-4506
SOUND GOODS INC
415-949-4000
408-559-1919
ULTIMATE SOUND
415-781-6025
WORLD OF SOUND
415-383-4346
415-928-3101
415-383-4343
CALIFORNIA (SOUTHERN)
AUDIO BY DESIGN
714-851-0112
AUDIO COMMAND
SYSTEMS
213-V3-3351
AUDIO TODAY
714-891-7575
BEVERLY HILLS AUDIO
213-276-2001
CENTRAL COAST AUDIO
805-473-3123
GNP AUDIO/VIDEO
818-577-7767
THE LASER'S EDGE
818-705-D37
LASERTEK
818-288-0200
LIVING SYSTEMS
213-372-3243
MISSION AUDIO
805-682-7575
RADIOACTIVE SOUND
213-470-9144
THE SOUND GALLERY
805-985-2330
SOUNDTEK CORP
213-222-9044
STEREO UNLIMITED
619-223-8151
COLORADO
SOUND HOUNDS
303-722-3200
301-221-9443
THE STEREO FILE
303-442-2166
CONNECTICUT
ROBERTS AUDIO/VIDEO
203-442-5314
SOUND UNLIMITED
203-524-0131
FLORIDA
AUDIO CENTER, INC
305-566-0233
AUDIO SERVICE LAB
305-461-9180

GEORGIA
AUDIO SOLUTIONS
404-381-0778
CHATTANOOGA VALLEY
AUDIO/VIDEO
404-861-0282
HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS
404-250-9224
MUSIC AUDIO, INC.
404-565-2118
THE STEREO SHOP
404-863-9143
ILLINOIS
CHAMPAGNE AUDIO
217-344-0805
CHICAGO SPEAKER WORKS
312-769-5640
CUSTOM AUDIO, INC.
708-516-8606
INTERIOR SOUND
DESIGNS, INC
309-698-4667
REEL TO REAL DESIGNS
217-544-5252
ROSINE AUDIO
708-677-0050
INDIANA
THREE RIVERS AUDIO CO.
219-422-5460
YE OLD( HI-FI SHOP
317-253-5480
IOWA
HAWKEYE AUDIO
319-337-4878
KANSAS
GOLDEN STEREO
913-648-3750
KENTUCKY
STEREO SHOP
606-278-7278
MARYLAND
ABSOLUTELY SOUND
301-424-8955
I. S. AUDIO
301-890-3232
THE LISTENING ROOM
301-239-2020
SOUND WORKS AUDIO
VIDEO
301-929-86®
MASSACHUSETTS
AUDIO STUDIO
617-r7-0111
CLEARLY AUDIBLE LTD.
508-531-6640
MINNESOTA
AMALGAMATED AUDIO
VIDEO
507-286-1328
HI-END AUDIO
612-933-4064
HOUSE OF HIGH FIDELITY
612-645-6990
MISSOURI
COLUMBIA PHOTO
314-443-0503
ST. LOUIS SOUND
COMPANY
314-993-0002
NEW IERSEY
AUDIO CONNECTION
201-239-1799
AUDIO NEXUS
201-V7-0333
CSA AUDIO
201-744-0600
HAL'S STEREO & VIDEO
609-883-6338

111-1LUI MUIR/ABM()
201-542-3334
STUART'S AUDIO, INC.
201-232-0483
201-568-2338
NEW MEXICO
ABSOLUTE AUDIO STORE
505-293-9092
NEW YORK
AUDIO DEN LTD.
516-360-1990
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
914-747-1411
AUDIO NOUVEAU
716-394-6180
EARDRUM AUDIO & VIDEO
INC.
914-623-3983
FAIRPORT SOUND WORKS
716-377-6530
INNOVATIVE AUDIO
718-596-0888
LONGPLAYER STEREO
914-294-M
PARK AVE. AUDIO, INC.
212-685-8101
PERFORMANCE
AUDIO/VIDEO LTD.
516-378-4389
SPEAKER SHOP, INC.
716-837-1557
STEREO EXCHANGE
Z12-505-1111
NORTH CAROLINA
AUDIO BUYS, INC.
919-821-1776
AUDIO VISIONS
919-493-8888
HIGHER FIDELITY
704-889-5440
TAYLOR HOUSE, INC.
704-483-5730
OHIO
ATLANTIS HOME ENT.
SYSTEMS INC.
216-381-6700
AUDIO ETC.
513-429-4434
OHIO SOUND
216-633-0502
PROGRESSIVE AUDIO
614-299-0565
THRESHOLD AUDIO
614-522-3520
OREGON
HAWTHORNE STEREO
503-234-4833
PENNSYLVANIA
BETTER SOUND CONCEPTS
412-731-3737
CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO
215-923-3035
COMMUNITY AUDIO
215-242-4080
HI -FI -HOUSE
814-237-8888
MUSIC MATTERS
717-752-1195
PALMER AUDIO, INC.
215420-6377
SHEHADI AUDIO
717-961-2202
SOUND ADVICE, INC.
215-345-8554
SOUND SERVICE CO.
215-725-1177
STEREO BARN
215-267-2955
215-376-7122
717-393-43V

MUIR) ILLADINC OL
215-886-1650

III

RHODE ISLAND
OCEAN STATE AUDIO
401-521-1140
TEXAS
GALEN CAROL AUDIO
512-494-3551
THE GROVE AUDIO/VIDEO
713-523-2900
MUSIC BY DESIGN
512-458-1667
OMNI SOUND
214-964-6664
UTAH
DISCRIMINATING MUSIC
801-467-9649
VERMONT
CITY STEREO
802-863-4372
VIRGINIA
AEOLIAN PRODUCTS
804-792-6946
AUDIO ART
804-644-8903
GIFTED LISTENER AUDIO
703-818-8000
WASHINGTON
ADVANCED AUDIO
SYSTEMS
206-472-3133
AUDIO CONNECTION
206-524-7251
HAWTHORNE STEREO
206-881-3916
WISCONSIN
SALON IAUDIO
715-421-5910
SOUND INVESTMENTS, LTD.
414-438-1818
UNIVERSITY AUDIO
608-249-0879
CANADA
SHINON, INC.
416-462-3500
GERMANY
TUBAPHON COMPONENTS
HIFI VERTRIEFIS -Gmbh
49 234 37430
HONG KONG
ELEPHANT RADIO CO., LTD.
852-520-2330
INDONESIA
SINAR MAS
62 21 533 0135
IRELAND
CLONEY AUDIO
353 1889 449
ITALY
MPI ELECTRONICS
392 936 4195
PHILLIPPINES
APOLINARIO & ASSOCIATES
632 99 3066
SINGAPORE
REFERENCE AUDIO
65 338 5577
SPAIN
SARTE AUDIO ELITE, S.L.
346 351 0798
TAIWAN
TAIFU ELECTRONICS CORP.
886-2-7466015

Music brought to you by B&K

Be)
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B&K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road, Buffalo, NY 14218-3241 U.S.A.
NY: 716-822-8488 FAX: 716-822-8306 1-800-543-5252
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
KEF R107/2 LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson
Three-way, floor-standing loudspeaker with Conjugate Load Matching, Coupled-Cavity bass
loading, and line-level equalizer. Drive-units: 1" (25mm) metal-dome tweeter, 5" polypropylenecone midrange unit, two 10" (250mm) pulp-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 160Hz, 2.5kHz.
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz +2.5dB (-6dB at 18Hz, 0=0.5). Directional axis characteristics:
within 2dB of reference up to 10kHz for +10° vertically, +300 horizontally. Position of reference
axis: 40" above cabinet base, not including feet. Nominal impedance: 4ohms resistive. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m (2.83V band-limited pink noise, 50Hz-20kHz, anechoic). Amplifier requirements:
50-300W. Maximum output: 112dB spl on program peaks under typical listening conditions. KUBE
107/2 equalizer: LF contour: continuously variable shelf control allowing +4/-6dB adjustment
centered on 160Hz. HF contour: continuously variable control allowing +2.5/-3.5dB adjustment
centered on 4.5kHz. Input impedance: 51k ohms. Maximum input level: >1.9V RMS 20-50Hz,
>8V RMS above 50Hz. Output impedance: 100 ohms. Maximum output level: >5V RMS. Output
noise: <6,0/ A-weighted. S/N Ratio: >104dBA ref. 1V RMS. THD: <0.005% (1V RMS input at
1kHz). Dimensions: 45.9" (1165mm) H by 13" (330mm) W by 17.6" (448mm) D (speaker); 2.6"
(65mm) H by 6.5" (152mm) W by 9.2" (234mm) D (equalizer). Enclosure volume: 72 liters (LF),
85 liters (midrange/HF). Weight: 99 lbs (45kg) each (speaker); 2.87 lbs (1.3kg) (equalizer). Warranty:
five years. Serial numbers of pair tested: 1075 (speakers) 001067 (equalizer). Price: $5900/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 75. Manufacturer: KEF Electronics Ltd., Tovil, Kent, England.
US distributor: KEF Electronics of America Inc., 14120-K Sullyfield Circle, Chantilly, VA 22021.
Tel: (703) 631-8810. Fax: (703) 830-7625.
Bass. Asmall word. But aprofound one: bass

these thoroughbreds present sufficient of its

is the base of all Western music, the underpin-

outline and pitch to preserve musical sense.

ning that organizes the overlying structure.

Either of these superb Celestions represents

Basically speaking, music without bass is music

the triumph of quality over quantity.. .yet, at
regular intervals, Iforget my asceticism. My

without roots or soul. Yet how many loudspeakers do justice to that concept? You don't
understand bass," said aSt. Louis reader in a
recent letter, who concluded that I(once a
professional bass player) was "either deaf below

monkey bone hankers for music'sfull measure.
If only it wasn't so rare to find afull-range

60Hz, didn't have room for decent-sized

speaker that hung onto the delicacy of the leading edges of bass notes with the pedal pressed
to the metal. Occasionally—very occasionally—

speakers, or never listened to bass-heavy rock."
(Not one of the three, as it happens, is true.) But

Ido find such aparadigm: "There was suddenly amoment in the Ashkenazy Sibelius 5—

did be understand? Did be have atrue feel for

the double-bass discord in the last movement

the concept of "bass," citing as he did in his letter averitable litany of best-selling thunderboxes

before the final flare-up—when Irealized that

—loudspeakers that are only loud; under-

quite an order of magnitude more transparent
than Ihad previously experienced from an

damped speakers that, in general, Ihave found
to confuse the musically aware listener with a
vague, monochromatic sea of low-frequency

Iwas hearing low-frequency reproduction

apparently conventional loudspeaker," read the
start of aloudspeaker review Iwrote almost five

nonsense that obscures rather than clarifies har-

years ago.' That discord, underlying the sym-

monic structure.
My abhorrence of such proletarian boomboxes

phony's sense of rhythmic and tonal uncer-

explains why over the years Ihave resisted the
blowzy, bosomy beckonings of "full-range"
speakers, why Ihave tended to stick with musi-

tainty, concerns two low notes amajor second
apart, E-flat and F, which are almost identical
in frequency but far enough apart in pitch to

cally accurate, tonally precise minimonitors like

be distinguished. Unfortunately, distinguishing
those notes is ahurdle at which just about

the Celestion SL600 and SL700. While sacrificing the true pedal weight of the bass register,

IHFN/RR,July 1986, p.65
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every dynamic loudspeaker to feature true
20Hz extension falls. But the speaker that was
the subject of that review, the original KEF
R107, was hardly ordinary; it handled its task
with harmonically accurate aplomb.
It was therefore with considerable anticipation that Iawaited the arrival of the R107/2 in
my listening room ...
Means of Ascent
In a1979 AES paper entitled •A bandpass loudspeaker enclosure," , KEF's Laurie Fincham
offered atheoretical analysis of adifferent kind
of woofer loading. In anormal reflex enclosure,
aport added to asealed box allows acavity resonance to extend the woofer's response downward by auseful amount. But what, asked Fincham, if the woofer were mounted so that it
had no direct connection with the outside
world, instead firing into an internal cavity
which communicates with the listening room
via aport? In this manner, the air in the port
would act as the bass driver proper, having very
low mass and capable of very high excursions.
In an ideal world, this will result in lower distortion and ahigher sensitivity than an equivalent sealed-box alignment using the same driveunit (equivalent, that is, in that it features the
same lower cut-off frequency and that the total
internal enclosure volume is the same). The
unit's intrinsic response will resemble abandpass electrical filter centered on the port-tuning
frequency, with smooth out-of-band behavior.
In the real world, you will not be surprised
to learn that things are not so simple, the bandpass enclosure suffering a propensity for
coloration-inducing high-Q resonances above
its passband "at frequencies where the wavelength of the sound is less than eight times the
smallest dimension of the second cavity,"
found Mr. F.
But hey if you can arrange for those resorrances
to be pushed into acorner, you've got one hell
of awoofer! Which is why the '80s saw aprolifer-

ment the bandpass woofer with two 10" pulp-

ation of such devices, both from KEF in the form

cone units mounted vertically in separate sealed

of otherwise conventional loudspeakers and
from the manufacturers of those cute little three-

acavity. The driver frames are linked by anon-

way systems that promise everything but deliver
...well.

magnetic tie-bar, and as the reaction motions
in the frames are identical and out of phase, they

The original R107 and the new R107/2 imple-

cancel, leading, it is to be hoped, to minimal
excitation of the enclosure walls. The bandpass

2Presented at the 63rd Audio Engineering Society Convention, May 1979. Preprints are available (sum the Audio Engineering Society. 60 East 42nd Street, New Melt, NY 10165. la
(212)661-8528. Fax: (212)682-0477.

cavity communicates with the outside world
via aport sited on the top of the bass enclosure
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KEF R107/2 loudspeaker

internal enclosures and firing in push-pull into

to position the effective bass driver very close
109

to the midrange unit. (The vent opening is

ing this—I hadn't read the comprehensive

covered with black wire mesh to prevent animals

handbook at this point—I switched this but-

and small children from venturing inside.)
The R107/2 reveals its evolution from KEF's

ton out with the rotary controls at their cen-

R105 of 1977 with its swiveling treble/mid "head"
unit, which connects to the bass bin via agoldplated XLR plug. The head is constructed from

difference at all!
The KUBE, which has aseparate remote

ahoneycomb plastic material, its cavity filled

ter position and, perplexed, couldn't hear any

power supply, sports enough pairs of in/out
RCA jacks that it can be used either between

with amineral-loaded polymer damping com-

pre- and power amplifiers or in the pre-amp tape

pound. However, whereas the 105 used aB110

loop, where it replaces the preamp's tape mon-

driver, the R107 head uses apolypropylene-cone
midrange driver, this mounted on rubber 0-

itor functions. It also offers aduplicate set of
adjustable-level equalized outputs, to facilitate

rings to give adegree of compliance between

bi-amping of the 107/2s, and aset of fixed-level

the driver chassis and the enclosure to elimi-

unequalized outputs so that the system can also

nate specific resonances The original R107 used
KEF's T33 tweeter, alarge soft fabric-dome unit

drive a second, different amplifier/speaker

which Iand other reviewers felt not to be equal
in terms of clarity to the rest of the drivers used.
Perhaps not uncoincidentally, the revised 107
features ametal-dome tweeter, this featuring
ashort horn fiare around the dome and con-

combination in another room.
Internally, the KUBE's circuitry is neatly laid
out on asingle double-sided printed circuit
board. Component quality is high, with areasonably sized, regulated power supply and Signetics NE5532 dual op-amp chips used to

structed on acast front-plate with "KEF" prominently displayed. Surprisingly, the tweeter magnet is still marked 'T33:' More surprisingly, some

implement the EQ and output drive. However,
given the success aftermarket manufacturers

of the bolts holding the tweeters in place were
alittle loose, presumably from shipping vibration.

B&W 801—Denver dealer Listen Up's sonicafiy

(The midrange bolts, which Iassume have to
be torqued correctly to give the right behavior
with the 0-ring gaskets, were all screwed tight.)
Apart from the new tweeter, other changes
between the original 107 and the 107/2 involve
acompletely new crossover (although this still
features KEF's Conjugate Load Matching, where
additional circuit elements are used to make the
unit's impedance fundamentally resistive and

have had in the US offering equalizers for the
superb MaughamBox comes to mind—I wonder how long it will be before KUBE substitutes
appear for the R107/2.
The review sample bass bins were finished
in agrain-matched walnut veneer, with electrical connection via two pairs of gold-plated
Michell binding posts on their rears. (As supplied, these are joined by jumpers, easily
removed for bi-wiring.) I've never been happy

constant in nature), said to eliminate aslight

with these posts, finding that the knurled nuts
tend to work loose over time with vibration.

thinness in the earlier model's lower midrange,
and anew KUBE equalizer.
The 107/2 KUBE is less complex than the one

actually started to rotate the entire post, but
didn't affect the auditioning. These posts also

supplied with the original version of the

accept 4mm banana plugs.

speaker, which offered control of both LF Q
and extension. The new equalizer has just two
rotary controls, marked "LF Contour" and "HF

The Path to Power

Contour:' the former offering tailoring of the
lows to best match the room acoustics and
needs of the program material, the latter optimum voicing of the mid-treble to suit the "liveness" of the room. Abutton marked "Bypass"

With the review 107s, fully tightening the nut

Source components used during this review
consisted of aLinn Sondek/Lingo/Ekos/Troika
setup sitting on an ArchiDee table to play LPs,
aRevox PR99 to play 15ips master tapes, and
either aMeridian 208 (Bitstream) CD player or

switches on an amber LED when pressed; the

the Stax DAC-Xlt processor driven by the
Meridian 602 transport to play the little silver

naive audiophile (or reviewer) might think that

devils. Line-level sources were fed straight into

it also removes the equalization. Actually, it

my Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe (this recently
updated to superb early-1991 standard, with

only switches the unit's rotary controls out of
circuit, allowing their effect to be quicldy evaluated. It also led to minutes of fun as, not realiz110

solid-core internal wiring and Cardas jacks),
which in turn fed the KEF KUBE equalizer via
Stereophile, May 1991

lm of AudioQuest Lapis interconnect. Phono

plates. It was one of these that was buzzing

preamplification consisted of the Expressive

slightly; no problem to remove all the grids.

Technologies transformer hooked into aMod
Squad Phono Drive EPS. Power amps used

(The tweeter remains protected from nosey fingertips by an additional fine-wire mesh.) The

included aMark Levinson No.23.5, an Audio
Research Classic 60, and apair of VTL 500W

smoothest, most musically appropriate lows
were obtained in my room with the LF contour
all the way up for classical music, though I

monoblocics, all connected to the preamplifier
via 15' lengths of AudioQuest Lapis unbalanced
interconnect. Speaker cable was 5' bi-wired
lengths of AudioQuest Clear.

tended to back this off to the 3o'clock setting
for rock music, so that recorded kickdrum
retained its transient snap. With the HF Con-

Iuse amixture of nearfield, in-room, and

tour at 12 o'clock, the tonal balance was alit-

quasi-anechoic FFT measurement techniques,

tle reticent. Setting this control was alittle
tricky, the exact amount of boost depending

using primarily DRA Labs' MLSSA system with
aB&K 4006 microphone, but also an Audio
Control Industrial SA-3050A y
r ocrave spectrum
analyzer with its calibrated microphone.

Psychotic Reactions. ..

on whatever record was playing. Ultimately, I
decided on 2o'clock, which added asuitable
but subtle smidgin of "szing" to the mid-treble.
(Without the Abfusors, a10 o'clock setting was
more appropriate.)

With the help of Sitting Duck Software's

Idecided to run the speakers in with pink

"Listening Room" program, 3 Iended up with

noise overnight for two nights before proceeding with any serious listening. Icouldn't help

each speaker some 60" away from its sidewall
and 37" from the front of the LPs that line the
rear wall, giving aspeaker-to-listener distance
of almost 9'. The sidewalls of my dedicated
listening room also have almost floor-to-ceiling

copping alisten, however. Now pink noise is
acruel test of aspeaker's midrange smoothness. Yet the 107/2s offered asmooth, characterless presentation that boded well for the
moment when Iwould actually play music

bookshelves at the points where the speakers
would otherwise produce strong reflections,

through them. Leaving the pink noise playing

and the room features 16"-diameter ibbe Maps

and reaching for the stethoscope revealed the

sited at strategic points to even out its upper

bass bin to emit very little of anything at all, the

bass and lower midrange response. A recent

rear wall vibrating between 160Hz and 190Hz
and at 270Hz and the side walls between 90Hz

addition to the room's acoustic treatment is a
pair of RPG Abfusors behind the listening chair,
which both improves the perceived depth of
recorded image and ameliorates aslight ten-

and 170Hz, but this was all to avery small
degree. Promising. The head unit was more
lively, adeep "aww" sound audible particularly

dency toward brightness with some loud-

from its rear panel through the stethoscope due

speakers. Having found the optimum position-

to cabinet modes between 150 and 300Hz, but

ing for the 107/2s, Iremoved the covers from

this was with the pink noise playing at ahigh
level. It remained to be heard whether this

the front spikes but placed two brass cones
from German Acoustics under the rear feet of
each speaker so that the reference axes were

would have an effect on music.

aimed at my ears—you should be able to look

5recording (London 410 016-2).

the name badges in the face.

Have you noticed that when something is
working right in the system, it seems hard to

First things first: Ithought Iwould assess the
optimum LF Contour setting with the bass warble tones on the Stereopbile Test CD. 4 Into the
Meridian 602 went the CD. "Oh-oh, arattle."
The fix proved easy. The midrange unit and
tweeter are covered by curved wire-mesh grids
push-fitted into slots around the driver front3Reviewed in December 1990 by Thimias). Norton, this inexpensive (829.95) program for IBM PCs and compatibles is available from Sitting Duck Software, RO. Box 130, Veneta, OR
97487 .
(503) 935-3982.
4Available for $8.95 including S&H from Stereopbe, P.O. Box
364, Mt. Morris, IL 61054. Credit-card orders: (800)435-0715.
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Time for truth. Ireached for that same Sibelius

concentrate on the hardware? Such was the
case here. By the end of the symphony, Ihad
forgotten what exactly it was Iwas supposed
to be listening for.
Oh yes, that bass discord. Iput the third
movement on again, this time trying to shut out
the music. Mmmmm. Just as Iremembered it
from the original 107, the E-flat and Fclose but
far, melded but differentiated—but there's so
much more going on, so much wider awindow into the music. ..
Ill

Bass instruments in real life have so much

the exception of his low E-string register when

more complexity to their sound than the mere

the speakers, hit with pure power at their LF

fact that they pump out low frequencies. The
sound of the double-bass has awoody formant

resonant frequencies, produced athrobbing
pulse that rolled forward from the stage and

structure surrounding the underlying tubbi-

crawled across the floor toward you. The San

ness that is hard for full-range speakers to repro-

Francisco and New York concerts from that

duce in the right proportion; 16' organ pipes
should sound like their sound is produced by

album (Arista ARTY II); while minimonitors

avibrating air column, not by asinewave oscil-

almost always fail to reproduce any of that

lator; the sound of the bass drum should
remind you that abeater or pedal striking a
plastic or calfskin diaphragm is responsible for

speakers obscure it with their own problems

its sonic weight. Even the sound of the electric

under Jerry Garcia's and Bob Weir's meander-

bass should reveal the intrinsic nature of the
loudspeaker through which its sound is repro-

the Devil," Mr. Lesh's formidable formants can

duced—even if it is an underdamped thunder-

be heard to perfection.

box with severe resonant modes in the pres-

But Imentioned earlier the window the 107s
open into the music. If you're to believe the

ence region, like my Fender Bassman cabinet.

Dead tour were preserved on the Dead Set

uncontrolled

flatulence,

most

full-range

in the same region. The R107/2s get it just right:
ing guitar chopping in the center of "Friend of

The R107/2 easily allowed you to hear all that

technologists, the reason planar speakers pro-

richness. From the dry kickdrum and bass guitar on the B52's remix CD 5 ("Party Mix",
Reprise 926401-2) to the magnificent thunder

duce impressive soundstage depth is because
of the presence of strong reflections from the
wall behind the loudspeakers. Neatly put;

of Terry Bozzio's bass drum on Jeff Beck's Guitar Shop (Epic EK 44313), the woody weight

sounds convincing; end of story.
But if that's truly the case, Mr. Engineer, then

of the double-bass on the superb new Oxnard

why should the R107/2s also throw asoundstage so deep that it extends way behind the

Sessions, Vol. 1album from pianist Mike Garson (Reference Recordings RR-37), and the
deep barking nature of the big pipes on the
Jean Guillou Pictures at an Exhibition transcription (Dorian DUR-90117), bass instruments
reproduced via the KEFs with both their essential characters and the differences between
those characters preserved intact. Weight, powe

rear wall of my listening room? Indeed, the second "Promenade" on the Dorian Pictures album starts with avibrato reed stop carrying the
melody set so far behind my listening room
wall that it's actually in Colorado! Ihave rarely
heard such excellent layering of depth from

and definition. In fact, the only dynamic loud-

recordings that have the stereophonic sonic
wherewithal. Again, Professor Johnson's mik-

speaker that Ihave heard to equal the 107/2 in

ing on The Oxnard Sessions album must have

this respect is the Thiel CS5, and that with the
right amplifier, right cables, and most impor-

Good," for example—the piano hangs between

been inspired. In its solo outings—"Lady Be

less fussy with respect to such demands.

and behind the KEFs, not just palpable but
"material:' "substantial:' "tangible," "tactile,"

One of the most adrenalin-raising rock concerts Iever went to was the Grateful Dead at

to give my thesaurus awork-out. And the drums
behind the piano, the bass to its side and in

London's Rainbow Theater back in the Spring
of '81. Bassist Phil Lesh—one of the most intel-

front, the alto sax to the other—there's enough

tantly, in the right room. The 107/2 seems much

ligent bass players to emerge from the '60s with

"there" there for it to hurt.
But Igibber. Is this sense of presence exag-

brain cells intact, to judge by his interesting
choices of exactly what notes' to slot into the

gerated? Iput on my own recording of AnnaMaria Stanczyk performing Chopin on the Ste-

overlying harmonic structure—was producing apretty neutral sound from his stack, with
5Ireach for this album, particularly "Mesopotamia:* whenever
fed that Iam starting to take high-end hi-fi just ahit too seriously. His subject was Jethro lidl, hut the late Lester Hangs may
well have been calking about the yet-to-be-conceived high end
in l9 - 3when he wrote, "law can mach apoint .when the
trappings and tinsel and construction become so important
that it really doesn't matter what's inside."
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6Try fooling around on ahandy keyboard or guitar, underlaying an F-major triad with apedal Cor G, then aC-major
chord with a pedal It. E. or D, to get the effect Lesh produces
from what are supposed to he orthodox changes. The "wrongnote" bass notes suggest suspensions and tensions, producing paradoxes that add depth to the mundane, interest to the
ordinary. Indeed, in addition to providing the ruck upon which
the music sits, one of the rock bass player's essential tasks is
to reveal unsuspected facets to the music in the manner in
which he (or she, not forgetting Carol Kaye) gets fnim tonic
here to dominant there, and hack again.
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reopbile Test CD. Again, the piano image was

vivid sound picture. They are also less forward-

set well back; again the sense of palpability, of

balanced than the similar-in-concept B&W 801

solidity. But as this sound was what Ihad hoped
to capture when Imade the recording, Icon-

Matrix. But they still present all of the four-ina-bar rhythmic drive on the Reference Record-

clude that the R107/2s are, in fact, merely accu-

ings Garson album, and all the power of the live
Jimi Hendrix' recording at the LA Forum in the

rate: merely reproducing what was there to be
reproduced.
This precision of imaging Inoted with music

new Lifelines box set (Reprise 926436-2).

recordings was confirmed by the tests on the
Chesky Test CD (JD-37). The vertical imaging

band magic of the Apogee Stages on voice,"

signal test reproduced better than Ihave heard

"They don't quite have the seamless midadded Tom, warming to his subject after Ihad
subjected him to "Suo Gan" from the Empire

it from any other speaker in my system, the
sampled and psychoacoustically processed

of (be Sun soundtrack (Warner Bros. 925668-

cabasa sound riding smoothly above the loudspeaker positions almost to the ceiling, with
only aslight lateral wavering noticeable, while

the midband, at times almost avery slight hard-

the "Over" signal reproduced as asmooth arch

And it has bass definition and extension to wipe

between the speakers. Laterally, too, the Chesky
signals precisely mapped out a beautifully

the Apogees' noses with. With asoundstage
presentation to match.

defined stage, though not one that extended

Perhaps I'm getting old, but Ican only take
so much vividness at one time. Take the Avalons that Ireviewed in January—they would

much beyond the speaker positions. Ialso
noted this with the Q-Sound—processed Soul

2). That's true, too. There's aresidual grain in
ness, that you don't get with the Apogees.
But, Major Tom, this is amoving-coil speaker.

Cages album (A&M 75021 6405 2) from Sting

make Ted Koppel talking about the savings and

(another thinking man's rock bassist, particularly to judge from this album). With one or

loan scandal sound exciting. But with the
107/2s, Ispent hours digging out recordings

two exceptions, such as the final, whispered

that Ihad hitherto found unlistenable. Ihaven't
played the 1983 Chandos recording of the

"Good Night," which appeared to come from
somewhere in the vicinity of my left ear, the

Shostakovich G-minor Piano Quintet (CHAN

much-vaunted ability of Q-Sound to produce
steady images way beyond the speaker posi-

8342) since Ibought it, for example, so offput-

tions was not particularly apparent via the
KEFs. Are the speakers right and Q-Sound
wrong? Idon't know. Do you?

ted Borodin Trio within the bathroomy acoustic of London's Church of St. George the Martyr.

Reviewers are supposed to split the tonal bal-

made sense of the reverberation and their

ance of components into neat digestible bands

smooth tonal balance tamed the sound, allow-

in their reviews; Iguess Ishould do the same
before you lose patience. The midband of the

ing me to appreciate the fact that all these years,

107/2 was free from coloration—no "aww," an

unheard on my shelves. Better the vividness

absence of "eee"; instruments and, more

be in the music than in the speakers, say I!

importantly, voices sounded correct. The treble, too, seemed clean and unexaggerated,

ting is the hard, steely sound of the augmen-

But via the KEFs, their ability to decode space

I have had a superb performance sitting

...and Carburetor Dung

without any spit or spitch. Although in absolute

Looking first at the performance of the KUBE,

terms, there is alack of air in the top octave, this

its distortion and input and output impedances

is one neutral-sounding speaker.

measured to spec, while fig.1 shows its fun-

The adjective "neutral," however, while held

damental response with both contour controls

to be apositive quality in ahi-fi component,

set to their 12 o'clock positions. Note that the
treble is shelved down by ldB while the gentle,

can also imply alack of commitment, ashrinking from extreme positions. Thus it was with
the KEFs. "They're alittle polite?" ventured
Tom Norton after Iforced him to listen to the
Dorian Pictures. Yes. They are. Compared with,
for example, the Avalon Eclipses or Wilson
WATT 3/Puppy combination, the R107/2s lose
alittle immediacy, offering aless dynamically
Stereophile, May 1991

2dB boost below IkHz is presumably to compensate for the midrange driver's diffraction
loss. The sharp rise in output level below 50Hz
7 Hendrix aficionados have no option but to check out Charles
Shaar Murray's CITISSi01171 n'affiC 0989, Faber & Faber) for
what is possibly the most insightful analysis of post-1950
popular music since Charlie Gillett's The Sound of the City.
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is to extend the speaker's bass below the band-

ing less than half an ohm from the 4 ohm

pass enclosure frequency (where aslight, 2dB

specification due to KEF's Conjugate Load

suckout compensates for what must be a
slightly underdamped intrinsic tuning). Plotted

crossover. Even moderately priced amplifiers,
provided they have no trouble driving a4ohm

with aslightly different vertical scale, fig.2

resistive load, should be capable of raising high

shows the KUBE's effect with both controls set
to their maximum and minimum positions.

spis with the 107/2, particularly with ameasured sensitivity (using a3(3-octave warble tone

The HF contour can be seen to boost or

centered on IkHz) of 89dB at 1m with 2.83v

depress the speaker's output over an octave or

input. (Note that the speaker's 4ohm imped-

so in the presence region, centered on 4.5kHz,

ance means that it is drawing 2W from the

while the action of the LF contour control is

amplifier at this drive voltage rather than 1W.)

a little more complex, the position of the
upper-bass peak changing with control position as well as the amount of low-frequency
boost altering. Note that with the control set
to maximum, there is almost 20dB of gain at
10Hz: the R107/2 owner is advised to use aturn-

Looking at the speaker's impulse response
(fig.4), this was taken 44" away on the HF axis
(fe, just above the reference axis) with the
KUBE controls centered and with the speaker
on ahigh stand to move the first boundary
reflection (from the floor) alittle farther back

cartridge if his amplifier is not to spend most

in time. This floor reflection can be seen just
after the 7ms mark, but note also acouple of

of its resources amplifying LF mud.. Or do KEF

reflections about 1ms after the initial impulse.

table with low rumble and awell-matched arm/

owners just use CD sources in these days of

Ismdames 11.0 71.1 - 01.0

10.0110.1/

analog twilight?
'Riming to the R107/2, its impedance is
shown in fig.3, with the cursor indicating the
minimum value of 3.6 ohms at 940Hz. Note
how uniform both impedance amplitude and
phase are from 20Hz to 2kHz, the former varyAUDIO
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Fig.5 KEF R107/2, anechoic response on listening
axis averaged across 30° lateral window
(KUBE controls centered)
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These could well be from the top edges of the

that, there is very little to note from the impulse

woofer enclosure; looking at the Energy-Time

response other than asmall amount of ultra-

Curve (not shown) reveals these reflections to

sonic ringing from the tweeter, this welldamped in comparison with other metal-dome

be 25dB down in level, however. Other than

units, and arather lazy decay of low-frequency
energy from the high-order crossover filters
employed.

HO

sa

Transforming the impulse response to the

-110

frequency domain courtesy of Monsieur Fourier and averaging five such measurements on
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Fig.6 KEF R107/2, horizontal response family at
44", normalized to on-axis response, from
back to front: reference response on HF axis;
anechoic response 7.5 ° off reference axis;
anechoic response 15 ° off reference axis;
anechoic response 30° off reference axis.
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Fig.7 KEF R107/2, vertical response family at 44",
normalized to on-axis response, from back to
front: anechoic response 7.5 ° above cabinet
top; reference response on HF axis; anechoic
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Fig.9 KEF R107/2, spatially averaged, /
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the HF axis across a30° horizontal window
gives the quasi-anechoic response shown in
fig.5. Commendably smooth, there is aslight
lack of energy in the lower part of the tweeter's
passband which might correlate with my feeling that the speaker's sound lacked immediacy
with the KUBE's HF contour set to 12 o'clock.
But alook at fig.6 shows the way in which the
107's response changes from directly on the HF
axis to 30° horizontally off that axis—not
much! (The rearmost curve is astraight line
because, rather than show the actual responses
in this diagram, Ihave normalized them to the
on-axis curve so that only the changes in
response will appear.) With such a widedispersion design, it will be essential to keep the

port response can be seen to peak slightly at
48Hz and roll out at approximately 12dBloctave,
much as if it were asealed box.
In-room, these quasi-anechoic measurements translate to aflat frequency balance, with
excellent low-frequency extension, as shown
in fig.9. This measurement, which Ihave found
to correlate well with the perceived tonal balance of aspeaker in my room, shows the /
13octave in-room response spatially averaged
across a6' by 2' window at the listening position to minimize the effect of room standing
waves. No wonder the R107/2 sounds so smooth,
so neutral!
Finally, the cumulative spectral decay plot

speakers away from sidewalls (or to arrange for

for the anechoic part of the 107/2's impulse
response (fig.10) shows arelatively clean decay,

those sidewalls to be diffractive) if the imaging
is not to become smeared. Vertically, fig.7
shows the anechoic response 7.5° above the HF

black ridge at 16kHz is due to the computer

although there is alittle more hash in the presence region than Iwould have expected. (The
monitor's line scanning and should be ignored.)

axis (rear), on the midrange axis, and 7.5°
below the midrange axis (front), again all nor-

The small reflections Imentioned in my dis-

malized to the response on the HF axis (straight

cussion of the speaker's impulse response
(fig.4) manifest themselves in this plot as the

line). You can see that above and below the preferred axis, notches develop at the crossover
frequency, with that above being more severe,

time-axis ripples in the upper midrange, around
the cursor position at 1240Hz. Their effect is

corresponding to ahollowness to the sound
heard on pink noise on this axis. The listener

hard to predict, however. Certainly they do not
compromise the superb imaging results Iheard

should arrange to sit with his or her ears

with the Chesky Test CD.

approximately level with the speakers' name
badges to get the most neutral tonal balance.
Note, however, that the response on the midrange driver axis is almost identical to that on
the HF axis, suggesting that the optimum vertical window is not too critical.
Next Ilooked at the individual responses of
the bass bin (taken in the nearfield below

All the King's Men
Toward the end of Robert Penn Warren's perfect prose poem on the clash between reality
and purity, he writes: "You meet somebody
..
in acorner at aparty, while the glasses clink
and somebody beats on apiano, you talk with
astranger whose mind seems to whet and

150Hz) and the midrange/treble head (taken
again at 44" on the tweeter axis). These are

sharpen your own and with whom awonderful new vista of ideas is spied." To me, when

shown in fig.8 with the respective levels

your system is singing, when it features wellmatched high-end components that are musi-

arbitrarily plotted to agree with the specified
160Hz crossover frequency. Again, the mid-

cally (as opposed to technically) accurate, this

range and treble are smooth, with ashallow but

is the true impact of recorded music. Astranger
to the music when you buy the LP or CD, the

broad suckout in the presence region. In the
bass, the more extended trace shows the
response with the KUBE in circuit (with the LF
contour set to 12 o'clock). This is ostensibly flat
to 25Hz or so, gently rolling off below that frequency to -6dB at 19.5Hz. The other bass trace
shows the woofer response with the KUBE
transfer function subtracted from it by the
MLSSA software. (Remember that the KUBE's
bypass switch does not eliminate the lowfrequency equalization.) The intrinsic woofer116

mere act of putting your new purchase in the
player, or on the turntable, opens you up to
new vistas that lead to new and unimagined
depths of intellectual emotion plumbed, to
new communions with the music's creators,
that lead in turn to new recordings, until you
can't believe how late the hour, how unEatigued
the brain—how wiped-out the psyche.
But then, the next morning, the apprehension, the anxiety. Was it just that you'd been
Stereophile, May 1991

both receptive and forgiving, your selective

mize such common complaints.)

deafness tuning out the hi-fi, focusing in on the

But that's with lesser speakers than KEF's

music? As Mr. Warren subsequently wrote,
"Then afterward. ..when you meet again...
something happens, or almost always happens,

latest incarnation of the R107. Throughout the

to the gaiety, the brilliance, the communion ...You remember the steps of the dance
but the music isn't playing any more." It's the
same with your system: you put one of the
previous evening's records on—the magic's
gone. The system wheezes and gasps, booms

time Ispent with these speakers, record led to
record, CD to CD. Sure, the 107/2's balance is
polite, its dynamics alittle restrained. But not
at the expense of the musical sweep, the emotional dance. The speaker's big-boned sound,
raw when required, civilized when appropriate, generous always, effortlessly opened a

and buzzes—the music isn't playing any more.

deep, well-defined passageway to the heart of
whatever record Iplayed.

The record sounds like nothing at all, especially
it doesn't sound how it did the previous eve-

dynamic loudspeakers that Ihave experienced

ning. Musical misery! Audiophile angst! (Stenopbile's search for recommended components

Recommended as one of the few full-range
to touch the soul—not just of the music, but
of the listener.

could be summed up as our looking to mini-

DYNAVECTOR XX-1L MOVING-COIL
PHONO CARTRIDGE
Thomas J. Norton
Low-output moving-coil phono cartridge. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz +1dB. Channel
separation: 30dB. Output voltage: 0.25mV (1kHz, 5cm/s). Compliance: 18 x10 (-6)cm/dyne. Impedance: 5ohms, 15tH. Recommended load: 30 ohms. Tracking force: 1.9-2.3 grams. Price: $1000.
Approximate number of dealers: 30. Distributor: Muse Electronics, PO. Box 2198, Garden Grove,
CA 92642. Tel: (714) 554-8200.
Reviews of phono cartridges haven't been thick
on the ground at Stereophile the past couple
of years, so Iwas surprised when Ilooked in
the review directory of the January 1991 issue
(Vol.14 No.1) to find 26 cartridge reviews listed
in Vols.12 and 13. One reason for it feeling like
fewer is probably because many of them were
covered in two surveys (one spread over two
issues), both in Vol.12. We hope to correct that
situation at least somewhat in the coming
months; anumber of cartridge reviews are in
the works. And while there hasn't exactly been
aflurry of activity in new cartridge introduc-

Dynavector XX-1L moving-coil phono cartridge
scheme which didn't fire up the audio world—

tions, anumber of manufacturers continue to

at least not in this country. Again they dropped

provide enough new product to maintain
interest in an admittedly shrinking market.

out of sight for abrief period. Ifeared the
worst: another cartridge manufacturer bites the

One of those manufacturers is Dynavector.
Frankly, Ihad wondered where they had dis-

dust. After atime they showed up at another
CES with, as 1recall, an updated version of their
surround-sound system; they were nothing if

appeared to during the mid-'80s. They burst
onto the scene in the late '70s in aflurry of
activity, not only with cartridges, but also with
arather unusual (yet well-received) tonearm.
Then, somewhere along the line, they began
showing up at CESes with asurround-sound
Stereophile, May 1991

not persistent. At least, Ithought, they're still
around; there might still be achance for some
interesting future products from this small,
dedicated, but fascinatingly unpredictable Japanese firm.
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My own experience with Dynavector cartridges extends back to 1982, when adealer
friend in Redondo Beach, California, near

is buried under the body nearly amidships.
This makes cueing and alignment more difficult than it needs to be, despite the squarish

where Ilived at the time, loaned me samples

body shell which would normally aid in the lat-

of the 17D Karat and 23RS Ruby. These cartridges reflected the early and continuing Jap-

ter. Both cartridges weigh about the same—
a very heavy 12 grams. Ihad no difficulty
balancing the XX-1L in the SME or Oracle arms,

anese fascination with the use of gemstones in
audio gear (other than the normal use for styli,
of course); the 17D had asolid diamond cantilever, the 23RS aruby. Iwas particularly struck
by the 17D's pristinely accurate sound. About

but potential purchasers should check carefully
for compatibility.
Electrically, however, the XX-1L is asomewhat different animal from its high-output

the only serious criticism I'd heard of Dynavec-

brother. It is moderately low in output even for

tor cartridges of the period was of aslightly

alow-output moving-coil. If the 2mV output
of the XX-1 relative to the 0.25mV output of the

sterile sound. Ifound my sample to be slightly
cool, perhaps, but not to an extreme It was certainly not "euphonic" or sweet, but its high end
was gorgeous. It seemed to dredge up more
detail—without hype—from my discs than any
cartridge Ihad tried up to that point. Alas, a
pending move to Germany aborted any decision to purchase it; even with the precipitous
price decrease from the original Karat, the 17D
was still far from inexpensive Two years later,
however, Ifound that adealer in Germany was
selling out his remaining stocks of 17Ds for
about $135—a offer Icouldn't refuse (this was
in the days when the dollar bought twice as
many Marks as it does today). Unfortunately,
Ireturned to the States before Ihad the chance
to check it out; it turned out to be apoor
tracker initially (more on this in abit). But both

XX-1L doesn't tell you much, compare the latter's output in dB relative to another lowoutput moving-coil, the Benz-Micro MC-3. The
Benz's output at IkHz (using atest record as a
source) is 4.5dB higher than that from the lowoutput Dynavector. Inever encountered any
gain (or noise) problems with the Dynavector
(used with the moving-coil gain stage of the
Rowland Consonance preamp), but, again, you
should check for suitability with your associated equipment (especially if you like to drive
low-output moving-coils directly into standard
phono inputs).
One difference between the XX-1 and the
XX-1L, though trivial, puzzles me: the lowoutput version has arecommended trackingforce range 0.1gm higher than that of the high-

responses with the CBS STR-100 test record,

output. The XX-1L's rated compliance is nearly
twice as high, and Iwould expect its (unspeci-

the first being slightly superior.
When Dynavector reemerged acouple of
years ago with anew distributor and anew car-

of its moving mass). Both of these factors

17Ds had excellent measured frequency

fied) moving mass to be lower (a low-output
moving-coil has asmaller, lighter coil as part

tridge Iwas intrigued. AB beat me to the punch

should contribute to alower tracking force.

with that cartridge, the XX-1 high-output
moving-coil. Shortly thereafter, anew distrib-

The only other difference which might contribute is the slightly different stylus profile;

utor emerged, the price of the cartridge dropped
several hundred dollars, and alow-output ver-

the low-output version has aMicro Ridge stylus, the high-output aHyper-Elliptical.

sion was introduced. When Ifirst arrived in

The only truly out-of-the-ordinary feature

Santa Fe, asample of that latest model was on

of the XX-1 cartridges (both versions) is the
selectable "Flux Damper." This is ashorting

hand. Iswooped down.
Description
Superficially, the XX-1L is identical to the XX-1,
with the minor exception of the model number
stenciled on its side The overhang on the front
of the cartridge body beyond the stylus—
presumably to allow room inside for the flux
damper switch (which Iwill get to presently)—
is about as welcome as the prow of aLincoln
Town Car in ashort parking spot. The stylus
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wire on the front yoke of the magnetic circuit.
Its purpose is to counter the influence the cartridge's moving-coil armature has on the force
provided by the fixed, permanent magnets.
Dynavector argues that other manufacturers
ignore this effect, but that it can have asignificant influence, especially in the cartridge's
high-frequency performance They also argue
that the more powerful the magnets used in the
cartridge the more serious this effect becomes;
Stereophile, May 1991

they therefore use less powerful, "softer" (to

son's The Oxnard Sessions, Vol. I (RR-37)

use their term) magnets.

clearly demonstrated the Dynavector's posi-

Asmall toggle switch at the front of the XX-1L
lets the user select or deselect the Flux Damper

tive traits. The feeling of depth in the opening
passages was convincingly real, along with the
tightness of the drums and the double bass.

feature My own listening indicated that the cartridge does indeed sound smoother (less grain)

The highs were sparkling and transparent—

with the Flux Damper selected, and all serious
auditioning was done in this mode. My only

almost crisp, but without zip or tizziness. The

quibble with the XX-IL's design involves this
switch. It adds unnecessary mass and size to
the cartridge—as I've already said, it puts the
stylus in an awkward, almost invisible location.
But equally important, if Dynavector really

piano resonated with acombination of realistic
body and percussive detail. Hi-hat had anatural sizzle. The occasional punctuation of the
musicians "vocalizing" in the background had
a startling presence. And as the going got

son to doubt that they do), why make it defeat-

increasingly complex, the XX-1L held together.
The positive impressions continued, especially in the areas of low-frequency response

able? The cartridge design would be far better,
in my opinion, if Flux Damping were an

and soundstage focus. Asonically remarkable
new direct-to-disc recording from Cardas

integral feature and the cartridge body stream-

Audio (which plans aregular series of D-D LPs),
guitarist Kip Tobler's Reaching Outfrom the In-

believes in its effectiveness (and Ihave no rea-

lined. But just in case you're bothered by what
you think might be an additional disadvantage
let me reassure you: the cartridge output signal itself is in no way tied in with this switch.

side (CR 5813), is acombination of guitar, percussion, and flute that is impossible to characterize It contains some of the most striking low

The latter can, in fact, be toggled on and off

frequencies Ihave heard from an LP in along

with no pops, clicks, or surges of any kind

time Apart from acouple of spots where either
the room or the Stages (or both) seemed to have

being generated in the output signal.

Listening
The XX-1L was evaluated in asystem consisting of the Oracle Delphi Mk.IV turntable, SME
V tonearm, Jeff Rowland Design Group Consonance preamp and Model One power amp,
and Apogee Stage loudspeakers. Interconnects
were Cardas Hodink (both balanced and unbal-

resonances, the Dynavector reproduced this
recording's bottom end with aterrific sense of
sock, punch, and definition. And the soundstage here was also astunner—spacious yet
tightly defined, both in lateral precision and
front-to-back layering. A large share of the
credit here must go to the (properly placed)
Soundfield microphone used in the recording,'

anced) between the preamp and the power

and to the direct-to-disc recording, which

amp. The moving-coil stage of the Rowland
preamp was set to 40 ohms, abit higher than

preserves the subtle spatial clues. But the
Dynavector was clearly not getting in the way.

Dynavector's recommended 30 ohm load.
I've been using the Dynavector XX-1L in my

Nor did it appear to do so on A Feather on the
Breath of God (Hyperion A66039, available

system for several months now, and have been

through Linn Selekt Records). This recording,
of medieval religious music by Hildegard of

impressed by its openness, transparency, and
detail. Its overall presentation is sparkling and

Bingen, was also made with the preservation

even abit analytical, rather than rich or full-

of depth and ambience as aprimary objective

bodied. It has, on most program material,

The XX-1L did asuperior job in relaying detail:

enough warmth to avoid acool or clinical qual-

individual voices were discernible, but the choral blend was preserved. While Isensed here

ity, though, as I'll describe further on, it can certainly sound that way with the wrong program
material and/or poorly matched associated
equipment. It has atightly focused sound with
aprecise stable image and asometimes striking
rendition of depth. Bass is clean, unmuddled,
and taut—surprising in the context of the reference room and system, which tends to warmth
and fullness in the lower registers.
Reference Recordings' new LP of Mike GarStereophile, May 1991

more than ahint of coolness to the sound, it
was never adistraction. This is, incidentally, a
digital recording; it does not sound like one in
any negative sense.
But there were times when Ifelt that the
IThe Soundfield microphone is 2 single-point stereo microphone built by aBritish company. Calrec. It was originally
designed with Arnbisonics surround-sound process) in mind,
hut has also been frequently used as astereo mike.
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Dynavector was giving me almost too much of

been much more striking than those in the

agood thing, especially in the treble. That cool,
almost detached quality alluded to above was

attributed to the damping itself. But the Ora-

never far from the surface, and while it was kept

cle is an undamped arm, and the SME V is

in check on the best recordings with the gener-

damped. Again, not proof, but food for thought.
In any event, the Dynavector tracked very well
at 1.9gm in the SME V; it essentially matched

ally sweet-sounding Rowland amplifier, nowhere
in my listening notes do Irefer to the combined
sound of Dynavector through the Rowland
electronics as sweet. The Dynavector, in fact,
seemed to tighten up the sound of the reference system considerably. Many years ago, I
recall reading aDynavector promo where they
referred, in the "amusing" fashion typical of
direct Japan-English translations, to the qualities of "attack and release" By this they clearly
meant accurate transient impact and decay.
These the XX-1L possesses in spades. Michael
Hedges's Aerial Boundaries (Windham Hill
WH-1032) was so "fast" as to make the same
artist's recordings on CD sound almost turgid
in comparison. But this quality can also be
ruthlessly revealing of less than the best program material. Run-of-the-mill pop mixes in
particular could sound decidedly unpleasant—
closely miked voices would more than occasion-

present and cannot, of course, be precisely

the tracking ability of the Benz-Micro MC-3 in
the same arm.
Since previous experience had told me that
the Rowland electronics—the Model One
amplifier in particular—were very sweetsounding, and that the Apogee Stages are
weightier in the low end and midbass than
many other loudspeakers, Iwas concerned that
the above observations might be based on a
particular synergy of characteristics. That is,
the warmth of the Rowland-Apogee combination could have been balancing an inherent
coolness in the Dynavector. In order to check
this out, Iswapped the Rowland Model One
amplifier for the Sumo Andromeda II, aleaner,
tighter, but less sweet-sounding amplifier than
the Rowland. The result here was lean and
crisp. Low-frequency response was definitely

ally have too much bite. Sibilants, fortunately,

tighter than before, but this was amixed bless-

were never overprominent or spiny.
While the Dynavector can't be fairly criti-

ing. While the definition of the lower bass was
enhanced, the midbass through the lower midrange was now too lean. Combine this with the

cized for laying bare the flaws of less than very
good recordings, in my opinion it does tend to
slightly exaggerate them. How much of anegative you might find this to be will depend to a
degree not only on the recording, but on the
associated equipment as well. Ihad used the
Dynavector extensively in Oracle's 345
tonearm before switching over to the SME V.
The Oracle is similar to the SME 309 with
upgraded bearings and abetter output lead—
the lead from the SME V (made for Oracle by
SME). While the XX-1L had performed well in
the Oracle arm, it was definitely more comfort-

greater upper-octave energy of the Andromeda
Il (relative to the Rowland One) and the already
slightly bright, taut sound of the XX-1L, and the
results were as one might expect. Not unlistenable,
but very definitely not well-matched. The
result was impressive in a"hi-fi" fashion—very
clean, very detailed, analytical, and superficially quite exciting. Many of the best qualities
of the XX-1L remained—precise imaging, finely
honed depth, cleanly rendered detail, and a
fine see-through quality and lack of muddle.
But it was ultimately too mechanical, lacking

able in the SME V. In particular, it was less

the warmth, body, and natural flow characteris-

bright, this caused, Ibelieve, by its slightly

tic of live music.
Was the fault in the Dynavector or the

improved tracking in the SME V. That earlier
17D, which Imentioned as having tracking
difficulties, did end up tracking quite satisfactorily in the heavily damped Well-Tempered
Arm. It had been an unacceptable tracker in the
lightly damped Premier FT-3—so poor, in fact,
that 1believe it was amarginal sample of that
cartridge with respect to tracking. 2The tracking differences in that earlier experience had
2The improvement wrought by the Well-Tempered Arm on
this cartridge speaks well for that arm.
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Andromeda II? Istrongly suspected nothing
more than abad match, two components with
similar sonic characteristics, characteristics
which are desirable to adegree but which,
through mutual reinforcement, become hard
to deal with. To check out this hypothesis, the
Benz Micro MC-3 was installed in the system.
The Benz is, spectrally, noticeably different
from the Dynavector—warmer, richer, softer
in the low end, and sweeter on top. It comStereophile, May 1991

bined exceptionally well with the Andromeda

DIO flŒISI
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II. The cool detachment of the DynavectorSumo pairing was gone, the presentation decidedly more natural. Detail was all there, but less
obvious, less insistent. Ambience retrieval was

24 KC a 14.11.173
s.-
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superior. Transients seemed integral with the
instrument, not detached. Voices, even on
closely miked recordings, had character and
warmth, without high-frequency edginess.
And bass was naturally taut yet at the same time
full-bodied. In short, this combination, in conjunction with the rest of the reference system,
"worked" in away in which the Dynavector-

I5

nia

Fig.1 Dynavector XXII_ frequency response at
5cm/s recorded velocity (5dB/vertical div.)

Sumo did not. It should be emphasized here

sured. The dip centered at 5kHz is typical of

that Iam still in the process of evaluating the

measurements made with this test record—
it has been measured to within 0.5dB of that
shown here on other cartridges as dissimilar

Andromeda II; the important point is that the
Dynavector demands to be used in acompatible system.
Ihave not yet had an opportunity to use the

in price as the Audio-Technica 0C9 and the

high-output XX-1 in my reference system, so

Koetsu Pro IV, so its presence here is not amatter of concern.

Iwon't attempt to address its sound relative to
the low-output version evaluated here It would

to emphasize that cartridge measurements will

appear, however, from AB's review of that cartridge in ol.12 No.6, that it is awarmer, sweeter-

Because there are always new readers, Ineed
depend to acertain extent on the test record
used; they all provide slightly different results.

sounding design than the XX-1L. It doesn't sur-

In fact, my three samples of the STR-100 differ

prise me that it sounds different. Iwould
expect it to, with its different moving mass,

somewhat at the highest frequencies, one
being decidedly different from the other two

compliance, and stylus profile. That would

(the record used here was one of the two "typi-

appear to render unanswerable discussions of

cal" samples).

whether, in bypassing the moving-coil step-up
usually required for low-output designs, one
can achieve better sound with ahigh-quality,

Interchannel crosstalk was in excess of 20dB
at midband frequencies on the right channel,
but close to 3odB on the left. This indicates

high-output moving-coil. In theory, all else

some misalignment, either internally or at the

being equal, you should. But all else is never

stylus. Setup azimuth was visibly good (azimuth is not adjustable with the SME V).

equal. My feeling is that there are necessary
design compromises required in ahigh-output
moving-coil which are more difficult to overcome than the design of agood-quality step-

Conclusions

up device That said, there are some good high-

The Dynavector XX-1L can provide Class Aperformance when matched with suitable associ-

output moving-coils out there (the XX-1 being

ated components. But it lacks somewhat in the

among them), and they are reasonable alterna-

liquidity and natural warmth of the best Class
A cartridges. Its tendency to sound cool and

tives for those who do not already possess a
high-quality, moving-coil gain stage.

slightly analytical will not blend well in asystem which already leans in that direction. But

Measurements
Fig.1 shows the frequency response for both
channels of the XX-1L. The results were measured using spot tones from the CBS STR-100
test record, at the output of the Rowland preamp. As you can see, the response is extremely
good, with little high-frequency rise until
above 12kHz. The responses of the two chan-

in the right setup it locks in—I actually came
to prefer it to the Benz-Micro MC-3, on most
program material, with the Rowland electronics and Apogee loudspeakers The Dynavector simply had atighter, more detailed sound
overall. It will not "glamorize" or "prettify"
marginal program material, nor will it add lushness to asystem which can use it. Nevertheless,

nels are tightly matched—certainly as wellwhen the XX-1L was properly matched, Ifound
matched as any other cartridge Ihave mea - its sound to be superb.
Stereophile, May 1991
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PROCEED PDT 2DIGITAL TRANSPORT
Robert Harley

Proceed PDT 2CD transport
Specifications: CD transport. Digital outputs: one unbalanced coaxial (RCA), one balanced (XLR).
Power consumption: 21W at 120V, 60Hz. Accessories supplied: infrared remote control. Dimensions: 8.4" W by 8.9" H by 13.25" D. Shipping weight: 25 lbs. Warranty: one year, limited. Price:
$1695. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories Inc., 2081
South Main Street, RO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896.
As more and more audiophiles enjoy the rapidly improving musicality of their newfound outboard digitallanalog converters, the need for
agood CD transport becomes more acute.
With the superior resolution of today's digital

There is some interesting thinking engineered into the PDT 2: its digital output level
is ten times the amplitude of that from astandard transport, and it has abalanced digital output, afeature found on no other consumer

converters—even inexpensive ones—the CD
transport is being recognized as an important

transport (that I'm aware of). How these factors
can affect atransport's musicality is open to

link in the digital playback chain. However,
many dedicated CD transports are priced well
above what the average music lover wants to

debate. After auditioning the PDT 2, however,
there's no doubt in my mind that there is asignificant sonic difference between balanced and

spend. Consequently, Isuspect that most out-

unbalanced digital interconnects.
But I'm getting ahead of myself. Let's find out

board processor owners are using their old CD
player's digital output—and not getting all the
music their converter is capable of conveying.
The $1695 Proceed Digital Transport (PDT
2), designed and made by Madrigal Audio

how the Proceed PDT 2sounds—and how it
compares to the Esoteric P-2, aClass A reference transport.

Laboratories, brings ahigh-performance CD

Technical description

transport to amore popular price point than
the megabuck Esoterics, Wadias, and Krells, to

ceed CD Player (PCD) Ireviewed last June and

name just afew. (The PDT 2 reviewed here
replaces the original PDT introduced alittle
over ayear ago.)
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The PM' 2is identical in appearance to the Prowhich is the subject of a "Follow-Up" this
month. In fact, with both CD player and transport warming up in my racks, Ihad to look at
Stereophile, May 1991

the rear panels to distinguish the two before I

ter motor, heavier chassis, and other refine-

became acquainted with which was which.

ments. The mechanism is electronically con-

The PDT 2is unusual in appearance, with a
large, square profile rather than the more common wide, slim chassis. The front panel has

trolled, resulting in smoother operation during
drawer opening and closing.
Control circuitry is based on Philips chips,

very few controls, eschewing the trend toward

but with Madrigal's power supply, output driven

overwhelming the user with lots of buttons
that are rattly used. Besides the usual play, stop,

layout, and attention to detail. This attention

pause, next, and previous track controls, the

to detail includes techniques to preserve the
RF signal (the raw analog signal reflected from

PI71' 2's front panel has scan, program, repeat,

the disc) between the photodetector that picks

previous, and next index, and drawer open/

up the signal and the digital decoder. The out-

close buttons. The infrared remote control

put driver circuit, reportedly acritical compo-

includes anumber keypad for entering track

nent in transports, is adata output driver used

numbers. The PDT 2's small display indicates

in professional digital audio equipment and
communications applications. Located on a

track number, index number, and track time.
A button marked "Standby" turns the display
off but keeps the unit powered for best sound
without waiting for it to warm up. Arear-panel
"Master Power" switch is provided to completely shut down the unit.

small printed circuit board attached to the chassis right behind the digital output jacks, the output driver retriggers the digital signal, making
it conform to the RS485 specification for data
communication. The power supply, mounted

The rear panel is quite sparse, with just the

on the bottom rear of the chassis, uses alarge

master power on/off switch, acaptive AC line

toroidal transformer, two bridge rectifiers, and

cord and fuse, asingle RCA jack, and an XLR

four fairly large filter caps.
The difference between the PDT and PUT 2

jack, for unbalanced and balanced digital outputs, respectively. No optical output is pro-

is primarily in the drawer mechanism. Although

vided: Madrigal feels that the best performance

both use the same Philips transport, the 2has

is obtained with high-quality coaxial cables

electronic rather than mechanical control of

and balanced lines. In my experience, coaxial

the drawer assembly, resulting in smoother

cables offer better performance than optical

operation. In addition, the 2's new power sup-

ones, despite the theoretical advantages of an
optical interconnection between transport and

ply features atoroidal transformer. Owners of
the PDT can have their units upgraded through

processor.

their dealers for $300.

Both the PDT 2's digital outputs present a5V

Build quality is first-rate, with excellent fit'n-

peak-peak digital signal to an outboard D/A con-

'finish. The PDT is also excellent ergonomi-

verter, ten times the amplitude of the standard
higher output level produces ahigher signal/

cally, with easy-to-find controls. The operation
seems very intuitive: the right button seems
always to appear beneath one's fingertips.,The

output level of 500mV. Madrigal believes the
noise ratio and greater interference immunity.

chassis and top cover are made of thick metal,

In the professional version of the consumer

adding to the unit's sturdy feel. In addition, the

digital interface format, called the AES/EBU

baked-on grey finish gives the PDT an elegant

interface, the signal amplitude is typically 5V

yet businesslike look.

and carried on balanced lines. It appears that
Madrigal is bringing aspects of the professional

Listening

interface to consumer equipment. Iwas eager

The PDT 2was auditioned driving the PDP 2

to compare the PM" 2's balanced output with

digital processor through both the balanced

the unbalanced output driving the Proceed

and unbalanced outputs. It also saw action

Digital Processor, which has both types of

with the VTL and Theta DSPro Basic digital

inputs.

processors, connected by a3' run of TARA Labs

The PDT 2uses amodified version of the
CDM1 Mk.2, Philips's best transport mecha-

Digital Reference cable or Aural Symphonics

nism (short of using an ultra-expensive CDROM drive). The CDM1 Mk.2 can be ordered

Esoteric P-2 transport was on hand, driving the
same converters with the same digital intercon-

in avariety of configurations; Madrigal chose
the maximum performance version, with abet-

IHaving lived with the original veniion of the Pin LA demurs,
finding the ergonomics non-intuitive.
—JA
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Digital Standard. For comparison, the reference
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nect (except the balanced line, which the Eso-

There was apleasant impression of air in the

teric doesn't provide).

top octaves, yet not at the expense of sound-

The converter outputs fed an Electronic

ing etched or bleached. The PDT 2's presen-

Visionary Systems Stepped Attenuator through
amplifiers were the VTL 225W Deluxe Mono-

tation was abit airier and livelier than the P-2,
atransport that tends to be subtle and understated.

blocks (KT-90 version), connected with AudioQuest Lapis. The loudspeakers were my usual

around image outlines. There was excellent

reference, the Hales System Two Signatures, but

sense of three-dimensionality, with clearly

AudioQuest Diamond interconnects. Power

The mida had anice bloom and feeling of air

with a slight twist: the addition of a Muse

defined images that existed independently of

Model 18 subwoofer operating below 52Hz.
(Watch for areview next month of this very

the loudspeakers. This ability to throw acredible soundstage is highly dependent on the

promising subwoofer.) Speaker cable was abiwired set of AudioQuest Dragon (top end) and

transport. With lesser units, the soundstage flattens and images become homogenized in a

Clear (bottom end). Apair of Phantom Acoustics Shadows, an active low-frequency control

two-dimensional plane. The PDT 2, however,
clearly resolved each instrument's spatial dis-

system, was employed in the corners behind

tinction in the soundstage by presenting shar-

the loudspeakers.

ply focused instrumental outlines.

Icompared the PDT 2to the Esoteric P-2

In addition, the PDT 2 provided atrans-

transport, aunit I've grown familiar with and

parency and clarity to the soundstage that

hold in very high regard. The P-2 is more than
double the PDT 2's price, but nevertheless

greatly added to the illusion of the instruments
and voices existing before me. This is what all

establishes abenchmark against which other
transports can be judged. Ibegan with the PUT

good transports should do: allow the listener
to hear deep into the soundstage without haze

2's unbalanced output, using identical runs

or murkiness. This characteristic also helps in
revealing low-level detail—detail that would

of Aural Symphonies Digital Standard interconnect.

otherwise be obscured by the soundstage's

The most immediate difference between the

opacity. In this regard, the PIX 2was stunning,

P-2 and PDT 2was low-frequency reproduc-

and among the best I've heard from atransport.

tion. The PDT 2had afatter, deeper, and more

Ifelt, however, that the P-2 resolved adeeper

forceful bass. By contrast, the P-2 was leaner,

soundstage, and had agreater sense of three-

tighter, and better defined. This was more

dimensional layering. This was apparent on the

apparent in the very lowest registers, and with
music that had substantial energy in the bot-

piece on guitarist Jan Akkerman's new album

tom octaves. The recent addition of the Muse
Model 18 subwoofer was particularly reveal-

The Noise of Art (IRS 1RSD-82041). 2 The expressive guitar line floats in front of asubtle

tune "Shame on You," abeautiful electric guitar

ing of the two transports' bass renderings.

synthesizer background, highlighting what is

Abraham Laboriel's deep, purring bass on the
Larry Carlton album Alone but Never Alone

essentially asix-minute guitar solo. Through
the P-2, the synthesizers and percussion were

(MCA MCAD-5689) had better pitch definition

farther back in the soundstage, and the guitar

through the P-2, and there was aclearer distinc-

had arounder and more ethereal quality. These

tion between the bass guitar and kick drum.
The PDT 2was more full-bodied in the low
end, with agreater sense of weight and power.

impressions were consistent throughout avariety of music, including minimally miked acoustic recordings. The difference between the two

This was, however, at the expense of definition

transports, however, was one of fine degree

and articulation.
The next most apparent difference was the
treble. The PDT 2had aslightly more forward
treble that brought cymbals toward the soundstage front. The top octaves weren't as gentle
as through the P-2, instead taking on aslightly
aggressive quality by comparison. However,
the PDT 2's treble lacked the grain and harshness that characterize poor-quality transports.
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rather than aqualitative difference: both transports were superb.
While listening to the PDT 2and Esoteric P2, Ireflected on what must be the extraordinarily subtle changes in the way the air pressure
2I'm increasingly disturbed by thc trend to categorize as New
Age" any music that is innovative and thus resistant to narrowly
defined labels. The ,Voise of Art is agood example, it is an
unusual blend of hard-driving rock and jazz elements, yet I
found it in the 'New Age' section of the record store.
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is modulated to produce either asense of depth

the balanced line. The soundstage opened up,

and space, or aflat representation. Ifind it won-

became more transparent, and the overall perspective became more forward. Switching to

drous that the acoustic compression and rarefaction cycles impinging on our ears can create
the illusion of objects existing in the listening
room.
Besides having excellent soundstaging, the
PDT 2had another characteristic heard only

the balanced interconnect seemed to snap
everything into sharper focus. The image became more three-dimensional, with clearer
delineation of instrumental outlines. There was
agreater impression of looking through atrans-

through good transports: the ability to portray
finely woven instrumental textures. This ren-

dant ability to see into the soundstage. Lead

dering of an instrument's fine detail and nuance
is avital ingredient to musical realism. Audio

tener, while musical subtleties moved away

components that don't resolve textural subtleties tend to sound synthetic and uninvolving—

the impression of depth, but also made the pre-

the antithesis of the PDT 2's presentation. It is

parent window on the music, with the atteninstruments moved forward toward the listoward the soundstage rear. This heightened

just these subtleties in areproduced musical

sentation less laid-back. "Vivid" is aword that
describes the difference between balanced and

instrument's character that help the listener for-

unbalanced interfaces.

get he is listening to reproduced music rather

Low-frequency dynamics were easily superior with the balanced line. There was also a

than just music. While auditioning the PlY1' 2,
Ialways felt asense of involvement with the

perceptible increase in amount of bass: the pre-

music and was able to forget the playback

sentation had more weight and power in the

system.

low end. My criticism of the PM' 2's fatter, less
defined bass was somewhat ameliorated with
the balanced interconnect. There was agreater

Finally, the Pm 2's presentation of detail was
more up-front, with alivelier character than the
Esoteric P-2. Where the P-2 was laid-back and

ability to distinguish pitch, and the bottom end

analog-like, the PDT 2was alittle bit forward
in its presentation of high-frequency transient

was tighter and faster, yet not to the degree
heard through the Esoteric P-2.

detail. This character made the soundstage a

Finally, Itested the PM' 2's ability to handle
errors by playing the relevant tracks on the

bit more open and airy, but was ultimately less
relaxing than the P-2's more subdued and

Pierre Verany Test Disc. The disc has aseries of

analog-like rendering.

tracks with increasing lengths of missing data.

These impressions were formed with the
PDT 2's unbalanced digital output driving
either the Proceed PDP 2or VTL digital converters. Because the PDP 2has both balanced
and unbalanced digital inputs, it was possible
to switch between the two digital transmission
types by pressing the input selector switch on

The higher the track number the CD player or
transport can play without an audible problem,
the better. Interestingly, the PET 2could play
through track 42 with no problems, but the
Esoteric P-2 had problems with any track over
31. The ability to play track 42 is excellent performance. Unfortunately,we don't yet have a

the PDP 2's front panel. In theory, there should

way of measuring CD-transport performance

be no sonic difference between the two—both

parameters that might reveal how the device

cables will transmit an error-free digital data-

reproduces music.

stream over such ashort distance The processor
will see identical sequences of ones and zeros,

Conclusion

regardless of the interconnect. Ihave, however,

Imust conclude that the PDT 2offers some of

learned that what may make no difference the-

the best characteristics of the expensive trans-

oretically can make abig difference sonically—

ports, and at afar lower cost. Although my first

especially in things digital.
Listening to the unbalanced and balanced
transmission modes was quite arevelation. 3I
have heard differences between unbalanced
digital interconnects, but not to the degree
between the NYC 2's balanced and unbalanced
outputs. The difference was not subtle.
First, the presentation seemed louder with
Stereophile, May 1991

3There is an ongoing debate in the professional community
about balanced and unbalanced digital interface mnnect ions.
'Ibis Myatt has nothing to do with sonic qualities: the general
belief is that all digital interfaces sound the same provided they
don't introduce data errors. The debate is instead over the two
transmission types' relative electrical performance. Although
the official standard of digital audio interfacing is balanced,
many engineer. argue that digital audio signals should by
treated like any other wide-bandwidth signal and transmitted in an unbalanced coaxial cable.
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choice is still the $4000 P-2, the Proceed PEI'

forward treble rendering. However, the PDT

2came far closer to the P-2's performance than

2's and P-2's musical performances were much

the huge price difference might indicate. I

closer than the huge price difference might

always found the PDT 2enjoyable, musical, and

indicate. Ishould reiterate that the differences

engaging. The differences between the P-2 and
the PUT 2were much less than between many
comparably priced digital processors—smaller

between transports are far more subtle than
those between D/A converters.
When using the PDT 2's balanced output to

even than the difference between the older

drive the PDP 2processor, the PDT 2's perfor-

PDP digital processor and the newer PDP 2.

mance took aleap forward. The soundstage

(See my "Follow-Up" this issue on the PCD 2

became more transparent and three-dimen-

CD player and PDP 2 processor.) If Ihad a

sional, image outlines were sharper and bet-

choice between the PDP driven by the Esoteric

ter delineated, and the entire presentation was
more lifelike. The PDT 2and PDP 2combina-

P-2, or the PDP 2driven by the PM' 2, Iwould
choose the latter, achoice made easier by the

tion produced acertain synergy that brought

PDT 2's balanced output.

out the best in both components. Used

The Proceed PDT 2 CD transport offers

together, they elevate the musicality to apoint

many of the qualities that distinguish the best

beyond which either is capable of on its own.

transports: resolution of finely woven textures,

PDP and PDP 2owners should therefore con-

midrange liquidity, and atransparent sound-

sider the PDT 2as afirst choice when choos-

stage with sharply focused image outlines. In

ing atransport.

these aspects, the PDT 2approaches the performance of the best transports, but at afar

All things considered, the PDT 2offers excellent musical performance, earning aClass B

lower price. While Ipreferred the $4000 Eso-

recommendation in Stereopbile's "Recom-

teric P-2 's tighter bass, smoother treble, and
greater sense of soundstage depth, the PDT 2

mended Components." The Proceed PDT 2
isn't the last word in CD transport musicality,

gave the P-2 arun for its money. My primary
criticism of the PUT 2is its comparatively loose

but at $1695, it offers more than ahint of costno-object performance. On that basis, it has

and ill-defined bass, followed by the slightly

earned ahearty recommendation.

WADIA WT-2000 CD TRANSPORT
Amis Balgalvis
Dedicated CD transport with infrared remote control and external power supply. Outputs: one
62.5gm glass fiberoptic on aprecision-grade ST jack, one on an optical TOSLINK jack, one coaxial
on aBNC jack (0.5V p-p 75 ohms), Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format (S/PDIF). Power consumption: 10W. Transport dimensions: 87
/
6" W by 513k4" H by 1713te D. Power supply dimensions:
315/56" W by 51356" H by 13" D. Weight: transport, 25.4 lbs (11.5kg); power supply, 12.4 lbs (5.5kg).
Price: $5600. Approximate number of dealers: 38. Manufacturer: Wadia Digital Corporation, 624
Troy Street, River Falls, WI 54022. Tel: (715) 426-5900. Fax: (715) 426-5665.
There it is! Ican hear it! This absolutely mar-

let me start from the beginning.

velous soundstage is unfolding before me. It's

My introduction to CD transports began inno-

still swelling as the instruments sing away son-

cently enough. While reviewing the Wadia 2000

orously, displaying some of the most absorbing

processor just over ayear ago (Vol.13 No.!), I

timbrai demeanor ever. Suddenly it's ready to
burst at the seams with an overwhelming wealth

was told that anew CD transport with arevolu-

of newfound detail. ..

worth worrying about?—was about to hit the

Oops! Sorry about that! Must have got carried away.
What's that? Fantasizing?

tionary feature—is there really any other kind
streets. It was designed and developed by Teac
and marketed under the Esoteric name. The
model to get was the P-1, my source urged me.

No, Icertainly was not! Iwas merely reliv-

Iwas nonplussed until Ilearned that this

ing my first encounter with the Esoteric P-1

transport had an internal damping device that

transport. That's right, you had to be there. So

pressed against the label side of the CD and
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Wadia WT-2000 CD transport
rotated with it during playback. Now we're get-

basic building block was agood news/bad news

ting somewhere, Irejoiced.

scenario. On the one hand, if you're going to

Little did Iknow that the Esoteric P-1 transport was about to play apivotal role in my audio

offer akiller product, why not start out with

life. Teamed with the Wadia 2000 processor, it
would produce results spectacular enough to

something great? But if the P-2 is so exceptional
to begin with, how much room for improvement is there?

forever change my perception of digitally processed sound, as well as stand out as one of my

Where's the beef?

most memorable audio experiences.

Agood place to start to get to the bottom of this

During the 2000 review Ialso found out that
Wadia had plans for aflagship transport bearing

was by doing alittle undercover work of my
own. Itook the P-2 and the WT-2000, set them

their own name. And guess what! Wadia was

up side by side, removed the top and bottom

going to use an Esoteric transport as the basis

covers from both units, and took alook inside.

of their design. The arrangement called for Eso-

Lo and behold, the differences were remark-

teric to manufacture the Wadia transport, ex-

ably minor. To be sure there's the digital output

cept that certain modifications specified by

connector for the glass fiberoptic link. Icould

Wadia would be incorporated in the final prod-

see anew printed circuit board in the WT-2000
for this output, as well as the components for

uct. Designated the WT-2000, this design called
for improved clocking circuitry, abeefed-up

the two additional digital outputs. One is astan-

power supply, and aglass fiberoptic output. All

dard EIAJ (TOSLINK) optical jack for the plastic

other features would remain unaltered.
The plot moved into high gear when Ilearned

coaxial cables. (I was disappointed to see Walla

fiberoptic links, the other aBNC connector for

that the starting point for Wadia's design would
be Esoteric's newer top-of-the-line model, the

abandon the convenient dual digital outputs

P-2. Let me tell you, since that day, the WT2000 has been on my most-wanted list.' But

by the P-2. As Iexplained in my April "Follow-

while the audiophile in me threw caution to the

digital interconnect cables.)

for the coaxial and fiberoptic jacks provided
Up," these are very convenient for comparing

winds—all Iwant is better sound—my alter

The next thing Inoticed was that the power

ego, the engineer, was busy asking questions.

transformer was missing from the Wadia WT-

The fact that the P-2 had been selected as the

2000 transport. No problem there After all, the

IThose of you who read Robert Harley's rave review of the
Esoteric P-2 last December can well understand what all the
excitement is about. In his review RH made it abundantly clear
that the P-2 transport is aproduct of landmark proportions
in that it significantly enhances CI) playback capabilities. Fortunately. I've also had the good fortune to use this product.
And yes, Iwholeheartedly WM with RH—the P-2 is an exceptional piece of equipment. M Iexplained in my recent "FollowUp'• comments t
April 1990), Iwas particularly taken by his
accurate observations and detailed descriptions of the sweeping
sonic improvements made possible by the Esoteric transpon.
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transformer is part of the power supply, and I
had been told that it now has its own remote
package.
Sure enough, upon stripping off its cover, I
found not only one but two transformers in the
power-supply box. However, besides the on/off
switch and asmall power-indicator LED, there
was nothing else in this package. Hmm. Ihad
127

expected to find some of the rectifiers and

calculations reveal that distortion at -£38dB will

maybe additional filter caps here.

result if the pulse jitter is awhole nanosecond,

After delving into the two units some more,
Idid come across two other differences in the

8dB higher in level than that called for to pre-

WT-2000. In one case the Wadia had several
more wires homing in on ajunction of what

things, the VC/aclia clocking circuitry within the
WT-2000 supplies extremely precise timing to

appeared to be aground point. The other was

the LSI chips and the digital output.

avery small wire jumper on the main pcb.
Beyond these internal differences, Iwas not
able to discern anything else that would set

Just buy the most stable components necessary

serve 16-bit resolution. That's why, among other

Clock accuracy is relatively easy to achieve.

these two units apart. The two main pcbs were

and you're home free. 'dia did just that. The
spec that Wadia has asked Esoteric to meet is

identical, as were the interconnections and
cable harnesses. Iwas curious to know what

aclock frequency deviation of not more than
lOppm (or parts per million).

accounted for the WT-2000's claims of better

But pulse jitter, Don explained, is far more
difficult to deal with. There's transport clock

performance.

is Iguilty of judging abook by

its cover?

jitter, digital interconnect jitter, and recovered
clock jitter. As Buckaroo Banzai might well say,

But where's the beef?

no matter where you go, there you are—sur-

One phone conversation with Don Moses was

rounded by jitter.
As it turned out, in order to keep the inter-

all it took to clear the air. In his usual informed
and patient manner he pointed out anumber
of modifications that were not visually obvi-

ference of jitter to alevel that allows 16-bit reso-

ous, and clarified the reasons for including the

lution, Wadia investigated such insidious effects
as the thermodynamic flow characteristics

changes that Ihad noticed.
It really boils down to basics. Unfortunately,

within the container material as well as the
space enclosed by the transport, eddy-current

the digital world of micro- and nanoseconds

distribution in the chassis and outside case

is not as intuitive as is the analog world of microinches. The game is still the same—information

panels, ground-loop influences, and stray magnetic fields and mechanical vibrations caused

retrieval and processing. But while it makes

by the transformer.

perfect sense to have extremely refined playback equipment for LPs, it's not obvious that

and the reconfigured grounds. Ialso learned

the transmission of digital codes calls for commensurate care.
Somewhere along the way we were misled
to believe that the realm of ones and zeros is
simple. After all, "bits is bits." What "they" forgot to remember is that abit is abit if, and only
if, it occurs at the precise lime it is intended to
occur. That applies not only to the transport

Hence the transplanted power transformer
that the "new look" had more to do with performance than cosmetics. It turns out that the
outside panels and faceplate of the WT-2000
have been replaced by heavy plate-metal parts
in order to mechanically and thermally stabilize
its interior.
The transformer contaminated the internal

and the processor, but also to the time-base of
the recording equipment.

environment with heat and stray magnetic-field
emissions, while the new external panels act
to clean up eddy-current and some spurious

This is precisely why Wadia has concentrated

ground-loop problems. The transformer also

on both providing avery accurate digital clock
frequency and making sure that the clock pulses

had another detrimental influence: the mechanical vibrations it contributed interfered with

appear with as little uncertainty—more commonly known as jitter—as possible. While the

the accuracy of retrieving the digital informa-

importance of precise clocking is not disputed,
the definition of "precise" does appear to waver.
Wadia argues that, for amusical bandwidth
of 20kHz, the certainty of clocking between

tion off the CD.
By Don Moses's estimate, the relocation of
the transformer and the reworking of the grounds
and metal panels account for two-thirds of the
total improvement budget. The glass fiberoptic

the recording time-base and the decoding

output is responsible for the other third.

clock has to be maintained to significantly better than Ins (one billionth of asecond) to main-

Ever since the digital interconnect cable was
discovered to influence the sonic characteris-

tain 16-bit resolution. As amatter of fact, their

tics of the CD playback process, everyone has
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jumped on the digital interconnect bandwagon.

gation delay, and similar time-displacement

Oh goodie, here's another digital tweak. All of

errors is much less than Ins in order to preserve

asudden, when more cables can be sold, the
digital output is the focus of all this attention.

the 16-bit resolution capability. (See JA's article on jitter in the December 1990 issue, p.179,

I'm not suggesting that the output should be
neglected. After all, at this point all our hopes
for transmitting the S/PDIF data stream from

for measurements that confirm this pessimistic
prediction.)
Using 62.5p.m glass fibers addresses, and just

the transport to the processor have not yet been

about eliminates, these problems. ,Capable of

dashed. Too bad this attention may be too late.
Transmission-line theory, relevant at the fre-

eight times more bandwidth and 40 orders of

quencies involved with digital data transfer,

clear-cut advantages over plastic. Due to the

demands that the impedances at the source, the

small diameter of the glass fibers, and practically

cable, and the receiver are all the same value.
With matched impedances reflections are min-

the same distance. As aresult, the integrity of

magnitude less attenuation, glass fibers have

no measurable dispersion, all the light covers

imized, and the signal is not compromised.
Unfortunately, even though a75 ohm imped-

the transmitted signal is not compromised.

ance value is specified in the standard, in actual

convert electrical signals into light and back

practice this spec is often disregarded. For example, the RCA phono jack and plug were never

again? Don't they contribute something? Wadia
uses devices from AT&T which are good to 50

intended for something like S/PDIF data stream

Megabits, arate more than ten times faster than

applications, where signals with abandwidth
in excess of 3MHz are encountered. Yet, for the

the S/PDIF data stream. Don Moses maintains
that this is not the place to look for signal degra-

sake of expediency, the RCA is used here any-

dation.

way. What should be used is something intended
for very-high-frequency applications, like the
BNC connector on the Wadia WT-2000, for

fiberoptics are not used more often? Simple:

example. Or better.
That better is fiberoptics. But fiberoptics per

But what about the fiberoptic modems that

Well then, if it's that good, how come glass
glass fiberoptic modems are expensive. Ihear
tell that apair of these devices—one is used at

se are not the answer. For one thing, it should

each end—costs the manufacturer $150. So
when it comes to giving the customer the best,

not be the inexpensive plastic fiberoptic TOS-

only afew are willing to go the distance.

LINK cables adopted by almost everyone (Why

Wadia is one company that uses glass fiber-

is everyone so cooperative? It's cheap, cheap,

optic cable to connect the WT-2000 transport

cheap.) Unfortunately, the plastic fiberoptic

to the Wadia 2000 or the X64.4 processor.

link uses large-diameter optical fibers, which

This reminds me of analog's "good ol' days,"

allow several optical paths of differing lengths

when moving-coil cartridges made their first

to develop as the light beams traverse the cable.

appearances. Here we had these exquisite trans-

Remember interconnect jitter? Here's one place

ducers, but hardly anyone could use them to

you're likely to find it.
Coaxial cables, sadly, are also nothing much

full advantage—the output was too low. Introducing astep-up device usually meant throw-

to write home about. As soon as discrete cables

ing away some of the transducer's benefits.

are introduced, we're faced with aphenome-

Today every phono stage with high-end aspi-

non called •dispersion," atime-domain phenome-

rations can handle an MC cartridge without
problems. And as we know, the sonic benefits

non that allows the higher frequencies to arrive
at the receiver before the lower frequencies.
For example, according to Wadia, the very lowest
frequencies of the digital data signal take up to
25 nanoseconds (ns) to travel 12" of cable,

are commensurate.
Wadia has chosen astate-of-the-art datatransmission system. Unfortunately, the rest of
the industry does not want to follow suit bea) it was not invented here, and b) it's too

whereas the higher-frequency transition energy

cause:

travels the same distance in about 1.5ns. The

expensive. And who suffers? The consumer.

result is 23.5ns of dispersion per foot of cable.

But, 1hope, only temporarily.

Fortunately not all of this dispersion gets translated into jitter, but the margin for error is very
small. It just so happens that for a20kHz bandwidth, the whole allowance for jitter, propaStereophile, May 1991

2Glass fiheroptic cable is used worldwide in the telecommunications industry. and at distances measured in miles, at data
rates and throughput several orders of magnitude higher than
what the CD standard requires.
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Mirror, mirror, on the wall. ..

Fortunately Wadia did not mess with success,

It's safe to say that the Wadia WT-2000 will not

retaining Esoteric's very versatile, full-function

be mistaken for the Esoteric P-2—the styling

remote. Except for removing the functions in-

and color of the Wadia WT-2000 differ signifi-

tended for the Esoteric D-2 processor, that is.

cantly from its Esoteric prototype. Colorwise,

As you might guess, the remote's color is black.

the Wadia customer has the same choices Henry
Ford made available to his Model-T buyers—

Listening adventures

you can have any color as long as it's black. In

Expectations do not aproduct make. Or, for

addition, the WT-2000 has no rounded corners
or edges àla the P-2 and, as mentioned, it's a

that matter, break. In the audio world, sonic

two-package deal.
Only dimensionally does the Wadia trans-

Consequently Isubjected the Wadia WT-2000

performance determines aproduct's success.
transport to meticulous sonic scrutiny.

port resemble the P-2. This mundane point is

Besides my own system, the Wadia WT-2000

raised not to bore you, but to help avoid place-

was evaluated in two other systems. Bill Bras-

ment problems. Both products require unus-

sington and Lars Fredell were kind enough to

ually deep shelf space of about 20". (Although
the Wadia is alittle less deep, after you take into

lend me their ears and systems for this project.

account the protruding connector of the power-

they've been mentioned from time to time in

If these names have afamiliar ring, it's because

supply cable at the rear of the WT-2000, you

these pages by none other than Sam Tellig. As

end up with the same 20" depth of shelf-space

you'll see, their systems are very similar except
for the acoustical setting and the CD transports.
That was enough, however, to set them apart

required by the P-2.)
Then there's the Wadia's power supply. Be
aware that the power supply and the transport
are linked to each other with a36"-long cable.
One end of this cable is attached to the power
supply, while the other connects to the transport
with arugged mil-type connector. The cable
is surprisingly flexible despite its Y.4"diameter.

despite the basic similarity of their sonic signatures.
The common components making up these
two systems consisted of aTheta processor
feeding aKrell KSA-250 stereo power amp, this
in turn powering the Wilson Audio WATT/Puppy
speaker system. Interconnect and speaker cables

And it looks like this

were the Maximus—also known as the water

The front of the WT-2000 is styled to fit in with
the other Wadia components. Amildly sloped

cables—from Purist Audio Design in Austin,
Texas. Lars uses an Arcam DP-170 CD drive,

surface, departing from the vertical by afew
degrees, occupies most of the front of the unit.

while Bill has the Esoteric P-2. When you hear
these systems, the simplicity certainly becomes

The leading edge of the retracted sled can be

amajor consideration.
I'm sure Wadia didn't plan it that way, but I

seen protruding slightly halfway up and splits
the sloped portion into alower and upper area.
Asmall LED in the upper section serves to indi-

ended up evaluating three samples of the WT-

cate the presence of aCD in the transport. Be-

but sad to say, despite Wadia's best intentions
and my own hopes, this sample had to be re-

low the sled are the track number, index number, and timing information displays. Ifound

2000. The first arrived about five months ago,

turned. It never sounded bad, but failed to dis-

their choice of muted reddish-orange for the
displays to be particularly sedate and pleasing

tinguish itself. The P-2 sounded better. Wadia

to the eyes.
Flanking the inclined surface are two vertical

than that and requested the unit back.
Some time later another sample was deliv-

strips. The left contains the drawer open/close

ered by none other than Jim McCullough, for-

insisted that they had intended to do better

pushbutton, while the right side is busier with

merly of Madrigal, now Wadia's new sales and

dedicated pushbuttons for play, pause, and

marketing VP.
Now we were getting somewhere. Even with

track advance/retard functions. LED status lights
are provided for open/close, play, and pause

only an hour's warm-up, this unit transformed

functions.
That's it as far as controls on the transport

the system very much for the better. Harmonic

are concerned. Everything else for working the
CD transport is provided on aremote control.

noticeably. But the most important gain was in
clarity. The reproduced sound was significantly
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richness, focus, and soundstaging improved
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more refined, there was less tension in the music,

back in my system. Inoticed that this transport

and overtone structures were naturally balanced.

sounded even better. Sure enough, as acall to

This was also the unit that made the trip to
Lars's system. What atreat that was! Not only
does he live in arural setting, which makes the

Hudson, Wisconsin revealed, this was yet another unit, making it sample number three. They
also reassured me that this sample would remain

two-hour drive to New England that much more

with me without any further interruptions.

pleasurable, but his system is remarkable.
As soon as Isaw his setup Ijust knew that
much blood, sweat, and tears had been invested.
There was atime when Iwould have referred
to all that as TLC, but Iknow better now. Irealized that if this was not the ultimate tweaker I
had ever met, then at least he had to be one of
the most patient and persistent men around.
Every component in Lars's system, including
the Krell KSA-250, is supported by acombination of Tiptoes and Navcom isolator assemblies, which in turn can be found sitting on
some sort of platform/stand. For example, his
Arcam CD transport is supported by Tiptoes
supported by quarters atop Navcom pucks. The
player's AC power is derived from adedicated
Tice MicroBlock, likewise supported by another set of isolation devices.
And the sound—just fabulous. The WATU

Now it was time to take this toy and go play
at Billy's house. While his system is also meticulously set up—I'm sure that Bill is the neatest
person Iknow, aFelix Unger if there ever was
one—and the sound was first-rate, Bill's problem is his room. In its co-op configuration, you
can only go so far, and the sound does fall short
of the standard set by Lars. Nevertheless—this
is still asystem with "covet" written all over it.
Besides, Bill had his P-2 already waiting for me.
One less thing to drag around.
If anything, the P-2 had the advantage here.
It was supported by some very elaborate
Tiptoes 4 from Germany, on Navcom pucks, of
course, which in turn were placed on aMonster Cable Tranquility Base. The WT-2000 transport was rested on four Navcom pucks next to
the P-2 on the Tranquility Base, while the power
supply sat on anearby windowsill.

did their usual great job of throwing up amost

We played the same CD on both transports,

seamless soundspace, and reproduced instrumental timbres as naturally as Ihave heard

the digital coax cable following along. And the

them reproduced in ahome music system)

winner was.. .'dia! It was not athrashing or

has me rethinking speaker-system capabilities.

ablow-away, but aclearly discernible difference in favor of the 'dia grew in significance
as listening progressed. The WT-2000 con-

The sound was transparent, fast, and, best of
all, musical.

ing definition, though the gains were not of the

This setup had away with full orchestras that

But when the Wadia WT2000 was introduced,

tributed harmonic richness and improved stagsame magnitude that we heard at Lars's.

the sound got better yet. It should be mentioned that the Wadia was penalized since only

Home, sweet home

its coaxial output could be used. Despite that
condition, Iheard adistinct improvement in

I'd also been listening to my own system. As I
said earlier, an Esoteric P-2 was in the system,

definition, instruments took on afuller balance,

doing very well, thank you. Also on hand were

and the system rendered low frequencies with

two processors: the Wadia 2000 with the new
Digilink 40 digital interface, and the Theta DSP

more clarity. Ialso heard again in weight and
definition. The soundstage was more inform-

Pro Series II Balanced. Jeff Rowland's Consum-

ative, and transients had anatural way of snap-

mate and the Krell KBL were the preamps this
time around. Imust say that the Consummate

ping into place.
At this point the review had to be put on hold
—dia wanted their unit back. They explained
that only alimited number of production units
were available, the customer demand was too

—a review is underway—is addictive, not only
for its excellent sonics, but also due to its fullfunction remote control. For power amps it
was either two Krell KSA-250s or apair of Row-

high, and any and all samples, even for review,
were very scarce.

land Model 5s powering the Apogee Divas. The
Apogee DAX helps to bring out the best from

Shortly after the Winter CES, aWT-2000 was

the Divas, and has become apermanent fixture
in the system.

3?Ay review of the WATT 3and Puppies in the next issue will
go into some detail about the remarkable sound offered by
these loudspeakers.
—JA
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4It's elaborate when its 2 multi-material construction for the
body, and the tips can be inserted separately.
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Following my inclination not to mix and

lequin high-end store in Bayside, Queens, nar-

match cables from different sources, Iused all

rowed the differences. Ihad to listen carefully

Monster Cable Sigma or all Purist Audio Design

to hear the Wadia's slightly more spacious and
elaborately detailed presentation. Several cym-

Maximums for interconnects and speaker cables.
ilibe Traps in the room corners helped to control room acoustics.
The two transports sat next to each other on
aMonster Cable Tranquility Base II supported
by aset of the large Footers. Mechanical tweaking is as important as everything else: don't be
timid about experimenting in this area.
Finally there was AC power. Ican't empha-

bal clashes displayed better dynamics, conveying the concussive quality more convincingly.
Some additional harmonic richness was evident, and string tone was slightly smoother and
revealing of better inner detailing, but overall
this was aclosely contested comparison.
At this point the face-offs with the P-2 stopped.
Why didn't Iuse the Wadia 2000 processor to

size enough that power cords like MAS PowerMaster, and line conditioners like the Tice Power

compare the two transports? 'Cause the WT-

Block, are most worthwhile additions to the
system. The IDOS power strip from Perfec-

taged than it had been up to now. Let me explain.
Since Wadia supplies the 2000 processor

tionist Audio Components was instrumental

with asingle input of the glass-fiber type, the

in cleaning up the sound even further. If anything, optimizing AC plug polarity can pay the

or TOSLINK input cable. Basically, the Digilink

most rewarding dividends. It's probably the

40 is adigital input switch selector with aglass

most cost-effective tweak around—it costs
nothing, and the cumulative gains can be sig-

fiberoptic output.
Or think of it as aconverter for any common

nificant.
The WT-2000 did not escape being con-

digital input to aglass fiberoptic cable. But
that's aproblem: before any non—glass fiber
connection can be made to the Wadia 2000

fronted by the P-2 in my current reference system. The digital interconnect was the excellent
Wonder Link coax from The Mod Squad in a
length. Even though Irecently praised the
Theta Coax, the Wonder Link does better. The
bass is more controlled and focuses better, rev-

2000 would have been even more disadvan-

Digilink 40 is provided to accommodate acoax

processor, the digital signal will pass through
the Digilink 40 and an appropriate digital interconnect. More components, more signal degradation.
And it's audible When the Digilink 40/Wonder

ealing more inner detail. One end of the Won-

Link coax cable combination was inserted in

der Link resided at the Theta processor, while
the other was moved between the transports

the system, the sound was compromised. Here
the advantages of glass fiberoptic cable were

in sync with the CD transfers.
The Wadia once again outperformed the P-2,

audibly demonstrated. Jimi Hendrix would
have called it the Purple Haze—to me it was primarily aslightly diffused image and aconfused,

though not overbearingly. It should be pointed
out that certain CDs made the contrasts' more

even eerie, soundstage. Agross exaggeration

Up

of what Iam talking about is heard from out-

apparent. Among the CDs used, This Side

(En Pointe ENP 0001) (also aHarley favorite)

of-phase speakers. Ihappen to be particularly

widened the gap considerably, revealing the
sound from the WT-2000 to be significantly

sensitive to that confused condition, so what
Iheard, even in very small doses, did not please

more enjoyable. The throaty texture of Ms.

me. It didn't help that this test was conducted

Reeves's voice became richer and projected
more power. The singer also occupied her space

yes, even soothing sounds of the WT-2000

after I'd been spoiled by the very natural and,

with more certainty, while the more abundant

feeding the 2000 processor via the glass fiber-

ambient information conveyed an added mea-

optic cable.
Invoking the window analogy, if the sound
with glass fiberoptic cable can be likened to

sure of detail. My notes at the time said: "The
voice pours into the air effortlessly. The whole
stage is aglow with harmonics, intonations.
This stage is alive!" The P-2 lost some weight
along the way, and the focus was less certain.
Playing some Malcolm Arnold orchestral

looking through asqueaky-clean windowpane,
the Digilink 40/Wonder Link combo added a
film of dirt and some distortion in imagery.
Curiously enough, this discomfort appeared

music on arecent Lyrita release (SRCD 201),

to have acumulative effect—the longer Ilis-

made available by Ben Rose from his new Har-

tened, the more distracting it became.
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When the going gets rough ...
Let's just cut through all the side issues and get
back to the WT-2000. When all is said and done,
this Wadia transport is at least as much of a
landmark product as the P-2. And when its
glass fiberoptic output is activated, it's in aclass

everything was presented with sonics commensurate with the performance. Every note
thrilled with its pristine presence. Not even at
the most severe assaults did anything blur or
suggest congestion. And let me tell you, if any-

by itself. Used in conjunction with the Wadia

one can make strings sing spectacularly, it's
Manitas de Plata. Attacks were quick, without

2000 processor, the WT-2000 elicited the best

bite, and decays were extended and harmon-

sounds that Ihave ever heard from adigital

ically rich. Slaps on the guitar body resounded
with arich resonance within the recording

playback system. Sorry about that, P-I.
It goes without saying that the staple of our

environment; the impacts conveyed their dy-

listening pleasures is sonically excellent source
material. Chesky proves in two new releases

confines of the soundspace exercised by the

that they are hard at work improving their craft.
The brothers are to be congratulated for Clark
Ten)) Live At the Village Gate and Gary Shocker

namic intentions effectively. Icould hear the
dynamics of the musical presentation. It was
very convincing and very exciting.

Flutist, in which first-rate sonics combine with

The highest compliment digital sonics can
expect these days is afavorable mention with

interesting music with resounding success.
The WT-2000 absolutely thrives on such

respect to analog-sourced sonics. As luck would
have it, I'm in the process of evaluating phono

quality. I'm not going to detail every nuance

cartridges for an upcoming survey. My analog

and intonation this time around—you can be

sensibilities are very keen. Now that some very

sure they were there in more abundance than

exciting high-performance analog components

ever. But Iam going to tell you about the thor-

have surfaced, analog playback is at an all-time

oughly natural musical experiences made pos-

high, with no end in sight.

sible by the Wadia equipment using these CDs.

Having said that, Ican tell you that, from my
perspective, the Wadia 2000/WT-2000 combo

Glare, grain, strain—for all practical purposes,
they're gone. Avery vividly developed soundstage with poignantly depicted instruments
easily materializes between the speakers. It
completely involved me in the music.

has perceptibly narrowed the digital-to-analog
generation gap. JA and Ihave recognized on
more than one occasion that there's digital listening time and there's analog listening time.

While the atmosphere in each case was vastly
different, the intent came through loud and

adjustment in expectations—has to take place

clear. The Clark Terry performance depended

when switching from one source to the other.

We agreed that acertain preparation—call it

on the audience. Gary Shocker throve on the

From what I've heard lately, the Wadia equip-

silent studio environment. The WT2000 picked

ment changes that significantly for the better.

each situation apart admirably. The Village Gate
was replicated with the excitement and noise

digital equipment certainly deserves to be con-

Don't worry, analog is still king. But Wadia's

intact, and the sophistication of the more silent
Shocker ambience allowed the instruments to

sidered as part of the royal family.

visit the room with equal effectiveness.

or not, we are forever evaluating: how real,

It boils down to authenticity. Consciously

Harmonic richness, tonality, and instrumen-

how natural, how authentic is the reproduc-

tal presence developed with agrace previously

tion? Whether we realize it or not, this search

thought to be an analog exclusive. No, equality
is yet to be achieved, but at least the musical

—much of it subliminal—is acomplex process.

aspects have significantly advanced and are not

the rest follows. Others need detail and space.

as obscured by digital deficiencies, allowing

Athird group requires instrumental timbres to
ring as truly as possible. The fact that aselec-

CDs to be enjoyed with aminimum of qualifications and compromises.
Let me now switch to Manitas de Plata on a

Some listeners look for dynamics first, and

tion process along such very specific lines takes
place is acruel reminder that we still have a

Connoisseur Society CD (CD 4099). To be sure,

ways to go before complete authenticity can

it's only solo guitar with an occasional vocal
appearance, but what Iheard was immensely

be achieved. At that time, individual characteristics will combine, naturally proportioned,

appealing. Of course, the music is absolutely

into an unmistakably coherent presentation.

breathtaking, the playing virtuosic. Best of all,

It appears that the Wadia equipment has suc-
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ceeded in reducing digital intrusions to anew

experienced listeners in several listening ses-

inconspicuously low level, allowing the musically significant aspects of reproduction to

sions, using two distinct sonic settings. But

ascend to their rightful position of prominence.

tend that Wadia's contribution is not only

The pieces of the reproduction puzzle fall into

innovative, it's revolutionary.
If, as RH recognized, the P-2 was acomplete

place with greater ease. Consequently, the reproduced musical artifacts approximate the expected
coherence to avery satisfactory degree. Jagged
edges have been reduced to resemble only a
coarse texture. Idon't mean to imply that grain
is significant; it's still around, but greatly reduced. I'm surprised at times to hear just how
smooth and even the sonics are without them
reverting to asheen. The digital glare of old,
which used to be afact of digital life, has been
much tamed and reduced to alevel that more
resembles amatte finish.
Digital's ability to handle large-scale works
with aminimum of glare, grain, and other driveme-to-distraction aberrations has been one of
its severest limitations. Fortunately, Ican tell
you that the Wadia equipment markedly diminishes that problem. I'm happy to report anum-

when the glass fiberoptic output is used, Icon-

rethinking of what aCD transport should do,
then the WT-2000's glass fiberoptic output
completely revises our data stream transmission ideas.
By acting on their convictions, Wadia came
up with asolution for the confusion created by
the marginally specified output characteristics
of the S/PDIF digital bit stream, and showed the
way by choosing astate-of-the-art digital signal transmission system. In combination with
improvements in the clocking and power-supply
areas, these changes significantly improved the
WT-2000's performance, earning it aplace in
the top echelon. In my opinion, the WT-2000
establishes new standards for digital playback
equipment.' In my system, the WT-2000, in combination with the Wadia 2000 processor, pro-

ber of very pleasant experiences where full
orchestral assaults were reproduced with an

duced the best sounds Ihave heard from CDs.

admirable sense of ease. The Malcolm Arnold
Lyrita CD (SRCD 201) mentioned earlier is a

to suggest the following courses of action.
Wadia 2000 owners should consider the pur-

good example, with Klavier's reissue of the EMI
Massenet Ballet Music recording (KCD-11007)

chase of aWT-2000 as seriously as they did the

following right along.
Here the dynamics of percussive explosions

it. Consider the glass fiberoptic link as asonic
lifeline. It transforms these two units into asin-

and complex passages are reproduced with a

gularly compatible and, therefore, inseparable
high-performance system, for now very likely

much improved ease. Even strings can be induced to resemble the better detailing and delineation reminiscent of the analog annotations
from the LPs. While strings are still not as rosinous and the woody buzz is much abbreviated,
things look up when it comes to replacing
some of the steel with richer tonality and even
atouch of sweetness.
The ease with which I've been switching
between the two input sources is astrong indi-

My experience with the WT-2000 leads me

purchase of the processor. That means, go for

unbeatable: aclear case of the whole being
greater than the sum of its parts.
As for its use with non-Wadia processors, I
can't add anything more to what Icarefully
explained in the review: the WT-2000 was heard
to perform better than the Esoteric P-2 original in two carefully conducted trials. But is it

cation that the digital vs analog debate has a

worth, in this case, spending the extra $1600
for the Wadia version? Unfortunately, Ican't tell
you. Sonic worth is difficult to convert into

chance of abating. Will it ever end? Being very
familiar with afew audiophiles whose analog

monetary terms. Ido urge you, however, with
the background Iprovide here, to visit your

attachment is legendary, of course not!

friendly neighborhood high-end store and
come to aconclusion for yourself.

To sum up. ..
.Wadia has succeeded in accomplishing
what they set out to do: even at the coax output, the WT-2000 outperformed its P-2 prototype. This was observed by at least two other
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5For once we have acurious situation. Even though we have
two competing products here both units arc sourced from the
same manufacturer frac. Nothing Iinvestigated, however, leads
me to believe that these units an not built u) an identically high
standard. As far as I'm concerned, the workmanship and execution are above reproach in both cases.
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THE ENSEMBLE B-50 "TIGER"
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Guy Lemcoe grabs atiger by the tail

Ensemble B-50 Tiger integrated amplifier
Specifications: stereo hybrid tube/bi-polar integrated amplifier without phono input. Tube complement: two matched ECC 81s in preamplification stage. Power output: 50Wpc (17dBW) into
8ohms. Frequency range: 5Hz-39kHz. Rise time: 7.5s at 10kHz. S/N ratio: 92dB. IMD: 0.03%
ref 1W. THD: 0.05% ref 1W/1kHz/8 ohms. Output impedance: 0.17 ohms. Input sensitivity/impedance: 300mV/22k ohms (line), 300mV/47k ohms (tape). Inputs: CD, tape, tuner, video, aux/phono.
Dimensions: 14 11A6" (375mm) W by 41
/ "(110mm) H by 71/
2
2"(220mm) D. Weight: 16.5 lbs (7.5kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed: T209. Price: $1980.
Optional Phono Module PA-2: external phono stage which accepts either MC or MM cartridges
(internally switched). MC sensitivity: 0.16mV (100 ohms) with 0.1% THD/1kHz. MM sensitivity:
1.6mV (47k ohms) with 0.01% THD/1kHz. Output: 300mV. S/N ratio: >60dB. Price: $390.
Optional Phono Module PA-2 "De Luxe": similar to above but with provision for adjusting load
on MC cartridges by inserting resistors into gold pin sockets. Resistors supplied: 47, 56, 100, 150,
and 1k ohms, along with tool for insertion and removal. Price: $490.
All three: Approximate number of dealers: not disclosed. Manufacturer: Solen, France. International distributor: Ensemble, H. Annoni-Strasse 23, CH-4132 Muttenz, Switzerland. Tel: (41)
61-619191. Fax: (41) 61-619325. US distributor: Ensemble USA, Inc., 25 Woodale Lane, Santa
Barbara, CA 93103. Tel: (805) 568-5362. Fax: (805) 568-5364.
Psst! Got aminute? I'd like to bend your ears

to sell something to own. Imagine an amplifier

abit and tell you about acomponent that'll lift

which will look right at home sitting beside

you from the doldrums of audio angst and

your treasured art objects. Imagine an amplifier

transport you to the relaxing calm induced

which, for its price, sets (for my ears and in my

through the enjoyment of music. That's what
it's done for me, and I'm so excited about it I

system) new standards in midrange warmth,
transparency, and definition. Imagine an ampli-

can't wait to tell you. Imagine an amplifier

fier capable of recreating asoundstage so tan-

which will fill your room with sound yet

gible you're not aware of the boundaries of

doesn't require two people to lift and apallet

your listening room. Imagine a"hybrid" ampli-

to sit on. Imagine an amplifier you don't have

fier rivaling the best tube designs in the con-
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veyance of music without glare in apalpable

look—it never fails to elicit positive comment

space—oozing liquidity, maintaining timbral

from my friends, male and female. The gener-

accuracy, and preserving the music's pulse.

ous, top-mounted heatsinks angle rearward
from the left and right sides of the front panel,

Imagine an amplifier which summons forth
bass with pitch definition and body, treble with

forming acentral, triangular area which covers

pristine clarity and air. Imagine an amplifier you
can listen to for hours without fatigue, so drawn

the massive toroidal transformer (guaranteed

in to the music that you don't want the expe-

to induce hum into low-level signal sources. ..
make sure they're at least 3' away). The front

rience to end. Finally, imagine an amplifier

panel is basic and uncluttered. A smoothly

which, if you've forsaken LPs, is all you need

operating volume knob is located in the left

to control your line-level sources—the money

corner. On the right are five internally lit pushbuttons for source selection (Tape, CD, Video,

you save by not having to buy apreamp can be
spent on music. Sound too good to be true? Lis-

"'liner, and Aux) and arocker-switch power

ten up and learn.
Ensemble, incorporated in 1986 and based

control. That's it.
Iwish there was amono switch, however. I

in Muttenz, Switzerland, markets and distributes to the international audio world such

dening without such aprovision. Ialso miss a

find listening to rechanneled stereo LPs mad-

products as loudspeakers, speaker cable, interconnect, isolation transformers, and amplifiers.
The philosophy of the company focuses on the

balance control, which Ifind useful for correct-

final musical experience as perceived and felt,
where "the refinement of each component

controls (just push abutton with no signal to
achieve silence) are labeled at the factory for

contributes to awhole whose essence is music

the usual sources. Iwould like to see replace-

itself." As an example of Ensemble's commit-

able labels used here so each user could identify his/her own choices. The amplified and

ment to the music experience, the company
commissioned astring quartet from the English
composer Stephen Dodgson (which premiered
at the Cheltenham Festival played by the Chilingirian String Quartet). In addition, Ensemble
distributes selected LPs and CDs from the US,

ing sloppily mixed or mastered recordings. The
pushbuttons, which also serve as handy mute

equalized phono signal received from the PA-2
Phono Module (or other unit) is connected to
the Aux inputs. The PA-2 receives power from
the B-50 via asmall, Camac-like connection on
the rear panel labeled VA and located just below

UK, Italy, and Norway. Future activities for this

the left speaker outputs. The B-50 inverts nei-

enterprising company include the making of

ther line nor phono signal polarity.
The fit and finish of the solid, anodized alu-

original recordings.
Ensemble's sole US distributor is Ensemble
USA, Inc., of Santa Barbara, CA. The Ensemble

minum chassis is excellent. My review sample
was black, but steel-blue is available as well as

PA-1 and Reference loudspeakers, manufactured by Pawel Acoustics of Switzerland, are

champagne (on special order). Due to the B-

familiar to readers of this magazine. If you've

front. Consequently, the six sets of gold-plated,

50's shape, the back panel is narrower than the

read Dick Olsher's rave review in the June 1990

female Tiffanys are placed quite close together.

issue, you know he found them to set new standards for small speakers—the Reference serv-

Those audiophiles using the latest and greatest

ing as such in Dick's system, the PA-1 not fall-

their Ensemble dealer for atest fitting. The
Ensemble Supraflux interconnect (with superb

ing far behind. The Ensemble B-50 and B35
integrated amps, along with other Ensemble
electronic components, made their stateside

"macho" interconnect should bring it along to

RCA connectors) fit snugly, with just enough
room for maneuvering my not-so-skinny

debuts in New York City ayear ago at Stereo-

fingers. The low-profile banana sockets (je,

phile's 1990 High End Hi-Fi Show. They are

holes) for the loudspeaker connections are also

designed by Frederic Gautier of Solen and
manufactured in the French "Silicon Valley"

closely spaced. Those listeners with gardenhose size speaker cable may be out of luck try-

near Grenoble.
The B-50 "Tiger" amplifier is styled unlike

ing to fit their cable to the amp. There just isn't
enough room around the speaker outputs to

any other in my experience: trapezoidal in
shape, it resembles more astylized spacecraft

safely dress the connectors and cable. Ensem-

than an audio component. Ilike the futuristic
136

ble's own Hotline speaker cable, spade-lugterminated and fitted into gold-plated, 3-way
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banana plugs, fits cramped but securely. The
best solution would be to terminate your
speaker cable with male bananas which will fit
straight-in to the female sockets. A useful,
optional accessory is aKevlarIcarbon fiber base
to set the B-50 on. It is manufactured by Sicomin and is shaped the same as the B-50. It
comes with three spikes to couple it and the B-

"less is more" philosophy. Once all the connections are made, you can walk away from the B50 and begin enjoying your music without the
equipment's presence dominating the room
and your attention.

The system

50 to the shelf (or whatever) on which it sits.
It raises the amp about ly2", leaving that much

This section is going to be awkward to describe;
within amatter of minutes of hooking up and
listening to the Ensemble "Tiger," Iknew it

more room in back for hook-up handiwork.

would serve as my new reference. Up until that

Turning the unit upside down and removing

time Ihad used, and been content with, apair

the bottom plate reveals aneat interior with
optimum use of the available space. All input

of Quicksilver monoblocks fed by either the

connections are hard-wired directly to aglassepoxy printed circuit board with the input

Line Model 2000 passive line-control interface

selection relays located nearby. The signal path
(MOS logic-controlled) is extremely straightforward, direct, and short. From the input
selector relay, the signal travels to the silkysmooth but unidentifiable volume potentiometer, then to the first stage of the line-level
amplifier, which appears to use transistors.
From there the signal travels through the
vacuum tube section (two ECC 81s that can
optionally be damped by Teflon-padded Kevlar
rings made by Sicomin and available as accessories from Ensemble) and then via 4.3µF Solen
coupling caps to the solid-state power amplifier
board.
A complementary pair of fiat-pack bipolar
power transistors (per channel) are coupled to
the heatsinlcs by mounting bars. The generous
heatsinking (relative to the number of output
transistors) should ensure cool running and a
long life. Servicing should be no problem due
to the easily removable pc boards with their
quick-disconnect fittings. There are three fuses
in total: one for the AC mains and one 4A type
in each speaker line, while there is no series
output inductor. The power supply uses apair
of 10,000g electrolytics, while the specially
designed 180 VA power transformer is separated
from the other components by asteel shield
extending the full width and depth of the chassis. Aconstruction detail, which Irarely see on
components in this price range, is threaded
stainless-steel inserts for the chassis Allen-head
screws.

Counterpoint SA-3000 preamp or aReference
(with aVendetta Research SCP-2B supplying
the phono signal). The B-50 displaced those
components in one fell swoop, leaving me with
my Acoustat Model 2speakers, strategically
placed Rooniftmes, and source components.
My front-end remains the VP! Mk.fil turntable
fitted with the Eminent Technology 2tonearm,
its air bearing ably supported by the Wisa
pump and surge tank (courtesy of Herb Wolf).
The Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 cartridge continues to impress me with its resolving power,
musicality, and non-fatiguing listening character.
The rather low output (0.2mV) of the Monster did not pose aproblem for the Ensemble's
PA-2 "De Luxe" phono module (56 ohms loading). Iwas able to get more than enough gain
(for my smallish room) from the B-50 with the
volume control set between noon and 2
o'clock. Thanks to the easy interchangeability
of arm tubes on the ET 2, Iwas able to listen to
aGrado TLZ as well, an experience which reawakened my respect for this cartridge. It
reminded me of what agreat performer it is,
excelling in soundstage retrieval, the ease with
which it presents the music, and its yin sonic
character. It resides at the opposite end of the
spectrum from the Monster (yang in character),
yet continues to provide an equally enjoyable
and involving listening experience. Changing
from MC to MM cartridges is done by sliding
aswitch inside the PA-2 phono module Adjusting the load on MC cartridges is accomplished
in the "De Luxe" PA-2 by inserting the appro-

If you like your electronics in neat, tidy packages with great aesthetic appeal, you will not

priate resistors in gold pin-sockets located on
the PC board just to the left of the MC/MM slide
switch.

be disappointed with the Ensemble. From its
no-frills exterior to the simplicity of its inter-

nia Audio Labs Tercet Mk.III and the Tempest

nal design, the B-50 personifies Ensemble's
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My CD player arsenal consists of the CaliforII "Special Edition" (no longer in production).
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Ihave heard few players which involve me so

tion. There is also more there there. These

much in the music and succeed so well in

differences are especially noticeable when
playing CDs (hmm ..
). If your system is capa-

bridging the gap between analog and digital
reproduction. Ihave not listened at length to
any of the outboard Dâ converters, signal processors, or CD transports which my colleagues

ble of high resolution and you're not using an
AC power-line conditioner, Iurge you to try
one. You may be surprised and elated at the dra-

embrace. Iprefer simplicity in my system and

matic improvement in the sound of the music

remain reluctant to increase its expense and
complication. Iwould rather spend the money

you love.

on those new or used LPs I've been looking for.

Sound

Perhaps when the CD currents subside and the

The first LP Icued up is afavorite of mine for

sound of CDs is not so affected by the various

relaxed listening—the 1988 At The End Of The
Evening, by Nightnoise (Windham Hill WH1076). The music, asmooth blend of acoustic

tweaks in vogue these days, I'll change my
mind. (It seems strange, doesn't it, to see so
many cures, so quickly, for anew format which
promised to provide "perfect sound forever"?)
Interconnect and speaker cable is Ensemble
Supraflux ($59/meter, $254/terminated meter
pair) and Hotline ($64/meter), respectively.
They have replaced the TARA Labs Pandora and
AudioQuest Lapis interconnect and TARA
Space and Time speaker cable Ihad been using.
In my job as an equipment reviewer, I've had
the opportunity to experiment with many

instruments and electronic keyboards with
Celtic undertones and New Age overtones,
makes few demands on the listener, yet is full
of sonic surprises which become more enjoyable as one's system improves. Ithought I'd give
alisten to afew cuts to warm up my ears to the
new electronics. Iended up playing all of side
1straight through, got up to turn the record
over, and played, without interruption, all of
side 2! Ithought Iknew this record, but hearing

different brands of cable. Some have pleased
me more than others; as of this review, the
Ensemble cable pleases me most. Ifeel the

this music through the Ensemble was arevelation. Something unusual happened in my

Ensemble interconnect and speaker cable rep-

my chair. Iheard nuances in the music which

resents outstanding value. It is easy to work

Ihad not heard before.
Iwas also keenly aware of asoundstage

with, relatively inexpensive, attractive-looking,
and neither adds colorations to nor subtracts
information from the musical signal. It "projects" the music wonderfully. It's as neutral a
cable as I've heard, and Iintend to leave it in

listening room—some force kept me glued to

seemingly unlimited by the dimensions of my
room. Lateral imaging, when the program
material conveyed it, extended well beyond the
edges of the speakers to the right and left. Iwas

the system.
Ilive in an apartment building; the incoming "grundge-ridden" AC at the wall outlet is

able to follow bass lines as if the score sat open

subject to voltage fluctuations (generally higher
in the evening). To ensure aconstant and clean

extending to the limits of my speakers' response
(35Hz), all the while maintaining precise pitch

in front of me. The quality of the bass was
exceptional—taut, full-bodied, controlled,

voltage to my components and speakers, Iuse

definition and timbrai accuracy. The bass re-

an Ensemble Isotrans isolation transformer
($1090), aTripplite LCR-2400 ($399), and an

production the Quicksilvers had accustomed

Adcom ACE-515 ($179). My Acoustats are

Though the amps have similar power ratings,
the bass through the Ensemble went deeper,

plugged into the 'ffipplite; components, including the B-50, are plugged into the Adcom ACE515 which is plugged into the Isotrans. These
products make apositive and significant difference in the sound of the system. It's as if aveil
has been lifted from the musical performance.
Silences between notes are more "silent," less
smearing of notes is heard in rapidly articulated, harmonically dense solo piano passages,
soundstaging is improved, and low bass sounds
clearer and stronger with better pitch defini138

me to was no match for the Ensemble B-50's.

tighter, was better focused, and had more
energy. It's as if someone had pulled the drawstrings tighter on anylon stuffsack filled with
laxge foam balls—the form and texture of those
balls became more easily discerned.
The midrange warmth and liquidity Ienjoyed
with the tubed Quicksilvers was equalled by
the B-50. If the Ensemble amp subtracted anything from the sound through the music's midrange, it was that overwhelming sense of
Stereophile, May 1991

euphonic richness the Quicksilvers provided.

Ponce's bajo sexto waaay off on the right ac-

Reflect on the prospect of being caressed
instead of hugged by sound, and you'll understand the differences between the two prod-

companying Ry's soulful electric guitar solo.
Each note of the bajo sexto was heard clearly
and distinctly, even when competing with the
hoots, hollers, and applause of the audience,

ucts. The qualities of the midrange reproductions of the two amps were like milk and semisweet chocolate—the Quicksilvers reminded
me of the former, the Ensemble the latter. Both
chocolates satisfy—the palate ultimately determines which variety satisfies most. Substitute
your sensitivity to and expectations of midrange colorations for your sense of taste and
you'll know which sound you prefer. Ithought
Iwas firmly entrenched in the milk-chocolate
lovers' camp until Iheard the Ensemble—it
conveyed a compelling sense of harmonic

as if Ponce was standing in my room several feet
to the right of my speaker. Ifelt like handing
him abeer!
This captivating ability of the Ensemble B-50
to maintain rhythmic and timbrai spatial separation between diverse elements of any musical
presentation forced me to open both eye and
ear. Listening to music through the Ensemble
became aphysical event. If the music had any
energy or beat at all, Ifound it just about impossible to sit still. My head went to bobbin'

"rightness" to whatever music was played. In
addition to providing me with an almost
microscopically detailed view of amusical per-

and my feet to tappin'. My system, now more
than ever, was capable of passing the "Linn

formance, the B-50 caused me to redefine
transparency. Imagine the image in amirror
in asteam-filled room. Imagine that same image

was able to follow musical lines effortlessly in
arrangements often crowded with ideas. Those
lines were in no way "pushed-out" at me in a

in aroom without steam. The differences in the

way Ihave heard with other electronics. They

images you would see are similar to the differences you will hear with the Ensemble amp.

were not highlighted or etched. They simply
were there as apart of the total musical expe-

Test" (yes, Ivor, even with CDs as asource!). I

In which mirror would you want to shave?

rience, their absence conspicuous, to various

My Acoustats have the ability to project an
almost holographic image of a soundstage

degrees, when Ireconfigured my system for
comparative listening.

(assuming, of course, the recording has captured it!). This is aquality Idemand from any
loudspeaker but only occasionally find (the

Dove Across the Water (Iona IR004) is one of
my favorite albums of Scottish music, in ex-

Mirage M-Is and M-3s, for example). Ihad no
idea just how fine my speakers were in recreating this character until Ihooked up the Tiger.

hilarating yet graceful performances by the
well-known group Ossian. The all-acoustic set
serves up asmorgasbord of plucked and blown
instrumental timbres: Uilleann pipes, whistles,

Not since Ihad the opportunity (and pleasure)

flutes, fiddles, guitars, cello, and double bass.

to listen to aMark Levinson No.23 (and more
recently aJeff Rowland Model 1) in my system

The double bass, in particular, is captured with
afull, woody, resonant character forming a

have Iexperienced that sense of awe at the ability of acomponent to transport me, so con-

rock-solid foundation to the music (the Quicksilvers were abit "woolly" in handling this

vincingly, to the recording site. The Ensemble
B-50 is such acomponent. On Ry Cooder's

instrument). When heard through the Ensemble the pipes and flute (often confused-sound-

1977 album Show Time (Warner Bros. BS
3059), you can feel the atmosphere in San Francisco's Great American Music Hall where this

ing and difficult to differentiate when playing

live recording took place. On "The Dark End
of the Street," the sense of presence is stunning.
The images of the musicians and vocalists are
so precisely located on the stage you feel you
could measure, to within afew inches, their
proximity to one another. When the musicians

in unison) are clearly heard as separate musical voices, each occupying adistinct space in
the soundfield. The confusion disappeared and
the flow of the music could be followed without hindrance In adarkened mom, the entrance
of the vocalists on "Braw Sailing' on the Sea"
and "Will ye go to Flanders?" will raise the hair
on the back of your neck and send ashiver

move around on stage, you're aware of those
movements through subtle ambient clues con-

through your body. The palpability of the
singers is stunning (they seem to be in the room

veyed, unhindered, by the B-50. What really

with you), their voices captured in an acous-

got me was the unmistakable sound of Jesse

tic which lets each nuance of the performance
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through in an utterly believable manner.

leading edges of the notes being especially

On orchestral music the Ensemble B-50
rivaled much more powerful and expensive

well-captured. The flute, clarinet, and bassoon

amps in conveying the dynamic range and scale

of air surrounding their individual voices was

of the music. A favorite recording of mine for
getting aquick handle on acomponent's ability

conveyed with atangibility Ihave rarely heard

to capture the sound of afull orchestra is Mal-

arather closely miked recording), extending

sounded just right to my ears, and the cushion

on this LP The soundstage was convincing (for

colm Arnold's overture, Beckus the Dandipratt,

from my left wall to the right one, well outside

on an LP containing several of his more popular
compositions (EMI ESD 1077801). This humorous

the boundaries of my speakers. The piano was
placed quite aways back in the right corner, yet

piece takes advantage of the various sections
of the orchestra to convey alively sound por-

the upper and lower keyboard. The sound of

trait of that member of the human race commonly referred to as an "urchin." The music
will have you grinning from ear to ear. The
demonstration-quality sound on this decadeold recording will delight you. The Ensemble's
see-through-to-the-music-stands transparency
was much in evidence here; Iwas particularly
impressed with the way the B-50 captured the
sound of the snare drum, located dead center
at the rear of the orchestra. The sharp, transient
character of that instrument's singular voice cut

was easily heard with excellent balance between
the piano's lower register was particularly
impressive; it took little imagination to visualize
the connection between the piano and the
floor.
The Marc Aubort-engineered recording of
Scarlatti Sonatas played by Anthony di Bonaventura (Connoisseur Society CS 2044) proved
ear-opening. It captures, to adegree Ihave yet
to hear on CDs, the unmistakable feeling of
being present in arecital hall where asolo
pianist is performing. Listening to this record

through the orchestra like alightning bolt, as
realistic sounding as Ihave heard. Indeed, the
entire percussion section was captured in

through my new reference system became a

sound with excellent dynamics and accurate
timbres. The woodblock/bass drum interplay

totally relaxing experience. Picking nits seemed
irrelevant in the context of such fine music-

made me jump in my seat. The rest of the

making. Those criteria by which sound reproduction is judged (you know what Imean)
were met, their effects manifested in the ease

orchestra was not slighted either, massed
strings sounding silky, with asheen which

with which Ibecame involved in the music.
Such involvement in the music is, for me, the

could almost be seen. The woodwinds and
brass sounded like real instruments in areal

most important criterion by which to subjectively evaluate asystem. If I'm not moved, if I

space, their respective timbres accurately captured. The sense of air in the recording site was

don't get atingle of excitement, if my body
remains motionless while listening to music,

palpable, and instrumental solos rose from the

then something is wrong somewhere in the

orchestra in believable perspective.
On the 1974 Columbia recording of Aaron

chain of technology Iuse to bring the music to

Copland's original version of his ballet Appalachian Spring (Columbia M 32736), the sub-

my ears.

Conclusion

lime introduction will raise alump in your

I've had the opportunity to listen to alot of

throat as the instruments make their introductions, the sound literally "shimmering." The

gear. Some of it offers good sound for amodest
price. Other gear offers state-of-the-art sound

emotional effect is mesmerizing, similar to

for anot-so-modest price. The Ensemble B-50

what one experiences when gazing rapturously

"Tiger" integrated amplifier bridges the gap

upon fallen leaves in aquiescent mountain
stream. Rarely have Ibeen so moved when

between these two types of equipment, offering superlative sound for just under two kilo-

listening to this music. It is to the Ensemble's

bucks. Icannot imagine amusic-lover disappointed with what he/she hears through the

credit that it can extricate the essence of Copland's composition from arecording which,
with other components in the system, can be

Ensemble (given associated components of
similar quality). I'll go so far as to say that for

almost unlistenable. Yet Iwas never aware of
the B-50 subtracting character from the sound.

anyone starting out in the high-end game (or
for those seasoned veterans who find them-

The strings maintained tonal character, the

selves disenchanted with what they've been
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listening to), the Ensemble system, consisting
of the B-50 amp, Hotline speaker cable, and
Supraflux interconnect, will provide an excellent point of departure for speaker auditioning and source-component selection (the
former group of audiophiles), or an opportunity to end the angst associated with burnout
(the latter). The combination of Ensemble elec-

adaunting one, particularly if that music lover
has an Ensemble B-50 amp in his system. Idid
not feel deprived! Instead, Ichuckled to myself,
feeling much like the little boy whose unimposing-looking toy sailboat has just won the
race. Ifeel confident you'll chuckle too, after
installing the B-50 in your system. If your listen-

tronics and cables exemplifies the synergistic
relationship we all seek in our quest for the sys-

ing room is modestly proportioned, your
speakers relatively sensitive, and your front-end
above average, Iurge you to give the Ensem-

tem. The amp and cables can stand alone as
excellent products when used with other com-

preconceptions of what high-end audio com-

ponents. The magic occurs, though, when they

ble alisten. It could very well change your

greater than the sum of its parts. Couple this

ponents should look like. Ifeel the Ensemble
B-50 is an exceptional product, deserving of
astrong Class Brating in "Recommended Com-

with the fact that the B-50 is one of the most
neutral-sounding amps I've heard, and you

ponents." In terms of value-for-dollar, Iwould
rate it Class A. The B-50 is one "Tiger" you can

have agreat diagnostic tool for evaluating col-

safely grab by the tail.

are used together—a case where the whole is

orations in equipment up or down the line.
The B-50 projects one of the most balanced
sounds I've heard, regardless of source. It performed flawlessly with CDs, LPs, tape—even

JA measures
Iwas listening to the LP ofJohn Cales and Lou
Reed's tribute to Andy Warhol, Songsfor Drella,

FM radio. Live studio broadcasts from KUNM

in Guy's listening room. There was apalpability

in Albuquerque had stunning presence, an

to the sound which, in all honesty, Ihad not
experienced from Guy's Acoustats before.

effect which took me by surprise; I'd rarely
paid them any attention in the past. Neither the

"Okay, what's changed?" Iasked, after Lou

bass, treble, nor midrange fought for attention
or pride of place in the soundfield. Rather, each
element in the spectrum of sound was projected

were not powered up, but there wasn't another

naturally and without fuss. Every nuance of a
musical performance was captured with finesse

pair of amplifiers at the speaker end of the
room.

and asense of "rightness." Like the pieces of
ajigsaw puzzle, diverse and irregular musical

Reed's New )Ork album had finished playing.
Icould see that Guy's customary Quicksilvers

"I've connected up the Tiger."

elements fit together into an involving and

"What Tiger?"
"Here." Guy pointed to adiminutive black

communicative musical whole, whether clas-

box at the base of the Arcici Superstructure.

sical, jazz, blues, rock, or pop. From Bach to

"You've got to review this."

Buddy Guy, Rachmaninoff to the Rolling
Stones, Bartók to Bob Wills, or Fauré to Front

And so he did. But not before dropping the

Line Assembly, the B-50 remained signatureless, letting the music manifest its own persona
on the listener. Dynamic contrasts, so important to music's impact, were handled by the B-

little Tiger off at the Stereopbile offices in order
for me to give it aonce-over with the Audio Precision System One and the rest of the magazine's test gear.
Before any measurements were done, the

50 with aplomb. The ability of this amp to get
down and boogie was outstanding, consider-

amp was preconditioned by driving both channels at one-third full power into 8ohms for one

ing its modest size. It can bop with the best of
them!

period but not too hot to touch, suggesting that

hour. The heatsinks got quite warm during this

My previous reference system brought me

the inefficient horizontal layout of the heat-

great pleasure but invariably left me feeling as
if something was missing in the presentation

sinks is not aproblem. With the volume con-

of the music, especially after my frequent visits
to Stereophile's listening room. Some of the

trol full up, it took 68mV input at IkHz to give
1W into 8ohms, 508mV to clip the B-50 into
8 ohms, giving a maximum gain of 32dB,

most-talked-about components in the world
can be found there—and listened to. It can be

which is ample. The frequency response didn't

ahumbling experience to amusic lover, but not

be seen from fig.1, features asomewhat re-
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vary with volume control position, but as can
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stricted bandwidth, being 0.5dB down at 45Hz

at below 60dB below 8kHz. Above that fre-

and 19kHz. The limited HF extension is also

quency, capacitive coupling (probably across

revealed by the waveform of a10kHz squarewave (fig.2), which confirms the 7.5e risetime

the volume control) resulted in areduction in

quoted in the spec. While there was no difference in channel levels with the volume control
full, with it set to 12 o'clock, as it was for the
measurement shown in fig.1, there is afull
0.5dB of imbalance, which is quite poor
volume-control tracking.
The input and output impedances were to
specification, although the output impedance
rose to 0.24 ohms at 20kHz, which is sufficiently low, in my opinion. Probing with an
asymmetrical pulse revealed the Tiger to be
polarity-correct, or non-inverting. DC offsets
were negligible, while crosstalk was adequate
Ito 11/£1211:01111111-111211mged a /101.111e/
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Fig.4 Ensemble B-50, lkHz waveform at 1W into
8ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom)
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Fig.1 Ensemble B-50, frequency response, volume
control at 12 o/c (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.5 Enseee B-50, spectrum of lkHz waveform
at 1W into 8ohms
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Fig.2 Ensemble B-50, 10kHz squarewave at 25W
into 8ohms
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Fig .6 Ensemble B-50, spectrum of 50Hz waveform
at / rated 1kHz power into 4ohms
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Fig.3 Ensemble B-50, THD+Noise vs frequency at
1W into 8ohms (bottom), 2W into 4ohms
(middle), and 4W into 2ohms (top)
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Fig.7 Ensemble B-50, distortion vs output power,
one channel driven, into 8ohms (bottom
curve below 10W) and 4ohms (top curve
below 10W)
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separation to 56dB at 20kHz; again, "good

driven. Below 5W into 8ohms or 12 W into 4

enough for jazz," as my musician friends were
wont to say.

ohms, the distortion drops with increasing

Measured distortion levels were higher than
spec, as can be seen from fig.3, which plots

power, suggesting that noise contributes to the
measured figure (see also fig.4). Above those
levels, the gradual rise in distortion—even

THD+noise against frequency for 2.83V into

above 1% it doesn't take off in the manner typi-

three different loads—power equivalents of 1W

cal of asolid-state design—suggests somewhat

into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 4W into 2
ohms. Midband distortion levels into the
higher-impedance loads were reasonably low

of a"soft" nature to the amplifier's clipping
behavior. Again, this is something that can

as well as being almost pure second harmonic,

havior subjectively benign. The way the dis-

make the audible effect of amplifier misbe-

as implied by fig.4—which shows the shape of

tortion changes into a2ohm load is not shown,

the distortion waveform at 1W into 8ohms
with the lkHz fundamental notched out—and

but THD started to rise much earlier than into

confirmed by fig.5, which shows the spectrum
of the lkHz waveform, with only the second,
third, fourth, and sixth harmonics apparent
above the measuring system's 12-bit noise floor.
(The cursor shows the second harmonic to be
highest in level, lying at -60.7dB referred to the
fundamental level.) This kind of distortion is
relatively benign subjectively, which may
correlate with Guy's and my positive feelings

4or 8ohms, reaching 1% at alow level, just
above 40W. This suggests that low-impedance
loudspeakers must be avoided with the Tiger;
in this respect, it's more of atabby.
Defining the clipping point as 1% THD gives
maximum one-channel-driven output powers
of 51.3W into 8ohms (17.1dBW), 70.4W into 4
ohms (15.5dBW), and 40.2W into 2 ohms
(10dBW). With both channels driven, the additional strain on the power supply results in a

about the Tiger's sound quality.
Nevertheless, fig.3 suggests that the amplifier

reduction in the maximum power delivery for

is having to work very hard into low imped-

into 8ohms, and 57.2/64.9W (14.6/15.1dBW)
into 4ohms. (All these measurements were

ances—driving a2ohm load at around half
power with aIkHz squarewave caused the B50's speaker-line fuse to pop after only 5s. The
increase in distortion below 50Hz is presumably related to the B-50's relatively small power
supply: fig.6 shows the distortion spectrum of
a50Hz tone with the amp driving a4ohm load
at two-thirds full power. This is neither an
amplifier to drive low-impedance speakers nor

the same 1% THD point: 44.1 /44.4W (16.5dBW)

taken with the AC line voltage at 117V.) Ihave no
idea why the left channel should reach 1% THD
into 4ohms some 0.5dBW before the right.
Taken in total, these measurements suggest
that while the Tiger is definitely asmall amplifier, when it does something wrong, it does so
in arelatively graceful manner. While it would
be foolhardy to offer this limited set of mea-

from which to demand wall-shattering levels
of low bass; it is probably no coincidence that

cal sound, they do imply that under normal use

the speakers with which Ihave heard the Tiger

and at sensible playback levels with appropriate

sound sweet were either electrostatics or mini-

speakers, subjectively it would hard to be

monitors, such as Ensemble's own Reference.
Finally, fig.7 shows the way the level of dis-

at which traditional tube equipment has always

tortion and noise changes with output power

excelled.

surements as "explaining" the amplifier's musi-

offended by the sound—which is something
—John Atkinson

into 8 and 4 ohms with just one channel

$

GRADO HP 1PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING MONITOR HEADPHONES
Gary A. Galo
Single-element dynamic headset. Nominal impedance: 40 ohms. Sensitivity: 96dB for 1mW input.
Price: $595. Approximate number of dealers: 500. Manufacturer: Joseph Grado Signature Products, 921 Tice Place, Westfield, NJ 07090. Tel: (908) 233-5893. Fax: (908) 233-2568.
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The voice-coil is attached to the perimeter
of the diaphragm, in amanner similar to a
dome tweeter. Surrounding the voice-coil is the
suspension, which is made of the same material
as the diaphragm. The suspension is approximately y, 6"
wide, larger than on many headphones, but allowing sufficient compliance for
accurate low-frequency reproduction. The suspension is said to radiate some energy at low
frequencies. Special attention has been paid to
the wire in the voice-coil, using slow drawing
and annealing to produce awire with an extremely smooth surface.
The HP Is are constructed unlike any other
headphone I've encountered. Grado's design
goal was to minimize and control the resoGrado HP 1(HP 1000) headphones
The name Joseph Grado is certainly not new

nance problems which plague so many headphones with plastic housings. You won't find
asingle piece of plastic anywhere on the HP Is,

are billed as "Professional Recording Monitor

each earpiece assembly being constructed
from machined aluminum alloy parts, brushed
for an attractive appearance. During process-

Headphones," and Grado is clearly targeting
professional recording engineers and equip-

asomewhat porous metal. Final treatment of

to the transducer field, but the HP 1is his first
entry into the headphone market. The HP Is

ing, some of the alloy is removed, resulting in

ment designers in need of an accurate monitoring tool. Joe's designs, whether they be

the metal fills in the porosity with a non-

phono cartridges or toneanns, have never been

The headband connecting the two earphones is asolid, curved, stainless-steel spring

ho-hum also-rans when compared to their

resonant material.

competition. His products have invariably

rod padded with genuine leather. Grado claims

shown unique design ingenuity, often radically

that the diameter of the spring rod is critical;

departing from accepted practice. His Signature Tonearm (the last such product he made,

if changed by only 0.001", the sound will also

now discontinued), which Istill use as areference, is acase in point. The HP 1headphones
are no exception, being rather unusual in
design, physical appearance, and construction.

change. Similarly, substitution of amaterial
other than leather for the pad will have a
detrimental sonic effect. Straight, solid, stainless-steel rods project from each earpiece, and
two solid aluminum blocks containing thumb-

While most high-end phono cartridges have
been based on moving-coil principles, Grado

screws, at either end of the headband, allow

has continued to develop and improve his
moving-iron designs. Similarly, he has not cho-

right sides.
In common with most current headphones,

sen an electrostatic design for his new head-

the diaphragms of the HP Is are not mounted

phones, instead refining dynamic moving-coil

in asealed housing. The back of each earpiece

principles. Each earpiece of the HP Is contains
a small dome-shaped diaphragm approxi-

the colorations associated with sealed en-

mately %" in diameter. The diaphragm is made

closures. The rear of each diaphragm doesn't

individual height adjustment of the left and

is fitted with astainless-steel screen, eliminating

of a low-mass plastic with high internal

radiate completely freely, however. It is resis-

damping in an attempt to control high-fre-

tively damped in order to equalize pressure on

quency resonances which often lend an artificially bright tonal balance to headphones. Joe

both sides of the diaphragm when the headphones are in use. Apolarity switch is mounted

wasn't interested in extending the high-frequency bandwidth to daylight or beyond. The

on each screen, allowing the user to correct for
errors in absolute polarity on recordings. Each

diaphragm was designed to offer rigidity, and

earpiece is fitted with asoft foam cushion. The

consequently low distortion, within the audi-

HP Is fall into the supraaural rather than the circumaural category of headphones since the

ble bandwidth, and at high volume levels.
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cushions rest against the ears' pinnae rather

bounds of acceptability, are not thrown away,

than surrounding them.

however. These parts are used in the HP 3headphones, which sell for $395. In addition, Grado
offers the model $495 HP 2, which is identical

The HP Is are supplied with apremiumquality interconnect cable made to Joe Grado's
specifications. A gold-plated phone plug is
molded to the end of the cable, but the plug
may be the weak link in the wiring. The gold
plating is not particularly heavy, and mine was
already showing signs of wear as aresult of use
during my listening evaluations. Unlike most

to the HP 1but lacks the polarity-reversal
switches.

Amplification requirements
Evaluating headphones can be adifficult task,
particularly when it comes to selecting asuita-

audio interconnect cables, which can remain

ble amplifier. A high-current, high-powered

plugged in for months at atime, aheadphone,

amplifier capable of driving low-impedance

particularly in aprofessional recording en-

reactive loads with minimal sonic coloration

vironment, will be subject to constant insertion and removal. There is adefinite need for

will probably perform well with any loudspeaker it drives. In my opinion, this is not the

agold-plated y
i"phone plug which can stand
up to heavy use. So far, Ihaven't seen any. Of

case with headphone amplifiers. Dynamic
headsets have widely varying impedances,

course, another limitation in the connection
will be the /
4"jack into which the headset is

impedance of adynamic headset is determined

plugged. No one, to the best of my knowledge,
makes a high-quality, gold-plated, chassismount 1
/
4"jack—all are plated with nickel, a
sonically mediocre conductor.
Anyone who has ever repaired aheadphone
(I've unfortunately fixed dozens of them) will
appreciate the Grados all-metal construction.
The majority of headsets are made of molded
plastic parts, which are either fused or glued
together. Sooner or later, most headphones
subject to heavy use will require some type of
repair. This usually involves replacing the cable
assembly due to abroken internal wire. In
order to replace aheadphone cable, the plastic

from 8ohms to 600 ohms and beyond. The
primarily by the DC resistance of the wire in
the voice-coil and the inductive reactance of
the coil. Electrostatic headsets present an
entirely different type of load, and the best of
them require an external power supply for the
polarizing voltage.
As Isee it, at least three distinctly different
types of headphone amplifiers are needed for
the wide variety of headphone designs currently available. An 8ohm dynamic headset is
best driven by asmall power amplifier. Paul
Klipsch once said that what the world needs
is agood 5W amplifier; in this particular case,

pieces must be literally broken apart. After con-

Iagree. Many dynamic headsets have impedances in the 30 to 40 ohm region. For these

necting the new cable, the now-broken plastic pieces must be glued back together. Need-

very-low-impedance loads is overkill, and

less to say, this is an extremely irritating process.

headphones, apower amplifier designed for

The HP Is can be disassembled in minutes.

invariably requires the use of some type of
resistive attenuation between the amplifier and

Each earpiece contains seven Allen screws

the loudspeaker. For these headsets, the ampli-

which hold the driver assembly in place.
Removing the Allen screws frees the assembly
for removal from the aluminum housing,
allowing easy rewiring. This should make the

fier should more closely resemble apreamp
line-level stage, having avoltage gain of around
10, with alow-impedance buffered output.
500mW of power into 40 ohms is more than

Grado headphones extremely attractive to

sufficient, and this type of amplifier will work

music libraries and other institutions. Irealize

equally well with 600 ohm headsets.
Electrostatics normally require asmall power

that $600 is more than most libraries normally
spend on headphones, but the ability to rewire

amplifier, but in this case the amplifier must be

the HP Is, again and again if necessary, with-

able to drive asmall capacitive load without

out the destruction of the headset, makes them
an excellent long-term investment.

instability and must also provide the necessary
polarizing voltage, if required. Some elec-

Quality control is essential to the performance of the HP Is, and every headset is handassembled and tested by Joe Grado. Parts which

trostatics, such as the Stax Lambda Pro headphones, are normally powered by the manufac-

are not quite up to spec, but still within the
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turer's own amplifier. Iagree with such custom
tailoring in aelectrostatic headphone ampli145

fier, rather than simply using an adaptor box

Subjectively, Iwould estimate that they begin

containing the polarizing supply. Most adap-

to roll off around 40Hz. Even Telarc bass drums
are rendered with authority and lack of strain.

tor boxes contain a matching transformer
which provides an 8ohm load for the power
amplifier, but atransformer will deliver poorer

Alow end as fine as that of the HP Is is unusual

sonic performance than an amplifier direct-

in headsets that do not isolate the listener from
outside sounds. The foam cushions are denser

coupled to the electrostatic elements.
Most preamps, tape recorders, and integrated

the coupling to the ear is not nearly as tight as

than those found on "open air" headsets, but

jack, often driven by a4556 or 4560 op-amp.

it is with headphones that provide afirm seal
around the ears. The cushions would appear

These op-amps are hardly "state of the art," but
they will drive a40 ohm load. Most of these

frequencies, which may account for the very

amplifiers contain an "all-purpose" headphone

to provide asort of aperiodic damping at low

headphone amplifiers also contain aresistor in
series with the output, often as high as 600

smooth low-end response.

ohms. This prevents very-low-impedance

soundstage inside the listener's head. The HP

Most headphones confine aportion of the

headphones from exceeding the current capa-

Is are incredibly spacious, with instruments in

bility of the op-amp, but since most of the
amplifier's output is dissipated by the resistor,

the center of the soundstage appearing above

performance is seriously compromised. If a
headset has anon-uniform impedance curve,
the series resistor will also cause errors in the
frequency response. At the time Ireceived the
HP Is, Idid not possess an amplifier which Ifelt

the top of the listener's head. They have superb
resolving powers, and are able to capture lowlevel details with ease, especially hall ambience.
The excellent ambience retrieval of the Grados
undoubtedly accounts, in part, for their
extremely spacious sound. The HP Is are re-

could do justice to them, so Ibuilt an amplifier

markably low in coloration, and when driven

specifically for the 40 ohm load provided by

by ahigh-performance amplifier (more on that
below) the sound has apurity and cleanliness

the Grados. A few weeks later Ivisited Joe
Grado in Westfield, NJ and received apre-

not equaled by other headphones I've audi-

production prototype of his new HPA-1DC

tioned. The HP Is excel in the area of dynamics.

amplifier. Joe had also supplied me with an

With asuitable amplifier, dynamics remain

adaptor cable for connecting the HP Is to a

uncompressed even at very loud playback

power amplifier, with suitable resistive attenu-

levels. They are also able to maintain their sonic

uation, but Ifound this to be the least satisfac-

purity at loud levels, acharacteristic of their

tory method for powering his headphones.

performance which will certainly appeal to
field recording engineers.

Sound

Having heard so much about Joe Grado's

Iused several familiar commercial recordings
to evaluate the HP Is, and spent considerable

abilities as an operatic tenor, when Ivisited him
in New Jersey Ibrought along afriend who is

time using them during my live concert record-

afine pianist (and as fanatically devoted to great
singing as Iam). With my friend seated at Joe's

ings at The Crane School of Music. It takes very
little listening to realize that the HP 1represents
asignificant advance in dynamic headphone
design. Nearly every headphone I've ever used
has been too bright in the high frequencies.
The most immediately appealing characteristic
of the Grado HP Is is their very neutral tonal

7' Büsendorfer, Iwas treated to quite beautiful performances of di Capua's 0 sole mio and
Gastaldon's Musica Proibita. After the vocal
demonstration was completed, we descended
into Joe's basement laboratory to hear the HP
Is driven by apre-production prototype of his

range or high-end peaking which plague so

new HPA-1DC headphone amplifier.
Bearing in mind that Joe has spent most of

many other designs. If anything, Ifind the

his life designing and manufacturing equip-

upper octaves somewhat laid-back compared
to the rest of the spectrum. But the response

ment for playback of LP records, it may come
as asurprise to find acomplete absence of analog playback gear in his lab. A CD player and

balance. They are completely free of the mid-

is not bumpy as in many designs; it is extremely
smooth.

DAT recorder provide the only source material.

The HP Is have an excellent low end. It is
clean, extremely well-defined, and extended.

(Analog lovers, fear not—Joe still works on
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phono cartridges, but in another room.) I
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sensed Joe's enthusiasm for digital audio (in its

ing sound which was much more spacious,

current stage of development) during aphone

more detailed, and more extended at both ends
of the frequency spectrum than either of the

conversation we had afew weeks prior to my
visit. Icommented that Iwas surprised to hear
amanufacturer of analog playback equipment
rave about digital audio, to which he replied,
"I'm not interested in living in the past." Inoted

other headphone amplifiers. The SV-3500's
headphone output produced asomewhat edgy
high end, acongested midrange, and anarrow
soundstage lacking in realistic hall ambience

that his attitude was refreshing, since I've heard

when compared with the HPA-1DC. The head-

other phono cartridge designers badmouthing

phone output of my mixing console fared even
worse.

CDs. Joe replied, "They just don't want to get
off their butts and look to the future." LP lovers,
please note that these comments come from
someone who should have an axe to grind regarding the death of analog. Joe clearly does not.
Joe's demonstration focused on the HP Is'
abilities as an analytical tool for evaluating
microphones, cables, and other equipment
recording engineers normally encounter in the
signal path. His headphone amplifier is aportable unit using adual operational amplifier,

Later, Icompared the headphone output on
an Adcom GFP-565 preamp, used in my editing and production studio, with the HPA-1DC.
Although the Adcom headphone amplifier is
considerably better than that of the IT it-corcirr
or mixing console, it was still outperformed by
the Grado. The HP Is are so low in sonic coloration that they reveal any deficiencies in the
amplification used to drive them. The allpurpose headphone outputs provided with

powered by apair of 9V alkaline batteries: the
±9V supply rails are each locally bypassed

most preamps and tape recorders are simply

with a330µF capacitor. Sid Smith, famous for

phones is to be realized. The HPA-1DC has been
designed specifically for driving the HP 1head-

his classic Maranta designs, developed the circuit topology, while the selection of internal
wiring and components was done by Joe using

inadequate if the full potential of Grado's head-

phones, and as such it performs extremely

the HP Is. No expense has been spared in

well. Iwould normally not expect such ahigh
level of performance from abattery-operated,

selecting parts for this amplifier. Roederstein

unbuffered op-amp driving a40 ohm headset.

metal-film resistors, Grado's own proprietary

An impedance and phase-angle graph supplied by Joe Grado (fig.1) provides the answer.

wire, and the most expensive potentiometer
Alps manufactures combine to produce an
amplifier with very low sonic coloration. The

The HP Is are an extremely easy load to drive.
The phase-angle curve (dotted line) hovers

Grado headphones, used with the HPA-1DC
amplifier, are sonically so clean that they reveal

around 0° from 10Hz up to lIcHz, indicating a
primarily resistive load. Above lkHz, the phase

subtle differences in electronics and cables in

angle increases due to the normal inductive

afraction of the time normally required when
using loudspeakers.

reactance of the voice-coil, but even at 20kHz

Upon returning to Potsdam, Iimmediately
put the HP Is, driven by the prototype HPAIDC, to work as amonitoring system for some
live concert recordings, the first being aconcert by The Crane Symphony Orchestra. During the concert, Ipassed the HP is around to
my student recording assistants and our Concert Halls Manager (all of whom are wellacquainted with the sound of live music, given
their almost daily exposure to the real thing).
There was auniversal consensus that Grado's

it is only 25°. Aheadset providing ahighly reactive load, particularly in the low frequencies,
would be far more difficult for an op-amp to
1P-1111 IDIOM VIM WWII I UMW vs mew II In 91 12:41:11
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HP Is were exceptionally faithful to the sounds
of the live instruments in the hall. Joe's amplifier received similar accolades when compared
with the headphone outputs on my mixing
console and my Panasonic SV-3500 1:VIT
The HPA-1DC put them all to shame, deliverStereophile, May 1991
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Fig.1 Grado HP 1, electrical impedance (solid line)
and phase (dashed), 10 ohms/vertical div.

drive. The impedance curve (solid line) is

range on my amplifier was slightly grainy com-

extremely smooth, rising only afew ohms

pared to his, which he attributed to my internal

above the nominal 40 ohm rating at resonance

wiring and volume control. My wiring is Mogami

and still being less than 55 ohms at 20kHz. But,

Neglex 2534 and the volume control is the

as with loudspeakers, the impedance curve

same grade blue Alps pot used in many high-

alone does not indicate the nature of the load

end designs, including the Adcom GFP-565

presented to the amplifier. A reactive load is

preamp and the Stax SRM-1 Mk.II amplifier. Joe

always more difficult to drive than aresistive

uses the most expensive pot made by Alps, a

one, and only aphase-angle graph can provide

large black cube-shaped device (costing around

this information.
Since Ibelieve that an AC-powered head-

$40!), and his internal wire is, without ques-

phone amplifier offered potential performance
advantages over abattery-powered device, I

offered to send me anew pot and some of his
wire to try in my amplifier. I'm looking forward

spent considerable time comparing the HPA1DC prototype to my own amplifier. Inote that

to hearing the results.
A battery-powered amplifier can't be expected

Iam not the first Stereopbile reviewer to use a

to perform as well as one driven from awell-

tion, superior to mine. Joe has generously

custom-built amplifier for aheadphone review

regulated, low-impedance, AC-powered supply.

High-performance headphone amplifiers are

Irealize that this runs contrary to the views of

virtually nonexistent, afact which prompted

many others, so abit of explanation is in order.

JA to use an amplifier he built for evaluating the
Beyer DT 320 Mk.II and DT 325 headphones
in Vol.12 No.4. Conceptually, the design built

Many electronic designers hold the view that

by John, from Electronic Design & Wireless
World magazine, appears to be quite similar to
mine, at least from the description he gave in
the Beyer review.
My amplifier uses arecently introduced opamp from Linear Technology, the 1:111122CN8,
which is buffered by an LT-1010 IC buffer amplifier. The buffer amp has an output impedance

batteries have an output impedance of ()ohms,
and therefore must be better than an ACpowered supply. If apower source has atrue
0ohm output impedance, its output voltage
will remain constant regardless of the current
drawn by the load. Although a12V Sears Die
Hard undoubtedly has much lower output
impedance than any AC-powered preamp supply (I don't know of any preamp power supply
which could start your car), a9V alkaline bat-

of 6ohms and has an external bias adjustment

tery doesn't come close. The voltages at the bat-

for the output stages. Needless to say, Irun
mine very rich class-A. Ialso bias the output

tery terminals on the HPA-1DC amplifier drop

stage of the op-amp for class-A operation using
acurrent source between the output and the

approximately 30mV when the unit is turned
on, and another 200mV when the amplifier is
driven from idle to full output. In addition, the

negative supply rail. A tightly regulated, lowimpedance power supply, the same as Idescribed

light-gauge battery clip wires increase the supply output impedance even further. The limited

in the Oct. 1990 issue of Audio Amateur,' pro-

current capability of the batteries necessitates
using an unbuffered op-amp, since ahigh bias-

vides the rail voltages, and heavy local bypassing is used for the op-amps and buffer amplifiers.

current buffer would drain the battery in avery

As well as Grado's own amplifier performs,

short amount of time. If larger batteries were

Ibelieve the HP Is were even more impressive

used, the amplifier would no longer be portable
In theory, abattery supply will have alower

when powered by my own amplifier. It is more
dynamic and more authoritative, particularly
in the bass region. The high end is more ex-

noise (le, hum) level than an AC-powered supply. In practice, however, this really isn't true.
A well-designed regulated supply will have

tended, and the sound is more detailed throughout the midrange and top. The soundstage is

extremely low ripple and, since all modern

larger, with more precise imaging, and the

solid-state designs use dual-polarity supplies,

already spacious sound of the HP Is improves

hum at the output will be virtually nonexistent

even further in this regard. Ieven loaned my

if the amplification circuitry has good common-

amplifier to Joe Grado, who said, "it sounds

mode rejection. It is true that ahum field can

damn good." Joe found, however, that the mid-

be radiated by the power transformer, but careful transformer positioning and shielding

1Galo, Gary A., •'Preamp Power Supply:* in "Ask TAA." The
Audio Amateur, Vol.21 No.4, October 1990, p.4'.
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eliminates this problem as well. Ithink most
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designers and readers will agree that modern

coupling to the ear, providing amore natural

high-performance audio circuits driven by AC

balance between bass and midrange.
The Stax ED-1 Diffuse Field Equalizer does

supplies do not suffer from hum problems. If
they do, they must be considered defective
designs.
Joe Grado's goal was to build aportable
amplifier for the field recording engineer, and
using abattery supply kept the size and cost
within reason. His amplifier performs far better
than Iwould ever expect, and easily outperforms any headphone jack I've encountered
on tape recorders, CD players, and preamps.

improve the midrange balance of the Lambda
Pros, but also seems to narrow the soundstage.
To my ears, the midrange boost is abit excessive, giving the music aslightly nasal character which Ifind detectable even after prolonged
listening. In addition, the portion of the frequency spectrum given the greatest amount of
boost moves toward the center of the stereo
image, reducing the sense of spaciousness.
With the equalizer in the signal path, but

But I'd like to see someone manufacture anoholds-barred, AC-powered headphone amp,

switched out, the Lambda Pros produce area-

which Ibelieve is necessary if the full poten-

sonably consistent soundstage throughout

tial of high-performances headset such as the

their frequency spectrum. Switching the
equalizer in moves the upper midrange toward

HP Is is to be realized. One performance
advantage offered by abattery-powered amplifier is its immunity to the sonically degrading

the center of the soundstage, giving asense that
this portion of the spectrum has been squeezed

effects of dirty AC power lines. Any type of AC.

toward the center of the listener's head. Ifind

powered audio equipment will benefit from
power-line filtering, whether internal or exter-

this to be adisturbing side effect of the eqimli7er.

nal. An AC-powered headphone amplifier

Despite the excellent detail of the Lambda
Pros, and their extended high end, Ido not find

could employ an electrostatically shielded
power transformer to minimize these problems.

the midrange and treble to be as sonically clean
and pure as the Grado HP Is driven by Grado's

Stax comparisons

ations are more electronic in nature, and not
what Iwould normally associate with elec-

When Ireceived the Grado HP Is, Icalled Tom
Norton and asked to borrow Stereophile's Stax

amplifier or my own. To my ears, the color-

trostatic transducers. So Idecided to investigate

Lambda Pro 3headphones for comparison. In

the Stax electronics, beginning with the ED-

ashort time, the headphones arrived along
with the Stax SRM-1 Mk.II amplifier and the
ED-1 Diffuse Field Equalizer. Ifind myself in

IDiffuse Field Equalizer. Iconnected the ED-1
between my CD player and the Grado HPA-1DC
amplifier to see what sonic effect it would have

agreement with most of the comments made

on the Grado headphones. Ihad no intention

on the Lambda Pros in previous issues of Ste-

of equalizing the HP Is (the EQ would be incor-

reopbile (Vol.7 No.5, Vol.10 No.9, Vol.12 No.4,

rect anyway), but instead was interested in deter-

and the summary in "Recommended Components"). As Bill Sommerwerck noted, the lambda

mining what sonic effect the ED-1 would have
on the sound. Bear in mind that the audio signal still passes through some of the ED-1's cir-

Pros do, indeed, have "oodles of detail," and
avery extended high end, in common with
other high-performance electrostatic trans-

cuitry even with the equalization switched out.

ducers. Ialso agree with various comments

mance of the ED-1. The equalizer added alayer

made on the upper-midrange suckout, giving
the Stax headphones alaid-back character in
this region, along with an upper-bass and treble

of sonic grundge to the midrange and an edge

emphasis. The HP Is, as mentioned above, are
also somewhat recessed in the midrange, but
the treble is not accentuated relative to the mid-

stage was narrowed, and the spaciousness
reduced.

range, and the bass/midrange balance can be

pair of sonically dated LF-353 op-amps and a

altered using a trick recommended by Joe

power supply Ican only describe as inadequate. The LF-353 is adual version of National

Grada The HP Is are supplied with eight slots

Iwas extremely disappointed in the perfor-

to the treble. The smoothness and purity of the
HP Is were substantially degraded, the sound-

Ipulled the cover off the ED-1 and found a

cut into the inside edge of each of the foam

Semiconductor's LF-35I. These Bi-Fet input

cushions. Cutting four additional slots into the

devices offered fine performance in 1980, but
they have been substantially outclassed in

rear edges of the cushions reduces the bass
Stereophile, May 1991
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recent years. In my opinion, these op-amps no

choice between the Stax Lambda Pro/SRM-1

longer have any business in circuitry claiming
high-end performance. (I believe the same is

Mk.II/ED-I as aheadphone system, and the
Grado HP 1with ahigh-performance amplifier,

true of the 5532, but that hasn't stopped dozens

Iwould have to opt for the Grados primarily

of manufacturers from continuing to use this

because of their lower sonic coloration, slightly

device, often in very expensive equipment.)

more extended bass, more spacious sound, and
superior dynamics. The virtues of the Grado

The ED-1 has ahefty raw supply, with alarge
power transformer and apair of 4700µF input

system, for me, outweigh the slight improve-

filter capacitors. The output side of the three-

ment in detail and high-frequency extension

terminal regulators is not nearly as impressive,

offered by the Lambda Pros. In fact, the superb

being bypassed by apair of 47µF caps. Local

detail and extended highs of the Stax head-

bypassing consists of only 0.1µF film capaci-

phones only magnify the deficiencies in the

tors, sufficient to prevent the op-amp circuits
from oscillating, but grossly inadequate in

electronics. If the Stax were powered by electronics worthy of aClass A rating, it might be

terms of keeping the supply output impedance

adifferent matter.

sufficiently low.
The Stax solid-state headphone amplifier is
not representative of current design practice
either. True, it is aclass-A design (after an hour
of use the heatsinks are so hot that they are
painful to touch), but both the driver and out-

Summary
The Grado HP Is are apowerful analytical tool
for the recording engineer and electronic
designer. If it seems unusual to devote this
much space to asingle headphone review, bear

put stages are quasi-complementary. Idon't
have aschematic, but each channel consists of

in mind that reviews of high-performance loudspeakers are often even longer. To the recording

apair of identical output transistors as well as

engineer working "on location," an accurate
set of monitoring headphones is at least as
important as the loudspeakers back in his/her

apair of identical driver transistors. Quasicomplementary topologies were used in the
early 1970s because of the problems in finding
pnp power transistors that matched the more
common npn types but are now rare. 1/ believe

studio or living room. The HP Is allow the
recording engineer to hear exactly what cables
and equipment are doing to the sound, and

the Naim power amplifiers are still quasi-

their extremely clean performance makes it

complementary—Ed.]
The Stax Lambda Pros are excellent head-

easy to spot such sonic menaces as not-quite-

phones, but Ibelieve that their performance
is compromised by the dated Stax electronics.

perfect microphone connections. Designers
of high-end electronics will find the HP Is useful tools for evaluating the sonic characteris-

solid-state electronics fall far below that point.

tics of individual components, such as capacitors, resistors, switches, potentiometers, and
wiring. The HP Is deserve asolid Class Arat-

[The Sfax Lambda Pro tube amplifier should

ing; Irecommend them highly.

Although the Lambda Pros certainly deserve
aClass A rating as headphones, the associated

be regarded as mandatory to drive these

One final comment—although the HP Is

headphones.—Ed.) In fact, Iwouldn't rate the

look as though they would be uncomfortable,

ED-I equalizer or the SRM-1 Mk. II amplifier

they are not. Ican wear them for long periods

higher than Class C, with the amplifier toward

of time without any discomfort, and their eyeglass compatibility is excellent.

the high end of that category, since 1believe it
fares abit better than the equalizer. Given a

FOLLOW UP
Proceed PDP 2
digital processor
Proceed PCD 2CD player

and digital processor from Proceed, anew

In February and June of last year respectively,

reviews, and went on to enjoy success in the
marketplace. Since they were designed, how-

Ireviewed the moderately priced CD player
150

product line introduced by Madrigal Audio
Laboratories. Both units received positive
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ever, the competition in affordable digital playback has heated up. Almost monthly, products
were introduced that brought new standards
of price/performance ratios to digital playback.

attempt at areference digital converter. (See my
CES report in this issue.)
As with the PDT 2CD transport reviewed
elsewhere in this issue, the PCD 2also benefits
from the addition of electronic drawer control,

During this time Madrigal continued refining
the PCD and PDP, resulting in the PCD 2and
PDP 2.

on the original unit. This results in amuch

With the Proceed line having such similar
model numbers, this "Follow-Up" could easily

smoother, quieter action on the PCD 2, awelcome change.

turn into alphabet soup. To keep everything
straight, I've included this glossary:
PDP—Proceed Digital Processor

units upgraded at the factory by contacting

PDP 2—New version of the PDP
PCD—Proceed CD player

rather than the mechanical control found

Owners of the PCD and PDP can have their
their Proceed dealers. The upgrade involves
completely replacing the audio board and
power supply, and the revamped unit is burned

PCD 2—New version of the PCD

in and tested as if new. Upgrading the PDP to

PDT—Proceed Digital Transport
PDT 2—New version of the PDT

aPDP 2costs $650, converting your PCD to a
PCD 2will set you back $660, and the PDT to

Got all that? We'll have aquiz later.
Before getting to the listening impressions,
let's find out what changes Madrigal made to
the PCD and PDP. Since the PCD and PDP use
virtually the same circuitry, the changes described apply to both units.
First, the power supplies have been upgraded
with toroidal transformers, and greater attention has been paid to RF shielding. The audio
board has been completely redesigned, but still
uses the same 18-bit 8x-oversampling digital
filter and Burr-Brown PCM 58P DACs as the
earlier units. Different output op-amps are
found in the new model, and the redesigned
circuit is said to have much better jitter performance. Isuspect that the changes made to the
PCD and PDP were inspired by Madrigal's
experience in designing the Mark Levinson
No.30 digital processor, a no-compromise

PDT 2upgrade is $300. Incidentally, prices on
the "2" versions have increased: the PCD 2is
now $2150 (up from $1650), the PDP 2is $1595
(formerly $1295), and the PDT 2costs $1695
(up from $1495).
Iauditioned the new PCD 2and PDP 2with
the following components: Electronic Visionary Systems Stepped Attenuator, VTL 225W
Deluxe monoblock power amps, Esoteric P-2
and Proceed PDT 2CD transports, and Hales
System Two Signature Loudspeakers with the
Muse Electronics Model 18 subwoofer. Digital
interconnects included an Accuphase balanced
cable (with the PlYf's balanced output), TARA
Labs Digital Reference, and Aural Symphonies
Digital Reference. Analog interconnects were
AudioQuest Lapis (Stepped Attenuator to
power amps) and Diamond (processor or CD
player to Stepped Attenuator). Speaker cable

To separate or not to separate

recovered clock, apotential source of sonic

While we're on the subject of comparing

degradation. ACD player doesn't need this

an outboard processor and transport (PDP
2and PDT 2) with the same electronics in

back chain.

asingle chassis (the PCD 2), Ishould point
out that there are advocates of both approaches. Separate D/A converters driven
by transports have theoretical advantages
and disadvantages. One factor in a CD
player's favor is the elimination of the inter-

interface, removing avariable from the playHowever, an outboard digital processor
benefits from complete isolation from the
transport. The processor can be better
shielded from RF noise and have its own
power supply, rather than bathing in the
transport's noise and sharing the same sup-

face between transport and processor. The
processor receives asingle data stream that

ply that powers transpon servos and rota-

has the clock signal embedded in it, requiring that the processor lock on this signal

however, that matches the best transports

tional drive. I've yet to hear aCD player,
and outboard processors like the Esoteric

and create anew clock reference. Any prob-

P-2 used with the Stax DAC-Xlt and VTL

lems in the interface can create jitter in the

converters.
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—Robert Harley
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was bi-wired AudioQuest Dragon/Clear. Apair

unit had agreater sense of ease, musicality, and

of Phantom Acoustics Shadows, an active low-

relaxation. In this regard, the PDP 2 more

frequency control system, was placed in the

closely approached the midrange lushness and

room corners behind the Hales Signatures.

analog-like ease of the VTL converter. The VTL,

Ibegan by comparing the PDP 2with the

however, is in aclass by itself in this aspect.

original PDP sample Ireviewed back in June.
The two units look identical except for atag on

Similarly, the PDP 2had less of an artificial
or synthetic sound compared with the PDP. On

the bottom that carries the model number. Consequently, Ididn't know which was which after

Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller (Reference
Recordings RR-33CD), the sound of hammers

stacking them atop one another in my equip-

hitting strings took on ametallic edge with the

ment rack. Both were fed digital signals from
an Esoteric P-2 transport with identical lengths

PDP not heard through the PDP 2. In addition,
the PDP 2had better integration of the treble

of Aural Symphonies Digital Standard intercon-

with the rest of the spectrum. The PDP's slightly

nect, and connected to the Stepped At tenua-

"wispy" treble character wasn't apparent in the
PDP 2. Despite the softer rendering, Ididn't feel

tor with identical runs of AudioQuest Diamond
interconnect. It was thus possible to switch

the PDP 2sacrificed detail or liveliness. There

between the two identically connected units

was still that sense of hearing everything that's

without knowing which was the older unit and

going on, but without the PDP's trace of etch.

which the new "2" version.
It didn't take long to realize which was the

laid-back. Lead instruments were less aggres-

newer unit. Even after the first CD, it was apparent which one sounded better. With every CD
Iauditioned, my conviction grew. After just six
short pieces of music, Iwas absolutely con-

As aresult, the entire perspective was more
sive and positioned farther from the listener,
with better integration into the soundstage. The
presentation became alittle more open, with
amore transparent view into the soundstage's

presumably the newer model. Iwas so sure, I
looked at the model number underneath the

depths. Resolution of hall ambience was superior, with agreater feeling of an instrument
existing in space surrounded by the natural

unit far sooner into the auditioning than Ianticipated: Iwas right. Ihad not intended to look

acoustic.
The other area of improvement was bass

until Iwas positively sure which was better and

reproduction. The PDP 2had a"faster," tighter

in what aspects of its musical presentation. Fur-

low-frequency presentation, giving music
more rhythmic urgency and drive. Intricate

vinced the top unit was superior—which was

ther listening reaffirmed and expanded on my
early impressions.
The PDP 2had amuch smoother, gentler
portrayal of instrumental and vocal textures.

bass lines were better defined and easier to fol-

There was alaid-back sense of ease and liquidity not heard through the PDP. The PDP's trace

newer version.

of grain and hardness was thrown into sharp

all similarity—a sonic family resemblance—

relief by the PDP 2's textural purity. The differ-

between the two units. The primary improve-

low compared to the PDP. Dynamic impact was
similar, but perhaps slightly better through the
Despite these differences, there was an over-

ence was most apparent through the mids,

ment in the PDP 2 was the smoother, less

where most of the music lies. Vocals—like

grainy textures, followed by the soundstage

Julianne Baird on The English Lute Song (Dorian
DOR-90109)—became silky-smooth and much

rendering.
Ishould take this opportunity to contrast the

more believable through the PDP 2. ,Flute, sax.

PDP 2's sound with that of the 52000 Theta

and brass instruments were rounder, softer, and
lacking abrittle edge. The PDP 2's more natural portrayal of instrumental textures was
particularly apparent on violins. They had a
smooth, liquid character rather than adry,
etched rendering. Consequently, the newer

DSPro Basic and $990 Meridian 203, both of
which, in my opinion, establish benchmark
levels of performance at their respective price
points. At $1295, the original PDP competed
against units in the $1000 price range like the
Meridian 203, Aragon D2A ($1250), and PS
Audio DigiLinIc ($799) and Super Link ($1295).

IIfind this recording can reveal s° much about aplayback system, especially its textural qualities. soundstage depth. lowk-vel resolution, and ability to differentiate individual instrumental lines.
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With the PDP 2priced at $1595, the competition becomes more fierce.
The PDP 2is afar worthier contender in this
Stereophile, May 1991

higher-stakes game than its predecessor. Its

these products. Some readers find it hard to

musical character is very different from the

audition even one of them. Ihope this comparison helps.

DSPro Basic's, though both are excellent in
their own way. The Basic's sound is big, highly
detailed, vivid, precisely focused, and threedimensional, resulting in an almost "Technicolor" rendering. The PDP 2, by contrast,
is more subtle, less sharply defined, and smaller

Imust conclude that the PDP 2's $300 price
increase is well justified by the newer unit's
superior performance. The 2version is asignificant step up from the already excellent PDP.

analog-like presentation. There are times and
music that are better served by the Basic, and

The improved musicality makes the PDP 2
much more competitive in today's era of higher
expectations from moderately priced digital
processors. 2

other moods and music that are better served
by the PDP 2's more gentle character.

Imeasured the PDP 2 and compared its
bench performance to the original PDP's mea-

The Meridian 203 is at the other end of the
spectrum that has the Basic at one end and the

surements. The two units were virtually identical: There was nothing in the measurements

PDP 2in the middle. It is less dynamic, presents
asofter, slightly defocused rendering, and has

that could indicate the PDP 2's improved musicality. Incidentally, the measured performance
was excellent.

sounding, but has agreater sense of ease and

aless-well-defined low-frequency presentation.
However, it has asuperb sense of soundstage

The PS Audio Super Link reviewed last month

PDP owners who decide to have their units
upgraded would be quite happy with the improvement in musical performance, in my
opinion. The Proceed PDP 2has earned an

is much closer to the DSPro end of the spec-

enthusiastic recommendation and should be

trum, with exceptional dynamics, tight bass,
excellent soundstage focus, but with aslightly

auditioned by anyone contemplating purchas-

forward rendering and less depth than the

addition, the PDP 2 is very well built, with
excellent fit'n'finish, and has many features not

depth, ease, liquidity, and Ifind it highly involving musically.

other processors discussed here.
One other factor that makes the equation
much more complex is the PDP 2's balanced
digital input. When used with the Proceed PDT
2transport's balanced digital output, the PDP
2's presentation became more focused, more
dynamic, had greater transparency, and pro-

ing adigital processor in this price range. In

found on competing units: four digital inputs,
adigital output, balanced as well as unbalanced
outputs, and abalanced digital input.
lliming to the Proceed PCD, it earned aClass
C recommendation in Stereopbile's "Recommended Components" when it was first re-

vided aclearer view into the soundstage's in-

viewed in the February 1990 issue. Ifelt it

nermost depths. (Sonic differences between

wasn't quite as musical as the PDP processor,
despite their identical digital and analog elec-

balanced and unbalanced digital interconnects
are described in more detail in my review of the

tronics.

PDT 2transport elsewhere in this issue.) There
is asynergy between the PDP 2processor and

made to the PDP processor. The entire analog

the PDT 2transport (using the balanced inter-

board has been replaced, the power supply

The PCD 2incorporates the same changes

face), resulting in an overall musicality that tran-

now features atoroidal transformer, and the

scends either unit's individual performance.

drawer mechanism is electronically controlled,

I've gone into this discussion because many

resulting in smoother operation.

readers have called me for advice on which of

Since Ididn't have the original PCD review

these processors to buy. Perhaps this compar-

sample on hand for comparison (unlike the
case with the PDP), Icompared the PCD 2with

ison will make more clear the musical differences between these excellent units, letting the
individual decide which is most suited to his/
her tastes. Of course, the best way to choose
is to audition them for yourself under identical conditions (same playback system with
matched levels). Iknow, Iknow—if you could
do that you wouldn't need my advice: It is
nearly impossible to find dealers that carry all
Stereophile, May 1991

both the PDP and PDP 2. (The playback system was identical.)
2 Although Iraved about the PDP in my original review. it
appear, that I'm now criticizing it. Is this an inconsistent's?
Not at all. It merely confirms Doug Sax's dictum, which I
quoted in the very same review oldie PDP: - Evt-ry digital protluct that's been raved about has been reviled ayear later.- Eleven
months have eLlpsed between the original PDP review and this
"Follow.t•p '•
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Although they contain essentially the same

Class C. It is more than competitive with out-

electronics, the PCD 2didn't match the PDP

board processors like the Meridian 203, PS

2/PDT 2's musicality. There is, however, a$940

Audio Super Link, and 'dia X-32 processors.

price difference between the CD player and the

The fact that you get agood transport in the
deal makes the PCD 2an excellent value.

transport/processor combination (not including the $200 TARA Labs interconnect). Ihad

Madrigal has really done their homework in

the impression that the PCD was not as loud

improving what were already excellent prod-

as the PDP 2, afeeling that contributed to the

ucts. If the sonic improvements made to the
PCD and PDP are aresult of their work on the

PCD 2's smaller soundstage. Rechecking their
respective output levels revealed they put out

cost-no-object Mark Levinson No.30 reference

identical voltages (each unit's output level is

digital processor, Ican't wait to hear what those

calibrated at the factory).
The PCD 2, however, showed alevel of im-

same engineers can achieve when given carte

provement over its predecessor similar to what
Inoted between the PDP and PDP 2. Textures
were more liquid and smooth through the PCD
2 than Iremembered from the PCD, with a

blanche to design the best converter they can.
—Robert Harley

AKG, Grado, Stax
(& Sennheiser) headphones

more laid-back quality. The newer version also
had aless forward treble balance and agreater

Ido quite abit of headphone listening during

sense of air and space. Mids and highs were

shut out the office hubbub while Iget down

gentler sounding and had less grain and hash.
The soundstage was more transparent, threedimensional, and had sharper focus. This made

to serious copy editing. The system Iuse is
modest—a pair of no-longer-available Senn-

music more involving and less fatiguing through
the PCD 2. There was also anice bloom and

receiver Ibought for $75 from Andrew Main,
one of Stereopbile's popular production peo-

feeling of air around instrumental outlines
through the PCD 2that added to the player's
involving musicality. The bass was tighter and

ple, with CD source provided by a Denon
DCD-1500 II—but 1get quite abit of musical
satisfaction from it. It was with great interest,

better controlled through the PCD 2, with

therefore, that Iread Part Iof Bill Sommer-

clearer pitch definition.

werck's monster headphone survey in the

the day, making use of their convenience to

heiser HD420SLs driven by an Advent 300

However, the PCD 2 was bettered by the

March issue,' as well as Gary A. Gab's report

PDP 2processor driven by the PDT transport,
especially with the balanced digital interconnect between them. The outboard processor/

on Joseph Grado's HP is elsewhere in this issue
Perhaps it behooves me to try some of these

transport combination had greater soundstage

Iasked AKG to loan me another pair of their K1000s, while GAG sent along the Grados he'd

transparency, increased three-dimensional
layering, and more liquid textures. Bass reproduction was quite similar, but the nod again
goes to the separates. Overall, however, the
PCD 2is more listenable and musical than the
older PDP processor.
Imeasured the PCD 2and compared the
results with the measurements made on the
original PCD. There were virtually no differences between them, highlighting the disparity
between measurements and listening. Ishould
add that the PCD 2measured very well on the
test bench.
Even taking into account the PCD 2's $500
price increase over the PCD, Ican recommend

high-performance cans, thought I. Accordingly,

written about. Ialso borrowed apair of the Stax
Lambda Pro "Ear Speakers," as well as aStax
ED-1 diffuse-field equalizer. The Lambdas were
driven by their SRM-1/Mk.II direct-drive, classA, solid-state amplifier, using aMeridian 208
CD player as source, while both sets of dynamic
'phones were driven by the Advent receiver, by
my home-brew dedicated class-A headphone
amplifier, and by the pair of 25W VTL Tiny Iliode tube amplifiers reviewed last month by
Corey Greenberg. (These were fitted with a
pair of Electronic Visionary Systems Ultimate
Attenuators to provide volume control and to
match the dynamic headphone level to that of

the PCD 2even more enthusiastically than I
recommended the PCD. In fact, Inow believe
the PCD 2belongs in Class Bof Stereopbile's
"Recommended Components," rather than
154

ISpace constraints have meant that the concluding part of Willie's survey, covering affordable models from Beyerdynamic.
Sony. and other companies, has had to be held over until the
tune issue.
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the Stax.) My listening comments are an amalgam of the notes taken with all three amplifiers.

recordings as well as some CDs supplied by
John Sunier of The Binaural Source. 2

As well as using each pair of headphones for
my daily music supply, Idid some paired com-

The Grados didn't throw quite as wide a
stage as the Staxes, though both were still excel-

parisons, matching levels by ear using the lkHz

lent. Neither gave me an image to the front of
my head with central sources, though this is

warble tone on the Stereophile Test CD. First,
the $1200 Stax Lambdas: I've used these electrostatics on most of the recording projects I've
been involved in over the last few years, finding
their clean low frequencies and superb retrieval
of midrange detail essential to getting an optimum recorded balance. It could never be said

something Ihave never found apair of cans to
do, even with the Stax diffuse-field equalizer
in the chain. (I understand that this has something to do with the fact that the headphones
have to have the exact response of the listener's
pinna for this to happen, and that this is some-

that these were dull-sounding cans, however,
and as well as an elevated mid-treble region,

thing that can only be approximated given that

which somewhat accentuates tape hiss, their

sources tend to move in an arch over my head.
All in all, while Iwouldn't go quite as far as

sound can sometimes become abit steely;
some audiophiles attribute this to the solid-state
amplifier. Certainly when the amplifier is first
switched on, the sound is objectionably hard;
it takes at least 30 minutes to warm up.
Nevertheless, the ease of the Lambdas' sound,
coupled with their spacious presentation of
recorded acoustics and acomfortable fit on the
head, make for alot of long-term listening
pleasure.
'Riming immediately to the beautifully made,
$595 Grados after the Lambdas makes the
dynamic cans sound shut-in in the mid- and

it is different for everyone.) Instead, frontal

GAG does in recommending the Grado HP Is
for location monitoring, as their rather laidback high frequencies might well cover up
problems that would need to be heard—the
tape squashing and dropouts on J. Gordon
Holt's 1961 Dubois track on the Stereophile Test
CD are much less audible on the Grados than
they are via the Stax Lambdas, for example—I
agree absolutely with him that they are excellent value for money, offering asuperbly smooth,
tonally accurate presentation, with extended
lows. A winner, in my humble opinion, partic-

high-treble by comparison. "The upper octaves

ularly given that aversion without the polar-

[are] somewhat laid-back," says GAG; Iagree
that the HP l's tonal balance is warmer, darker

ity switches costs $100 less. And the combination with the $1200/pair Tiny Triodes gave

than the Stax. After comparing the two head-

many happy hours of music-1 would be

phones on a number of different kinds of

intrigued to hear how the Stax SR-Lambda Signature, which includes atube amp in its $2000

music, however, Ifound their overall smoothness became quite addictive. Voices, in particular, were reproduced with aseamless, natural quality. Despite the electrostatic 'phones'
reputation for great bass, Iactually found the
Grados' low frequencies to be both cleaner and
subjectively more powerful. LF pitch definition, too, was alittle better with the dynamic

price and is the best-sounding headphone BS
has heard, compares with this combination.
AKG's $895 K-1000s operate on aprinciple
very different from the other headphones in
that they offer abasically fiat free-space response
rather than one intended to duplicate the effect

'phones. The Stax ED-1 equalizer rendered the

of the outer ear. The earpieces are therefore
hinged to allow the listener to arrange for the

Grados less warm, more natural-sounding,

sound to strike his or her ears from the correct,

though there was then perhaps rather more

forward direction, allowing the pinnae to oper-

grain to the sound.

ate correctly. Iswung out the drive-units to
about a30° angle, which seemed to give the

Judging soundstag,ing with headphones is a
little awkward, due to the fact that with conventional recordings, all the instruments are

best subjective balance between accuracy of
midrange reproduction and the open, airy

inside your head, hung on aline stretched
between your ears. Binaural recordings, how-

sound they then produced.

ever, made with adummy-head microphone,

2Perhaps the most stunning binaural recording I've heard, in
terms of out-of-the-head experience, is the Space-Sound CD
(AX CD 91 101) from AudioStax. When Günther Theile opens
awindow in the studio, its as though awindow has been
opened in;our room, complete with traffic noise. The Binaural
Source, Box 1727, Ross, CA 94957. Fax:(415)457-9052.

should pibduce out-of-the-head imaging with
good headphones. To judge soundstaging I
therefore used anumber of my own binaural
Stereophile, May 1991
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In his March review, BS was bothered by a
nasal coloration that he felt to interfere with the

dio ambience, but also the external traffic noise

K-1000's basically good sound quality. In my

ever, the voices still moved in an arch over,

auditioning, Ifound that this nasality only

rather than in front of, my head.

developed to asignificant degree when the K-

It's in comparison with the significantly less
expensive Grado HP Is that the AKGs come

1000's drive-units were not level with my ear
canals. If you wear glasses and find that the
headphone pads interfere with the earpieces,

being reflected within the studio itself. How-

under severe competition. While the American cans don't equal the Austrian cans' sound-

the '1000s are too low on your head and will

stage presentation, they have better-defined,

sound nasal. You therefore need to move them

more extended low frequencies and amore
neutral midrange. In particular, the sound of

up alittle,' something that you may or may not
find comfortable depending on the exact shape

the ringing telephone on the binaural CD is less
resonant, with less mid-treble emphasis. But

of your head. (My wife, for example, who wears
glasses, agreed with BS that it was hard to get

again, the AKGs sound so much more "open,"

the K-1000s to sit right.) But with the head-

something that using the Grados with the ED-1

phones correctly sited, the AKGs had abig,

diffuse-field equalizer doesn't compensate for.
Iguess that those seriously interested in

open sound that was extremely enjoyable.
There was afreedom from sonic strain that
actually proved aliability: Itended to play the
music far too loud for long-term aural safety!
(Other Stereopbile staffers would venture into
my office to see who was playing the music so
loud!) Bass reproduction was surprisingly

headphone listening should audition the
Staxes, the Grados, and the AKGs to hear which
best suits their own needs and tastes. Icould
certainly live happily with any of these highperformance headphones; each has its own
peculiar combination of strengths and weak-

struction. Though the full weight of the pedal

nesses. Ican just imagine the ultimate 'phone:
the midrange liquidity, bass slam, and low-

pipes in Jean Guillou's Pictures at an Exbibition and Petroucbka transcriptions (Dorian

the extreme HF extension, midrange trans-

powerful, given the K-1000's unbaffled con-

treble neutrality of the Grados coupled with

DOR-90117) was not apparent, they still sounded
appropriately rich. Recorded bass guitar, too,

parency, retrieval of detail, and comfort of the

had agood degree of transient "slam."

superb spatial presentation.

By comparison with the Stax Lambda Pros,
the electrostatics could be heard to have more

Lambdas, to which has been added the AKG's
Dream on, JA.

extended low frequencies, with an overall

Measurements: Measuring headphones is

warmer midrange balance that emphasized the

fraught with practical problems, mainly due to
the fact that the target response for adrive-unit

AKGs' residual nasality. Interestingly—and perhaps justifying the AKGs' design principle—the
Staxes used with the ED-1 equalizer sounded

that fires straight into the ear canal is anything
but fiat, given the frequency-response-modifying

similar to the AKGs used without, though the

natures of the pinnae and inner ear canal

nod still has to go to the Lambdas for absolute

which, as mentioned earlier, are unique for

midrange neutrality. (In this respect the Grados

each person. Fig.1, extracted from an excellent

were better still.)

1980 AES paper' from Audio Contributing Edi-

Ifound the open quality to the K-1000's pre-

tor Jon Sank, shows the envelope of responses

sentation made the conventional headphones
sound very closed-in by comparison. Via the

he found desirable for conventional headphones to sound flat. For this review, Imea-

AKGs, the Günther, Milce, and Sabine exchanges*

sured the responses of the three sets of head-

on the AudioStax binaural CD were spatially

phones and my pair of workhorse Sennheiser

the most natural-sounding of the four headphones mentioned in this follow-up: you not

HD420SIs both in free space, with aB&K 4006
Y2" microphone approximately 1" away, and

only heard, most convincingly, the presence
of the open window to the left of the drier stu-

clamp with the same mike set flush. Neither sit-

3Ifind it surprising that AKG did not build any vertical adjustment into the design
4"Hello" "Hello Gunther." "Hello Zabinc, hello Mike, hello
Zabinc. .." —immortal dialog, I'm sure you'll agree.
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pushed against aflat wooden baffle by aG-

5"Improved Real-Ear Tests for Stercophones; •Jon R. Sank,
IAES, April 1980. See also "On the Standardization of the Frequency Response of High Quality Studio Headphones," Gun.
thee TheileJAFS, December 1986; and "Headphones: As Close
As You Can Get." Edward M. Long, Audio, April 1991.
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uation duplicates the environment faced by a
headphone forced against the head and firing
into the ear canal. In addition, the y
2"micro-

ringing—can be seen in fig.3, while fig.4 shows
the cumulative spectral-decay plot corresponding to that impulse response—note the slight

phone capsule is not that much smaller than
the headphone drive-units, and would thus be
expected to influence the local acoustic. Never
theless, as Iregard review measurements as primarily providing support for the listening comments, Ifelt it sufficient to use asetup that
would produce relative, rather than absolute,
data. The following curves should be viewed
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in this light.
With the exception of the Stax, the headphones were driven by aLinn Intek integrated

mew •a

lb

•

Fig.1 Enve ope of desired headphone response
(afte Sank)

amplifier for the measurements, the test signal
provided by the DRA Labs MLSSA system. All
response curves shown are composites, the
data below IkHz being computed by the MLSSA
set to a5kHz bandwidth, above IkHz with it
set to a20kHz bandwidth.
For reference, fig.2 shows the measured
response of the Sennheiser '420 in free space
and how it is modified when this supraaural
headphone is pressed against the flat baffle. In
free space, the response can be seen to slope
down below 2.5kHz or SO; with the baffle, it

III1111

I

litilzIiz

Fig.2 Sennheiser I
10420SL. anechoic frequency
response in tree space and against flat battle
with flush-mounted mike

hinges up as expected, to provide abasically
flat response from 100Hz to 2.5kHz, with the
slight upper-bass boost and the low-frequency
rolloff point both very dependent on the pressure with which the pad is pressed against the
baffle. Above 2.5kHz, the response against the
4à.

baffle shelves down, though it retains the distinguishing signature of peaks and dips. The
'420's impulse response in free space—a clean
spike with only a slight degree of treble

Fig.3 Sennheiser HD420SL. impulse response in
free space (5ms time window. 20kHz
bandwidth)
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Fig.4 Sennheiser HD420SL, cumulative spectral-decay plot in free space
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resonant ridge at 4760Hz. These three measurements, with fig.2 compared with the target
responses in fig.1, correlate quite nicely with
the '420's perceived sound quality: rather dull
in tonal balance, with alightweight bass and
rolled-off highs, though very clean-sounding
apart from a slight degree of nasality and
residual brightness. These measurements do

Again, the exact degree of upper-bass boost
and LF extension will be affected by the pressure with which the headphone is held against
the baffle. Nevertheless, the HP 1offers asignificantly more generous bass response than
the German 'phone, with usable extension to
alow 30Hz, while comparing fig.5 with fig.2

nificantly lack transparency compared with the

shows that the Grado will have abrighter treble
presentation than the Sennheiser, though it will
not sound as lively as the Staxes or AKGs. Note

other three headphones reviewed.
The Grado HP 1behaves very similarly to

also the generally exaggerated lower midrange,
which correlates with the HP l's warm tonal

the Sennheiser in how its free-space response

balance and which will also contribute to the
subjectively rather depressed top octaves.

not, however, indicate that the Sennheisers sig-

is modified by the baffle, as can be seen in fig.5.

Looking at the HP l's impulse response in
free space (fig.6), the initial pulse is well-presented,
with asomewhat ragged tail overlaid with a
degree of ultrasonic ringing. The associated

-1114111

cumulative spectral-decay or "waterfall" plot
(fig.7) shows three residual resonances at 31cHz,
10kHz, and 24kHz, though these are mild in

-38dB

degree. No wonder the Grados sounded

-46dE
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iøz

at
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Fig.5 Grado HP 1, anechoic frequency response in
free space and against flat baffle with flushmounted mike

smooth—this is one well-behaved diaphragm!
Incidentally, although not shown here, my
measurement of the Grado's impedance in free
space agreed with GAG's in his review: ca 40
ohms across the band, with only avery slight
peak at the well-damped free-air LF resonance
frequency of 138Hz, and arise above 10kHz

1•• Reeme• -.elt•

due to the voice-coil's inductance.
Looking next at the Stax Lambda Pro, which
has pretty much been Stereopbile's reference
headphone since we first reviewed it in 1984
(Vol.7 No.5, p.45), the free-space response in
Fig.6 Grado HP 1, impulse response in free space
(5ms time window, 30kHz bandwidth)

100.0
Cumulative Spectral

Decay

19.1 dB,

fig.8 reveals astrong LF resonance at 205Hz.
Against the baffle, however, this peak flattens

1000.0
log Frequency

10.121 kHz

(114),

10000.0
- H.

0.000 msec

(0)

Fig.7 Grado 11P 1, cumulative spectral-decay plot in free space
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out, with the bass then extending down to
50Hz with amild degree of pressure. Note that
the response then also hinges down above
2kHz, but with the various interference peaks
and dips preserved. The free-space impulse
response (fig.9) is inverting, as has been noted

planar, surface-driven drive-units, and the long
decay in the bass due to the undamped freespace LF resonance.
The AKG K-1000 measured in free space gave
an average impedance of 120 ohms and avery
flat amplitude response, as might be expected

elsewhere ("Manufacturers' Comments," March
1991, p.222), and is considerably more ragged-

given that its design principle differs from those

looking than the Grad°, with some hash noticeable in the lower treble in the waterfall plot

shows its free-space impulse response—clean,

(fig.10). (Ignore the black ridge just under
16kHz, which is due to the computer monitor.)

ringing—and fig.12 shows its waterfall plot in

Note the waterfall plot's crinkly appearance,

between 2 and 4kHz than the Stax, but a

something that always seems to be afeature of

smooth, flat midrange and treble response; if
this were aloudspeaker, it would be very neu-

of the other 'phones reviewed here. Fig.11
marred by only avery small amount of HF
free space. The latter reveals rather more hash

trally balanced one. Note also the languid decay
in the bass due to arather underdamped LF resonance. That the free-space response is flat is
confirmed by the full-range frequency response
shown in fig.13.
But note from fig.13 what happens when the
K-1000 is placed near the flat baffle: while the

-41143
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Fig.8 Stax Lambda Pro, anechoic frequency
response in free space and against flat baffle
with flush-mounted mike

Fig.9 Stax Lambda Pro, impulse response in free
space (5ms time window, 20kHz bandwidth)

bass response is effectively unchanged (as
might be expected), asignificant peak develops
at just over 2kHz, with ajust-noticeable accentuation of the upper-frequency peaks in the

Fig.11 AKG K-1000, impulse response in free space
(5ms time window, 20kHz bandwidth)

Fig.10 Stax Lambda Pro, cumulative spectral-decay plot in free space
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Fig.12 AKG K-1000, cumulative spectral-decay plot in free space
free-space response. The impulse response also

ing the Energy-Time Curve (4.16), which gives

changes considerably facing the baffle (fig.14)—

an idea of the times at which the sound arrives
at the measuring microphone, appeared to

you can see the treble ringing extending for
3ms or so, very different from %A1—while the
waterfall plot (fig.15) now features an extended
resonant ridge at 2.3kHz. In addition, calculat-

show aregular series of arrivals at aspacing
consistent with the 2.3kHz "resonance," resembling nothing so much as flutter echo! This
behavior was not significantly changed by
angling the K-1000's drive-unit so that the
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Fig 13 AKG K-1000, anechoic frequency response
in free space and against flat baffle with
flush-mounted mike

Fig.14 AKG K-1000, impulse response against flat
baffle with flush mike (5ms time window,
20kHz bandwidth)
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Fig.15 AKG K-1000, cumulative spectral-decay plot against flat baffle with flush mike
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sound struck the flush-mounted microphone
at aglancing angle. Note also that none of the
other headphones measured this month showed
this kind of problem.
My first thought was that this behavior must
surely correlate with the nasality Bill Sommer-

•:.

werck mentioned in his March review. Well,
maybe it does, maybe it doesn't. As Iremarked
earlier, measuring headphones is fraught with
difficulty. You can never be sure you're measuring what you think you're measuring; the
behavior of the headphone in the vicinity of
aflat baffle approximates only very crudely the

y:e
9,••• - •••••

01111110.1• y • -..3•«1 • • 11.99SO clash

Fig.16 AKG K-1000, Energy-Time Curve against flat
baffle with flush mike (5dB/vertical div.)
M•10 1911CISION Sto«_1311 OM-GM. • 501. ¡Dr, ••
S.liee

21 FAR 91 1243:0

real-life situation. AKG's own measurements,
taken with asophisticated dummy-head technique (March 1991, p.222), do show the shelving down above 2kHz, generally agreeing with

.0

-15.110

my fig.13, but are apparently free from any such
resonant or flutter effect.
So what's going on? From my auditioning,
Ihad found the K-1000's nasal coloration to be
accentuated when its drive-unit was not facing directly into my ear canal. Iconjecture that
there is acomplicated reaction between the
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Fig.17 Stax ED-1 diffuse-field equa izer, frequency
response with ED in and out 5dB/vertical
div.)

drive-unit and the side of the listener's head,

tames the forward treble of the lambdas, giving

similar to that between the headphone and my

amore relaxed, more musically natural sound

flat baffle, which results in this anomalous
behavior around 2kHz becoming audible

overall, but still with some steeliness apparent.
(It actually worked better with the Grados in

when the headphone is not accurately centered
on the ear canal.

this respect.)

—John Atkinson

Finally, Iran aresponse sweep on the Stax
ED-1 equalizer which modifies the headphone's
frequency response to account for the fact that
rather than through a90° angle via the pinna.
The EQ, shown in fig.17, revealing acomplicated pattern of boost and cut in the treble
region, is intended to synthesize the effect of
the outer ear on frontal sounds. It should be
noted that in addition to changing the amplitude response, the ED-1 inverts signal polarity
when the EQ button is pushed. (It's polaritycorrect in bypass mode.)
Auditioning the effect of the 8800 ED-1 is
awkward, as it takes awhile to get used to its
tonal balance; then when you bypass it, the
music seems colored by its inverse response.
(This is particularly disturbing with recorded
tape hiss.) As GAG found, the equalization is
perhaps abit too extreme in the upper midrange: there's a degree of emphasis in this
region, giving aslight "eee" coloration (heard
as acomplementary "aww" character when the
EQ is switched out). Nevertheless, the ED-1
Stereophile, May 1991
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4eetlioveù
F'ourth
Symphony
Mortimer H. Frank

is

structure in the opening movement, where, in
the recapitulation, Beethoven returns to the

chumann characterized Beethoven's
Fourth Symphony as "a slender Greek
maiden between two Norse giants,"

home key of B-flat without the traditional

those giants, of course, being the revolutionary
"Eroica" and the titanic Fifth. If apt in asome-

"dominant" (in this case F-major) preparation.
Instead, he comes to B-fiat by way of what the

what metaphorical way, this comment still does

theorists call "enharmony," using an A-sharp

4the kind of injustice inherent in the oncepopular allegation that Beethoven's even-

(which is the same note as B-flat) as apivot
point from which he will arrive home harmon-

numbered symphonies are "lesser" works.
Far closer to the mark is the suggestion by

ically. The effect is extraordinary: the develop-

Sir Donald Tovey that those who find 4"too
light ...will never get aright understanding of
the Fifth, however much they admire it."
Implicit in such aview is the often-overlooked
fact that 4shares with 5anumber of distinct
features that define Beethoven's genius: harmonic boldness, stark motifs pregnant with
developmental possibilities, sharply defined
rhythmic configurations that lend shape to
entire movements, and bold surprises that defy
convention while fully honoring tradition.
Given these factors, one may well wonder

ment has ranged over harmonic galaxies, but
comes back, seemingly without knowing it, to
its own harmonic doorstep. In essence, what
we have here is analogous to the revelation
experienced by Charlton Heston in Planet of
the Apes when, at the film's conclusion, he realizes he has, unknowingly, returned home.
Today, of course, we take this and other
remarkable features of 4 in stride, but they
surely shook Beethoven's audience. Indeed,
ayoung Carl Maria von Weber complained that
the work "capers about like awild goat." Perhaps in what may have well been the far-from-

why the work was ever considered lightweight.

polished performance that Weber heard, the

One reason may be that it calls for arelatively

music did seem to caper about goatlike. In fact,

small orchestra. Then, too, its finale is one of
the shorter concluding movements among the
Nine. Yet that finale, with its scampering 16thnote figurations, remains amarvel of economy
and wit.
Equally inventive is the treatment of sonata
Stereophile, May 1991

it can seem to even today if aconductor fails
to deal successfully with the special problems
the score poses.
Given the work's relatively light scoring, it
is imperative that strings do not dominate, the
clarification of timpani and bassoon in outer
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movements being especially important. The

have dwarfed it, but others will probably feel

rhythmic pattern that shapes so much of the
slow movement demands precise realization
of its 16th and 32nd rests. In addition, Beethoven's specification of Allegro non troppo for

that Furtwângler transmogrifies the music into
adrab, unduly heavy affair. Like Toscanini,
however, Furtwângler proved more effective
with this score in live performances, two of
them (BPO, 1943 on DG 427 777-2; VPO, 1953

the finale must be honored so as to avoid excessive haste that might neutralize humor, blur the

in Rodolphe set 32522.24) having greater ani-

clarity of the movement's 16th-note figurations,
and transform it into apedestrian moto perpetuo. Finally, aconductor must keep in mind that

tations, most notably protracted introductions
and aslow movement stretched virtually to the

4—its relati‘rly small orchestra notwithstinding—
remains atypical Beethoven symphony whose
brusque force requires powerful eruptive

mation and thrust. Both, to be sure, have limi-

breaking point. Yet on balance both reveal that
Furtwângler's conception was not nearly so

accents and whose scale is best conveyed when

stodgy as his studio effort might lead one to
believe. All three of these Furtwângler editions

exposition repeats in its outer movements are
observed.

omit afirst-movement repeat, but include one
in the finale. The sound of the DG CD, inciden-

Perhaps because it was once overshadowed

tally, if abit cavernous, remains remarkably
good considering its vintage and wartime Ger-

by the symphonies that surround it, 4received
relatively few recordings during the 78rpm era.

man provenance.

Ironically, the first of those recordings was
recently reissued on CD by Nuova Era (HMT

Stereo, obviously, is old enough to have
yielded its own group of historical perfor-

90004). Originally released for the Beethoven

mances. Three command special interest.

centenary in 1927, it features the unsung Sir
Hamilton Harty leading a performance of

Walter's, recorded in 1958 (CBS MK 42011),
comprises one of his finest Beethoven efforts.

exceptional stylishness and vibrance. Unfortunately, the transfer is excessively filtered and

music perfectly, and his unhurried tempos are

further marred by being pitched almost ahalf-

enlivened by bracing accents. Especially

His relatively small ad hoc orchestra suits the

tone sharp. At this writing, none of the other

impressive are the careful rhythmic pointing

pre-LP accounts is currently available, although

of the slow movement and the gemütlich

it seems likely that Toscanini's 1939 recording

charm of the finale. The CD transfer offers abig
sonic improvement over the original LP release.

with the BBC Symphony will soon be reissued
by EMI. Many have claimed this version
superior to his 1951 NBC account (superbly
remastered on amid-priced RCA CD, 602542-RG), but Icannot agree the earlier effort lacking the inflection and control of the later one.
For those interested in astill finer Toscanini performance, however, there is his 1939 concert
version with the NBC Symphony. It is the only
one of the three to include afirst-movement

Unfortunately, Walter ignores all exposition
repeats.
Considerably less commanding is Klemperer's studio effort of 1960 (EMI 47185),
another overly expansive account. Interestingly, though, alive Klemperer performance
from the same year with the same Philharmonia Orchestra (recorded monaurally, Fonit

repeat, and it benefits from greater breadth and

Cetra CDE 1038), while featuring tempos
almost identical to those in the conductor's stu-

inflection than is found in the Maestro's more

dio version, sounds far more spirited and styl-

familiar efforts. And the transfer (Relief CR-1861)

ish as aresult of stronger accents, leaner tex-

is drawn from acetate discs recorded by the
NBC engineers, which offer sound vastly

tures, and more sharply etched motifs. Here,
then, is still another instance of agreat conduc-

superior to what Victor was producing at the

tor being more inspired with an audience

time in the notoriously dead Studio 8H.
Among other significant monophonic

behind him. One caveat, however: the sound,
if thoroughly acceptable, is well below the

accounts originally issued on LP, the only one
currently available is a1951 effort led by Furtwângler (Angel CDH-63192). There are those

highest standards of the period.
Currently available only on cassette (Odyssey YT 34600) but surely destined for CD reissue is a1961 Szell performance. In general, the

who find in the weight and breadth of this performance areading that makes 4seem like a

conductor favors bracing tempos and alean

worthy companion to the two symphonies that

sonority, but the opening movement is shorn
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of its repeat, and the finale suffers from an

ulate cleanly at such daredevil speeds, but at

excessive emphasis of the 16th-note motif that
defines the movement's character. As aresult,
what should seem spontaneous and flowing
becomes fussy and fragmented, aprime example of Szell's occasional tendency to be, as it

such velocity, the quintessential Beethoven is
bypassed.
Equally unimpressive, if for different reasons,

were, too thoughtful, permitting his wideranging intellect to veil (rather than clarify)
musical sense.
Recently issued for the first time are two
historical live performances of special interest.

are the readings of Previn (RCA 60362-2-RC)
and Sanderling (Angel CMD-69202). The term
"reading" is especially apt here, both performances in their prevailing blandness sounding
more like runs-through by a highly skilled
orchestra coming to anew work for the first
time. Neither conductor displays any feeling

One, featuring Casals with the relatively small

for the music's brash joy or lyric tenderness,

Marlboro Festival Orchestra (Sony SMK 46246),

and Sanderling's occasionally untidy ensemble

may not be aprime version in any collection.

simply reinforces the impression that the musi-

Tempos in outer movements are broad, and the

cians are dealing with an unfamiliar work.

close, dry sound may not please audiophiles.

Generally impressive but just short of the

All the same, Casals's musicianship shines

first rank are the recordings of Weller (Chandos
ABRD-1392) and Solti (London 421 580-2).

through as he animates the music with pointed
details and slashing accents. The other release,
featuring Mravinsky with the Leningrad Phil-

Were the competition created by multiple editions less fierce, either of these performances
could gain an unqualified endorsement. Both

harmonic (Melocliya MCD 225), is aremarkably
bracing account with some unusual but eminently musical dynamic shadings in the very

are well-recorded, the Weller featuring adistant but realistic perspective, the Solti acon-

fleet but still light and witty finale. Occasional

siderably closer, more hi-fi-ish sound. And

audience noise obtrudes, and the 1978 sound

both have judicious tempos and asure grasp

is abit harsh. Nevertheless, this is aremarkably

of style, Weller's reading proving especially
winning in clarification of harmonic motion.

vital performance whose only blemish is the
omission of afirst-movement repeat.
Among more recent versions, several from
major conductors deliver less than one might
expect. Most disappointing is a1982 concert

But it lacks the intensity and commitment
found in the best versions. Solti's third recording of the work is, like its predecessors, buoy-

account led by Carlos Kleiber. Here is acon-

ant, lively, and virtuosic. Yet, comparatively at
least, it seems neutral when judged against the

ductor who has gained acult following and has

more vibrant accounts.

given some extraordinary performances, both
on disc and live. His CD of 4, however (Orfeo

In what are generally disappointing Beethoven
cycles, Haitink (Philips 420 539-2) and Abbado
(DG 423 201-2) have produced distinguished

C 100 741 A), is frenetic, sloppy, and poorly
recorded. Furthermore, at $17 for 32 minutes

editions. Both offer bracing allegros made all

of music, it may be the most overpriced record-

the more expressive by virtuosic execution, the

ing on the market. It should be noted, however,

bassoon solo in the finale being articulated

that Kleiber can be heard (and seen) to much
better advantage on aPhilips videocassette

with exceptional clarity in the Haitink perfor-

(070200), where he leads 4with the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, an ensemble
vastly superior to the Bavarian Radio Orchestra
featured on the Orfeo CD.
If the Dohnányi (Telarc 80198) and Muti
(Angel CDC-49489) performances are precisely
executed, they suffer from the same kind of
overdrive that undermines Kleiber's Bavarian
performance, both accounts being weakened
by rushed, uninflected pacing that creates the

mance Either account could rank as apreferred
version, but if forced to choose between them,
I'd lean toward Abbado. For one thing, he
brings winds and brass more to the fore, lending his performance greater color. Furthermore, his ever-so-slightly slower first movement permits sharper profiling and agreater
feeling of power and thrust. Abbado does
come dangerously close to pacing the finale
too quickly, but justifies his choice of tempo
by securing exceptionally clean articulation.
Somehow DG seems to have gained aspe-

impression that only the surface of the music
matters. One may marvel at the ability of the

cial hold on 4, Abbado's recording being but

Philadelphia and Cleveland Orchestras to artic-

one of several distinguished editions to grace

Stereophile, May 1991
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the company's catalogue, the others compris-

of why the conductor was one of this century's

ing one by Bernstein and three by Karajan. The

great Beethoven interpreters.
As afinal note on Karajan, an especially strik-

Bernstein (430 049-2), recorded with the VP0
in concert in 1979 and superbly transferred to
CD, is amodel of intelligent engineering, boasting the kind of sound one might encounter in
afront-row balcony seat. And it preserves a
lively but unhurried account free of mannerisms and judiciously balanced to bring out
the music's bubbly humor without neutralizing

ing performance deserves notice—a 1967 concert account with the BPO given in Florence
(Nuova Era 2282/83). Despite dreadful balances
so ludicrously skewed the recording sounds
as if it may be reproducing only the right channel of astereo source, Karajan projects one of
the most compelling views of the first move-

its weight. Rarely will one encounter the finale

ment that Ihave ever heard, one that in its raw

having such awelcome combination of wit and

eruptive force suggests the music's kinship to

winged lightness. In every way this perfor-

the Ninth Symphony. Obviously not aprime

mance scores over Bernstein's earlier effort

choice for acollection, the performance places
4in an unusual and highly relevant context. In

with the New York Philharmonic (CBS MK
42221), where the sound is inferior, the playing less polished.
Karajan is the only conductor to have recorded
4four times. His earliest version (available only

all five of these Karajan versions, by the way,
asignificant grace note in the first movement
is played on the beat rather than in the more
orthodox fashion of before it.

in aset featuring his mid-'50s, mostly mono-

have withheld discussion of the Wand and

phonic cycle of the Nine with the Philharmonia
Orchestra, Angel CDME-63310) is the weakest
of the four efforts. But the performance is inter-

Kegel editions because, on balance, they may
well be the best overall choices for aprime version. Both would seem to have built-in shortcomings: orchestras that are not quite world-

esting when viewed in the context of the conductor's later versions, all with the BPO, simply
because of the ways in which it differs from
them: less animated, yet without the weight
and force that such a broader approach

class and conductors who lack the international glitter of aSolti, Bernstein, or Karajan.
But both project the work's sharply contrasted
moods—its buoyant joy, raw force, perky

requires. Here is aprime example of one of

humor, and gentle lyricism—with uncommon

Karajan's most admirable but least acknowledged

expressivity and stylishness.

strengths—an open, active mind that produced

VVand, with the North German Radio Orches-

aconstantly changing conception of music he

tra (RCA 60098-2-RC), is especially compelling

performed frequently. Certainly his succeeding
version (also available only in acomplete set
of the Nine, this one comprising his first DG

in the clarification of harmony he produces by
ensuring that the winds are well-focused. Kegel

cycle, recorded in 1962-63, 429 036-2) is

(Capriccio 10.006-7) lends the music color and
weight by emphasizing brass and timpani. Both

utterly different: leaner, lither, and aptly buoyant, without the suggestion of massiveness that

conductors favor animated but unhurried
tempos that are very close in overall timings.

stamps the conductor's subsequent recordings.

Sonically, the Kegel account may be the finest
edition available, with gorgeously musical

Both of those later efforts (DG 419 048-2,
from 1977, and 415 121-2, from 1983) are similar

string tone and an arresting presence that has

in approach and differ from the 1962 account

just enough distance to suggest anatural per-

in their greater expansiveness and weight. Both
are commanding and superbly recorded, the

spective. Wand's recording is ashade less bright
and abit more resonant, but also thoroughly

earlier of the two benefiting from slightly more
precise execution. Note, too, that the '62 and
'77 versions are midpriced, the 1962-'63 cycle

musical. Of the two editions, it may be preferable, if only because it is available on asingle
CD, the Kegel being part of a two-disc set

being contained on five CDs and thus compris-

featuring agood but poorly sung 9spread over

ing one of the finest Beethoven bargains to be
had. One flaw, however, is common to all of

two CDs.
No overview of the recordings of 4would

Karajan's recordings of 4and prevents his '62

be complete, of course, without consideration

and '77 versions from being competitive with
the best: omission of repeats in outer move-

of period-instrument accounts. Three are avail-

ments. All the same, they offer cogent evidence
168

able: Goodman (Nimbus NI 5130), Hogwood
(L'Oiseau -Lyre 417 615-2), and Norrington
Stereophile, May 1991

(Angel CDC-49656). All share key features:

busy-music. To realize why this is so, one only

slightly lowered pitch; nasal, vibrato-free string
tone; piquant winds; and brash—at times even
rasping—brass. In addition, all three draw on
the same pool of English instrumentalists, the

accounts of Toscanini and Abbado, where the
pace is made acceptable by aclarity of articu-

personnel of one orchestra sometimes overlapping that of another.
No doubt something can be learned from
these performances about balances, color, and
tempo, Norrington's being especially fleet and
coming very close to Beethoven's metronome

has to return, for example, to the relatively fleet

lation and asubtly varied pulse, whose absence
in these period-instrument accounts makes
tbem seem like the products of comparative
amateurs.
Sir Donald Tovey, in warning against the danger of making comparative judgments about
individual compositions, noted that "it is the

markings. But all three accounts—in varying

nature of awork of art to be itself." Certainly

degrees, to be sure—suffer from aprevailing

this applies to 4. Simply because it differs from

lack of nuance, subtlety, and dimension. Norrington's is most offensive in this regard. Good-

the "Eroica" and the Fifth is no reason to view

man's is veiled by excessive resonance that
covers the detail his small ensemble may be

differences among the many recordings dis-

exposing, and his group's execution is not as
polished as it should be.
This leaves Hogwood's the edition of choice

it as inferior, apoint italicized by the marked
cussed here. Today it has become fashionable
in some circles to deplore the frequent duplication on disc of the standard repertory. But if
that duplication preserves divergent views that

among the three, but only by default. It, too,

can remind us (as the many recordings of 4do)

is glib and superficial, but is the most musically

of the extraordinary dimension of aonce-too-

recorded, free of the absurd closeness that in

readily-undervalued masterpiece, then they

the Norrington version, for example, makes the

fully justify that duplication. And the more we
explore the variety of available recordings of

solo bassoon in the finale sound like abuzzing
bee. All three of these conductors, incidentally,
transform that movement into computerized

4, the richer our understanding of its marvels
will become.
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Two important new/old recordings of Wagner's Ring, by Karajan and
Furtwangler, in anything but audiophile sound—listen anyway. (p. 176)

I

Raw acoustic blues in audiophile
sound: Robert Lucas on AudioQuest. (p. 197)

Classical
BACH: Mass in b, BWV 232
Jennifer Smith. soprano; Michael Chance, counter-tenor.
Nico van der Merl. tenor: Harry van der Kamp. bass.
Netherlands Chamber Choir. Orchestra of the 18th Century, Frans Brüggen
Philips 426 238-2 (2 CDs only). Gerd Berg, Sionvert krMer. prods.; Dick van Schuppen, Eva Blankesp‘›n. ene.
1)1)1). IT: 1:44:28

This is acomplicated release, but one not without great merit. Its peculiarities are probably
due to the fact that it was taped during alive
performance (or aseries of them), so the balance changes occasionally, as does the quality
of the singing of the chorus. This, however, is
not true of the work of Brüggen's Orchestra of
the 18th Century; indeed, Idon't think Ican
recall the non-vocal part of this Mass sounding as ravishing and as clear. The flutes in the
"Qui tollis" are just one example—they sound
like they come from Heaven. And the high
trumpets, whenever they appear, make you sit
up and pay heed—they're remarkable.
But there's a problem: this prominently
beautiful playing tends to make the chorus
sound like an accompaniment, and this is
wrong. But yet another curve awaits: the "Et
incarnatus est," "Crucifixus," "Et resurrexit,"
and both stunning and moving choral movements. Then comes the "Osanna," in which the
chorus simply does not sing well. Go figure;
forewarned is forearmed.
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Ile soloists, with the exception of aweak
tenor (he's awful in the "Benedictus"), are
excellent, and one certainly gets the right "feel"
from the Mass—properly reverential—but the
drama rings true. Tempi are quick without
entering the eccentric range. The recording
itself, despite my reservation about balance
noted above (this may have been done intentionally), is bright and straightforward.
This is aproblem release. Ilike it alot and I
return to it often—more often than to, say,
Leonhardt's, which Ilove but find abit too
pious to actually "enjoy" Ican't imagine people
not really liking Brüggen's B-Minor, but watch
out for the odd choral work. If your attention
leans toward the instruments, you'll be more
than pleased.

— Robert Levine

BRIAN: Symphony 1("Gothic")
Nárious soloists: Slovak Philharmonic Choir, Opera Chorus, & Folk Ensemble Chorus; Lucnica Chorus; Bratislava City Choir & Children's Choir; Youth Echo Choir;
CSR Symphony & Slovak Philharmonic Orchestras,
Ondrej Lenard
Marco Polo 8.223280-81 (2 CDs only). Gunter Appenheimer, prod. DDD. TT: 111:30
BRIAN: Symphonies 10 & 21
James Loughran (10), Eric Pinkett (21), Leicestershire
Schools Symphony Orchestra
Unicom-Kanchana UKCD 2027 (CD only). Angus McKenzie, eng.; Robert Simpson, prod. ADD. TT: 47:13

Havergal Brian's compositional career spanned
nearly 80 years, yet he spent most of that
Stereophile, May 1991

period in relative obscurity. It was only toward
the end of his life (he died in 1972, aged 96) that
any of his 32 completed symphonies received
their first performances, and most had to wait
for that distinction until 1976, when the BBC
honored the centenary of his birth.
The "Gothic Symphony" however, has been
singled out since its first performance in 1961
as the composer's best-known and most
widely admired piece. It was its size alone that
attracted attention at first—it is nearly two
hours long, and uses amammoth orchestra
augmented with brass bands, vocal soloists,
and choruses. But the epic proportions of its
ideas also made their effect, despite Brian's
typical developmental style which generally
disallows the recapitulation of those ideas, no
matter how fine or memorable, unless much
transformed.
Brian completed the work in 1927, having
taken several years over its composition; by that
time the comparative success of his early career
was fading and, despite the work's triumphal
passages, the ravages of his personal problems
are evident in the darker moments of the score.
Parallels with Mahler's 8th are not wholly unjustified; though Brian, in common with the
majority of people at that time, knew little of
Mahler's music, the two symphonies share a
similarly weighted two-part structure and an
indebtedness to Goethe's Faust. Some of Brian's
gestures and textures sound Mahlerian, too,
though at least adozen other composers spring
to mind as the work passes. Taken as awhole,
the "Gothic Symphony" is as overwhelming
as the awe-inspiring medieval cathedrals that
provided the work's structural and emotional
model.
This performance by Czech forces (fairness
would emphasize the strong Slovak contribution here) could not be considered an ideal
representation of (Englishman) Brian's ideas,
yet it has commitment and singleness of purpose to recommend it. The rather bare soprano
tone of the Slovak choruses is, Ishould think,
far from the sound that Brian wanted, but it
does emphasize the music's universality. The
richness of the overall sound and the excellence of the long-term pacing by the conductor,
Ondrej Lenard, more than compensate for the
occasional intonation problem and some ineffectual climax-building. The third movement
(the last of Part I), for example—a dark scherzo
with intriguing undertones—is quite splendidly
realized and brought off with great panache.
The recording captures much of the immediacy and depth of the performance, the
huge climaxes boldly reproduced, but there
are moments when the crossover between
miking areas is not smooth enough and clarStereophile, May 1991

ity in the thickest areas of scoring fails to be
maintained. In total, then, this issue is far from
perfect but more than adequate, and should
not be dismissed by those interested in this
work.
Symphonies 10 and 21, dating from 1954 and
1963 respectively, are totally different from the
"Gothic." After Symphony 5Brian rejected the
large focus and structures of his earlier works
for amuch greater concision: Symphony 10,
for example, consists of asingle movement
barely 18 minutes long. His ongoing developmental style seems to suit it better, demanding
of the listener total concentration, but its
rewards are many, not least in the intensity of
its ideas and emotions. The Leicester Schools
Symphony Orchestra makes aplucky attempt
at bringing out the burning issues of both these
works, and for the most part it succeeds well.
There are, inevitably, moments when quality
falls short of that to be expected from aprofessional orchestra, yet the achievement of these
young players is remarkable; anyone wanting
to get to know these symphonies would not go
away from these readings unenlightened. The
recording, engineered by HFN/RR contributor
Angus McKenzie, is lucid and characterful.
—BarbaraJahn
DONIZETTI: Don Pasquale
Gabriel Bacquier, Don Pasquale: Barbara Hendricks,
Norina: Luca Canonici, Ernesto: Gino Quilico,
Malatesta: Chorus & Orchestra of the Opera de Lyon,
Gabriele Ferro
Erato 2292-45487-2 (2 CDs only). Daniel Zalay, recording
supervisor. DOD. TT: 2:00:17

There is, oddly, less here than meets the eye.
On paper, this set makes sense. Gabriele Ferro
has, of late, proven himself to be afine bel canto
conductor, with impressive recordings of
L'Elisir dA'more, L'Italiana in Algeri, and the
Malibran-version of Puritani to his credit. Bacquier is areal pro, Canonici is garnering praise
hither and yon, Hendricks is pretty, talented,
and ubiquitous, and Gino Quilico has afine,
rich voice. So what's the matter? Well, it's like
this: This Don Pasquale is mirthless.
Ferro wisely downplays the customary mugging which goes on in this opera, and he plays
the music lightly and straight, but by so doing,
he turns in areading which is more elegiac than
amusing. Everything is under-emphasized:
When Pasquale sings "0 giubilo," one can normally see him clapping his hands; here he's
standing at amicrophone. Ferro lavishes great
attention on the beautiful moments, so Ernesto's "Sogno soave ecasto" in his Act Iduet
with Pasquale is elegant and slow. But it's so
slow that all momentum is lost and the dramatic situation gets bogged down. Yes, the firstact finale is nice and bubbly, but we haven't
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been having fun up to that point so it doesn't
have the correct effect.
And the singers suffer. Bacquier is still up to
the music and character, and he's impressive,
but we get the feeling that he's being held back
by Ferro, that there's more fun left in the old
guy than we're being permitted to hear. Luca
Canonici has a really nice voice and good
instincts to match, but, again, he lacks personality. And even Gino Quilico, who, in the past,
has been criticized for being overly enthusiastic, is here on such good behavior that there's
no devilishness to his Malatesta. (But his singing
is gorgeous.) Barbara Hendricks has other
problems—she's not awarm singer, and occasionally lands totally flat. The bitter scene at the
start of Act III (in which she slaps Pasquale) is
even nastier-spirited than usual, and her Norina
is never really likeable.
The orchestra plays beautifully and the chorus is perky and well-trained. Most of the cast
embellish in ways and places which are original and welcome. The sound is no picnic,
however—it's shallow, and the orchestra is too
far back (this might actually have hindered the
performance further). In short, this recording
will bring out the scholar, rather than the opera
lover, in most listeners.
—Robert Levine
HOWARD HANSON: Symphonies 3 & 6, Fantasy
Variations on a Theme of Youth
Gerard Schwarz, Seattle Symphony, New York Chamber
Symphony
Delos DE 3092 (CD only). John Eargle, eng.; Amelia S.
Haygood, exec. prod.; Adam Stern, prod. DDD. TT
68:35

If you're one of those who has been turned off
by the modern music you've heard but would
still like to find some you can both understand
and enjoy, Delos's Great American Composers
series may well fill the bill. Such earlier inclusions as David Diamond's Symphonies 2and
4and Howard Hanson's Symphonies 1and 2
(reviewed in Vol.14 No.1 and Vol.13 No.10,
respectively) certainly should, as should this
second sampling of works by Hanson.
"Modern" may admittedly be stretching the
point abit, since virtually all the music chosen
thus far by conductor Schwarz was composed
40 or more years ago. But that's close enough
to the present to be called modern in agenre
where the majority of concertgoers still think
of Schoenberg, Varèse, and even Stravinsky as
enfants terrible. Only the most benighted listener could have that reaction here, however,
and in Hanson's music there is still enough flavor of the 19th century to make the journey
into the 20th acomfortable one. Interestingly,
though Hanson's output has largely been
neglected during the past four decades, his
Stereophile, May 1991

efforts and those of other 20th-century "conservatives" who vigilantly fanned the embers
of tonality have exerted an unexpected influence on the present. Indeed, many living
composers reared in the world of tone rows
and serialism have likewise rejected such
procedures in favor of music that, like Hanson's, is more unabashedly melodic and emotionally vibrant.
Hanson's Symphony 3of 1937 was written
seven years after No.2, and shares with its
predecessor (aptly subtitled "Romantic," 2
remains his most oft-performed score) aharmonically lush and brilliantly colored sound
palette. The brooding nature of its slow movements also has much in common with his Symphony 1, the "Nordic." The first three movements of 3were premiered in 1936, with the
finale added the next year. It was worth the
wait—a marvelous summing-up in which material from the opening movements is combined
with astriking sense of drama and inevitability.
Symphony 6is more freely dissonant and
somewhat more abstract than 3, though, as in
all of Hanson's orchestral scores, it frequently
calls to mind music conceived for afilm of epic
dimension. Among its more affecting moments
are athird-movement Adagio which powerfully
conveys asense of loneliness and longing, and
afinal Allegro that inexorably builds to astatement of the work's opening three-note motif
in aburst of orchestral fire.
The Fantasy Variations of 1951 is aminor
if well-made piece that seems curiously incomplete. Often quite Russian—as well as Bart6kian—in character, its four variations for
chamber orchestra and piano are based on a
theme Hanson composed during his student
days at Northwestern some 35 years earlier.
As usual, Schwarz and his musicians acquit
themselves admirably and the recorded sound
is airy and transparent, marred only by an occasional stridency, particularly during full-tilt tuttis.
—Gordon Emerson
MASSENET: Le Cid Ballet Music, Scenes Pittoresques, The last sleep of the Virgin
BERLIOZ: Dance of tbe Sylphs, Minuet of the WillO'Tbe -Wisps (CD only)
OFFENBACH: La Belle Helene (CD only)
Louis Fremaux, City of Birmingham Symphony
Klavier KS 522 (LP), KCD-11007 (CD"). David Mottle),
Brian Culverhouse, prods.; Stuart Eltham, Neville Boyling, cogs. AAA/ADD. rlk: 41:23, 60:32'

This is about the most fun you can have with
your stereo on. Klavier has given us acollection of vivacious brilliance both musically and
sonically, without much sobering profundity
to spoil the party. Fremaux and the Cof BSymphony, in performances originally released on
EMI in the early '70s, rip through these dances
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with alacrity and exuberance, ranging from the
sultry Andalouse of Le Cid to the raucous
celebration of the "Fete Boheme" from Scenes
Pittoresques. Along the way are moments of
rarefied tenderness, as in the Last Sleep and
Dance of the Sylphs, that are made quintessentially serene by their contrast to the verve and
spirit of the surrounding Bacchanalia. Both
conductor and orchestra have dug to the very
roots of this music and brought its celebratory
essence to full flower. The orchestra's playing
is superb in its disciplined abandon.
The sound is just as sparkling as the music.
The perspective is fairly close-up in abig hall,
and you can clearly hear the wide-open spaces.
Trombones blat just like in real life, and you can
hear the air around the bass drum vibrate
powerfully and cleanly. The maracas in Le Cid
are carved out of the soundstage with razoredged keenness. In short, this is among avery
small handful of the finest recorded orchestral
presentations Ihave heard.
The CD gives you three extra selections,
which is just more of agood thing. It also gives
you aslightly colder sound than the LP but
with greater detail and inner definition. Timbres on the LP are abit more faithful than on
CD, and the vinyl also has agreater feeling of
smoothness and liquidity. The only sonic drawback is that the violins get abit cold and steely
at times on both LP and CD. While Iwas reviewing these discs, though, Iauditioned an
Adcom GFP-565 in place of my GFP-555, and
the strings became much smoother and silkier, especially through the phono stage. That's
quite apreamp. And this is quite arecording,
no matter which medium you choose. Hell,
buy both. You'll have the pure analog bliss of
the LP and the added selections of the CD. Kind
of like having your cake and well, you know.
—Robert Hesson

Wagner:
Two new/old Rings
WAGNER: Der Ring des Nibelungen
Das Rbeingotd, Die Watizare, Siegfried, Gatlerdiimmerging
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. Wotan I; Thomas Stewart,
Wotan II & III. Gunther; Régine Crespin. Brünnhilde
I; Helga Dernesch. Brünnhilde Il & III; Jess Thomas.
Siegfried I; Helge Brilioth. Siegfried II:Jon Vickers. Siegmund; Gundula Janowitz. Sieglinde, Gutrune: Christs
Ludwig. Fricka II, Waltraute II, Second Nom; Karl Ridderhusch, Fafner, Hagen; Zoltan Kelemen, Alberich;
Gerhard Stolze. Loge. Mime IL Martti Talvela, Fasolt,
Hunding; Omaha Dominguez. Erda; Josephine Veasey,
Fricka I; Robert Kerns, Donner; Donald Grobe, Froh;
Simone Mangelsdorff, Frria: Litiellnit Rebmann,
Woglintle; Edda Moser. Wellgunde; Anna Reynolds,
Flosshilde; Lili Chookasian, First Norm Catarina
Ligendzi. Third Nom; others; recorded 1967-70. Salz-
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burg Easter Festival; Berlin Philharmonic, Herbert von
Karajan
Bonus: Die Weilkiire, selections from Acts I& II
Birgit Nilsson, Brünnhilde; Leonie Rysanek, Sieglinde;
Ludwig Suthaus, Siegmund; recorded April 21, 1958,
La Scala, Milan; Herbert von Karajan
Hunt 12CDKAR 223 (12 mono CDs only). ADD. IT
15:09:38
WAGNER: Der Ring des Nibelungen
Das Rbelngola, Die Winkiire, Siegfried, Ginterdiimrnerung
Ferdinand Frantz, Wotan; Martha MOW, Brünnhilde; Ludwig Suthaus. Siegfried: Wolfgang Windgassen, Loge.
Siegmund; Hilde Konetzni, Sieglinde; Ira Malaniuk.
Fricka I, Rossweisse; Elsa Cavelti, Fricka II, Grimgerde;
Gottloh Frick, Fafner I. Hunding; Josef Greindl, Fasolt.
Fafner II. Hagen; Gustav Neidlinger, Alberich I; Alois
Pernenstorfer, Alberich II & III; Julius Patzak, Mime;
Ruth Siewert, Fada I; Margarete Klose, Erda II, Waltraute
II, First Nom; Alfred Porn, Donner, Gunther; Lorenz
Fehenberger, Fmh; Elisabeth Grümmer, Freia; Sena
Jurinac, Woglinde, Third Nom, Gutrune; Magda
Gabory. Wellgunde, Ortlinde: Hilde Riissl-Majdan.
Flosshilde. Schwertleite, Second Nom; Rita Streich. Forest Bird; others; recorded 1953; RAI Symphony Orchestra & Chorus, Wilhelm Furtwângler
Angel CDZM 67123 (13 mono CDs only). Michael Gray,
remastering. ADD. TT: 15:04:18

Yet two more Rings on CD? Yes, and both of
great value—one aknown quantity, the other
abig surprise. First, the known:
Each of the ten acts of the Furtwângler RAI
Ring was recorded and broadcast from aseparate concert performance before a live
audience (whose applause is included on these
CDs, though not on the earlier LP editions).
This is its third release since 1972, when EMI
finally obtained the transcription safety masters
from Radiotelevisione Italiana. Though the cast
and Furtwângler himself are not as exciting as
in the 1951 La Scala bootleg with Flagstadt and
Svanholm (now available on 12 Hunt CDs), the
sound is better, and as adocument of the work
of one of the most important Wagner conductors of the century—many would say the most
important—this set is of serious historical
importance.
The 1972 LP set, released here on Seraphim,
sonically left alot to be desired: harsh strings
and brass, quite abit of distortion, and crackly
master discs (the new set says "master tapes,"
though EMI claimed years ago that these were
destroyed immediately after the broadcasts).
The recordings were digitally remastered and
reissued in 1986, again on LP; though only
briefly available, that set's sound was aconsiderable improvement. The 13 CDs on this
new release were prepared from new digital
masters, employing de-clicking software and
what EMI calls "the latest computerized denoising techniques"—almost certainly NoNoise
or EMI's own CEDAR process.
With such hoary original recordings, it's hard
to justify being absolutely true to the source,
Stereophile, May 1991

and EMI's results are impressive. The denoising has had its usual way with the top end,
but as that was so painfully harsh and "surfacy"
in the LP issues anyway, the rolloff is welcome.
What's most improved is the midrange: brass
parts are clarified and separated, sounding like
real instruments instead of hash generators. For
example, the prelude to Act Ill of Siegfried, one
of the most exciting, gripping, overwhelming
passages in all of Wagner, sounds like adifferent, far superior recording on CD. This is true
of most of the louder passages. There are even
hints of hall ambience, of which there was nary
atrace on LP In quieter passages, like portions
of the prelude to Act II of Gótterdiimmerung
(p.218 of the orchestral score), on CD the bass
clarinet, bassoon, and cello components of the
descending "Hagen's Watch" motif can be
clearly heard both as individual instruments
and as parts of the dark web of harmonics
woven by Wagner; on LP it's just asingle vague,
furry, composite bass instrument.
EMI has done as good ajob as can be expected with such marginal source material.
Furtwangler's grand, inevitably unfolding
vision of the Ring is available once more, and
well served. Ihave no problem recommending this set, especially at its budget retail price
of $99.97—a mere 57.69 per CD. Definitely the
format of choice.
Each of the four operas in Hunt's new/old
Ring, conducted by Herbert von Karajan, was
recorded live by an anonymous enthusiast at
consecutive Salzburg Easter Festivals, 19671970, within months of both its studio recording for Deutsche Grammophon and its US premiere at the Metropolitan Opera. This review
presupposes knowledge of the DG cycle; anyone considering purchase of this 12-CD set will
want to know how closely these grey-market
"bootlegs" parallel those studio recordings,
available now for more than 20 years.
With the same conductor, the same orchestra, and avirtually identical cast recorded at virtually the same time, I'm happy to say that there
are hardly any parallels at all.
I'm happy because Karajan's studio Ring—
only the second ever to be recorded, after
Solti's—was a major disappointment all
around. The fact that Karajan's cast was generally less imposing—though better balanced—
than Solti's was forgivable, considering the state
of Wagnerian singing at the time. (Things have
since improved.) It was Karajan's notorious
"chamber-music" approach to the score, possibly conceived as adeliberate answer to Solti's
epic, larger-than-life passion, that rankled so
many critics and listeners, myself included.
It still rankles. Here was the Ring as if played
by apolite Broadway pit orchestra, all tremuStereophile, May 1991

bus sheen and delicate tracery, all nuance and
no solidity, refinement at the expense of substance. Those who had begun to feel guilty
about enjoying Solti's electrifying, Dionysian
performance as much as they had, now fell
back into Karajan's more limp and limpid Apollonian arms. The Kubrick vision, as it were—
passionless, cold, impersonal nobility. At the
time there were polite, respectful murmurings
in the press of Wagner's essence revealed and
refined, of soppy sentiment removed, excess
excised. Here was the musical analog of Wieland Wagner's revolutionary but ultimately
tedious Bayreuth productions of the '50s. Nor
is the analogy amere critic's fancy; in the early
'60s, Wieland begged Karajan to conduct his
grandfather's Ring at Bayreuth, horrified at
what he considered his only other choice:
"Solti, with an orgasm in every bar." My, my—
can't have that now, can we?
Yes, of course, you can hear things in the DG
Ring that you'll hear nowhere else. But had
Wagner wanted to write achamber work, he
would have scored for 12 violins, not 32. Somehow, Karajan made the Berlin Philharmonic
sound just that small. Ultimately, the experiment had value—we now know that such an
approach simply doesn't work.
Truth to tell, the musical evisceration was as
much DG's fault as Karajan's. Live opera is a
singer's and conductor's medium; studio opera
is aproducer's medium. DG's studio Ring is an
example of virtually everything that was wrong
with classical music recording in the late '60s
and early '70s. Recorded in acavernous space
(the Berlin Philharmonie?) with what sounds
like tons of added reverberation and relentless
spotmiking and highlighting, DG's engineers
robbed the music of any heft or substance.
There's virtually no bottom to the sound, the
midrange glare makes male voices unlistenable, and the brass are placed and/or miked so
distantly as to virtually nullify their efforts. The
DG recording might have worked better had
it been a"chamber" performance recorded in
something smaller than an airplane hangar, or
alarge-scaled performance attempting to fill
the venue, or even had it been more closely—
and minimally—miked; but the combination
of timidity, spaciousness, and distant miking
with severe spotmiking, was fatal.
All of which makes the DG Ring the most
telling evidence in favor of the common assertion that the studio was often an unhealthy
place for Herbert von Karajan. It supported his
natural tendency toward introversion, his evercloser attention focused on ever-smaller details,
and resulted in aPlatonic ideal of Wagner, not
the flesh and blood of his music; adream of a
performance, not the performance itself.
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In live performance, as documented on the
Hunt Ring, an entirely different Karajan
reigned: exciting, extravert, dramatic, as fully
in the service of the needs of the theater as, in
the studio, he was in thrall to sound qua sound.
These performances have what the late novelist
John Gardner called "profluence"—a drivingthroughness, a pulse, a need to penetrate
through to the end with consuming thoroughness. Not that the Hunt cycle doesn't have its
own problems. The mono sound—recorded
from very near the prompter's booth, as the
prompter himself reminds the listener at every
musical entrance—is distorted, muffled, with
dropouts, fluttering, print-through, and wildly
varying recording levels. It's acceptable only
for what it is: abootleg. Also, there's asubstantial cut in Act III of Siegfried-12 pages of the
orchestral score, or approximately 6minutes
of music—which deletes most of Siegfried's
and the Wanderer's only scene (ii) together. As
far as Ican tell, this was not done by Hunt to
squeeze Act III onto asingle CD (the 12 generously filled discs average 76 minutes in length);
the opera was performed this way. As Thomas
Stewart was obviously weakening, perhaps
Karajan made the cut to save his voice. Whatever—this Ring is not quite complete. But the
sound does have, however distorted, what the
DG sound lacks: heft, bottom-end weight, the
sound of instruments enclosed by an appropriately sized hall.
The excitement of alive performance shaves
about five minutes off each opera's studio tizne,
and the difference is crucial. The singers take
the stage with avengeance. Particularly impressive are Gerhard Stolze and Zoltan Kelemen as
the Nibelungs Mime and Alberich: remote and
restrained in the studio, big as all outdoors at
Salzburg. To alesser extent, this is true of every
one of the singers but Helga Dernesch, the
Brünnhilde in Siegfried and Glitterdümmerung. She's abit squally and out of control
in Salzburg, more balanced and full in the
studio.
Iwould recommend Hunt's set, wretched
sound and all, if these were the only differences. But there's more. HvIUDG's chamber
approach worked best, of course, for Die
Walküre, the most intimate, introspective, and
lightest-scored of the Ring operas. But even
here Hunt has an ace up its sleeve: The only
substantive cast difference between the sets is
the substitution of Chrism Ludwig for Josephine
Veasey as the Walküre Fricka for Hunt. Ludwig
has been the world's finest Fricica for the past
30 years, and has been "in her prime" for almost all of that time. It's hard to imagine abetter
combination of vocal quality, acting ability, and
singerly intelligence, and she has done nothStereophile, May 1991

ing but grow in all of these areas over the years.
There can never be too many Ludwig Walküre
Fricicas (or Giitterdümmerung Waltrautes).
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, cast wilfully against
type as the Rbeingold Wotan, typifies HvK's
lieder approach to Wagner. Surprisingly enough,
Fischer-Dieslcau does not croon his way through
the part for Hunt, as he tended to for DG.
Thomas Stewart is an often harsh-voiced but
always vital Wotan in the rest of the cycle, and
an excited, exciting, ill-at-ease, grasping, desperate Gunther. Jess Thomas is, vocally, a
cheesecake Siegfried Siegfried, beautifulvoiced but dramatically effete, never seeming
to fully enjoy himself in the role on stage or in
studio.
Thomas is more than made up for on Hunt
by Gerhard Stolze's Mime. Stolze doesn't chew
as much Siegfried scenery as he did for Solti,
but still adds full characterization and perfect
comic timing (though he loses his place entirely and simply gives up at the end of Act I).
As Mime's brother Alberich, Zoltan Kelemen
makes up in over-the-top histrionics what he
lacks in vocal control—of which he has virtually none in the live performances of Rbeingold
and Siegfried, his voice as overextended as his
character's ambition.
Helge Brilioth is the stout aitterdümmerung
Siegfried, in far better voice here in 1970 than
when Iheard him as Tannhâuser at Bayreuth
four years later. Brilioth deploys his strong, dark
tenor, reminiscent of Melchior's, with maddening punctiliousness, hitting each grace note,
each dotted eighth, each pitch with the dogged
exactitude of uninspired bel canto. Everything's there but Siegfried himself; it makes one
long for Windgassen, with half the instrument,
aquarter the accuracy, and ten times the spontaneity and humanity. Karl Ridderbusch, a
reserved, brooding Hagen with astuffy voice,
reminds that this singer was never adequately
captured on record—one of those voices that,
like Melchior's (as Bernard Soll, who should
know, tells me), simply did not translate from
opera house to disc. This Gólterdiimmerung
also has one of the better trios of Norm I've
heard—Choolcasian, Ludwig, and Ligenciza as
Noms I, II, and III. And, truth to tell, it's atossup between the two recordings: by the time HvK
went into the studio to record this final day of
the Ring, both he and the engineers had
mended their ways; what had been diffident
restraint in the DG Ring finally grows into fullblooded commitment and passion nearly equal
to the Hunt performance, and with acceptable
sound.
Hunt throws in as a"bonus" two excerpts
from a1958 La Scala (Milan) HvK performance
of Die Walküre, from Acts I("Winterstürme"
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to end) and II (Todesverkundigung). Whatever
machine this was recorded on had its needles
pegged at all times—the distortion is horrendous. Ludwig Suthaus, as Siegmund, has an
immense wobble and swoops up to the higher
notes with what could be passion but is most
likely age and fatigue; he less sings the role than
toughs it out. Leonie Rysanek is fine, but the
recording is so truly awful that the Hunt set
would have been far better off without it.
Suthaus fares far better, in the Act II excerpt,
with ayoung Birgit Nilsson in one of her early
Brünnhildes. Buried under all the noise, murk,
hash, and breakup is an exciting performance,
but I, for one, am not enough of an operatic
fanatic (or masochist) to listen more than once.
Needless to say, there are no liner notes or
libretti, and God forbid that this would ever be
anyone's first Ring. But to get avery good idea
of what Herbert von Karajan's Wagner was
really all about where it counted—live—this
set constitutes an invaluable historical corrective to the conductor's own doubly botched
studio cycle. If you can stand the sound, this
is agood third or fourth Ring, after Solti,
Bohm, and Krauss; Karajan's DG recording
would have to rank eighth or ninth.
—Richard Lehnert

Classical Collections
JOSÉ CARRERAS: Italian Opera Composers Songs
Songs by Bellini, Donizetti. Rossini. Verdi
José Carreras, tenor; Martin Katz. piano
Sony Classical SK 45863 (CD only). Michel Glotz, prod.
DDD. TT: 63:47

Listening to this disc was—is—a most painful
experience for me. In fact, Ihad refused to
review it until afriend drew my attention to a
critique in which the writer stated, "The sound
of the voice is, as ever, gorgeous on this disc..
Even allowing for the wide margins of subjectivity, this opinion is so patently ill-informed
and lacking in fundamental knowledge and
appreciation of the human voice, that Ijust had
to offer my evaluation.
In anutshell, I'm angry that this disc was
released. Carreras had not fully recovered from
aterrible experience with leukemia (during
which he refused painkillers for fear they might
damage his voice) before the altruistic record
company rushed him into the studio. Presumably the tenor had crippling medical bills and
needed money: surely Sony didn't!
The once beautiful, liquid tenor voice is in
terrible shape here. Pathetic to listen to, his
largely unsuccessful attempts to emit steady
notes, even in the all-important middle register,
obviously nearly exhausted his total concenStereophile, May 1991

tration. So much mental and physical effort is
expended on this basic requirement of singing
that he seems unable to pay much attention to
the fundamental dynamics and articulation of
interpretation.
Even the once mellifluous mezza-voce
sounds breathy and unsupported. Ihave aspecial interest in Carreras, having heard him in the
early '70s, at the outset of his US career, when
Ialso had the distinct pleasure of lunching with
and interviewing him. At that time, he possessed
one of the most beautiful Italianate tenors of
my lengthy experience—which includes hearing such as Giuseppe di Stefano, Jussi
Nicolai Gedda, and the current, reigning heavyweight champions at similar ages. Moreover,
he was personable, intelligent to talk with, and,
Ifelt, the possessor of acomplete inventory of
the most valuable requirements to ensure a
great operatic/concert career. Except for one:
avital one! High notes seem to scare him: he
attacked them with excessive, potentially crippling muscularity marked by an anguished
expression on his face. His emphatically expressed hero-worship of di Stefano bothered
me too. That notable tenor succeeded in dissipating one of the greatest voices of the century in just afew years of international performing. Iwarned Carreras to avoid emulating his
idol's weak technical preparation and injudicious choice of roles. This well-intended advice
was obviously not heeded.
The songs on this disc are all sentimental,
Mediterranean-hued musical poems. Quite
lovely, given adequate treatment, they are
unashamedly Romantic and most memorable
when performed with aflowing, romanticized
vocal and interpretive style; beautifully modulated tone is a must. Regretfully, Carreras's
unpleasantly strenuous efforts and weak, quavery sound, which might be acceptable for a
one-time "live" concert, just do not qualify for
repeated listening.
The Spanish tenor's vocal decline surfaced,
as far as Iremember, after he succumbed to
Herbert von Karajan's blandishments and illadvisedly sang roles under the charismatic conductor's direction that were far too heavy for
his lyric voice. His lush tones never sounded
as lovely and malleable after several performances as Radames in Aida at Salzburg. Coincidentally (or is it?), the producer of this CD
was for many years von Karajan's recording
producer of choice. Does that help to explain
this release? Pans of the human voice in general
and the tenor voice in particular: pass on this
one!
—Bernard Solt
MYRA HESS: A Vignette
Music of Brahms, Haydn. Mozart, Schubert
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Myra Hess, piano; Leslie Heward, Halle Orchestra; Jelly
D'Aranyi, violin; Felix Salmond, cello (Schubert Tho);
Gaspar Cassadó, cello (Brahms)
Appian Publications & Recordings CDAPR 7012 (2 CDs
only). Bryan Crimp, prod. & transfer eng. AAD. TT:
118,19
BENNO MOISEIWITSCH: Solo Piano Recordings,
1938-50
Music of Beethoven, Chopin, Debussy, Mendelssohn,
Mussorgsky, Schumann, Wagner, Weber
Benno Moisciwitsch, piano
Appian Publications & Recordings CDAPR 7012 (2 CDs
only). Bryan Crimp, prod. & transfer eng. AAD. TT:
108:19
Both availablejmm Appian Publications & Recordings,
PO. Box I, Wark, Hexbam, Northumberland NE 48
3EW England
IGNAZ FRIEDMAN: The Complete Solo Recordings,
1923-1936
Music of Beethoven, Chopin, Dvor5k, Friedman, Gaertner, Gluck, Grieg, Hummel, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Mittler, Moszkowski, Mozart, Paderewski, Rubinstein,
Scarlatti, Schubert, Suk, Weber
Ig,naz Friedman, piano; Unid. orchestra Gaubert (Grieg)
Pearl IF 2000 (4 CDs only). MD. rn 4:56:36

The husband of a harpsichord student of
mine is agreat classical music buff, areasonably vociferous audio enthusiast, and aperson
of considerable cultural background. When it
comes to historical CDs, however, there is no
way that he finds himself able to overlook the
obvious sonic deficiencies—especially 78rpm
surface noise—for the often high quality of
the performances themselves, so often vastly
superior to the far better-sounding discs of
more recent vintage. Isuppose, therefore, that
it would hardly be considered worthwhile
trying to convince him of the artistry contained on the present eight CDs, reissues of
material dating from between 1923-1950 that
surely must be considered among the most
important examples of piano playing to be
heard, then or now. On the other hand, if one
can overlook acertain amount of surface hiss
and scratch on these three sets, the effect is
not alittle like listening to something during
asimultaneous and steady patter of rain: after
some period of aural awareness, possibly even
resulting in annoyance, the intrusive irritant
gradually recedes in importance, melding into
abenign background, while one's ears zero in
on more important matters.
What's notable about all three productions—
and this may be ared-flag deterrent to some
listeners—is that the transferring policy of
both Appian Publications and Pearl opts for a
minimum of top filtering with historical material, thereby ensuring acloser match to the
original discs in terms of both piano tone and
room ambience. The point urgently needs to
be made that through overly energetic filtering, arbitrary EQing that has the potential for
destroying the ambient personality of the
Stereophile, May 1991

original, and, not least, the indiscriminate use
of selective processes such as "NoNoise" or
"CEDAR," irreparable damage can easily be
inflicted on the performances. In contrast,
what we have here may indeed reveal agood
deal of surface noise, but tonal degradation is
to alarge extent avoided. And with pianists
such as these, tone is aparamount factor.
Myra Hess (1890-1965), born in London
and apupil of Tobias Matthay, was in her lifetime greatly admired for her interpretive eloquence, warmth, and sensitivity. Iwas fortunate enough to be able to hear her return to
New York after the conclusion of World War
II, an occasion Istill recall for the incredible
standing ovation she received in Town Hall,
the sheer esprit of the Gigue from Bach's Fifth
French Suite among other standouts, and the
affection she so unostentatiously displayed
both to music and audience. She, incidentally,
had been made aDame of the British Empire
for her wartime work in establishing aseries
of lunchtime concerts at London's National
Gallery. For admiring collectors who well
recall the work of Hess, and Idecidedly include myself among them, the most valuable
items included here are apreviously unissued
1942 recording of Mozart's 21st Concerto, plus
afirst movement (only) of Haydn's familiar
Sonata 37 in D, the important Mozart having
originally suffered from wartime problems of
pitch fluctuation (here remarkably resolved
through editing from different test-pressing
takes). A severe aural shock, however, will
understandably come with the final side of
the third movement, which had to be taken
from an aurally inferior dub of the same session, although that is certainly better than the
alternative of having to issue the performance
incomplete or, far worse, not having it available at all. Still, my own particular longstanding favorites are the three Schubert works,
the wonderful little A-Major Sonata and its
odd side, the deliciously played Rosamunde
Ballet Music as arranged by Rudolf Ganz (un credited in the otherwise excellent annotations), as well as the grand B-flat Trio, which
must be considered one of its greatest performances. One might hope that Appian will
eventually issue more of the solo Hess of the
late '20s through the '40s, aperiod when her
deeply felt musical communication stood on
its highest plane; I'm thinking particularly of
her Brahms and Schumann.
Another 101st-birthday celebration is the
Russian-born Benno Moiseiwitsch (1890-1963),
likewise aBritish citizen for most of his life. He
studied with Leschetitzky, who had also taught
Paderewski, Schnabel, Horszowski, Gabrilowitsch, as well as the pianist to be discussed
183
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next, Ignaz Friedman. Stereophile readers may
recall my own enthusiasm for the LP reissues
of Moiseiwitsch's Rachmaninoff on the enterprising Appian label (Vol.11 No.11). Here in an
outstanding compilation are some of this
poetic virtuoso's finest discs, of which Ineed
only mention afew stunning examples. Liszt's
La Leggierezza, in fact, is one of the redoubtable Harold Schonberg's favorite examples
illustrative of the grand older style of playing
as well. To that Iwould add one of the great
Second Hungarian Rhapsodies, wonderfully
elegant Beethoven, dazzling Weber and Mendelssohn, the Debussy and Ravel Toccatas, and
avividly atmospheric Pictures at an Exhibition, the latter in aslightly cut keyboard edition by Otto Gustav Thümer. What makes
Moiseiwitsch so outstanding throughout these
two CD sides is his warm, singing tone, his controlled impetuosity, asense of the music's shape
and character, and, not least, temperament that
proclaims personality without garishness.
Another largely forgotten name is that of the
Polish-born Ignaz Friedman (1882-1948). As
with Moiseiwitsch, one would expect aSlavic
background to produce particularly impressive
Chopin, and that to agreat extent is certainly
true of both these pianists. If for no other reason, the four-CD Pearl set must be obtained for
two items in particular: the Op.55 No.2 Nocturne in E-flat, which has been described, and
Ican only concur, as one of the greatest Chopin
recordings of all time, and the selection of
Mazurkas (some with alternate takes) played by
Friedman in a folksy, rhythmic manner
unmatched by any other pianist. Icannot sufficiently stress the excellence of these fascinating
interpretations, or, for that matter, that of the
eight Mendelssohn Songs Without Words. Not
all of Friedman's recordings are necessarily
ideal: the Chopin Berceuse, for example, is fast
and uninspiring, the second movement of the
Moonlight Sonata in both of the takes included
here is ponderously slow, the Grieg Concerto
(the only orchestral item) in part prosaic Sometimes Friedman is idiosyncratic but his personality, virility, grandeur, and tonal palette are
such as to make this album an essential one for
any piano enthusiast—unless, of course, an
occasional sonic shattering at an overloaded
climax or apoor 78 surface is sufficient excuse
to bypass one of the great pianists of the early
20th century. Incidentally, Danacord issued all
of this material, plus one item not included for
obvious reasons of timing, asplendid Beethoven
"Kreutzer" Sonata with violinist Bronislaw
Huberman, several years ago; that six-LP set
might still be found in some remainder outlets,
but either way these performances should not
be missed. The annotations by Allan Evans,
Stereophile, May 1991

whose biography of Friedman is forthcoming,
are first-rate, as also are those of Bryan Crimp
for the Hess and Moiseiwitsch albums, all the
necessary recording information having been
provided in each case.
—Igor Kipnls

Jazz
WARREN BERNHARDT TRIO: Ain't Life Grand
M'arren Bernhardt, piano; Jay Anderson, acoustic bass;
Danny Gottlieb, drums
DMP CD-478 (CD only). Tom,lung, eng.; Jung, Bernhardt,
prods. D-D. rn 60:42

For some years now, the phrase "contemporary
jazz" has done little to clarify the sub-genre
and, in this critic's humble opinion, done much
to confuse. People now refer to Charlie Parker
and Dizzy Gillespie as "traditional jazz" artists.
While Ican see the point, to me, Bird, Diz,
Thelonious Monk, and Charles Mingus, et al,
remain pioneers and modern—in fact, quite
contemporary.
So rather than become involved in categorizing, it's important to look at the music itself, in
this case Warren Bernhardt's new trio record
that, in addition to starring the pianist-leader,
co-stars bassist Jay Anderson and drummer
Danny Gottlieb. It may be contemporary jazz—
as DMP, the quality-conscious recording company, suggests—but more importantly, in addition to being cleanly tracked, this is fresh
music, crisply delivered. In part this can be
attributed to the consistently exceptional D-D
work of recording engineer/owner Tom Jung,
but ultimately this date stands on the musical
merit of the players.
Bernhardt assembled some dear colleagues—
who happen to be very good at what they do—
and asked them to swing on aseries of originals and standards, pieces such as Cole Porter's
"Everything ILove," Rodgers' and Hart's "Falling in Love with Love," Henry Mancini's and
Johnny Mercer's "Days of Wine and Roses"
(where Monk is briefly quoted), and the traditional (oops) "Moonshiner," arranged by Bernhardt. There are also what I'd call some "contemporary" entries: Mike Mainieri's (Steps
Ahead) "Sara's Touch" and Gary Peacock's
"Vignette." There's even aGabriel Fauré title,
"Au Bord de L'Eau," also performed as aBernhardt arrangement.
So where does that leave us when assessing
Ain't Life Grand? Actually, in apretty good
place; the song selection alone demonstrates
the pianist's versatility and, in some ways, his
vast musical scope.
The bottom line, however, is that Bernhardt,
Anderson, and Gottlieb make very good, easyto-absorb music that is mostly, if not entirely,
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SHURE

modal. This is arich, enjoyable album. Without
flash, overstatement, or hype, and in ayeomanlike, professional fashion, the trio delivers a
strong performance. The 11 pieces investigate
avariety of rhythms, moods, and sentiments,
from the raucous and joyous to the somber and
introspective.
The title, after asentimental intro, kicks into
alively pace enveloped in syncopated phrasing. Anderson first jousts with Bernhardt
before he solos briefly. That's followed by Gottlieb and the leader trading riffs. "Wine &
Roses" borders on the reckless.
In contrast, the softly spoken "Moonshiner"
smacks of prettiness while the ballad "Sweet
Gardenia" sets aromantic tone requiring an
even lighter touch (Gottlieb uses brushes)
despite the sense of weightiness. Blues-tinged,
the silence and space between notes appropriately add to the piece. Bernhardt, in particular,
shines here, sounding both contemporary and
traditional, modern yet respectful.
Ain't Life Grand is athought-provoking session that gives cause to celebrate the big picture: musical boundaries count for little. Ultimately, jazz, regardless of time frame, stands or
falls on the capabilities of the artists. This date
stands.
—Jon W. Poses
MARILYN CRISPELL: Live in San Francisco
Marilyn Crispell, piano; Anthony Braxton, flute, sax;
Jeanne Lee, vocal; Michele Navaizio, guitar; Dony
Byron, clarinets; Gerry Hemingway, percusskin; Reggie
Workman, bass
Music & Arts CD-633 (CD only). Masai Payne, eng., prod.
ODD. TT: 70:16
REGGIE WORKMAN ENSEMBLE: Images: Live at
the Knitting Factory
Personnel same as Crispell
Music & Arts CD-634 (CD only). Reggie Workman, prod.
DOD. TT: 73:00

Neither of these strikingly adventurous efforts
are for the timid-minded. First-rate contrabassist Reggie Workman, whose six-piece ensemble incorporates pianist Marilyn Crispell, began
his now nearly four-decade trek from Philadelphia crossing teen paths with John Coltrane.
His exhaustive musical experiences have always found him planted firmly in the traditions
of the time, placed him at the center of any
scene.
Throughout, Workman successfully articulated an up-to-the-minute approach, moving
forward continually from stints with saxophonists Gigi Gryce, Eric Dolphy, and, subsequently, Wayne Shorter, not to mention Coltrane, to Oliver Lake and David Murray. There
are his stays with Art Blakey Thelonious Monk,
and Max Roach. More recently, Workman put
together apan-generational ensemble of likeminded others who feel comfortable embedStereophile, May 1991

ded in the improvisational avant-garde. Images,
recorded live at New York's Knitting Factory,
stands as afair representation of the group's
vision.
Vocalist Jeanne Lee, astaunch believer that
potential tone variation is limitless, has been
experimenting with words, phrases, lines, and
syllabic arrangements since the early 1960s.
Her contributions on Workman's 'Wha's
Nine?," taken from the New York date but
which shows up on Crispell's mostly solo
recording, and her attack on the "H.P. Madame:'
/mages' opening 26-minute suite, underscore
not only her range, but also her ability to react
to spontaneity while simultaneously creating
the proper climate that forces others to react
and create as well.
The same can be said of Crispell, aCecil Taylor devotee and frequent collaborator with
Anthony Braxton who, now in her 40s, has
found her own style, asomewhat less harsh
approach to the instrument than her mentor's.
Though Live in San Francisco is dominated by
free expression even on such classics as "When
IFall In Love," Monk's "Ruby, My Dear," and
Coltrane's "Dear Lord," the keyboardist displays adeep, deep appreciation for lyricism.
A paradox exists in her pummeling of the
piano. There should be no doubts about her
technical prowess; on occasion she delivers
portions of these compositions in quite
"straight" fashion, as if to fend off any
detractors.
But while Crispell's solo entry engages and
successfully serves as an example of her personal approach, it's the sextet Ifind myself
drawn ta In addition to Lee and Crispell, Workman employs Gerry Hemingway, perhaps the
most important of the contemporary "Downtown New York" percussionists. His sensitive,
tasteful, incisive drumming distinctly melds
with each member of the cooperative He and
Workman, operating in tandem, extract sizeable contributions from all others, including
guitarist Michele Navaizio and clarinetist Don
Byron. To be sure, Byron, the youngest member of the ensemble, is astylist. Aspects of his
playing are reminiscent of Coltrane, particularly when Hemingway emulates Elvin Jones
and Crispell drives on the piano not unsitnilarly
to McCoy Tyner. Yet Byron, too, seems to come
forth with an original sound, holding his own.
The live recording on both discs is consistently
even-keeled.
As recorded here Workman's ensemble and
concepts present much to digest. Crispell, onesixth of the collaborative effort on Images, also
demonstrates on her Live in San Francisco
why she's garnered much critical respect.
—Jon W. Poses
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FATS WALLER: Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller
Dick Hyman. piani>
Reference Recordings RR-33DCD (CD),

RR-33C1)

(CD ••), RR-33LP (LP). Keith 0. Johnson, recording
cog.; Robert Harley, mastering eng. (RR-33DCD); J.
Tamblyn Henderson, Jr., prod. D/DDD/AAA.
59:28,

59:22," •59:22

The original release of Dick Hyman Plays Fats
Waller was the world's first—and, to my
knowledge, still only—direct-to-digital CD.
Available at apremium price in adeluxe numbered edition limited to 25,000 copies, it has
become one of Reference Recordings' most
popular releases, and is expected to sell out by
the summer of 1991. In my review (Vol.13
No.5), Idescribed it as asonically and musically
stunning recording, and suggested that it
would be interesting to compare the direct-todigital release with the conventionally mastered
CD and all-analog LP when they became available. Well, they're here now, and the comparisons are indeed interesting, although not as
straightforward to interpret as one might think.
As usual in these sorts of comparisons, Iwanted
to keep all potentially confounding variables
constant; thus, the new CD, like the original,
was painted (outer edge and inner "trough")
with AudioPrism's CD Stoplight, and had a
Sims Reference Band placed around it. Even
before Iplayed the two discs, Inoticed an obvious physical difference: the original "D" release
has gold reflective material, whereas the new
"DDD" has silver. Idon't know if there is any
convincing evidence that gold backing "sounds"
better than silver, but some record companies
certainly claim that it does. Furthermore, the
discs come from different mastering plants
(Disctronics rs Disc Mfg., Inc.), which can itself
produce sonic differences. What I'm trying to
say is that this is not just acomparison of directto-CD vs digital-tape-to-CD, but also of CD
manufacturing methods. In fact, there are additional differences unrelated to the utilization
of an intermediate storage medium: the new
CD does not derive from the same real-time
performance but an earlier one (repeated "performances" on the Bijesendorfer Reproducing
Piano are, in theory, identical, but producer
Tam Henderson notes that the piano was in
somewhat better tune during the earlier take),
and there were some changes in balance (0.4dB
to the left), level (0.8dB higher), and equalization (1.0dB up at 16kHz) for the new CD. ,
Putting aside all these caveats about the
IConfession Time: when Ifirst listened to the two CDs. Iwas
under the impression that they were bawd on ecritify the same
mien 'phone feed. The sonic difference was such that Ifound
this hard to lwlioe. so Icalled Reference Recordings for confirmation. Iwas told that nix onlv were the iv:cordings not identical, hut that all the informat inn about the technical differences was in the liner notes! llaR else fails. Isuppose one might
as well read the manual.
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interpretation of sonic differences, how do
these recordings sound? First, Ithink it's fair
to say that, by any reasonable standard, "stunning" still describes the sonic quality of all
three releases. If you can't have the Beisendorfer Reproducing Piano and its associated
digital hardware/software (or perhaps Dick
Hyman himself) in your listening room, here's
the next best thing. The D release sounds a
touch warmer in tonal balance, with the bass
notes having alittle more apparent weight. The
piano on the DDD sounds as if it's abit closer
and the upper registers ring out with more clarity (probably afunction of the equalization and
level changes; I'm told there was no change in
miking). Overall, Iprefer the D, but by avery
small margin.
Listening to the LP after having familiarized
myself with these state-of-the-art CDs proved
to be an fascinating experience. As one might
expect, noise level is higher, but not annoyingly
so. Tonal balance is more like the DDD than the
D, at least in my system. , Does the LP sound
any better? In aword, yes. The sound of individual hammers striking the strings, the decay
of resonances, the ambience surrounding the
instrument, the pace and drive: they're all subtly but significantly superior to either CD version. To quote Sam Tellig (or is it Gertrude
Stein?), there is more there there. Iwould be
quite happy listening to any of the three versions, but my feeling is that if Icould persuade
the Büsendorfer people to lend me the Reproducing Piano (and assuming that Icould get it
up the stairs and squeeze it into the listening
room), it would sound most like the LP.
—Robert Deutsch

Rock
ROSANNE CASH: Inferiors
Columbia CR 46(79 (Cl) only). Roger Nichols, John
Guess, Donivan Cowart. trigs.: Rosanne Cash, Rodney
Crowell. prods. DDD. TT: 34:18
ROBIN HOLCOMB
Elektra Musician 9 60983-2 (CD only). Jay Follette, trig.:
Mayne Horvitz, Lenny Kaye. prods. AAD. TT: 48:21

Country is often treated by music fans as rock's
hick cousin. It's as if songs about family, infidelity, drivin' and drinkin' are somehow less
important than songs about adolescent anger
and angst, or teenage drivin' and drinkin'; as
2Within the past few months. I've brought my analog front
end considerably closer to (lass A SUMS: first, replacing the
Talisman Swith an AudioQuest AQ 7(100 (a Class A cartridge
Hoer Iheard one ); then, just in time for the present LP-rsCD comparison, getting the Lingo power supply for the Linn
(expensive, hut well worth lc even if you're already using an
AC line conditioner like the Tice Power Block). On the digital fount, I'm looking forward to the coming upgrade for the
Aragon D2A: of course, it's retrofittable to existing units, thus
allowing one to avoid the dreaded "Digital Hell."
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if rural concerns somehow take second place
to urban (or, more commonly, suburban) concerns. We sometimes forget that it was the marriage of C&W to R&B that gave birth to R&R in
the first place.
The difference between rock and country
may often be the difference between urban and
rural, but once the value judgment is removed
it becomes merely adifference in approach to
much of the same subject matter.
Where rock music (possibly due to Dylan's
influence) has become analytical and introspective, country tends to deal more with what
(I believe) William Carlos Williams called "the
thing in itself." Or, to beat the poetry analogy
to death, if rock tunes are the "Songs of Experience," country tunes remain for the most part
"Songs of Innocence" Blake realized that when
innocence and experience come together, the
results can be apocalyptic. Though perhaps not
quite that intense, two new releases make aserious stab at combining country and rock sensibilities.
Rosanne Cash's country credentials are in
order. As Johnny Cash's daughter and Rodney
Crowell's wife, her Nashville acceptance is
assured. Let us not forget, however, that dad
started as one of Sam Phillips's crazed rockabilly crew before maturing into an American
icon. Meanwhile, Rodney has for years written
songs that bump the boundaries of country.
But it is left to Rosanne to remove those boundaries completely.
If country music is not introspective, no one
told Ms. Cash. If the album title does not suffice, check out the song titles: "On the Inside,"
"On the Surface," "What We Really Want,"
"Land of Nightmares," "Paralyzed"—this may
be the darkest country album ever recorded.
So what makes it country? Songcraft, for one
thing. "It's the singer, not the song" just doesn't
cut it in Nashville. While it obviously doesn't
always live up to its own standards, country
music has always set great store by the wellconstructed song. Rosanne Cash has been honing her craft over her whole career, and this is
what allows her to stretch the song form here
into something intensely personal without
whining or leaving the listener behind.
Instrumentation is another—college rock
has no monopoly on jangly guitars. Lovers of
vibrating strings will find much to enjoy here
in the textures of acoustic and electric guitars
impeccably digitally recorded by Roger
Nichols of Steely Dan fame. (It is interesting to
note that country music, not thought of as
"techno," has long been in the front lines of digital recording.) Steuart Smith, the lead guitarist
Ms. Cash shares with her husband, is avirtuoso
in the truest sense as he makes the difficult
Stereophile, May 1991

sound easy and natural and never fails to serve
the song.
The sound is warm and intimate. It is atribute to Rosanne the producer that the settings
are equal to the song gems that rest in them.
Robin Holcomb approaches country music
from the outside Though born in Georgia, she
was raised in California. Her musical background is modem composition, gamelan, and
free jazz. From this world of wide-ranging
experience Holcomb has distilled songs of
what can only be called aknowing innocence,
the kind found in the very best country but
more often in mountain and bluegrass music
As she puts it in her press release, "I tried to
make the smallest number of words evoke as
big athing as Icould" ("the thing in itself'). Add
to this avibrato-laden voice that sounds like a
mountain mother keening to her child, and you
have awork that is like Laurie Anderson does
Mother Maybelle Carter, with none of Anderson's irony but some of her distance.
The distance is unavoidable, given that Holcomb and her cohorts (who include Wayne
Horvitz and Bill Frisell) come out of the same
downtown scene that spawned Ms. Anderson.
But don't get me wrong—this is no art band
dabbling in "roots." What rings through this
music is adeep love and understanding of what
makes the best mountain music timeless and
indispensable. A haunting quality that invests
simple phrases with miles of meaning—"Try
to bargain with the devil /try to bargain with
your friends /what will you remember most
in the end."
This kind of music can be successfully made
by outsiders. Holcomb's music is reminiscent
of the bunch of Canadians who produced similar stark portraits of Americana—The Band. In
fact, one song, "Troy," pushes this into what
could only have been aconscious homage
from the lines "Frost is on the pumpkin" and
"She knows the shape you're in" to Frisell's
letter-perfect Robbie Robertson impressions.
Two minor quibbles: 1) Given that it was
recorded with the same producer, engineer,
and studio as Bill Frisell's latest, it's surprising
that the sound is nowhere as crisp (artistic decision? mastering error?); 2) Songs are more than
poetry set to music. Ms. Holcomb's lyrics and
music are always interesting and often powerful
individually, but they do not always combine
in that unique symbiosis that is asong. It will
be interesting to see if her future work shows
the songcraft that is Rosanne Cash's birthright.
With the world-music craze threatening to
turn everything into one homogeneous lump,
it's apleasure to find two strong artists who can
expand agenre's boundaries without diluting
its power.
—Michael Ross
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1964's "Testify," recorded during Jimi's early
tenure with the Isley Brothers, is afascinating
Hendrix, Eddie Kramer, Chas Chandler. prods.: George
look at the then 21-year-old Hendrix's ability
Chikantz, eng. Reissue: Bruce Gary, Dave Kephart,
on the guitar, with his heavy reliance on Jimmy
prods. ADD. TT: 4:25:23
Nolen r&b rhythm licks coupled with Buddy
"BOYS!! TURN THAT CAR CRASH MUSIC
Guy-style lead figures. Only ayear later, 1965's
DOWN!! I'VE GOT A BUNDT CAKE IN THE
"I'm AMan," with Curtis Knight and the Squires,
OVEN!!" was all Tommy Towers's mom had to
shows just how fast Jimi was progressing on
say about the artistry ofJimi Hendrix, and we
guitar; his frenetic playing on the Bo Diddley
used to laugh like 14-year-old hyenas and crank
standard foreshadows the speed, clarity, and
it even louder, until the big Cerwin-Vegas
furious energy that would mark his later, much
shook so violently we didn't hear Mr. Towers
more heavily amplified oeuvre.
come slamming into the room and chase
These early tracks reveal Jimi's strong blues
Tommy through the house, which was my cue
influences, but nowhere is this more apparent
to grab my records and haul ass. Hendrix has
than on 1967's "Drivin' South," ostensibly an
always had this duality in the public's eye: while
early Hendrix composition 4 recorded live in
the musicians and fans who deified Jimi underthe studio for the British radio program "Top
stood his unparalleled contribution to the guiGear," and almost anote-for-note remake of
tar and popular music, the rest of the public never
Albert Collins's 1962 instrumental "Thawsaw past the flaming Strats and "Purple Haze."
Out." Not only is it fascinating to see Jimi transWhich is exactly why Lifelines—Thejimi Henform atraditional blues instrumental into a
drix Story is such an important collection
hyper-drive funk workout, but it shows that the
for both camps; there are enough rare and
young Hendrix was listening to amuch more
previously unreleased tracks here to make this
diverse array of blues records during his forset amust-have for even die-hard Hendrix colmative years than British counterparts like Eric
lectors, while the narrative included between
Clapton. Collins was relatively obscure at this
the tracks serves as agood introduction to
time, and when Jimi first exploded onto the
Jimi's fascinating life story.
London scene in late 1966, it's no surprise he
But first, afew words about this "narrative."
knocked the local blues players on their colOriginally produced as aradio program called
lective arse; while the English players like Clap"Live And Unreleased: The Radio Show," the
ton and Peter Greene offered up reverential
narration is by a guy who goes simply by
note-for-note homages to B.B. and Albert King,
"Damian," and talks like every cliché '70s FM
Hendrix had already gone beyond mere imidisc jockey you ever heard, hold the soul. I tation into outright free-form funky-ass sheets
mean, Damian is kaw-kay-zhun, you dig? So
of sound.
when he chirps, "the CHIT-lin circuit!" like Bob
The rest of the unreleased tracks focus on
Eubanks to the tenth power, it's hard not to
alternate takes and mixes of his studio output
scream. Imyself would've put the music on the
from Are You Experienced on, and here's
CDs and kept the narrative in the booklets,' but
where we get to see the experimental side of
hey, where else are you going to hear the
Hendrix, whether exploring raw feedback on
whitest man in America gush, "'Third Stone
the Indian-flavored "Cherokee Mist" or horn
From The Sun': apsychedelic foray into science
interplay with the Brecker Brothers on "South
fantasy!" in junior-high educational filmese?
Saturn Delta." More than any other musician
Of the 45 cuts, only 15 have been officially
of his time, Hendrix was as adept at playing the
released, and the 30 new tracks are really what
studio itself as he was his Stratocaster, and the
this collection is all about. Thankfully, Lifelines
alternate takes and mixes of better-known
is not amere "greatest hits" package; instead,
songs like "Voodoo Chile" and "1983. ..
(A
it offers an almost voyeuristic glimpse into
Merman IShould limn To Be)" reveal an artist
Jimi's creative processes and artistic growth
intensely involved in every aspect of sound
during his short six-year recording career.
production, trying different ideas in order to
3There is one gro» error in the recording information in the
evoke different moods in the listener. A far cry
booklets, on "Burning of the Midnight Lamp," the bookie lists
from "Mrs. Brown You've Got ALovely Daughthe backup singers as Aretha Franklin's Sweet Inspirations. hut
ter," this upped the ante for all subsequent rock
the female voices 'Ahhhhh -ing throughout the song were actuJIM' HENDRIX: Lifelines—Tbefimi Hendrix Story
Reprise 9 26435-2 (4 CDs only). Original recordings: Jimi

ally courtesy of aMellonon. Ruhe (;oldhergian
kiln, rani
contraption that used endless-loop tapes in lieu of hammer.
driven piano strings. That is. in order to plat the backup singers,
each key on the keyboard acted as the onloff switch for its own
individual tape! "Ile booklet also fails to mention that it was
Jimi himself two-fingering the harpsichonl melody at the intro.
Any other obscure Hendrix minutiae queries you has -emay
be addressed to "I Have Way Too Much Free Time," ch)Steneopblie.
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4Ihave abootleg LP of the 1965 New Jersey club date from
which "I'm A Man" as team, and there's aversion of "Drivin'
South" here as well.
The Cool Sound of Albert Collins. Cross Cut Records
CCRIBIL Ironically, Collins, an internationally known blues
star today, replaced Hendrix in Little Richard's band in 1964
while both guitarists were paying their dues as sidemen on the
Southern soul/r&b circuit.
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recording.
As an added bonus, 6 disc four contains an
Experience concert recorded at the L.A. Forum
as an example of the improvisatory nature of
Jimi's live playing. From the multi-color rifling
on "'Pax Free" to the endless permutations on
the combined "Voodoo Chile (Slight Return)"
and Cream tribute "Sunshine of Your Love,"
Jimi proved again and again that he had, in the
words of Geoffrey Stokes, 7 "assimilated the
blues, then took them and twirled them around
his head like alariat." This outstanding show
is one of the better live Hendrix recordings I've
heard, and the overall sound is surprisingly
good. Interestingly, they have massively eq'd
the drums, albeit to good effect, but hardly
what the boys onstage or in the recording truck
parked outside were hearing as it came down.
Iknow because I've heard bootlegs of the
actual board tapes, which had amuch tinnier
and pinched drum sound than can be found on
this CD.
Undoubtedly, though, the most haunting
and priceless moment on Lifelines is the homedemo rendition of "Angel," asong released
posthumously on The Cry of Love. On this version, Hendrix is all alone in his New York apartment, his Stratoc-aster cleanly amplified (many
have mistakenly identified this track as being
played on an acoustic guitar), and it's this track
alone that's worth the price of the entire set.
Ironically, it's when stripped of arhythm section, overdriven amps, purring groupies in
white go-go boots, and the sturm'n'drang of the
stage that Jimi's music becomes most majestic;
his tentative, wobbly singing and orchestral
guitar recall nothing less than agalactic Robert
Johnson, and ahundred listens later, it still takes
my breath away.
The sound is quite variable, as should be
expected from the wide range of sources and
equipment, but Jimi's vision had nothing to do
with audiophilia anyway; he was abold-as-love
expressionist, trying to create his own alternative reality between and beyond the speakers,
and would probably have brought his Strat
crashing down on any pipe-smoking union
engineer foolish enough to throw up apair of
crossed-cardioids in front of his Marshalls. This
is the music of ayoung man trying to make the
unearthly, terrifyingly beautiful sounds in his
head enter our ears just as he imagined them;
6 Especially to rabid Hendrix freaks like yours truly, who
plunked down 60 clams for the three CD British import on
Castle that only had the "Damian" r.idi•i program: not only
does the Reprise version cost less, but ft sounds much better,
kb the music ("Rainy Day Shuffle" in particular) finish before
Damian cuts in with narration, and includes the fourth disc
containing the excellent L.A. Forum concert.
7Rock of Ajtes.. The Rolling Stone History of Rock & Roll, by
Ed 'rd, Geoffrey Stokes, and Ken 'Ricker; Summit Books,
1986.
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Lifelines stands then as an intimate look at just
how successful Jimi was, and the heroic lengths,
both personal and technical, he went to to
achieve that success.
—Corey Greenberg
PINK FLOYD: The Wall
Mobile Fidelity "Ultradisc" UDCD 2-537 (2 CDs only).

(Reissue of Columbia PC2 36183). James Guthrie, et al,
engs.; Bob Erzin, et al, prods. Digital transfer by Krrig
Wunderlich. AAD. TT: 8131
ROGER WATERS: The Wall, Live in Berlin
Waters, various musicians, orchestra
Mercury 846 611-2 (2 CDs only). Nigel Jopson, mg.; Nick
Griffiths, Roger Waters, prod. DDD. TT: 10438

I've never much cared for The Wall, Roger
Waters's catharsis-cum-rock opera. Gloomy
and muddled in conception, self-pitying in
expression, it takes rock's customary misogyny,
its inability to distinguish vulnerability from
submission to control, and grants them the
autocratic validation of the mixing console and
the economic leverage of the mass media.
Listening anew through headphones to
Mobile Fidelity's Ultradisc reissue extends the
aesthetic unpleasantness to the realm of the
senses: Ifeel as if some unpleasant parasite has
invaded my body, earwig-like, through the portals of my ears, gnawing its tingling course
down my spine, sapping my energy. Don't
know if this is MFSL's intention, but their two
CDs, gold-plated or no, are enervating, all
residual warmth having been frozen out from
the very good analog LP, the soundstage
abstracted into asteely latticework bereft of its
former fullness. On the MFSL disc it is hard to
differentiate the sounds of musical instruments
from the engineering-induced noises and
sound effects. When the music goes high and
loud, it's just plain painful to listen.
The reason MFSL's Wall disappoints, while
their earlier Ultradisc of Pink Floyd's Dark Side
of the Moon is awonderful reissue, may attach
to intrinsic differences in the music at two
stages of Pink Floyd's life-cycle The Wall relies
upon its venomous words and afew brutally
obvious symbols to dictate its dreary meaning.
It is mostly adidactic, not musical, statement,
the music being surprisingly monochromatic
given the technological resources employed.
Ultimately, Waters is preaching akind of rock'n'roll Calvinism, both in the words he writes
and the sounds he uses to embody those
words. Dark Side's meaning is expressed
through symbols more extravagant, eccentric,
and primary-colored, yet also far better integrated. Dark Side becomes what it beholds: a
cybernetic, paranoid, sensualist sound-world,
which MFSL succeeds in extending technologically and therefore intensifying. There is no
didactic solution, just asomatic understanding of the problem at hand.
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MFSL's Wall, weighing in at two limitededition gold discs, is also hyper-expensive Better to spend afraction of its price on agood
used-LP issue, then apply the big bucks to a
cause helpful to one's less fortunate, walled-in
brethren.
Which is exactly what arevivified Waters, 11
years later, has done in his revisit to The Wall,
recorded live at aconcert before an audience
of hundreds of thousands at Berlin's breached
Wall. Proceeds from the concert, and from
sales of this recording, go to an organization
called the Memorial Fund for Disaster Relief
(though the CD box does not specify what the
Memorial Fund does with the money).
Even though he wrote most all of The Wall,
and was the thoughtful force behind the postSyd Barrett band, Waters can no longer call
himself Pink Floyd. That commercial distinction belongs to three former PF co-conspirators,
who recently shopped their dinosaur wares on
1988's nostalgic Delicate Sound of Thunder
tour. What Waters has done instead is to assemble an all-star cast for this spectacular and largegestured revival of The Wall on the occasion
of Germany's reunification.
In the open air, with the potentialities of studio technology reduced and the false subtlety
entirely forsaken, Waters's new, live Wall is
more enjoyable than the studio version. His
casting of such adiverse group of players is in
itself ahappier statement, and makes for amore
colorful performance. Rather than Waters
spewing out his demons anew, he plays more
alatter-day Verdi, opening acartoon Aida at
today's equivalent of the Suez Canal.
The collaboration among the various artists
works rather well, though there are bound to
be peculiarities and soft spots in aspectacle that
undertakes to meld the talents of The Scorpions, Marianne Faithfull, Ute Lemper, Van
Morrison, James Galway, and Cyndi Lauper,
just to name afew. Editor Lehnert, frinstance,
complains that he can't recognize Joni Mitchell's beloved voice on "Goodbye Blue Sky" but
what do you expect through all those microphones? Sinead O'Connor's mellifluous mumbles aren't the most appropriate transport for
"Mother" (surely she must realize the misogyny
explicit in this song!); but behind Mitchell, the
vocals of ex-The Band members Levon Helm
and Rick Danko, and Garth Hudson's accordion obbligato, make this rendition utterly
more soulful than Pink Floyd's original.
The trial scene is grandest kitsch-opera, highlighted by Thomas Dolby's Teacher. His performance is amusingly histrionic, almost
enough to blunt the sexist image of this character (vulva as oppressor) still lingering in the
brains of those who remember the cinema aniStereophile, May 1991

mations accompanying the original Wall.
As befits the upbeat occasion, Waters adds
an encore piece, "The Tide is lbrning," expressing hope at the collapse of the militaristic world-order of the last five decades. Icould
make the usual aesthetic goo about how this
song sounds tacked-on and hindsight-ridden.
That really does it no justice though; it fits well
enough this very different, hopeful context of
The Wall.
Expect no audiophile delights here just alive
recording more clear and integrated than many,
but no better sounding than most. It ain't goldplated, but it is for agood cause.
—Kevin Conklin
ROBERT LUCAS: Usln' Man Blues
AudioQuest AQ-LP 1001 (LP), AQ-CD 1001 (CD). Kavi
Alexander, eng.: Joe Harley, prod. AAA/AAD.
48:38, 56:15'

Haifa dozen long, cold Chicagoland winters
spoiled me for two things: ribs and blues.
While folks in warmer climes were shelling out
20 bucks to cram into abasketball arena to see
Stevie Ray Vaughan or ZZ Top, Icould stop at
any of adozen half-empty blues clubs and hear
Buddy Guy, Lonnie Brooks, or Koko Taylor for
a55 covert' And nobody minded if you brought
half aslab from Leon's to wash down your beer.
So it was with some trepidation that I
opened this new release from Robert Lucas. At
the risk of sounding racist, I've found that most
white players study the blues rather than live
them, and that distinction is all too obvious to
the naked ear. And Usin' Man Blues appears on
an audiophile label, so Iexpected the music to
be alittle, um, bland.
Man, was Iwrong. This is real Delta stuff.
Live, solo, and acoustic, the music harks back
to the days before Muddy Waters left Mississippi. And though the music is simple in form,
it's rich in expression. With aDobro on his
knee (the beaten-up one on the liner photos,
not the pristine example on the cover), Lucas
makes like Son House's long-lost seventh
cousin, playing the slide like he was born with
abottle instead of an index finger. While he
uses the Delta tradition as ajumping-off point,
Lucas isn't hide-bound by it. You can hear
Elmore James, John Lee Hooker, and even a
touch ofJimi Hendrix in his lead riffs. His singing is in the raw blues tradition, straight from
the heart by way of the throat. Covering Robert
Johnson's "Me and the Devil," Lucas growls and
howls as though the great bluesman hadn't
seen anything that would make him blush.
Lucas completes his triple threat with some fine
originals, most notably the title cut and "Moon8)ust like the Eric Clapton Michelob commercial.
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shine." And he's not afraid to loosen up. How
mythology of Prince he more convincingly
'bout: "I hit every buffet smorgasbord in town
called to life in Purple Rain. With the style: a
/They see me walking in, they know I'm gonna
musical. Recorded on film and post-produced
shut 'em down," from "What Happened to My
on video, the 17 tracks are cut like 17 candidates
Shoes." By the way, Robert, Iknow this place's
for MTV rotation and cobbled together like
got the best ribs, and the cole slaw, well, ... Wagnerian opera with recitative to make a
Sonically, this is the best blues record I've
"movie." But we're not in Kansas any more,
heard. Okay, Iknow that's not saying much. On
Toto, and if old fans persist in dubbing Prince
AudioQuest's first release, Kavi Alexander
a"Pop Picasso," they'd better smell the coffee.
proves that his Palpable Presence Extraction
Graffiti Bridge is just Downtown Charlie
Device works on popular music, toa His allBrown looking for love, supported by cameos
tube, all-analog recording preserves the attack
from his sidekicks Linus (this year's pre-teen
of Lucas's gruff voice and stinging guitar withflavor of the month Tevin Campbell), Schroeder
out becoming overly etched, and you really
(Morris Day in his "yas boss" sex-jester hip-hop
can hear the walls of the rather small studio.
cap and bells), testifyin' Peppermint Pattie
The sound isn't drizzled with butterscotch
(Mavis Staples, lighting up one of the few fine
euphonics, but it's damned close to the real
tracks, "Melody Cool"), and George Clinton
thing. The surfaces on my LP (a test pressing)
as the Great Pumpkin, earning the album its
were near flawless. The CD version goes to
Parental Advisory Sticker with a(very) little pershow what careful mastering can do. It matches
functory bad-mouth ("We Can Funk").
the LP in almost every way, and includes two
Best guess is that despite Prince's philosophiadditional tracks to boot. The preceding obsercal intentionizing ("Know yourself," "Love one
vations assume that you can forget about the
another," "Wear naughty undies"), everyone's
music long enough to listen to the sound.
truly bored with his sound. All songs are proAs muchas! liked Usin' Man Blues, Iwasn't
duced, arranged, composed, and performed
sure it would stand up to my final test. Ifished
by Prince, except where indicated. "Where
out RobertJohnson, The Complete Recordings
indicated" is when the guest artists (above) cut
and played it all the way through, all two hours'
their tracks elsewhere or choirmaster Leavi
worth. And when the lonesome blues had got
Sacer, Jr. and orchestral arrangers stepped in
me but good, Icued up Robert Lucas. Let's just
on something Prince couldn't program into the
say that Iplayed it all the way through, too.
digital underground.
—Allen St. John
Except for drums from Sheila E., performances from Morris Day's Time, and Clinton's
PRINCE: Graffiti Bridge
horn and keyboard section, Prince performs
Paisley Park/Warner Brothers 9 27493-1 (LP), -2 (CD).
and voices nearly everything. It works on
Prince, prod.; Prince/various at Paisley Park, plus Susan
"Thieves in the Temple," but overall it's just too
Rogersjunior Vasquez, engs. AAA/AAD. TT: 6832
much. This is Prince through ablender, and the
Ihave aguilty secret: Ibought amass-market
album sounds homogeneous and mindCD player. To date my reference has been a bogglingly ordinary. Instruments—or their
Sonographe SD-1, which sounded well when
synthetic replications—are laid in place like a
it worked. Faced with shipping it to the factory
recipe. Every effect in the kitchen sink has been
for the third time in six months and not finishincluded, but each is so perfunctory and
ing this review, Ishelled out $200 for aYamaha.
divorced from any relationship to the music or
It worked out of the box. Triple-A batteries
lyrical line that tracks which should sound
were packed with the remote. Here, listening
sassy and original come out like Tastee-Freeze.
fatigue has nothing to do with the equipment,
Alarmingly, this cook-book school of comand everything to do with Prince and his solipposition extends even to the musical ideas.
sistic approach to making avery long music
Graffiti Bridge hasn't been composed or
video.
created, it's been assembled. Once one of the
Graffiti Bridge is the soundtrack to his most
most original ears on the block, here Prince
recent film, which disappeared last fall from
overdubs his personal style on everything from
the silver screen in my predominantly ethnic
"Footloose" ("Can't Stop the Feeling IGot")
neighborhood so fast you have to wonder if
to Janet Jackson, the '60s Cloy of Repetition"),
being true 2your own thing matters any more
and amillion other things you've heard before
to audiences thrilled with gauges and nines and
so flawlessly his secret is out: he's acloset comthe political correctness of Spike Lee's soundputer nerd. Expect the signature software applitrack to Mo' Better Blues.
cation in your MIDI studio soon. Graffiti
Maybe they're righteously bored. With the
Bridge is amusical exercise Prince could toss
concept: Another chapter in the night-life of
off in his sleep, and probably did. The only real
the characters and trauma in the personal
question is why.
—Bethjacques
Stereophile, May 1991
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Wadia WT-2000 CD transport
Editor:
Our congratulations to Amis Balgalvis on ajob
well done with his review of the Wadia WT2000 Transport. Until recently, the importance
of the transport, and the interconnection between transport and D/A converter, has not
been understood well enough by consumers,
or by most manufacturers of CD playback equipment. AB and Stereophile magazine are to be
commended for their efforts to broaden the
discussion of what's critical in digital beyond
the commonly discussed areas of resampling
and D/A converters. While these areas need the
attention of designers of serious digitally based
audio components, they occur at the end of the
digital chain and can do nothing to correct for
information that has been damaged or lost earlier in that chain. The experience of Wadia's
research and development team over the last
25 years with advanced digitally based products in the computer, medical instrumentation,
and telecommunications industries allows us
aunique perspective on consumer audio. Wadia's
corporate mission is to apply this knowledge
to improving the quality of music reproduction
in the home.
It may be useful, however, for us to clarify
in slightly greater detail some of the points
raised by AB in his review. In addition to the
clock accuracy, power supply, grounding, chassis/mechanical stability, and glass fiber optic
and digital coaxial connector changes specified by AB, the stage which drives the signal
through both of these digital transmission systems is changed. The pulse transformers used
in the P-2, while providing acertain amount
of isolation from components further down
the audio path, are not ideal for driving adigital
audio signal, and have been replaced by devices better suited to the task. It is interesting
to note that in their more recent digital products, Teac has also abandoned the pulse transformer in this application. AB's sonic experience of improved definition, fuller balance, low
frequencies with more clarity, harmonic richness, and more soundstage information are the
cumulative sonic results of all of these changes.
AB mentions that the glass optic transmission system of the WT-2000 can be used to
directly connect it to the Wadia 2000 and X64.4
converters. While this is true, glass fiber optics
are also available as an option on our X-32 converter and are available on the WT-3200 transport as well. We, too, hope that others will begin
to use this state-of-the-art digital connection/
Stereophile, May 1991

transmission system. We applaud our good
friends and neighbors across the St. Croix River
at Audio Research who have chosen to incorporate glass fiber optics in their D/A converter.
It might be of interest to some of your readers
to know that Audio Research used aWT-2000
in the development of their converter, and, in
the March 1991 issue of Hi-Fi News & Record
Review, in acomparative review of 11 transports, Martin Colloms calls for high-end designers to standardize the glass optic connector/
transmission system pioneered for home use
by Wadia. A number of recording and mastering facilities have already incorporated aprofessional version of this system, developed and
manufactured by Wadia, as well.
We are at abit of aloss to explain the sonic
differences AB described among the three samples of the WT-2000 he has had in his possession over the past nine months. The first unit,
our notes of conversations with AB reveal, was
working well until he started experimenting
with different methods of isolating the WT2000, none of which improved its basic performance, and most of which actually diminished it. Concerned that it was not functioning
as well as it had, to quote AB (that the magic
was gone), we had it returned. Upon its return
to Wadia we did extensive electrical testing and
listening comparisons both in our homes and
at our factory, and found no differences either
measured or heard between that unit and a
number of others. One of the units used in this
comparison was then hand-delivered to AB and
the original unit, without change, was placed
in our reference system at Wadia, where it remains to this day. Delayed deliveries from Teac
and ademand exceeding our expectations required us to reclaim the second WT-2000 from
AB for our own use at the WCES in Las Vegas.
A distributor's emergency request for aWT2000 in Las Vegas led to our comparing athird
sample to the original unit sent to AB, which,
when no sonic differences could be verified
between the two units, was sent to AB to complete his assessment. We can only deduce that,
during its absences from his system, AB did not
remember just how much of an improvement
the WT-2000 contributed, and that each time
upon its return he was surprised by how much
improvement it actually contributed. This phenomenon is not that unusual among careful
listeners with products that redefine the bounds
of what is possible.
Back in 1985 we were told that the digital
audio format was going to provide us with per203
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fect sound forever. That is not, however, what
we heard. Our listening experience, like that
of critical listeners around the world, was one
in which the re-creation of alive musical event
was less well developed than with analog records and playback devices. The aural cues required to allow the human listening system to
re-create that live event were not being addressed.
This was despite signal/noise ratios, dynamic
range capabilities, and flat frequency response
that were better than in digital equipment's analog counterparts. Natural music consists of
characteristic sounds and momentary silences
between fundamentals and their harmonic overtones. The blurring of the subtle nuances can
destroy the detail that makes the difference
between sound and music It is Waditt's continuing effort to uncover the reasons why digital
encoding, transmission, and decoding fall short
of theoretical perfection, and to design products
that move us ever closer to that ideal.
Jim McCullough
Vice President, Wadia Digital

Ensemble B-50 "Tiger"
Editor:
We are very grateful to Guy Lemcoe for his
admirably perceptive and enjoyable review of
the Ensemble B-50 "Tiger" amplifier (marketed
in Europe as the Solen B-50 "Tiger").
We are particularly grateful for his perception of the degree of sophistication and refinement that have gone into this amplifier, as its
unobtrusive visual elegance and disarming
sonic truthfulness have indeed been the main
design criteria. In retrospect, Guy Lemcoe's
article may signal the dawn of changing attitudes toward hi-fl. Granting avery high standard of performance, high-end hi-fi will have
agood chance of not only making an audiophile's heart leap, but of reaching out for anew
music-oriented, technically fuss-shy audience,
once the gear becomes manageable and pleasing to the eye. And once designs are aimed at
utmost neutrality and compatibility, they will
become less tweak-prone and give more time
for the listener to sit back and enjoy the music,
which is what hi-fi is about. Ensemble's efforts
will certainly continue in this direction with
its entire line of products.
Urs Wagner
Ensemble, Inc.

Grado HP 1headphones
Editor:
Thank you for amost favorable review. It makes
my weary old bones feel good to know all my
work has not been in vain. It has been particularly pleasing to have such an overwhelming
positive response to my first efforts in the headStereophile, May 1991

phone product category. Knowing that there
will be evolutionary improvements in our headphone design, Ihave designed the headphones
so that any new developments can be upgraded
into the present headphones without having
to throw away the "old" ones.
Imust agree with Gary regarding the gold
plating on the phone plugs and jacks. If they
were available, you can rest assured that Iwould
be using them. However, Imust say that after
long, long hours of extremely careful listening,
abattery of great ears plus my own evaluation
determined, with 100% concurrence, that with
the high-level signal there was no discernible
difference between gold and what we were
forced to use. On the low-level input signal
differences were definitely heard. Iwas just
about to tool up to make our own gold-plated
plugs, but the listening tests showed it to be
unnecessary. We ran regular listening tests and
blindfold tests.
The Grado headphones used in conjunction
with the Grado HPA-IDC amplifier may be used
to evaluate any component simply by substituting that component between the sound source
and the input of the Grado HPA-IDC amplifier.
This is the way electronics engineers are using
the Grado headphone and amplifier to evaluate
components and component parts. Imention
this because Gary was able to check the quality
of the Stax ED-1 in precisely this manner, and
very quickly.
The main purpose in designing the Grado Signature earphones was to show the world that
earphones are capable of producing the finest
possible sound, to give everybody from the
recording engineer to the consumer areference
of what great sound should be, and most of all
to motivate my colleagues, competitors, and
otherwise to get off their butts and design and
build products like Iknow they are capable of.
The Grado headphones are not a"money"
goal for me—far from it.
When adozen fellows and myself started the
high-fidelity industry 40 years ago, we made
product sound that excited people. This no
longer seems the case, judging from what I
have heard at recent CE shows, microphones
and speakers being the main culprits.
Are the Grado headphones being so enthusiastically accepted because they are best or
because they are the least worst? It is very possible that the latter is the case. If it is, then there
is atremendous amount of improvement possible in sound reproduction.
If my headphones motivate the industry by
virtue of the sound they produce, then my reason for making them has been fulfilled.
Iwould like very much, before old age forces
me to curtail my activities, to see the high205
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Call For Free Brochure

.a.161

4-1
h Iumponents
•.•phonal value
Oollaf We stock the
.rre of FIIK prOduCIS
'no the phenomenal M
.n,wer amp Auchtlon BAK
.• norne today

No nsk no

FIMMBRe

PS AUDIO
Digital Link
Turn your CD player .nto state
of the art with the Unto CD
sound now nvals afoe turntable
Setup Aud.hon In your honre
today'

6.0 Preamp
Excellent pews's» wtho, a
phono stage

g,

TARGET
Equipment Racks and
Speaker Stands
Target Wanes not only look
goon, they actually Improve the
sound of your equmment Call
for saes and peces

-tflammim
AUDIOQUEST

REFERENCE
LINE
Yes. straght 'Se undS 00 SOund
Orfterent and Reference Lone
makes acouple of the best Two
unes pnCed al under $500
S1300 Call today for your no rrsk
rn home auddronl
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Speakennre Interconnects
Csçctal Cables Sorbathane Feet
CD fl Record Accessones

LINE FILTERS
A good Irne fryer can make a
substankal ,mprovement nee
sound of your cemponents We
stock several of the best brands
call for etc,

111111111111■41
SONEX

NITTY GRITTY
CD and LP cleamng maChrnes
cleanrng accessones Can tor
pnces

KIMBER KABLE,
MONSTER CABLE,
CARDIS and more.

CHGO. STANDS
We stock the mere line el Herculet
stands eon, Chcago Speaker
Stands

CHICAGO
SPEAKER WORKS
(715) 479-7532
5700 N WESTERN AVE
CHICAGO, ILL. 60659
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fidelity industry once again achieve its position
of prestige by virtue of the quality sound it
produces for its consumers.
The knowledge and technology that Ihave
accumulated over the last 40 years is available
to any manufacturer of loudspeakers and
microphones free of charge. Just call me.
My aim, as Isaid before, is to recreate the
high-fidelity industry as it was in its prime.
Regarding John Atkinson's "Follow-Up"
review, he mentions that he would not recommend the HP 1for location monitoring as their
rather laid-back high frequencies might well
cover up problems that would need to be
heard. The fact is that the world's top recording
engineers have discarded the Stax earspeakers
for the Grado HP 1headphones and are very
actively calling all of their colleagues in the
recording industry to recommend the Grado
HP Is. John Eargle, the virtual dean of recording
engineers, says, and Iquote, "I cannot imagine
any serious recording engineer not wanting apair
after just afew minutes of listening." Bob Ludwig, winner of more than 50 platinum and 100
gold records, says, "It took me about three
seconds to realize that you have indeed developed earphones that are atrue breakthrough
in technology. Ihave never heard an earphone
at any price that sounds as good as these."
Tom Jung of DMP's state-of-the-art recordings says, "Congratulations on atrue breakthrough. In my opinion the HP 1headphones
have the most correct tonal balance that Ihave
ever encountered. Thank you for providing me
with agreat monitoring tool."
We have over 100 testimonials of the same
type for recording engineers all over the world,
so apparently the Grado HP 1headphones can
and are being recommended for location reference monitors. As for the HP Is having alaidback top end and not being able to resolve
detail, this really isn't accurate as both the
recording industry and the electronics design
engineers have commented strongly on that
point. For example: Sidney Smith, the legendary designer of the original Marantz equipment, says, "Joseph Grado's HP 1headphones
have demonstrated to me aremarkable and
uncanny ability to make listenable the subtle
sonic differences between various sound
sources through different amplifier circuits and
differing connector cables."
George Bischoff, Melos Audio Inc., says:
"Due to the extremely detailed, uncolored
nature of the Grado HP 1headphone sound,
we are able to hear nuances and subtleties
previously impossible to detect."
Dick Sequerra, one of the most respected
electronic design engineers in the world, says:
"Now at long last Joe Grado has designed headStereophile, May 1991

phones of such outstanding quality and analytical powers that testing of audio systems
and/or components can be accomplished with
great accuracy and speed."
In addition, afew paragraphs later in JA's
review he states and shows the HP 1headphones having mild resonances at 3kHz,
10kHz, and 24kHz! Laid-back high frequencies? No detail? Ihardly think so.
It wasn't until Ispoke to him regarding the
volume control in his headphone amplifier that
Irealized what the problem was. The Alps pot
that he uses sonically favors the midrange,
makes the top end sound laid-back, and stifles
the dimensional quality of the sound. This I
know because it was our first choice in our
amplifier design; we discarded it for exactly
"that sound." We are using the top-of-the-line
Alps volume control and find it absolutely
superb in every respect; it completely removes
the sonic shortcomings that both he and Ihave
experienced with their standard blue pot.
We have used the Günther/Sabine binaural
recording extensively; Ican promise you that
when he opens the window, you will not only
hear the traffic in the room, you will virtually
feel the draft from the open window.
Joe Grado
Grado Signature
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Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.

AKG •Apogee
Arcici
Audio Quest
B&O •B&W
C.A.L. •Carver
Classe Audio
CWD •Dahlguist
Electro Companiet
Fosgate
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Listen Up
Magnum
Monster Cable
NAD` •Nakamichi*
Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES'
Straightwire
Sumo •Target
Terk •Thorens
Tice •Velodyne
& More!
*In-store sales

Square Deal auditions
Nirtually

everything — but carries

only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

Square Deal
5(1 Waverly Avenuc
Patchogue, New York 11 - 2

(516) 475-1857
Others: 1800 332-5369
Local:

Since 1925. We must be doing something right.

THE AUDIO GLOSSARY by J. GORDON HOLT
In the three and a half decades since the arrival of stereo, no one has
done more than J. Gordon Holt to develop and define aconsistent vocabulary
for describing reproduced sound. This is actually two dictionaries in one: aglossary
of subjective audio and acomprehensive plain-English guide to nearly two thousand technical terms. If you aren't exactly sure about "liquid" midrange or "hard"
sound, or find yourself puzzled by an unfamiliar word or alphabet-soup abbreviation, you'll find aconcise explanation in this handy, compact reference volume.
But watch out! When you least expect it, Holt's dry humor emerges. You'll learn
that acassette is "a small cass," achube is "a British tube," and acode causes
"blockage of the dose." Whether you chuckle or groan, you won't be bored!
III YES! Please send me The Audio Glocsary!
TITAL
Softbound BKAA-71S # le 95
- Hardbound wl dust Acker 13KAA.7111 # S17 95 S
- Autogapoed LIntted Edrbon BKAA.7/1.

AS30

Aod St 75 stuppng tor first boot, SOS each addl

TOTAL ORDER

CIUMO enclosed

D VISA

Sicrvim

S

NAME

S

s'

S

D MC

env

STATE

GL ossAR,

ZIP

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB
PO Box 243, Dept. S12, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243
(603) 924-6371 /924-6526 /FAX: (603) 924-9467

USA

Answering machine for credit card orders only: (603) 924-6371 before 9:00 a.m.. after
4:00 p.m. and weekends. Have information plus MCNISA available
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CALL OR WRITE
FOR YOUR FREE
CATALOG!
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE

Gardena
ARIZONA
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Mesa
Hi-Fi Sales
Hollywood
810 W. Main St
World Book F. News
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Phoenix
Sound Alternatives
Irvine
4126 E. Lewis
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr, #116
Sounds Like Music
Real Hi Fi Systems
Leucadia
2734 W Bell Rd. #1306
Music by the Sea
542 N. Hwy 101
Tower Records
3949 E Thomas Rd
Los Angeles
Avone Electronics
Scottsdale
8414 W. Third
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way. Ste 1 Paris Audio
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
Radio Active Sound
2900 E Broadway
1278 Westwood Blvd
Mission Viejo
ARKANSAS
Videolaser
Little Rock
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Creative Sight &Sound
Monrovia
400 N Bowman. Ste 8-3
Brooks Bordan. Ltd.
110 W Olive Ave
CALIFORNIA
Mountain View
Berkeley
Sound Goods
DB Audio
391 San Antonio Rd
2573 Shattuck Ave
Newport Beach
Audio Chamber
Audio by Design
1717B University Ave
1000 Bristol St N
Music Lovers
Oakland
1510 AWalnut St
California Music World
Tower Records
1015 63rd St
Classical Annex
Palm Springs
2585 Telegraph Ave
David Rutledge Audio
Beverly Hills
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
Beverly Hills Audio
Palo Alto
8950 W. Olympic Blvd
Audible Difference
Christopher Hansen Ltd
805 El Camino Real
8822 W Olympic Blvd
Western Audio Imports
Canoga Park
4191 El Camino Real
Shelly's Stereo
Pasadena
6836 De Soto Ave
GNP
Showcase
Upscale Audio
1254 E Colorado Blvd
8381 Canoga Ave
Riverside
Carmichael
SpeakerCraft
Deetes Sound Room
3627 Merrill Ave
5825 Manzanita Ave. 44
Rohnert Park
Claremont
Auto Symphony
Audio Basics
5704 Commerce Blvd
976 W Foothill. 14139
Sacramento
Colma
Serra Stereo
Keith Yates Audio
2440 Fulton Ave
4947 Junipers Serra
Paradyme Audio/Video
Gotati
1720 Fulton Ave
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
San Diego
Stereo Design
Cupertino
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Plus
San Francisco
6767 Dublin Blvd
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
El Toro
Tower Records
Stereo Plus
23811 El Toro Rd
2201 Markel St
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call 1-800-835-4836
Tower Records
Cherry Creek
2525 Jones St
US Tech
Ultimate Sound
248 Detroit St
141 Kearny St
Colorado Springs
San Jose
Listen Up 43
Paradise Sound
230 N. Tejon
860 S Winchester
The Sound Shop
San Luis Obispo
528 S Tejon
Audio Ecstasy
Denver
786 Higuera
Listen Up
Santa Barbara
999 5 Logan
Audio Vision
Sound Hounds
612 N Milpas
1575 S. Pearl
Mission Audio
U.S. Tech
215 W Mission St
111 S. Madison
Santa Cruz
Sound Hounds
Cymbaline Records
646 S College Ave
1336 Brommer St, rfA9
Westminster
Lenz Arts Inc.
Westminster Newsstand
142 River St
5088 W 92nd Ave
Santa Maria
CONNECTICUT
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
Santa Monica
169 Church St
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt ,Danbury
Carston Stereo
Shelley's Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
1520 Wilshire Blvd
Fairfield
Sausalito
Ihe Sound Source
Music by Design
1955 Black Rock Tnpk
107 Caledonia SI
New Haven
Sherman Oaks
Take 5Audio
Tower Records
105 Whitney Ave
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura Blvd
New London
Roberts
Simi Valley
90 Bank St
House of AuclioNideo
1970-4 Sequoia
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
Stockton
Private Line
FLORIDA
Home Entertainment
Clearwater
88 W Castle St
Rising Sounds
Torrance
28901 US 19 N
Stereo Hi Fi Center
Fort Lauderdale
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Audio Center
Tustin
4134 N Federal Hwy
The Digital Ear
Sound
Advice
13011 Newport Ave. #100
4008 N Federal Hwy
Upland
Fort Pierce
Audio Haven
Sound Insights
1937 W 11th St
2302 S llS 1
Van Nuys
Hollywood
Audio Den
Hollywood Sound
15600 Roscoe Blvd
523 South 21s1 Ave
Walnut
Jacksonville
Audio Best
House of Stereo
2411 S Joel Dr
3505 Southside Blvd #10
West Hollywood
Key West
Tower Records
Audio International
Classical Annex
1436 Kennedy Dr
8840 W Sunset Blvd
Largo
Westminster
Sound Creations, Inc
Audio Today
3690 East Bay Dr
14306 Beach Blvd
Melbourne
Woodland Hills
Sound Gallery
Laser's Edge
912-B E New Haven
20929 Ventura Blvd. #24
Miami
Wilson Audio Video
Audio by Caruso
Entertainment
13831 S Dixie Hwy
20044 Ventura Blvd
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
COLORADO
Joe's News
Boulder
1549 Sunset Dr
AD Systems Ltd
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Sound Components
11927 S Dixie Hwy
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Pompano Beach
The Stereo-File, Inc
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N Federal Hwy
1939 Pearl St

Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Mabry Hwy
Audio Visions
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Lilbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Marietta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
3184A Waialae Ave
The Audio Shoppe
800 S Beretania. #207
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Bartington
Stereo Images of Barrington
718 W North West. Hwy
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Sound Choice
928 W Diversey Pkwy
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Charles
Audiophile St. Charles
411 S 2nd St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
9546 Allisonville Rd
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
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IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE
GRADO HEADPHONES
CALL
TICE TPT CLOCK
349.00
P.S. AUDIO POWERSONIC
349.00
LYRA CIA VIS
1500.00
GOLD AERO 6DJ8 PLATINUM
48.00
GOLD AERO 6922 PLATINUM
54.00
PSE ICICLE -SET OF 3
59.00
SUMIKO MICRODAMPER
49.95
SIMS NAVCOM CD RINGS
17.95
MAGNUM DYNALAB FM 205 AMP .249.00
REGA RB300 TONEARM
279.00
ALPHASON TONEARM LIFTER
29.00
MAGNAN/OCOS
ALL LENGTHS
AURAL SYMPHONICS DIG. INT., 1M 195.00

•
•
•
O

ef

STRAIGHTWIRE
INTERCONNECTS
&SPEAKER CABLE
•
•

IN STOCK

•
•
•

LINDSAY-GEYER
PURIST AUDIO
TARA LABS TEMPORAL CONTINUUM QUANTUM SERIES
CARDAS QUADLINK HEXLINK & POWER CORDS
KIMBER KABLE 8TC & AG SERIES
AUDIOQUEST
PRISMA
mc

UJI9B0

914-666-0550

U'ILIn
Erc.

FAX: 914-666-0544

AU
OUTLET INC. •P.O. BOX 673
BEDI ORD HILLS. NV10507-067?

•
•
•
•
•

VISA
AE

•

M-F

•

e

e

SOUND ADVICE WITHOUT THE PRICE

•
•

s

In-House Test Lab * 30th Year of Tube Sales
Prices subject to change

POWER TUBES

6B05
(Philips-STR387)

6L6GC
6L6GC
ELF6
EL34

Singles
10.00
25.00

MP
20.00
50.00

12.50
20.00
15.00

25.00
40.00
30.00

12.00
25.00
225.00
19.00
40.00
25.00
20.00

24.00
50.00
38.00
80.00
50.00
40.00

(China)
(Siemens)

EL34
KT88
300B
6550
6550
6550A
7591A

(China)
(China)
(WE.)
(China)
(Philips/ECG)
(GE)

MOT
40.00
100.00
50.00
80.00
60.00
48.00
100.00
76.00
160.00
100.00
80.00

PRE-AMP TUBES
5AR4/GZ34

15.00

12AT7

5U4GB

14.00

12AU7A

6AN8A

10.00

12AX7

6F07/6CG7

12.00

12AX7A

60J8

(El)

7.50

60.18

(Jan Philips)

12.00

12BH7A

60,18

(USSR)

10.00

5751

14.95

7199

6JK6

LM- 12AX7/A

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 De Cells Place • PO Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406

Fax: (8181997-6158 •Telex: 215706 IASSE)

(818) 997-6279
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(US)

6.50

(El)

6.50

(El)

6.50

(China)

6.50

(Low Noise)

12.00
12.00
7.50

(Philips/ECG)

25.00

SHIPPING &TERMS
2Day Au S10 75
Ground UPS 58 75
UPS C0D Cash or
Cash in Advance
Money Order/
Cashier sCheck/Gen
Sales Tax in GA

675%

* WORLD-WIDE
SHIPPING *
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Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St

IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd
1426 Twixt Town Rd

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University P1
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belau Rd
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu Audio Shop
326 N. Market St
Kensington
OEM Audio
10534 Connecticut Ave
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike
Towson
An Die Musik, Inc
1Investment PI, Annex Bldg

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
CI Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St

,,

Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
FIBS Stereo Systems
237 First St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill St

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Rd
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
325 Grove St
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi-Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Stereo Showcase
2440 28th St NE
Lansing
Contemporary Audio
3800 W Saginaw
Rochester
Almas HiFi Stereo
235 S Main St
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Almas HiFi Stereo
4354 N Woodward
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI

MISSOURI
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
207 N. Lindbergh Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh. Ste 1

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Lane
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW YORK

Amherst
Audio Ensemble
2Paulo Way
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S Main St

Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Mom's Music Systems
Windsor Plaza, 98 Wolf Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 S Main St
Fairport
Fairport Soundworks
30 State St
Kingston
Sound Advice
604 Ulster Ave
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy

NEW JERSEY
Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E. Main St
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Rt 41
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, RI 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Princeton
Woodbndge Stereo
127 Village Blvd. US Route
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Secaucus
Harvey Electronics
600 Secaucus Rd
Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal sStereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo
751 Amboy Ave

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Caxton Books
216 W San Francisco
Downtown Subscription
376 Garcia St
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd

Latham

Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Liverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Middletown
Sound Barrier
120 North SI
Mount Kisco
Accent on Music
175 Main St
Fox and Sutherland
15 S Moger Ave
Manuel
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Rt 59
New York City
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
Lina Magazines
270 Park Ave S
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Park Avenue Audio
425 Park Ave S.
Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway
Sound by Singer
18 E 16th St
The Magazine Store
30 Lincoln Plaza
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave

Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons. Pt 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Erie Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Erie Blvd E
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd

NORTH CAROLINA
Bowne
Mr. Audio
809 Blowing Rock Rd
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Blvd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave

OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State RI 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Cleveland
The Sound Resource
12801 Buckeye Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2616 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Toledo
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
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SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES ONLY!
HiFi House has been servicing direct
mail accounts throughout Pennsylvania for the past 21 years. Our reputation
for quality and service earned us national recognition as audio retailer of
the year; 1983-84.
We realize there are discriminating
ears that know the difference between
a blue light special and Threshold's
STASIS Power Amps. If you speak the
language give us acall for aquote.
Our current top selling home and
mobile products are: ADS •Boston

•B&W •B&K •Luxman •Nakamichi
Onkyo •Altec Lansing •Klipsch •Dual
Lexicon •Ortofon •Threshold •Mitsu
Sumiko •Rotel •Forte •Optonica
Ariston •Velodyne •Stax •Tripplite

PRICES TOO LOW TO ADVERTISE

HiFi House prices are frequently too
low to advertise! All products carry full
manufacturers' warranties with service
done on premises by HiFi's technician‘,
EXPERT CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS

We specialize in commercial installations with references available upon
request.Send $3.00 today for our latest
flyer and receive $5.00 off your first order
over $100.00. For information contact:
366 E. College Avenue, State College, PA 16801

814/237-BUYS (2897)
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Hifi House
The Audio/Video Professionals

Anadyne •Avalon
B&W • B&W 800
Bryston • Cardas
Carver • Classé
Day-Sequerra
Dynavector
Energy • Esoteric
Goldring • Hales
Jadis •Janis
Krell • Krell Digital
Martin Logan
Monster M Series •Rega
Roksan • Rote!
Sony ES
Target • Tice

212

simply
the
best

INSIGHT
For Further Information:

2141437-4167
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University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K.Labs Premium Audio
4715 E 41st St

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th St
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Place
320 Old York Rd
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S. 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South SI
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 Easton Rd

PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Hilton Head Isle
Sound Ideas
218 Park Plaza

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.

Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Marcum Electronics
6009 Burnet Rd
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Denton
Bell Audio Video
1727 W University Dr
Omni Sound
19120 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd. #159
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 10
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
Pkwy
StereoWorks
2470 S Dairy Ashford. #285
The Groove Audio Video
2624 Westheimer
Lubbock
the Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S. Loop 289. #13
McAllen
Videorama
1301 Pecan
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6477 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Eastside Daily Planet News
156600 NE Eighth
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW

WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire
Elite Audio
1498 S. Hastings Way
Greenbay
Hi Fi Heaven
1917 S. Webster Ave
Madison
High Performance Audio
402 S Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S

WYOMING
Cheyenne
zlectronics Unlimited
1400 Dell Range

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One. 1641

UTAH

ALBERTA

Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr

Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St

Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5720 Pickwick Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products 8. Svcs
215 Main St
Falls Church
The Sound Exchange
228 W Broad St
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
KM Audio
453 Bernard Ave
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
6650 Morris St

ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio—Westdale
1059 King St W.. Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St. /13
Mississauga
Laserland
2200 Dundas St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W 3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
685 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242e, Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George SI N.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
129 Jarvis St
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
71 McCaul St. Units E8 &E9
Waterloo
Sound Stage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
233 Brock St S
Windsor
Audio Two
2863 Howard Ave

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St Zotique

Montreal
Metropolitan News
1109 Cypress St
Opus Audio
5181 Decane Blvd
Quebec
CO.R
131.18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

BERMUDA
Hamilton
KUM International. Ltd
61 Church St
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Sir 2E
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
Videorythmos
6Sivitanidou St
176 76 Kallithea
Musicompact
293 Kifissias Ave
Crete
Audio 8. Visual Co
3Zografou Sr
Thessaloniki
Audio Hall
2Delliou St

HONG KONG

The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd
PYK Audio
248 Ocean Terminal
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF. S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
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JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku
MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF W IStereo
Rimstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
11 1:2
I'T
3S,11,., S'
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
National Distributor
County of Dublin
Cloney Audio
55 Main St Blackrock
SAUDI ARABIA
National Distributor
Jeddah
Audio Tech
PO Box 14369
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E Coast Rd
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sorte Audio Elite
Padre Joke, 22

TAIWAN
Taipei
btu Electronics Corp
6F. No 57-1. Sec .2
Chung Ching South Rd
THAILAND
Bangkok
Audio Suite
350/-2 Petchaburi Rd
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raiadamn Rd
Future Land
Amann Plaza, 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan, Rumpinee
SM8M Marketing Co
Peninsula Plaza, 3rd Floor
153 Raiadamri Rd
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow 62
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Fri Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish SI
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Bede
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade. Fnar St
WEST INDIES
JAMAICA
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

In Southern California

Service & Selection
Audio Den proudly offers hidefinition audio & video for the
discriminating music lover.
We specialize in custom home
installation and personal service
for those who seek excellence in
the reproduction of music.
Electronics
Jeff Rowland
Design
Counterpoint
Bryston
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
Stax
NAD
Luxman
Denon
Revox

Accessories
Audio Quest
CWD Furniture
Mod Squad
Signet
Sumiko
Nifty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
WBT
Esoteric Audio
CD Stop Light

Speakers
Acoustat
Boston Acoustics
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Turntables
Well Tempered
Labs
Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Video
Proton
NAD
Pioneer
Fosgate
Shure HTS

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700
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Audiophiles

and

Audiophile

Dealers

Are you having trouble selling your used or exotic
equipment, or locating that special component?
eWe

ce•

1-900-USA-HIFI
is your solution

USA-HIFI is aunique service, offering acomprehensive listing of used high-end
components for sale across the country. Dealers and individuals can use the
system to quickly locate available merchandise or leave messages highlighting
equipment for sale or wanted merchandise. Simple to use, with listings grouped in
the following categories:
•Turntable Equipment
•Loudspeakers
•Preamplifiers
•Power Amplifiers

•Tuners and Signal Processors
•Cables and Headphones
•CD Players and Digital Processors
•DAT and other Recording Equipment

• QUICK • EASY • INEXPENSIVE •
99c a minute

"STEAL OF THE CENTURY"
ROTEL RCD 855 CD PLAYER

Audio Access
B&W
Boston Acoustics
CWD •Dorian
Denon
Fosgate
Hafler •HTS
Luirman
MB Quart

The CD player that has conquered music lovers."

Optonica

Experience The Magic Of "HOME THEATER" In

Paradigm

Our Fully Equipped In-Store Presentation

PUIK PLACE AUDIO
55 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK, NY 10007
212-964-4570
APPOINTMENTS
21(,

McIntosh •Niles

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY

SUGGESTED

Philips
Revolver
Rote!
Thorens •Signet
Stewart
Straight Wire
SS! •Sumiko
Terk •Tera
Vidikron
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private. $.70 per word, $12 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $2.25 per word, $90 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
Only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
COUNTERPOINT FACTORY UPDATES-Recently
engineered updates assure Counterpoint owners that
your purchase is alasting investment. SA2, SA3, SA3.1,
SA4, SAS, SA7, SA7.1, SA11, SA12, SA20, SA3000. For
details, cost, and areturn authorization number, call
Counterpoint at (800)266-9090, ext.103 or 110.
SILVER-PLATED TEFLON INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable direct from manufacturer I'nique design
assures uncompromised performance from your components. Highest quality, flexible and durable. Impair
"Silver Star" interconnect. $120. Add $16 for balanced
XLR connectors. 8' pair "Zebracable" for speakers,
$149. Call or write for more info. Tom Tutay Transition Audio Design, Box 553, Ft. Walton Beach, FL
32549. (904)244-3041.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FINI) audio components
bought and sold. New and used. Daily specials.
Closeouts. Best prices! CD players, D/A converters,
turntables, toneamts. cartridges, C2Stiete decks, tuners,
preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and
speakers. Audio America (VA). Call (703)745-2223.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: AudioQuest,
Cary Audio, Classé Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu,
Magnum Dynalah, Music Metre, ProAc, Ryan Acoustics.
SansuiNintage, Straight Wire/Maestro, Superphon
Target, Wavetrace. WellTempered. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence Liverpool, NY (315)4512707.Visa/MC/Amex.
CALIFORNIA PRIVATE PARTY selling Polk SDA SRS
2.3 speakers, like new, under warranty, sacrifice
S1850/pairr. Call Omar (213)331-7440dd)% (213)9244699 after 5pm.
AUI)10QIT.ST AND STRAIGHT WIRE high-performance speaker, interconnect. and video cable products. Replace your current cable with superior-quality
cables and rediscover your music system. AudioQuest
Midnight cable, 10' pair, $159.95; AudioQuest Ruby

MARK LEVINSON NO.27, perfect, have all boxes and
packing. $2700; Mirage M-3s, mint, but no packing.
$1750. Phone (901)523-1212.
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MFA, SOTA Siltech,
Linaeum, SME, Superphon, Atma-Sphere, Spica, Fort&
Philips, Rotel, BEL. Wadia, and more. Corner Audio,
1204 NW Glisan, Portland, OR 97209. (503)
227-1943.
MIRAGE M-I SPEAKERS, powerful and transparent,
excellent condition, $3000. (717)7 52-4187.
SUPERPHON REV.2 PREAMP. like new, $4000130,
must sell; Hailer DH100, new, $200. (203)889-5018.
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE series Mk.I11; AE-I Monitor
speakers with stands; Aragon 2004 reference amplifier;
PS Audio 5.0 preamplifier, mint condition, best offer.
Frederick, (212)333-7880.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS modified Hailer DH-101 preamp and DH-200 amp. $500; M&K V3B subwoofer
and LP-1S filter, $600, mint condition. (908)647-0159
evenings.
SONY CDP-707 ESD, mint condition. $650. David,
(301)972-2607.
KLYNE, ALTIS DIGITAL. ELECTROCOMPANIET,
Celestion SL. Perfectionist Audio Components,
Dynaudio loudspeakers, Magnum Dynalab, Space &
Time, Reference Line, Sumo. Musical Design, Sumiko,
MAS, Arcici ,
JBL Video, Distech, Well-Tempered, Thotens, Philips CD players, Vecteur, Benz cartridges. Fosgate, many more. Straightforward guidance. Kr)stal
Clear Audio, Dallas. TX, (214)821-2753. Audition
evaluations available.
30-60% SAVINGS TO Pt RCHASE DIRECT from Hong
Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask

other professionally terminated cables. Cable Con-

for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston Camera &
Radio Co., Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55 Hankou ,
Road, Hong Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax (852)
369-9313.

cepts, (614)761-8933. or Fax (614)761-8955.

AUDIO BEST: LA. Orange, San Bernardino, Califor-

TRIPPLITE POWER CONDITIONERS: LC-1800,

nia. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SAI00/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Mi
Concepts. Mod Squad. Aetna:tat.
Spica Angelus. liter. Slagnum, Fosgate. B&K. Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna. Sound-Lab.

interconnect. 3' pair. $59.95; AudioQuest Lapis interconnects. 1m pair for $329.95. Call for pricing on

$269.95; LC-2400. $349.95; and rack-mount LCR2400, $369.95, will protect your system from surges.
high/low voltage situations, and line noise. Call for
pricing on other line filters and conditioners. Cable
Concepts, (614)761-8933, or Fax ((;14) 761-8955.

Kinergetics sutmxifer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott. Monster. Straight Wire, Audio-

SEQUERRA MODEL ONE tuner, serial #1059. mint
condition, $2500. (201)943-8082, ask for Les.

Quest. (714)861-5413. Ape

MIT CVT and Shotgun cables; Rowland Coherence
One prramp and model 5amp; Avalon Ascents; Wadia

APOGEE STAGE, black. $1500; Kinergetics KCD30,
$480; McIntosh MA230. new tubes. wood case, $350;
Bang & Olufsen &octet! 5500 cassette, unused. $450
(S1h10). All mint. Brett. Houston, 7X. (713)974-0346.

2000, mint condition with boxes. (214)964-5604.
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CABLES
Only The Cable Company lets
you try any cable at home.
43 brands, 219 cable
products & good advice.

TUBES 4--•

MESA, NATIONAL GOLD, VTL,
RAM LABS: State of the art
computer testing & matching •

COMPONENTS/
ACCESSORIES
Vast selection. Call or write.

(Ile Cable (ompany)

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design was

Angstrom •Apogee

created by music lovers
and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs.

Acoustat •B&K
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Forte •Fosgate •KEF
Lexicon •Monitor Audio
MB/Ouart •Nakamichi
NHT •Meridian
Mirage •NAD
PS Audio •Rotel
Soundlab •STAX
Threshold •Sonance

AUDIp

Nell Tempered Labs

—

Van den Hul

1-800-FAT WYRE
0, 14 15) 297 8824 or fax ‘215, 29,.•8661

MON-FRI 10-6, SAT 12-4 VISA-MC

L

1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach. CA 92660

7141851-11112

p.o. box 579. point pleasant. pa 18950

A TC SCM20 •Acoustic Energy
Audioquest •Audible Illusions
ASC •B&K •Sonata •Cardas
Celestion •Classe' Audio •Coda
Technologies •Esoteric Digital
Kimber •KEF Custom •Lexicon
Ensemble •Entec •Mission/Cyrus
Magnum/Dynalab •Mod Squad
¡'SE •Philips Audio/Video •Niks
Rega •Sims •Sonus Faber •Stax
Sonrise •Sound Anchor • TaraLabs • Target • Tera/ Video • Tice
Power Block • Velodyne
VAC Valve Amplification Co.

301-890-3232
,
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BELLES (SOUNDWAVE FIDELITY) SYMPHONY IA
preamp; Symphony 4, 200Wpc amp. PA, (215)
567-4626.
QUICKSILVER PREAMP, $1000; Spica Angelus, $550;
Spica Tc-so, $400; Vandersteen 2C with Vandersteen
stands, $550. All equipment excellent. Prices firm.
(912) 587-2314.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US-warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask for
Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly Ave,
Patchogue, NY 11772. (516) 475-1857 or (800)
332-5369.
ARAGON D2A DIGITAL/ANALOG CONVERTER with
IPS upgraded power supply. Paid $1250, asking $850.
Aragon 24K, Stu SR-34 Pro, best offer. (404)325-1335.
M&K VIB SUBWOOFER and SIB satellites and stands,
$1095; Adcom SLC-505, $95. All mint. Call George,
(614)982-5975.
B&W CM-2, black/walnut finish, good condition with
original boxes. Will ship anywhere in continental US,
$973. Steve, (215) 775-9432, leave message on
machine if no one answers.
QUAD ESL-63 MONITORS, latest version, with posts,
2months old, new in boxes. Also, B&W 802 with
Sound Anchor stands, as new, all boxes and papers.
No reasonable offers refused. (904)771-9302 after
6pm EST

SERIOUS
AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE
SERIOUS
SERVICE.
And that's what you
will get at Reference
Audio/Video. We offer
the best in high-end
audio and the best in
friendly service by
our knowledgeable
staff. From the latest
CD players to the
finest high-power
amplifiers, you'll
like our surprisingly
affordable prices and
fast shipping.

"IitfAc1:,`:gE
U
R
ST

MOD SQUAD •JSE •
N
DA
HMAI AN
.B U R
E
HA FLEA •PRECISE
PS AUDIO •ONKYO
CELESTION •PHIL
LEXICON •PROTON
VELODYNE •SNELL
MELOS •STAX •CWD
TICE •AUDIBLE IL
OHM •DCM •ARCICI
PROAC •CAL AUDIO
SONANCE •PIONEE
BE VER •JAMO •VPI
THORENS •KIMBER
FOSGATE •MAGNUM
SME •TARGET •JBL
AUDIOOUEST •CAR
BE VER •TARA •AKG
NILES •PARASOUND

sReema

callus

at (213) 517-1700

18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. C. Gardena, CA 90248
Hours: M-F 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 1 Pacific Time
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ARTHUR'S CUSIOM AUDIO—Michigan: Audiophile,
AudioQuest, Cary Audio, Finyl, First Sound, MFA, PSE,
SimplyPhysics, Sound-Lab, Wadia, and other fine
brands. Year-end clearance on many demo models.
Too many to list. We ship anywhere. (313)682-4686,
by appointment only.
DAHLQUIST DQ-20, great soundstage, accurate specteal balance, perfect condition, $1000; (615)333-9224.
MOD SQUAD DELUXE LINE DRIVE, mint, $600;
Carver CI preamp, $250. (616)961-2479.
LINN ITTOK LVII TONEARM, 2years old, minimal
use, mint condition, $450. Call Bill, (201)289-6065.
FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Rotel, Onkyo, Mod Squad, Chicago Speaker
Stands, Kimber Kable, Music Metre, Audio-Technica,
Linn turntables, cartridges, and loudspeakers, Amid,
Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, ConradJohnson, VPI, Vandersteen, B&W. Three Rivers Audict
(219)422-5460.
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN PRO POWER I, $300; Space &
Time tube preamp, $1100; TARA Pandora interconnect, $100 each; latest Brasfield Gold, $1450 firm. All
mint. Call Ezra any time, (803)327-4849.
NON-RECESSION-PROOF AUDIOPHILE sells entire
system! Linn LP12; Ekos; Troika; Exposure #4, 9, 11
amplification; ProAc Response 2speakers; Creek 4140
tuner; and AudioQuest cables. (719) 275-5952 .
MEITNER CD-3, $1525; PA-6i, $1250; MIR-101s, $1700
(Ranslinks and cabling); Cary DH-100s, $1500; NAD
4300, $300; Avalon Eclipses, $4500; Snell Allis,
$2400; Tice Power Block, $800; Ariston RD-90
Superieur with FT-3K, $600. (919)929-0278.
DENON DCD-3520, $800; Onk yo M-504 amp, $475.
(708)788-2621.
ACCENTONMUS/C—WESTCHESTER CO., NY. Now
on demonstration, Linn Lingo LP12 outboard power
supply and the first 30 Linn Selekt LPs. Radford tube
amps from England. Plus Naim, Rega, Rotel, Arcam,
Creek, Epos, interesting LPs and CDs. Our care and
attention to detail include delivery and installation.
175 Main Street, Mount Kisco, NY 10549, (914)
242-0747.
AUDITION OUTSTANDING SOLID CORE TECHNOLOGY interconnects, risk-free, for up to 45 days. Model
SC1C-03, $95/pair; SCT-04, $129/pair. Shipping, $4. Call
or write for more information. Stewart Grand, Solid
Core Technology, 3606 Westview Avenue West Palm
Beach, FL 33407, (407)842-7316.
THIEL CS2 SPEAKERS, teak finish, perfect. Best offer.
Serious inquiries please. (516)223-0143.
HALES AUDIO, Jeff Rowland Design Group, MFA,
Klyne, Kebschull, Quicksilver, Mod Squad, SOTA,
Basis, Graham, SME, Koetsu, Dynaudio, TDL, Eminent Technology, Cardas, Ocos, Magnan, Sound
Anchors, and more The Sound Resource Cleveland,
OH, (216)751-6363.
FINIAL TECHNOLOGY LT1-SP laser LP turntable.
Latest high-quality ELP version plays 7", 10", 12", at
33, 45, 78rpm. Limited number available at $15,000.
(505) 662-1415/667-1330.
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UNLIMITED

& Video Systems for the .%iorice & Connoisseur

Audioquest

B&K •Modified B&K

Aubio

Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet

Consultancy -Custom Systems -Acoustic Treatment
Installation -Retail

Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics
Lexicon
Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... & More
"Established Since 1959"
"We hear Music with our Ears;
We listen with our Minds."
A. Angers, Founder

SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131

Air Tangent •Allegro •Apogee •Arcici
Athena •Audio Prism •AudioQuest •Basis
Benz •Cardas •Chesky •Chicago Speaker Stand
Clarity Audio •Creek •Delos •Dorian
Dynaudio •Electron Kinetics •Eminent Technology
Essence •First Sound •Fosgate
German Acoustics •Harmonia Mundi •Kit-ne
Lust •Learon •Magnan •Merrill •Mod Squad
Mogami •March •Nestorovic •Neutrik
Nimbus •Opus3 •Pro Ac •Q ED •Rega
Reference Recordings •Room Tune •Ratel
Sequerra •Sheffield Lab •Sima •Sumiko
Superphon •Symphonic Line • Tara Labs
Target • Tice Audio • Vendetta Research
Wadia • Water Lily • WBT •and More

(800) 628-0627

(609) 799-9664

Princeton Junction, V.J. 08550

'Sound AdvIco, Sound Eduvnent,Sound Deals!'

AFFORDABLE AUDIO
EXCELLENCE

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA

•CREEK •MISSION •EPOS •

"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN taustiti MARTICloGPn
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab

ET

Threshold MIT SOW F,BAucio
N.) frenttY audio research is Series

SH
TE-E ar
SI-IOPPE

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717.374.0150

221)

•COUNTERPOINT •
•ACOUSTAT •PS AUDIO •
•PIONEER ELITE •TANNOY •
•HAFLER •YBA •SONANCE •
•JBL •HARMAN KARDON •
•LAZARUS •TARGET •
•STRAIGHTWIRE•REVOLVER •
•MONSTER CABLE •
145 W 26th, NYC, NY, 10001
NY

212-691-5823/24

1-800-443-4249
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PS AUDIO 4.6 with M500 power supply, mint, with
boxes and manuals, $600 plus shipping. Fred. (212)
749-0331, leave message.
MERCURY LIVING PRESENCE, The Civil War Its
Musk and its Sounds IbLI, Eastman Wind Ensemble,
Fennel (cond.), LPS2-90I, Stamp Seq. FR-1/FR-1. absolutely mint. (201)864-6890.
NAKAMICHI CDC-3A CHANGER, $480; CD-2
changer. $500; Hafler XL280, $400; Mod Squad line
drive, $400; Epicure Model 3mini-tower, S400; Phase
Tech 8.5 towers, $700; Klipsch La Scalas, cane grilles,
$1500. All new in boxes. (601)982-7054 evenings.

KEITH MONKS RCM2, $800. VPI HW-17, $500 080.
(505)662-1415/667-1330.
LINN LP-12 VALHALLA 'TABLE, latest mods, and black
Ittok LVII arm, $1400. Adcom GCD-575 CD player,
$350. NAD 7100X 50W receiver, new, $450 ($750 list).
Philips 6695 hi-fi stereo VCR with surround, brand
new, $400 ($650 list). Naim speaker cable, 2x6m,
$50. D&K Mastersound interconnects, lm pair, $25.
(505)989-8990.
MARK LEVINSON NO.23 AMP, $2900; Linn Sondek
LP12 with Ittok tonearm, Empire cartridge, $950;
Meridian MCD Pro CD player, $450. All mint with
original boxes. (302)7314352.

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Vacuumtube controlled. Latest technology and modular
design. "Risk free" 30-day home trial. Uncompromised performance at factory-clirect pricing. Call
or write to: David Lucas Inc. Dept. SF 924 Hulton
Road, Oakmont, PA 15139. (412)828-1967.

THE STANDARD IN AUDIO: Fidelity Craft is now
proud to offer the NRG line of class-A and -A/B amplifiers. We also offer the complete line of Unity Audio
speakers with superior class-A balanced design. Satisfaction guaranteed with personal service and tech-

YAMAHA PF800 'TABLE, MINT! Collection 550 rock
and jazz LPs, both $1100 firm. Also Conrad-Johnson
DF1 CD preamp, like new, $750. Michael, (212)949-

nical advice. For free, no-obligation information, call
or write FidelityCraft, 643 Windemere Drive,
Brighton, MI 48116. (313)227-9740. Visa/MC.

8990 am, (212)663-0823 pm.
APOGEE DUETTA MIcils, $1450. Mint condition.
Anthracite gray. (212)222-6816.
ADCOM 535 amp; 500 tuner/preamp; Teac V670 cassette; Magnavox CDB586 CD changer; Monitor Audio
7s; AKG 340 headphones. Excellent condition, original packaging. Bob Cardinalg PO Box 30, Belmont,
MA 02178.

Quality is subjective to those who
are still searching. But to those
who know, it is well defined.
George Merrill

COUNTERPOINT SA-5000, $2450 OBO; Krell ICSA250, $4200 OBO; Sony 707ESD and Denon DCD3300 CD players, $450 each OBO; all excellent condition. Call Tony, (714)854-3745.
MAUGHAM (LISTEN-UP) B&W 801 equalizer, Meitner Translinks, Meitner 30' interconnect. Best offer.
Steve, (213)398-8025, 7pm-10pm Pacific time.
LUXMAN PD-121 TURNTABLE with choice of arms
and cartridges, $450. Excellent condition. (301)
882-4806.
ALPINE AUDIO—Worth Yodeling About! Cary Audio,
Classé, Counterpoint, PS Audio, Wadia, Apogee, Vandersteen ProAc, Camber, B&K, Beming, MIT, Straight
Wirt, Kirnber, VPI, Well-Tempered, Kinergetics, Magnum Dynalab, more! Demo/used: Magnavox CDB-624
Bitstream, $219; Melos Itiode 200W tube amp, $2395;
Hailer DH-110, $225; Sound-Lab Dynastats, $1695;
Classé DR-5, $1595; DCM Time Window IA, $475;
SME V, $1895. Call/Fax Rick, (703)628-3177, Alpine
Audio, Box 658, Abingdon, VA 24210.
A USED HIGH-END DEALER in Calif —ARC, Aragon,
Cello, C-), Krell, Levinson, MIT, and Threshold. Buy
and sell by UPS/COD. Call (209)298-7931 or Fax (209)
29 7-0359, Sennie.
THRESHOLD FET9 PREAMP, $1200; Forte la class-A
50Wpc amp, $800; Forte 3class-AB 200 Wpc amp,

Introducing the

Spectral-DMA 80
... the frontiers of audio
are once again on the move.

MUUMUU MU
2125 Ccntral Avc., Alemphis, TN 3h104
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$800 for bi-amp. All mint condition, 1year use. Bill,
(404)565-2118 EST
MUSIC REFERENCE RM-9 tube amp (EL-34), $1250;
Dyna Stereo 70, 1200; ARC SP-9 preamp, $1050.
David, (301)742-2416.
SOUND-LAB A3 LOUDSPEAKERS—Recent updates
include wave-delay panels. Mint, $4400 080. David,
(508)856-5719 office, (617)235-3740 home.
MAGNUM DYNALAB UPDATE PROGRAM. Factory
upgrading to "Etude" specification available for FT-101
models. See your authorized dealer or call/write for
information. Magnum Dynalab, 6509 7Yansit Rd.,
Bowmansville, NY 14026, (800)448-8490.
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Audio Images
Audio Research
Classé Audio
Counterpoint
Naim Audio
PS Audio
Lux man
Hailer
Denon
Eastern Pa's Premier High Etta
Energy
Audio Speciafisis
Duntech
Vandersteen
Martin-Logan
Velodyne
Lexicon
Optonica
Esoteric
Theta Digital
Proton Video
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
California Audio Labs
VP! •PSE • CWD • Straighttrire
Sonance •Suiniko. ...& more!
\ '‘(?

‘214,Ity. .-wtedatnut» vu Ltivrn, II'an A Per,onai Tou:h

215-391-1200

5980 Hamilton Blvd • Wescosville, PA 18106

Western New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON
DEALER

-APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDIOOLJEST
•DENON
•GRADO
•[INN
•MAGNEPAN

•MIRAGE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•PROCEED
•PROTON VIDEO
•THETA
•THIEL
•VELODYNE

Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET'
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.
SOUND LAB

MICROMEGA

MUSIK SYSTEM

CLASSE

VTL

MFA

APOGEE

MIRAGE

MUSE

MERLIN

HALES

RYAN

CAL

ROWEN

VMPS

WELL TEMP

FIRST SOUND

ROTEL

CARDAS

BRASFIELD

THORENS

WHEATON

AVALON

SHURE HTS

VERSA DYNAMICS

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(7141982-8110

Straight Talk...
For 30 years wehuaoviery psro:
e
v,
st ci
lectIon, and advice to music lovers throughout the
central US. at very
competitive prices.
Adcom

MC

• VISA

• AMEX

• DIS

10;j3

111.111iiiilliju
l"ffla

2314 MONROE AVE., ROCHESTER, NY

716-442-6050

MON.-FRI. NOON-9
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SAT. 10-5

• Alpine

Forte

• KEF

• Klipsch

mortm-Logon • Mitsubishi

• NAD
Nakamichi • Onkyo • Paradigm • Phase Tech • Philips
Coble

Revox
• Sennheiser • Shure
Signet • SME • Snell • Sony
Stay • Sumiko • lhreshold
Velodyne •Yamaha

e
111>
,i0 11
INK

• ADS

• E3&W • Boston
Denon • Esoteric Audio

B&O

Monster

Trades Welcome

BENZ

& more.

Phone 913/842-1811 ext 6
24th & Iowa. Lawrence. KS 65044
Mon-Thur 1m-flpm Fri &Sat 10dim-Cipm

•
Custom Home/Office Desgn &installation.
12 Sound Rooms. Records &CDs
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ELECTRONICS OF DISTINCTION: Wadia Digital processors and transports, including factory-authorized
Wondercap upgrades for adia 2000 power supplies.
Also, Barclay Cabernet, Duntech, Bell, MAS, Cardas,
Clarity, Tice, Vidikron, Klimo, Pioneer, Graham, and
more (including previously owned equipment). Call
or write Richmond Audio/Video, RO. Box 1111, Staten
Island, NY 10314. (718)370-1916.
VTL 80 MONO AMPS, $1400 OBO, 8months old. Ask
forfoe Ryan, (203)443-9162/9069 daytime, leave
message.
BLOW AWAY B&W, CELESTION, and AE without
blowing big bucks. After 3years' development, San
Francisco Soundworks newest marvel: 3-way, floorstanding speaker with superb dynamics and ultrafast
bass. Uncompromised construction, separate timealigned enclosures, world-class drivers, Music Posts—
too many tweaks to mention here. Save if $buying
factory-direct. $2400 with lacquer finish. Fine veneers
also available. 15-day home trial. Call (415)821-0464,
or write 269 Bartlett St., San Francisco CA 94110 and
forget those painful dealer mark-ups.
CELLO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE. Absolutely mint condition. 33%-35% off list price. Audio Suite (includes
P101 and P301); Palette equalizer, power supply, and
four-piece Performance power amplifiers. Can be purchased separately or together. Call (2/2)932-7545.
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN PCR800 power amp, 205Wpc,
$230; NAD 1130 prearnp, $110. Both mint condition,
boxes, papers. Paul, (914)528-1510 evenings.

HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—We are your
newest source for Arcici, B&K, Cardas, Merlin Signature, Philips, PS Audio, Roonillme, and TARA products. Call Mark or Ricb for sound advice—sound
price. Signature Sound, PO. &re 2814, Liverpool, NY
13089. (315)622-9066, (315)622-4137.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Hales speakers—Cardas-wired
(stunning holography), Cardas cables, Convergent
Audio preamps (that marvelous CAT.). SymphonicLine amps (big winner), First Sound, Benz, Sound
Anchor stands, acoustic treatment products. Auditions
by appt. Used items occasionally. Audio Archives, (619)
455-6326.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET Pioneer CLD900 laserdise player (digital), $300 plus shipping; JVC
BN-5 Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin Mint One
Hundred Greatest Recordings Of All Time, $1200;
Dennessen PRD, $150; Audionics Space & Image Composer, $300; dbx 4BX dynamic-range expander, $500.
Most prices include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommerwerck, CA9 Stereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fe, NM 87501.
DESIGNER SOUND? NO! MUSIC? YES! Hear what the
musicians intended with awell-matched system from
Stereo Consultants. Belles, B&K, Superphon, Audire,
Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts, Melos, ProAc,
Fried, JSE, Linaeum, NEAR., Ryan, many more.
Competitively priced in Lafayette, IN. Stereo Consultants, phone (317)474-9004, 3-10pm EST, Mon.-Sat.
CARVER SILVER SEVEN-T BLOCKS, $1195/pair;
Nalcamichi RX505, $750; 680ZX, $395; McIntosh
MC2I25, 2150, C27. Power amps for sub/surround,
$195 up. (313)949-4567.
WELL-TEMPERED RECORD PLAYER, new, $699; MIT
Shotgun WBT, 15', $799; Mod Squad Prism II CD,
$1199; Rauna Freja, $499; Musical Concepts 473 CD,
$299. (714)598-7530.

From NAD
to conrad-johnson,
Celestion to Mirage,

modest to the ultimate.

APOGEE SCINTILLAS, GREY, excellent condition,
$2200 OBO. (216)499-4896.
GOLDMUND STUDIO with T3F arm, latest, with
cones, brand new, $4995. (617)252-6825.
li&W 801 Matrix 2loudspeakers, black, mint, $3500.
(617)252-6825.
ANGSTROM RPM SPEAKERS, $195/pair; Fried subwoofers, $295/pair; two Chicago 6" by 9" by 24"
stands, $75/pair (set $495); Grado Signature 8MX, $50.
Shipping extra. Ask for Karl, (614)792-6542 evenings EST
TOP RETAIL $t FOR McIN1DSH tube and SS, Maranta

Come meet some of the nicest,
easiest-to-talk-to folks in audio!

AUDIO_DEN

You Il hear the difference

802-863-4398
100 Dorset Street
So. Burlington, VT 05403
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tube. '50s and '60s JBL, EV Patricians, Mark Levinson.
(313)229-5191 evenings EST
FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio: Featuring
Cary Audio tube electronics with the excellent BAE-30
silver interconnects, Gold Arro, TARA Labs, AudioQuest, Aural Symphonies, Apature, Esoteric, DNM,
Straight Wire, Simply/Physics, Dynavector, Chesky,
Reference Recordings. (503) 638-5767 for afree
catalog.
QUICKSILVER MONOBLOCKS with RAM 8417s, mint,
"50. Will, (300356-5752 EST
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THE AUDIO TRADING TIMES is published 2x/month
and brings you spectacular bargains on used/demo
audio/video equipment from around the country.
Dealers and individuals: advertise fire! 6issues, $15;
12 issues. $25; 24 issues, $45. Sample issue: $1. PO.
Box 27, Conover; WI 54519, (715)479-3103.
KRELL—MINT! Previously owned and carefully
used-30 hours. Original boxes, $10,000 delivered.
(Will consider selling electronic items separately.) With
factory-new JSE model is, add $3000. With factorynew Swans Leda/Gemini. add $5000. Sony 707-ESD
8x-18-bit, $500. Call Mike, (512)345-9269, 6-10pm
evenings or weekends CST
REDISCOVER FM STEREO—Informative booklet on
how to improve your FM reception. Free for the asking
from the "FM Specialists" at Magnum Dynalab, 6509
7Yansit Rd. (OHL Bowmansville, NY 14026, or call
(800) 448-8490.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Vkll-Temperrd, NEC, Forté, Nakamichi
R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, Prcv!ic, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy. Monster, Straight Wire,
Stax, Nakamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, VPI,
CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street,
Saginaw, MI 48602 (51 -)-92-3816.

LPs/CDs/Tapes
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereopbile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV

AUDIO. ..
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
Records. And we =expanding our stock of Opus One
records. To receive acurrent list, without charge, call
(7/6)377-0432.

Wanted
ARC LSI, Theta Pro Basic. Som CDP-X77. Douglas,
(415)462-7808.
WANTED: TANDBERG 3006A power amplifier/0n,
(203)758-6269.
CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K. Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc. The Stereo 7hzding Outlet, 320 Old
York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.
TEAC Z-7000 CASSETTE DECK. Will consider trade
for Tandberg TC.A 3014A cassette deck. George, (216)
773. -328 after 6pm.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-8. Mar*, (916)737-0152 after
6pm or leave message.
GETTING MORE THAN IT'S WORTH? Unlikely. Getting what it's worth? Always call (718) 387-7316 or
(718)384-466 7 (NY) first. Collector buying all tube
Marantz in any condition—especially Marantz model
9. etc., McIntosh, Tannoy, Quad ESL-63, all versions
Mark Levinson, Krell pie- and amps and x-overs, Audio
Research, Apogee, Conrad-Johnson, McIntosh. Trade
inquiries welcome. For trade: early Marantz model
1, Tandberg 3014 cassette deck, mint.

89132.

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

MOBILE FIDELITY BEATLES COLLECTION, unopened, $750. (803)868-2396, Gabriel.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex IL and import pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc,
5346N. Guilford Are, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)

Now Under New Management
REPRESENTING:
APOGEE •AUDIO OUEST •
El&K AUDIO •
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS •
CELESTION •

255-3446.

CONRAD-JOHNSON •
COUNTERPOINT •

PRIVATE COLLECTION OF VINTAGE CDs, cassettes,
records. List $5, refundable. Moore, Box 6012,
Chicago, IL 60680-6012.

NITTY GRITTY •

DAT-120s: SONY, $10.99; MAXELL, Denon, TDK,
$9.99; Fuji, $9.49. Maxell: Wrtot-90, $13.99; MXS-90,
$2.99; XLII -S 90, $2.39. TDK: MA-XG90, $10.99; MAX90, $3.49. Sony metal-ES90, $3.99; Denon HDM100, $3.99. That's: Sumo-90, $8.99; CDIV-100, $4.19;
S/H, $4.95. Visa/MC. Tape World, 220 Spring Street,

LINN •MARTIN-LOGAN •
MIT CABLE-MOD SOUAD
REGA •ROTEL •
JEFF ROWLAND DESIGN GROUP •
SOTA •SFAX •
SUMIKO •
TARGET •
THETA DIGITAL •
VANDERSTEEN •
WELL TEMPERED •
WILSON •
& MORE

Butler, PA 16001, (800)245-6000.

Plus CD s& LP s

CLASSICAL RECORDS (1949-1980) FOR SALE. For
your list, simply write to: Nerone, 89 King's Avenge
London, SW4 8EF, England.

CREDIT CARDS •

FIFTY DOLLARS PAID for mint copies: RCA LSC2225
(Witches' Brew), Mercury SR90212 (Paray/Chabrier).
Others wanted. Autographs and 2-track open-it-el tapes
wanted. Randall Goldman, Box I, Kenilworth, IL
60043.
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DELIVERY •
SET UP
MON SAT II 6

4119 HILLSBORO RD •NASHVILLE, TN 37215
16151297-4700
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in StereophIle is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write: Nelson &
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
Acoustat
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Advanced Audio
Altis
Apature Products
Apogee Acoustics
Arcici
ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio By Design
Audio Connection
Audio Den
Audio Den Ltd
Audio Den—VT
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Haven
Audio Images
Audio Insight
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
AudioQuest
AudioStream
B&K Components
B&W Loudspeakers
Bay Area Audio
Bose Express Music
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio Design
Chicago Speakerworks
Counterpoint
CSA Audio
Cumberland Audio
Dana Audio
Digital Ear
Eardrum Audio Video
Energy
Forté
Gryphon Audio Design
Hales Audio
Harlequin
Hi -Fi City
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J&R Music
JS Audio
Kevro International
Kief's Audio/Video
Kimber Kable
Krell Industries
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FINAL WORD
Every month my brain fries as it rolls around
all the possible things to write about in this

greatest, when everyone knows the Dvorák is
even mightier), Isay, "Let them quarrel with

limited space Should Iaddress the issues raised

us." Icouldn't believe some of the choices by

by my just-completed trip to Japan and Taiwan,
where Iwas fortunate enough to establish an

some of our writers, but who cares? In diversity, strength.
Then there's commentary on 2Live Crew,

excellent working relationship with acollaborator on the forthcoming Chinese edition of

and academic objection to RH's exposition of

Stereophile? (More info next month, the issue
with which our collaboration begins.)

Roger Lagadec's AES presentation, including
almost three pages from the learned Dr. Lip-

Or should Iaddress an issue already raised
by Andy Vitale and Kevin Marty on pp.33 & 35:

shitz. (No, we don't pay him by the word—or

the way-less-than-excellent quality control

gratulates me for agreeing with him, when in
fact Idid no such thing. /described as atruism

offered by the high-end audio industry? Not
all companies are guilty, of course; some jump
through amazing hoops to insure that every

at all—but perhaps we should.) He even con-

his statement that, if all linear and non-linear
distortions are equal between two amplifiers,

product works, and with true excellence How-

they are the same He reconstructed my state-

ever, though virtually all high-end companies
offer excellent service when things do break,
the latter is something which unfortunately

ment to agreement that "if. ..
measured imper-

appears to happen all too often.
If our experience is even slightly representative (and conversations with TAS's Frank
Doris lead me to believe we're not alone), the

fections are small enough they sound identical." I'm sure Ineed not point out to him the
difference between these two versions—it's
measurable and it's audible.
It's true: you're the best. Don't stop writing,
though I'm sure nothing Imight say could

overall situation is not good. The April issue of
Stereophile saw two negative amplifier reviews,
the manufacturer's defense to which was that

accomplish that. And don't stop the thinking

the products were defective and therefore

Wilhelm Furtwängler which, along with April's
"Letters," interrupted my attempt to focus on

sounded bad! This is adefense? Moreover, not
only "budget" products evince problems for
us—expensive amplifiers from Krell, Thresh-

that leads to writing.
I'd like to conclude with aquotation from

"Final Word." It appears in the March 28 edition of The New York Review of Books, in an

old, and Levinson have also gone awry. Abrief
internal survey of products we've reviewed

excellent article by Alfred Brendel, defining

over the last year indicates problems with
review samples well into the double digits of

ence between great music and by-the-numbers
music, which also could be applied to hi-fi

percent.
My mind was driven away from these inter-

equipment:
"It is necessary that both the detail and the

esting subjects, though, by reading the April

whole have gone through the performer's emo-

issue of Stereopbile. (My travels and non—
direct-involvement in editorial matters now

tions. There are some who can feel asingle
phrase; only afew who can grasp the complete

dictate that my first thorough reading of this

line of an extended melody; and nearly none

better than anything else I've read the differ-

who can do justice to the total context of that
magazine takes place at the same time yours
veritable whole which every masterpiece repdoes! I've even been accosted by manufacturers about reviews that, disgracefully, I resents. There is, however, away of dealing
with compositions—overly practical and therehaven't even read.) What section of Stereopbile
comes first? Why, "Letters," of course. We have
the best letter-writers in the world, bar none—
because we have the best readers in the world!
First Iread all the riotous comments on Janu-

fore universally adopted these days—which
does not even attempt emotional involvement.
It presents the bare facts without their meaning."

ary's "Records to Die For." Although JA wished
to differ with many (and in the process erroneously pronounced the Elgar Cello Concerto the
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The new Acoustat electro
hybrid speaker.
Focused on performance; dressed
by design. We eagerly await your
listening evaluation of this new
ACOUSTAT
A Division of
Rockford Corporation
613 S Rockford Drive
Tempe. Arizona U SA 85281

'reference standard'.
For more information call
1-6 0 2 -9 6 7 -3 5 6 5.

YOU CAN HEAR
THE DIFFERENCE!
"It's amazing", most people say, "how much better my system
sounds with AudioQuest cables. Ican't believe what I've been missing!"

AudioQuest makes afull line of performance engineered cables; speaker,
audio-interconnect, video, S-video, fiber-optic and installation cables.
AudioQuest has spent 12 years continually improving and fine tuning
its cable designs to reduce all types of cable-induced distortion —
and to do it cost-effectively. Many different constructions and four
grades of copper and silver are used depending on the budget.
AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three
very flat cables which use multiple-solid conductors. The sound is sweet and clean because
)ifie strand interaction is eliminated, while skin effect and resistance are minimized.

6-- ••• ••••

AudioQuest
Indigo Hyperlitz speaker cable uses
geometry similar to our
most expensive cables,
yet is very affordable. The
clarity, dynamics and sense of
acoustic space are incredible, due
to the constant proximity of the spiraled,
magnetically isolated conductors.

F-18*

AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz' interconnect cable uses a
patented construction which eliminates strand interaction and
minimizes distortion caused by insulation. Teflon insulation, FPC-6'"
copper (99.99997% pure), and resistance-welded, direct-gold plated,
FPC" plugs make this cable sound incredible. The aural invisibility of
this cable is something you will have to experience for yourself.
AudioQuest's absolute commitment to value doesn't mean that all
AudioQuest products are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive
products are avery good value when used with better systems.
No matter what type of equipment you have,
maximize your system's performance with
AudioQuest cables! Contact your local
AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself.
You can hear the difference!

audioquest
Tel: 714-498-2770
Fax: 714-498-5112
P. 0. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA

Indigo Hyperlitz*

Lapis Iterate

•All diagrams are 1'

times actual sue.
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